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Report To The Congress
Increasing The Department Of Housing And
Urban Development's Effectiveness
Through Improved Management

VOLUME I

Thsz; :; the first in a series of GAO reports evaluating
management effecziveness at malor federal departments
The DepJrtment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
is strivtig to better manage its progvams and achieve its
current obhecttves of I 1 reducing waste, fraud. and mis-
management t2i controlling costs. (3) deregulating. and
(4) relying more on the private sector Management initia-
tives are required to address the underlying causes of
cont!nuing problems in several key areas These areas
include organizing. planning. budgeting. program delivery.
and accounting and financial management GAO found a
need to

- Place more emphasis on general management func-
tlions. such as planning staff training and develop-
ment. and financial management

-- Strengthen accountabhilty foi general manage nent
functions

--Build an organizatorn with greater stability

--Establish continuity within HUD s top management
team

HUD is working hard to resolve many of its problems. and
GAO offers recommendations to the agency and the Con
gress to complement that effort
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is the executive summary of our full report evaluatingthe management effectiveness at the Department of Housing and UrbanDevelopment (BUD). The purpose of this review was to analyze HUD'smanagement, identify and analyze problems, and make recommendationsto improve any shortcomings. It is the first in a series ofreviews at major federal departments.

We concentrated our efforts on HUD's organizational structure;accounting, financial, planning, and b,!dget functions; and programdelivery. While we found that HUD is striving to make improve-ments, we suggest further ways to increase program effectivenessthrough management efficiency.

During this review HUD's Secretary and his staff gave us fullsupport and cooperation. We obtained the Secretary's comments onthe report and incorporated them where apprcpriate. He agreed withmany of our recommendations.

We are sending copies of this report to the Secretary, Depart-ment of Housing and Urban Development; the Director, Office ofManagement and Budget; and interested congressional committees,subcommittees, and individual members of Congress.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTIOLLER GENERAL'S INCREASING THE DEPARTMENT OF
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT'S
VOLUME I EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH IMPROVED

MANAGEMENT

DIGEST

The Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) has played a major role in upgrading the
nation's housing and providing community devel-
opment aid to ri-ies and counties. HUD's per-
formance in operating its multibillion-dollar
programs could be strengthened by improvements
in general management functions including
organizational structure, planning, staffing,
financial management, and program monitoring.

GAO reached this conclusion after analyzing
reports by GAO, HUD's Irspector General, and
others on HUD's program performance and examin-
ing management conditions. GAO conducted its
review with the full support and cooperation of
HUD's Secretary and his staff.

GAO's purpose was to (1) identify and analyze
management problems and their underlying causes
and (2) recommend improvements to the Congress
and SUD, recognizing and complementing manage-
ment and program initiatives already underway.
In this regard, for example, HUD has increased
its efforts to prevent fraud, waste, and mis-
management and to improve cost control. This
volume summarizes the results of GAO's review,
with the full report appearing in Volume II.

GAO observed that many of HUD's specific
management problems are complex and longstand-
ing. While HUD has begun to address some of
its problems, success will be elusive unless
the Congress and HUD address what GAO believes
are basic underlying causes of managerial
difficulties. There is a need to:

-- build an organization with greater stability;

-- place more emphasis on general management
functions;

-- strengthen accountability for general
management functions; and
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-- establish continuity within HUD's top
management team.

Any analysis of HUD's management effectiveness
would not be complete without recognizing
external influences. HUD is influenced by ito
clientele and by public and private interest
groups. Furthermore, it must cope with shifts
in program focus and direction resulting from
actions by the Congress aind changes in
administrations.

ADDRESSING ORGAFIZATIONAL ISSUES

The 1981 legisl.;ive year marked the introduc-
tion of the administration's proposal to reduce
the federal government's role in accomplishing
national objectives. The thrust is to reduce
federal involvement and rely more on the pri-
vate sector and state and local governments.
For example, HUD has (1) redirected the focus
for housing from construction to greater use of
existing housing and (2) reduced government
restraints on the Community Development Block
Grant Program, including encouraging states to
administer the program's small city segment.

In September 1983 HUD restructured its field
organization to reflect reduced workload and
program changes. However, the reorganization
did not address certain management deficiencies
inherent in the existing organizational
arrangement. Prior reorganizations had led to
complex relationships among levels of manage-
ment, creating confusion concerning the spe-
cific responsibilities and functions of HUD's
field offices vis-a-vis headquarters.

Also, HUD's recent reorganization still
embraces a regional office concept and a field
office presence in most states which may be
overly complex to meet a reduced federal role.

In view of ongoing program changes and further
program, policy, and cost and benefit uncer-
tainties, GAO is recommending that HUD's Secre-
tary evaluate how well the new field structure
is working. (See p. 9.)

NEW APPROACHES FOR MANAGERIAL
CONTINUITY AND ACC'-!INTABILITY

HUD's Secretary implements major policy
initiatives and sets the tone for agency
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managers and staff. Secretarial actions,
together with the agency's management processes
and systems, demonstrate commitment to
effective and efficient management.

GAO believes demonstration of this commitment
could be enhanced by (1) an explicit statement
of the Department's goals and objectives which
outlines the Secretary's agenda and priorities
for the coming years, (2) specific delegation
of authority to one person for the Department's
general management functions, (3) the Secre-
tary's showing support for improving and using
HUD'b management systems and processes for
decisionmaking, and (4) having arn effective
system which holds managers accountable for
performance. However, GAO found that HUD had
problems in each of these areas.

--Although the Department's priorities were
articulated through operating plans, they
were not clearly linked to Secretarial goals
and objectives. For example, a field office
mnet a Secretarial priority of increasing debt
collection on a HUD loan program by expedit-
ing other HUD payments to the debtors, por-
tions of which they then used to pay interest
due HUD.

--No one person, including the Under Secretary,
has been delegated the responsibility to
oversee the agency's daily operations as they
relate to general management functions.

--Much of HUD's planning and policy development
occurs through the budget development process
as contrasted with a well-established depart-
mental management planning process that is
clearly linked to Secretarial goals and
objectives. For example, in transferring
major responsibility for operating the Small
Cities Block Grant Program to the states, a
Secretarial goal, HUD did not adequately
consider this initiative's effect on HUD
staffing needs, monitoring policies, or
program administration.

-- General management functions, such as program
evaluation and financial management, were
widely dispersed, uncoordinated, and needing
improvement. For example, the absence of a
central direction and focus for financial
management contributed to HUD spending
$27 million in an unsuccessful attempt to
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develop an automated accounting system for
its mortgage insurance activities.

HUD's top management team changes frequently--
presidential appointees at HUD have turned over
about every 2 years and turnover is also high
among the Senior Executive Service staff. As a
result, institutional memory at a high level
does not exist to understand the causes of
HUD's longstanding management problems and the
implications of alternative solutions.

GAO offers the Congress three options for its
consideration which, in varying degrees,
address managerial style, accountability, and
continuiry issues. One option is for the Con-
gress to amend HUD's enabling legislation and
create the position of Under Secretary for
Management. The position would be filled by a
nonpartisan presidential appointee who would be
accountable, by law, to the Secretary for HUD's
management systems and general management func-
tions. To increase the likelihood that an
effective Under Secretary would remain when
BUD's leadership changes, the Congress cou16
style the proposed amendment after the Inspec-
tor General Act of 1978 which requires
notifying both houses of Congress of the reason
for removal.

A second option is to strengthen the role of
the Assistant Secretary for Administration by
delegating to the Assistant Secretary authority
to oversee all of HUD's general management
functions. A third option is to create the
position of Deputy Under Secretary for Manage-
ment under the present single Under Secretary.
Unlike the first two options, this proposed
career-reserved official would be only anr
advisor to the Office of the Secretary and
would not have authority cver general
management functions.

GAO recognizes that a nonpartisan Under Secre-
tary for Management may be a departure from our
traditional political system. However, this
option is particularly attractive because it
can professionalize and enhance HUD's manage-
rial leadership and provide a benchmark for the
Congress to use when considering ways to
improve management in other federal agencies.
(See p. 12.)
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ADDRESSING MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

HUD has made significant strides toward
resolving many of its management problems. For
example, HUD has increased its efforts in moni-
toring to prevent fraud, waste, and mismanage-
ment and is improving its financial management
activities. These and other management actions
are positive steps. (See p. 6.)

HUD's management and GAO recognize thiat
additional improvements are needed, but they
will not come easily and will require time.
Therefore, GAO is making short- and long-term
recommendations to HUD. GAO also presents
recommendations to and matters for consider-
ation by the Congress.

Improving planning
and budgeting

Planning and budgeting must play an important
role if HRUD is to successfully manage the
transition from programs stressing housing
production to those stressing preservation and
maintenance of existing housing and greater
emphasis on cost control and reliance on the
private sector. HRUD relies on the budget
process as the primary means to direct and
control HUD activity. This reliance has not
been an effective substitute for needed manage-
merit systems for planning, developing policy,
and communicating current. and future Secreta-
rial expectations to headquarters and field
staffs. (See p. 20.)

GAO also found that the short (annual) budget
and legislative cycles, coupled with delayed
funding approval, contributed to management
problems. For example, HUD's appropriation
bills were enacted late 19 of 21 times from
1962 to 1982. These delays contributed to late
communication of budgetary priorities to pro-
gram staff and fostered a short-term focus and
uncertainty beyond the authorized period at the
expense of long-range planning. For example,
delayed funding prevents many of the nation's
2,70J public housing authorities from operating
efficiently. These authorities received subsi-
dies through HUD, totaling about ;1.2 billion
in fiscal year 1983, to pay for such items as
utilities, maintenance, and security. The
uncertainties surrounding delayed funding
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prevent authorities from engaging in meaningful
budget planning, which increases risks of poor
security and further deterioration of buildings
and equipment. GAO has previously proposed
that the Congress consider such reforms as
multiyear authorizations and clearer statements
of policy and program objectives in authoriza-
tion legislation. While these changes may be
slow In coming, their need has been recognized
by congressional budgetary reform legislation
introduced in the 98th Congress. (See p. 25.)

GAO also found weaknesses in HUD's analytical
base--accounting, fir.ancial, resource manage-
ment, and evaluation data useC to support HUD's
budget and to monitor and analyze progra.m exe-
cution. For example, HUD does not allocate
salaries and expenses--which annually exceed
$500 million--to many of its programs. As a
result, the total costs of many programs are
not available for oversight and analysis by the
Congress and others. (See p. 27.)

Further, the magnitude, design, and the funding
practices associated with certain aspects of
HUD's budget presentation create congressional
budgetary control problems. For example, HUD's
long-term contracts for assisted housing have
created obligations for future outlays of
nearly $206 bill on. (See p. 30.)

GAO's recommendations to improve budgeting and
planning are aimed at

-- the Congress' requiring RUD to expand its
budget justifications to fully reflect all
matetial aspects of uncontrollable costs and
the budgetary impact of programs (see p. 32);

--HUD's developing a department-wide planning
system (see p. 21); and

-- HUD's improving the analytical base of the
budget by continuing efforts to improve
financial management systems that integrate
budgeting and accounting (see p. 29).

Program delivery can
be more effective

Although the nature and severity of program
delivery shortcomings vary among programs,
several problems are common. UUD needs to
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(1) more effectively provide guidarce and
direction to program delivery staff,
(2) develop staff skills and expertise, and
(3) resolve problems uncovered by the many
reviews, audits, and evaluations of HUD
programs and procedures.

Staff skill and training inadequacies, in
particular, limit HUD's ability to properly
monitor programs and grantees- Also, rapidly
changing organizational needs, coupled with
workload changes, are further straining HUD's
efforts to improve its staffirg. For example,
HUD's field managers told GAO that staff train-
in.r was a critical need. Groups served by HUD
also cited staffing inadequacies as a major HUD
problem.

GAO', recommendations to HUD's Secretary in
these areas are aipmd at

--establishing a more effective staff develop-
ment program (see p. 40);

-- improving the quality and timeliness of head-
quarters guidance to field offices (see
p. 34); and

-- improving monitoring of program participants,
on-site performance evaluations, and manage-
ment's responses to internal and external
report recommendations (see pp. 36 and 38).

Financial management
information systems
weaknesses

HUD's financial management information systems
have not kept pace with the needs of the
Congress or HUD's management. Although HUD's
management has initiated a number of
improvements, it has not fully addressed the
underlying causes of these systems problems.
These include the absence of

--a Chief Financial Officer with responsibility
for providing a central focus for developing
financial management policies and systems and

-- long-range planning to establish improved
oversight and control over automated systems.

HUD's management information systems do not
provide timely and accurate data necessary to
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establish accountability for, and control over,
housing and urban development programs. Also,
lIUD's accounting systems were not sufficiently
automated, and extensive manual efforts are
needed to perform accounting functions. Only
40 percent of headquarters accounting systems
were automated, and most of those automated
were obsolete.

Further, a number of these systems were imple-
mented without assurance that they comply with
the principles and standards prescribed by the
Comptroller General. Also, GAO has been con-
sistently unable to express an unqualified
opinion on the financial statements of the
Federal Housing Administration fund--HUD's
mortgage insurance arm--because of accounting
system deficiencies. Further, recent HUD
reports concluded that accounting systems for
the Assisted Housing and Community Development
Block Grant Programs were not adequate to meet
management's needs. (See p. 18.)

Recognizing the need for improvements, HUD is
reevaluating its internal controls and review-
ing the vulnerability of its accounting systems
to fraud, waste, and abuse. This effort should
place the Secretary in a better position to
report on the adequacy of internal controls as
required by the Federal Managers' Financial
Integrity Act (Public Law 97-255).

GAO's short- and long-term recommendations for
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
to further improve financial management systems
include:

For the short-term,

-- establishing the position of Chief Financial
Officer with clear responsibility and
accountability to set financial policy and
provide a central focus for development of
improved financial management systems and

-- correcting internal control weaknesses.

For the long-term,

-- developing accounting systems which comply
with the principles and standards established
by the Comptroller General,
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-- streamlining the processes used to accomplish
accounting functions, and

--establishing a long-range automatic data
processing planning and control process.
(See p. 20.)

AGENCY COMMENTS AND
GAO's EVALUATION

HUD agreed with many of GAO's findings and
recommendations. Often it said it was taking
or planning actions which would correct defi-
ciencies GAO cited. HUD disagreed with GAO's
draft proposal to reevaluate the proposed field
reorganization. Concerning planning--another
area where GAO and HUD differed--HUD agreed
that it needs to better integrate its budget
process with other management functions but
disagreed with program examples cited by GAO
showing a need for more systematic planning.
HUD also said it had reported long-term goals
and objectives to the President and is attempt-
ing to refine these within the context of
existing and proposed g qislation. HUD also
disagreed with GAO's recommendation that the
Congress require HUD to include in its budget
justification more information on future costs
and budgetary consequences of programs.

Regarding GAO's three options to increase
continuity and accountability for general
management functions, HUD stated that it pre-
ferred the option of strengthening the role of
the Assistant Secretary for Administration and
increasing the involvement of the existing
Under Secretary in day-to-day activities
relating to the overall management of the
Department.

GAO considered the Departnent's comments and
made necessary changes to its report. GAO has
disagreed with HUD's field reorganization in
two prior reports and in testimony before the
Congress. Since HUD has finalized its
reorganization GAO recognizes that its draft
proposal to reevaluate the proposed field
reorganization is now moot. However, GAO
concludes that the reorganization does not
fully address p-oblems identified in the
report. Although GAO is not recommending that
HUD's Secretary modify, at this time, the new
field structure, GAO is recommending that the
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Secretary evaluate how well the new field
structure is working. (See p. 10.)

The planning examples cited by GAO demonstrate
that planning at HUD is of dissimilar quality
and scope. In the case of a proposed housing
vouchers program, for example, HUD did not con-
sider what staff resources or skills it would
need to effectively implement the program.

On long-term goals and objectives, GAO found
that HUD did not include these in its budget
justification or link them to its field office
planning system. Similarly, GAO's recommenda-
tion to the Congress on expanding HUD's budget
justification is based on the perspective of
overall budgetary control. Both the Depart-
ment's obligated balances and guaranteed loan
balances are about half of the government's
total. Accordingly, GAO continues to believe
that the Congress would benefit from more
information on the expected future costs of
HUD's programs.

GAO continues to favor the option of creating
the position of Under Secretary for Manage-
ment. GAO recognizes that strengthening the
role of the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion has certain advantages, such as requiring
relatively little reorganization. However,
this option rAay prove to be less effective than
the option for an Under Secretary for Manag.-
ment in resolving the difficult issues of
management commitment and accountability.
Using the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion and the present Under Secretary may result
in a 'Lusiness as usual" approach to managemen-
improvement. Therefore, creating a non-
partisan Under Secretary for Management offers
more promise for professionalizing and
enhancing management performance at HUD.

GAO's specific responses to HUD's comments
follow the applicable recommendation sections
of the report.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This review is the first in our long-term objective ofreviewing the effectiveness of management at federal departments.For this review we considered the term management as includingsystems and processes involved in

o organizing and directing the agency,

o planning its activities and allocating resources,

o executing program delivery, and

o providing management control through accurate and timelyinformation.

Specifically, we sought to (1) identify and analyze managementproblems and their underlying causes and (2) recommend improve-ments to the Congress and HUD's Secretary for increasing manage-ment effectiveness in light of current HUD programs and policiesand management initiatives already underway.

An analysis of HUD's management is not complete withoutrecognizing the impact of external influences. Many groups,including cities and public interest organizations, influence, BUDpolicies and programs. Also, HUD managers must cope with frequentshifts in program focus and direction resulting from actions bythe Congress, the President, and the Office of Management andBudget (OMB). This can result in HUD's having complex programswith multiple and sometimes conflicting purposes, hampering itsability to effectively plan and control resources and achievedesired program results.

This volume summarizes the results of our review. Ourcomplete presentation appears in Volume II: Increasing HUD'sEffectiveness Through Improved Management (GAO/RCED-84-9).

HUD has played a major role in meeting the nation's housingand community development needs. This accomplishment has notcome without concern for HUD's performarnce in managing its manyprograms. Shortcomings in management systems and performancehave been cited in numerous reports by us, HUD's InspectorGeneral, congressional committees, and others.

To successfully manage its programs and administer its cur-rent objectives of (1) reducing waste, fraud, and mismanagement,(2) controlling costs, (3) deregulating, and (4) relying more onthe private sector, HUD must address the underlying causes ofcontinuing management inefficiencies in such areas as planning,monitoring, and financial management. We found these causesindicate a need for:



o increased emphasis on general management functions, such

as planning, staff training and development, and financial

management;

o strengthened accountability for general management

functions;

o organizational stability; and

o added continuity in HUD's top management team.

HUD's current top managers recognize that problems exist

and have taken some actions to overcome some problems and are 
con-

sidering additional initiatives. These actions include improving

financial and accounting controls, planning systems, training,

and monitoring to prevent fraud, waste, and mismanagement. 
These

are positive steps, but much remains to be done to correct the

underlying causes of management deficiencies we identified.

Improving managerial effectiveness is a complex task. Some

problem areas can be solved in the short run and without major

changes. For example, the development of a HUD-wide planning

system and improved monitoring of program participants can be

accomplished fairly quickly. Other problems areas will require

longer run solutions. Enhancing the analytical base for budget

development, improving staff development, and building reliable

financial management systems are examples. Still other-solutions

require congressional action. For example, creating a high level

professional manager who would be held accountable for general

management functions, is an option requiring ,.oagressional

consideration.

II. HUD AND THE MAGNITUDE OF ITS MANAGEMENT TASK

The history of HUD is characterized by change and conflict

due to the evolutionary federal role in housing and urban 
develop-

ment and to many diverse social, economic, and political forces

affecting this role.

Since it was created by the Congress in 1965, HUD's func-

tions and authority have expanded over time to a broad mission 
of

(1) providing adequate housing for all Americans, (2) promoting

community and economic development for urban areas, and 
(3) elim-

inating discrimination in housing markets. HUD's programs in each

of these areas could be summarized as follows:
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Major HUD Program Areas

Housing Community development Fair housing

Housing assistance Community Development Fair Housing
programs and the Block Grant Programs, Programs provide
mortgage insurance the Urban Development financial assist-
programs through Action Grant Program, ance to state and
the Federal Hous- and Rehabilitation Loan local agencies to
ing Administration and Urban Homesteading help them elimi-
(FRA) provide low- Programs help communi- nate housing
and moderate- ties improve housing discrimination by
income families conditions, conserve promptly process-
with homeownership energy supplies, expand ing civil rights
and rental housing business opportunities complaints and by
assistance. and provide jobs, and carrying out

revitalize blighted affirmative mar-
areas in the nation's keting agreements
cities and counties. and promoting

equal opportunity
matters within HUD
programs.

BUD programs are among the most complex in government. BUD
grants money to communities, insures homes, subsidizes rents, and
at times is a landlord, real estate agent, and counselor. It con-
ducts business through 2,700 public housing authorities (entities
of local governments), all states, hundreds of local governments,
and numerous other public and private organizations including
developers, neighborhood groups, and financial institutions. Over
200 legislative acts, titles, and sections and hundreds of regula-
tions define relationships among HUD, its programs, and its con-
stituents. About 40 congressional committees and subcommittees
oversee its programs.

Although a relatively small Cabinet-level department in terae.
of number of employees--about 13,000--HUD's financial, economnic,
and social responsibilities affect many sectors of the economy and
much of the nation's population. The following figures indicate
the extent of activity in BUD's major programs. The first figureshows the effects of high 1980-82 interest rates on the number of
homes insured and the dollar amount of PHA insurance issued by
HUD. The second figure shows that major subsidized housing con-
struction assistance programs are declining in response to theadministration's efforts to deemphasize construction programs.
The third figure reflects the relative leveling off of funding for
HUD's commurity planning and development programs. The fourth
figure shows an increase in fair housing and equal opportunity
activity in term3 of complaints received and processed from 1977
through 1982.
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BUD's current direction--
managing for change

Since 1981, HUD has redirected its policies and programs
to reflect administration goals of reducing the size and cost of
the federal government, lessening the regulatory burden on program
participants, delegating more responsibility to state and local
governments, and placing greater reliance on the private sector.
HUD has greatly reduced new construction programs, narrowed pro-
gram eligibility requirements, transferred to most states the
administration of the Small Cities Block Grant Program, and pro-
posed an Enterprise Zone Program. Steps HBUD cited as significant
management improvements include (1) reducing budget authority
and staff by phasing out some activities and limiting costs and
(2) improving asset management by emphasizing control over waste,
fraud, and abuse and collecting delinquent debts.

Major shifts in focus and direction are not new to HUD.
Maintaining a smoothly functioning organization with a clear
sense of purpose during change is a difficult and important
responsibility of top managers, especially the Secretary.

The Secretary, however, has many responsibilities and obliga-
tions which affect the time he or she can devote to managing the
agency. Each brings a distinctive management style and philosophy
to the position. Some have devoted more efforts to managing HUD's
daily operations, others have stressed policy responsibilities,
while some have concentrated on congressional and public relations
areas.

The current Secretary has stated that his management style
is to look to his assistant secretaries to run the agency's daily
operations. To be effective, this philosophy must depend on sound
management processes, clear lines of authority, and an understand-
ing of his personal style. H, -* ver, management systems weaknesses
prevent HUD from generating ta..ely and reliable financial manage-
ment data, and lines of authority are not always clear. Also,
there is no focal point below the Secretary to coordinate finan-
cial management, planning, and other support systems. As a
result, basic information needed to support decisionmaking and
policy development, such as the amount owed HUD by debtors and the
amount of insurance written in a single week, are not available or
difficult to compile.

Persistent management problems remain a significant challenge
lo be overcome if HUD is to successfully manage its current policy
and program direction. For example, a review of 48 of our past
reports (selected fro. a total of 292 reports we issued on HUD
from January 1976 to September 1982) and 7 Office of Inspector
General (OIG) Semi-Annual Reports to the Congress from October
1978 to March 1982, identified a variety of management inefficien-
cies. Excerpts of our analyses, provided on the next pages, show
that the effects of management problems are similar among program
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areas, are repetitive, and transcend time and political
philosophy.

Examples of Reported Management Problems

Management area Program effects

Organizational HUD's three-tiered organizational structure
structure createJ red tape, slow service and

incapacity to control losses (1977)

Planning and policy Greater financial risk was created because
development HUD underwriters did not adequately

estimate project revenue and expenses
(1978)

Unclear regulations resulted in higher pro-
4ram costs because unnecessary luxury items
were included in section 8 subsidized
housing projects (1980)

Monitoring Comunity Development Block Grant funds were
field offices not effectively used because moritoring was
and program inadequate and grantees held funds in
participants excess of needs (1980)

Inadequate HUD involvement in monitoring
public housing authorities (PHAs) and
providing technical assistance was
identified as a central factor in poor PHA
management (1982)

Communication or Collections were reduced on HUD-held home
guidance mortgages because guidance provided to

field offices was inadequate (1979)

Improvements could be made in the Urban Home-
steading Program if HUD worked more closely
with local officials (1979)

Enforcement or Millions of dollars in Title I home improve-
compliance ment loans were not collected because

collection efforts received limited
emphasis by management (1981)

Training or Subsidized housing programs were poorly
staffing managed due to inadequate staffing to

evaluate project applications (1980)

Property disposition practices were not ade-
quate because many employees were not
properly trained or used (1981)
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Management area Progra effects

Financial Information systems were not adequate to
management support mortgage insurance programs (1980)

Title I single-family home improvement loans
were vulnerable to fraud, waste, and abuse
due in part to accounting weaknesses (1981)

Adequate data systems were not established to
facilitate evaluation of HUD's success in
using millions to rehabilitate housing
(1981)

III. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

We conducted our field work from March to December 1982. To
gain a perspective on HUD's management effectiveness, we examined
our past reports and those by OIG, consultants, and others. We
also interviewed current and past BUD Secretaries, other former
top HUD officials, and experts from groups served by BUD pro-
grams. Employees were interviewed at HUD headquarters in Washing-
ton, D.C., and at three regional and three area offices. Further,
we examined critical management processes and functions at HUD
such as planning, budgeting, policy development, accounting and
financial management, and program evaluation and considered how
these interfaced with current programs and administrative direc-
tion. In addition, we hired two consultants, knowledgeable in the
field of public administration, who provided advice and expert
opinions on our review methodology and the report.

Our review did not attempt to evaluate the reasonableness of
housing policymaking activities external to BUD. The Secretary
told us that much of HUD's housing policy stems from a 1982 report
by the President's Commission on Housing, as refined by the Presi-
dent's Cabinet-level counsels. Similarly, the Secretary pointed
out that the administration's priorities in urban policy can be
traced to the President's National Urban Policy Report.
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IV. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Finding No. 1: Achieving an Organizational Structure Compatible
With the Bvolving Federal Role in Housing and
Comaunity Development (See Volume II, p. 16)

Over time, HUD's functions and authority in housing and com-
munity develor.pent have increased as has the federal investment
in delivering programs. However, a major change in direction is
underway and other changes are likely.

The administration's initiatives propose fundamental
policy shifts in the way housing and community development pro-
grams will operate. The overall thrust is to reduce federal
involvement and rely more on the private sector and on state and
local governments. HUD has acted to (1) reduce its activity in
housing production programs such as Section 8 Rehabilitation and
Construction, emphasizing housing assistance through the Section
8 Existing Program administered by local public housing agencies,
and (2) delegate to lenders loan underwriting services for insured
mortgages. BUD has also proposed to replace most present rehabil-
itation programs with a state and locally administered new block
grant for rental housing rehabilitation. In addition, the Con-
gress has provided the states the option of administering the
small city segment of the Community Development Block Grant
Program.

In September 1983, in response to reduced workload and
program changes, HUD reorganized its field office structure. How-
ever, the reorganization does not address all existing management
deficiencies. Particularly, HUD needs to consider its reduced
involvement in program delivery. Specifically:

o Previous reorganizations have lcd to a complex relation-
ship among levels of management. The result is that some
confusion exists at all levels concerning authority,
responsibilities, and functions. Consequently, services
to clientele have suffered.

o HUD's -urrent structure needs to be more consistent with
federal policies designed to shift responsibility to
states, local governments, and t*. private sector. What
may eventually emerge is a sinyle responsibility to monitor
and/or audit states, localities, and private contractors.

o Organizational changes need to address longstanding manage-
ment problems of accountability, timeliness and consistency
of policy and program direction, and communications and
whether BUD's three-tiered organizational structure is too
complex for a reduced federal role in housing and community
development.
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Recommendation to
HUD's Secretary

We recommend that HUD's Secretary evaluate how well the newfield structure is working by determining:

-- whether functional relationships among headquarters,
regional, and area offices establish accountability and
clear lines of authority;

-- the value and contribution of regional offices to program
management and delivery;

-- the cost and benefits of maintaining field offices in all
states, especially in the environment of a declining
federal role; and

-- the relationship between ongoing and proposed policy and
program changes and any organizational changes.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

HUD's Secretary commented that our report accurately charac-
terized the changes in program direction the Department is experi-
encing and noted that the present organizational structure may
not be entirely appropriate to the new direction. The Secretary,
however, took issue with our draft proposal to reevaluate theappropriateness of the field reorganization by stating that the
additional time needed for such study would only further delay the
process of making needed staffing adjustments. The Secretary com-
mented that the issues of field reorganization have been studied
at length and believed that the reorganization will address other
issues in the report. The Secretary finalized the proposed field
reorganization on September 8, 1983.

We disagreed with HUD's field reorganization and stated so
in two reports (GAO/RCED-83-100 and GAO/RCED-93-155) and in our
May 26, 1983, testimony before the House Subcommittee on Housing
and Community Development, Committee on Banking, Finance, and
Urban Affairs. Since BUD has finalized its reorganization, our
draft proposals are now moot. However, we do not believe the
reorganization has fully addressed the problems discussed in this
finding. Although we are not recommending that HUD's Secretary
modify, at this time, the new field structure, we do believe the
Secretary should evaluate how well it is working by addressinr
specific points contained in this finding. We have modified the
recommendation to the Secretary accordingly.

Our position is also buttressed by the fact that HOUD, as it
notes in its comments, is (1) revising its operational planning
system to provide direction to its field offices and (2) planning
a pilot staffing analysis in the housing area to determine the
types of skills which will be appropriate in HUD field offices.
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Resolution of these actions are fundamental to establishing theappropriate size and organizational arrangement of HUD fieldoffices.

Operational plans provide the mechanism for program andadministrative accountability and communication between assistantsecretaries and field office managers. Such accountability andcomunication are particularly important given HUD's organiza-tional structure which has direct lines of authority from thefield offices to the Secretary. Further, not having completed astaff analysis, BUD has no sound basis for making staffing
adjustments.



Finding No. 2: Enhancing Managerial Leadership, Accountability
for General Management Fnctions, and Continuity
Within HUD's Top Management Team (See Volume II,
p. 137)

HUD's Office of the Secretary implements major po2icy
initiatives and, through the Secretary's actions and management
style, sets the tone for managers and staff. This is not to sug-
gest that a Secretary's management style must include overseeing
day-to-day activities. Rather, the Secretary, through his or her
actions and the agency's management processes and systems, demon-
strates commitment or lack of commitment to effective and effi-
cient management. We believe commitment can be enhanced by (1) an
explicit statement of the agency's goals and objectives which out-
lines the Secretary's agenda and priorities for the coming years,
(2) specific delegation of authority to a single focal point for
the Department's general management funlctions, (3) the Secretary
showing support for using and improving HUD's management systems
and processes for decisionmaking, and (4) having an effective
system which holds managers accountable for performarice. However,
HUD has problems in each of these areas. For example:

o While the Department's priorities have betn articulated
through operating plans, they are not clearly linked to
Secretarial goals and objectives.

o No one person, including the Under Secretary, has been
delegated responsibility for overseeing HUD's general
management functions.

o Much of HUD's planning and policy development occurs
through the budget development process as contrasted with a
well-established departmental management planning process
that is clearly linked to Secretarial goals and objectives.

o Essential general management functions are widely dispersed
and need improvement as suggested by the following:
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Essential Management Functions Reviewed

Function reviewed _ lajor improvement needed

Budgeting Need etter link budgeting to other
manyagement processes

Planning Need to systematically coordinate agencl
planning efforts

Resource marage...ent Need to reliably project future work
force needs and match staffing needs
with staffing resources

Program evaluation Need to coordinate evaluation efforts
and monitoring and use evaluation and Monitcr'ng

results in decisionmaking processes

Program direction Need to iive HUD's field staffs clear
and .-ely program guidance

Financial management Need to develop systems which support
depa tmental management; protect
against fraud, waste, and abuse; and
promote sound financial decisions

Top managers are political appointees and change with
each new presidential administration. As a result, HUD lacks an'institutional memory"--that is, the continuity prc'ided by seniorexecutives who understand the causes of HUD's longstanding mranage-
ment problems and the implications of alternative solutions.Since HUD's creation in 1965, the average tenure of Secretaries
and other presidential appointees, such as Under Secretaries,
Assistant Secretaries, and the General Counsel, has been about2 years. Furthermore, we found turncver is also high among theSenior Executive Service staff. For example, recently a keyunit in the Office of Finance and Accolunting has had fourDirectors in an 18-month period.

Although a new management team brings new policy and programinitiatives and a fresh look at agency problems, people insideand outside of HUD have said that the frequent management changesdeprive the agency of needed continuity. Officials from govern-ment and academia, among others, commented that our politicalsystem does not promote continuity, particularly at a level in
federal agencies which can be accountable for results. While wefound a consensus on the need for continuity in HUD's top manage-ment teamo the-e were differing opinions on how the need shouldbe satisfied.

To effectively address the issues of managerial style,
accountability, and continuity, we offer three options, which invarying degrees address each of the issues.
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1. The Congress could amend HUD's enabling legislation to
create the position of Under Secretary for Management.
The position would be filled by a nonpartisan presiden-
tial appointee, having excellent professional credentials
and broad management experience, and be confirmed by the
Senate. This Under Secretary would be accountable, by
law, to the Secretary for developing, maintaining, and
integrating HUD's management systems and the essential
management functions such as management information sys-
tems, budgeting, planning, evaluation activities, and
resource management. Creating such a position would
eliminate the need for an Assistant Secretary for Admin-
istration. The Chief Financial Officer, later recom-
mended in finding No. 3, would then report to the new
Under Secretary. Creating this Under Secretary would
give HUD a professional management capability within the
Office of the Secretary. To enhance the possibility that
an effective Under Secretary for Management would survive
changes in HUD's leadership, the Congress could style the
proposed amendment after the provisions of the Inspector
General Act of 1978. The act provides that while an
inspector general may be remcved from office by the
President, the President must communicate to both houses
of the Congress the reasons for such removal.

2. The Secretary could strengthen the role of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration by delegating to that offi-
cial authority for all general management functions.
Program assistant secretaries and regional administrators
would look to the Assistant Secretary for Administration
as the focal point for integrating HUD's managerial sys-
tems and for assuring efficient and effective performance
of agencywide management functions. To achieve continu-
ity, the Congress could amend HUD's enabling legislation
to give the position permanency similar to what we
suggested for an Under Secretary for Management or make
the position a career-reserved Senior Executive Service
position, filled by a nonpartisan person. The proposed
Chief Financial Officer would also report to the
Assistant Secretary.

3. The Secretary could create the position of Deputy Under
Secretary for Management. Unlike the other options,
this position would be advisory and would not have line
authority. Thus, the proposed Deputy Under Secretary
would serve as an advisor to the Secretary and Under
Secretary on management issues and would neither have
authority over nor be held accountable for general
management functions. Rather, the Deputy Under Secretary
would counsel HUD's two top executives to balance and
integrate judgments on departmental management activi-
ties. This position could be a career-reserved Senior
Executive Service position, filled by a nonpartisan
person.
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If the Congress creates an Under Secretary for Management,but does not add continuity to the position, we see merit in
simultaneously creating the position of Deputy Under Secretary forManagement. This way the Office of the Secretary will have a pro-fessional manager accountable for general management functions anda career civil servant to provide political appointees with along-term institutional memory on basic management issues.

Matters for consideration
by the Congress

In deciding how to improve HUD's managerial performancethe Congress may want to consider creating the position of UnderSecretary for Management, strengthening the role of the AssistantSecretary for Administration, or having the Secretary create theposition of Deputy Under Secretary for Management. We recognizethat a nonpartisan Under Secretary for Management may be a depar-ture from our traditional political system. However, it offersa new initiative for enhancing the managerial leadership and per-formance at HUD. Creating such a position could also provide abenchmark for the Congress to use when considering ways to improvemanagement in other federal agencies.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

HUD generally agreed that there is a need for more management
continuity and accountability. HUD preferred strengthening therole of the Assistant Secretary for Administration and increasingthe involvement of the existing Under Secretary in the Depart-ment's day-to-day management. HUD said that management continuitycould be added by creating a Senior Executive Service position ofChief Financial Officer, who would report to the Assistant
Secretary for Administration.

HUD's preference is similar to our option two. Strengtheningthe role of thr Nssistant Secretary has certain advantages, suchas requiring rt -atively little reorganization. However, it mayprove to be less effective than option 1 in resolving the diffi-cult issues of managerial commitment and accountability. Usingthe Assistant Secretary for Administration and the single UnderSecretary may result in a 'business as ustual- approach to manage-ment improvement. Therefore, creating a nonpartisan Under Secre-tary of Management offers more promise for Professionalizing andenhancing management performance at HUD.
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Finding No. 3: Improving Accounting and Financial Management
(See Volume II, p. 112)

The financial management information systems that support
policymeking and program implementation have not kept pact -- th
the reeds of the Congress or BUD management. Although mana_ ent
has initiated a number of actions to improve these sys'ems, it
has not fully addressed the underlying causes of its systems prob-
lems. BUD can aidress these causes by creating a central direc-
tion for developing fInancial management policies and systems and
by improving its long-range planning for automated systems.

HUD's management information systems are not providing
timely and accurate data necessary to establish accountability
for, and control over, housing and community development pro-
grams. Although BUD spends millions each year to gather data,
much of the data cannot be relied upon for controlling and moni-
toring programs, and some information needed by managers is not
always accurate, is untimely, or is not readily available. For
instance, one insurance loan management system is used to identify
multifamily housing projects headed for financial difficulties.
However, the system provides untimely data and is of limited value
in identifying trends indicating that financial problems are
imminent. Such monitoring is essential because of the number of
projects which default. Cumulative through September 30, 1982,
BUD has written insurance for about 32,000 multifamily projects
valued at about $52.6 billion and, of this number, 13.8 percent
(4,422 projects) have defaulted. This represents about 9.2 per-
cent ($4.9 billion In insurance claims paid out) of the total
multifamily insurance written.

Accounting activities, like program functions, would benefit
from better systems. Although HUD started automating its account-
ing systems in the 1950's, only about 40 percent of these systems
have been fully automated and most of those automated are obso-
lete. Therefore, extensive manual effort is needed for accounting
functions. Historically, accounting and financial management have
received limited top management emphasis and lower priority in
systems development. The result has been systems that are not

o including necessary internal controls to adequately protect
against fraud, waste, and mismanagement;

o using efficient work processes; and

o complying with principles and standards prescribed by the
Comptroller General.

Additionally, accounting deficiencies have consistently prevented
us from expressing an unqualified opinion on the reasonableness of
the FHA fund financial statements. This condition has persisted
despite expenditures of over $27 million from 1975 through 1981
in an unsuccessful attempt to develop an effective automated
accounting system for the FHA fund.
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Recognizing these continuing problems, BUD initiated actionsto make its systems more supportive of the needs of the Congressand management. These actions included:

-Reducing costs by using more efficient and effective sys-tems. For example, by streamlining management systems andsimplifying reporting, HUD expects to save over $2 millionannually.

--Acting to evaluate and improve internal controls. A teamfrom the Office of Administration and the Office of theInspector General performed vulnerability assessments ofHUD's accounting systems and then reviewed, in greaterdetail, those considered most vulnerable to fraud and mis-management. Efforts of this type will place the Secretaryin a better position to report annually on the adequacy ofthe Department's internal controls, as required by theFederal Maragers' Financial Integrity Act (Public Law97-255).

Analysis of these management initiatives and their expectedresults, past studies, and our review of several HUD systemsshowed two underlying causes of system weaknesses:

-Accountability and responsibility for financial managementis dispersed throughout HUD, leaving no central directionor focus below the Office of the Secretary. As a result,program decisions are not always made with adequateccnsideration of the financial impacts involved.
-rUD is not using long-range planning as a tool to definedata processing goals and objectives in relation to HUD'schanging policies and programs. Also, HUD is not settingpriorities to achieve these goals and objectives ormeasuring results through systematic comparative analysis.
The central focus and direction necessary to provide cohe-siveness among HBUD activities and assure adequate consideration offinancial implications can be accomplished by establishing a ChiefFinancial Officer. This individual would have overall responsi-bility for overseeing and coordinating the development of finan-cial policies and systems. Further, this individual would beresponsible for establishing accounting and financial managementsystem integrity through continuation of recent managementinitiatives.

The diversity of HUD's programs and their related data proc-essing needs make long-range planning es. ntial. Although suchplanning is recognized as necessary for system development, HUDdoes not have an adequate plan for acquiring, managing, and con-trolling its data processing resources. Our review showed thatBUD's basic planning process was related to the budget. Beyondthe budget, we found no long-range goals or objectives for data
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processing. The last such long-range plan was prepared in 1978 as
part of HUD's efforts to upgrade its central computer facility.

The following example illustrates the need to maintain the
long-range planning process. In April 1977, HUD decided to auto-
mate the process for underwriting single-family mortgage insur-
ance. The project was to be completed in 1980 and cosL about
$2 million. HUD planned to develop a system to handle insurance
applications, including automating the process for property
appraisals, mortgage credit analyses, and data interface with
other automated systems. By Decembe.; 1982, BUD's development
costs were about $7 million (with expected future development
costs of $4 million). However, in the midst of these undertakings
HUD began to allow appraisals and some other mortgage processing
functions to be provided by the private sector. Because BUD's
management did not maintain its formal planning process, it did
not begin to make system changes until after the development costs
and workload had already changed.

Recommendations to
HOD's Secretary

Because of the nature of the changes needed, we are making
both short- and long-term recommendations.

For the short-term, we recommend that HUD's Secretary:

-- Establish a Chief Financial Officer with clear responsibil-
ity and accountability to establish financial policy and
provide a central focus to develop improved financial
management systems.

-- Correct identified internal control and financial
management system deficiencies.

For the long-term, we recommend that HUD's Secretary:

-- Centralize financial management policy development under
the Chief Financial Officer.

--Continue efforts to restore integrity to the Department's
financial management systems by enchancing internal
controls.

-- Streamline the processes used to accomplish accounting
functions.

--Develop accounting systems which comply with the principles
and standards established by the Comptroller General. The
objective should be to establish accounting systems capable
of providing timely, accurate, and comprehensive informa-
tion and serving as a basis for reporting on the adequacy
of internal controls as required by the Federal Managers'
Financial Integrity Act.
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-- Enhance financial management information system improve-ments and future automation by establishing a long-termautomated data processing planning and control process. Aspart of this process, the Secretary should assure that:

-- Existing and proposed automated systems are neces-sary, feasible, and cost effective. Those systemswhich cannot perform their intended purpose in acost-effective manner should be discontinued.
-- User needs and administrative burdens are adequately

considered during system development.

-- Efforts to develop modern automated systems are
continued.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

BUD generally agreed with the need for improved financialmanagement and stated that it has now taken a number of stepsalong the lines we recommend. These steps include completing aFinancial Management Study which addresses many financial manage-ment problem areas in headquarters. Also, efforts are continuingto improve internal controls. BUD also stated that we neglectedto recognize that its management information systems supportprogram as well as accounting operations.

While we recognize the benefits HUD expects from its improve-ments to date, we believe the establishment of a Chief FinancialOfficer is essential to addressing the underlying causes of finan-cial system problems. Also, in Volume II, chapter 4, and in thisfino.ng, we point to the importance of management information sys-tems in the program as well as in the accounting operations. Inthis regard, we specifically point out in this finding problemsHUD has in providing timely, accurate, and meaningful informationfor managing program operations. Our recommendations for improv-ing financial management systems explicitly incorporate, as onesubset, management systems used for program operations.
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Finding No. 4: Developing a Department-Wide Planning Process
(See Volume II, p. 37)

Planning and budgeting must play an important role if HOD
is to successfully manage the transition from programs stressing
production and growth to those emphasizing cost control, waste
reduction, and reliance on private sector assistance. --ever,
HUD's reliance oa the budget development process as . .<:ism
for direction and control has not served as an effective substi-
tute for needed systems to plan, develop policy, and communicate
Secretarial expectations.

HUD is developing a new management plan process. While it
is too early to predict whether th- new process will adequately
address all planning needs, it offers the opportunity to use stra-
tegic planning--multiyear Secretarial goals, realistic program
objectives, and annual program priorities. The new process can
also serve to establish the framework for budget formulation,
annual operational guidance, and budget execution monitoring.
Further, it can serve as a first line of communication with
managers and employees at all levels and help provide more useful
and timely data to HUD's clientele, legislators, and other
interested parties.

HUD should also use the new process to specify achievable
objectives and, over time, build evaluative data and information.
Such an approach can strengthen the analytical base needed for
making future decisions relating to specific objectives and,
ultimately, for developing policy, presenting legislative and
budgetary proposals, and monitoring results.

Our specific observations concerning the need for a
systematic planning process include:

o No entity within BUD develops or is accountable for
agency-wide planning.

o HUD's 1982 operational plans for field office direction
(1) poorly defined some priorities, (2) contained priori-
ties which conflicted with other guidance, and (3) were
underutilized by top managers to hold staff accountable.
For example, a field office met a Secretarial priority of
increasing debt collection on a HUD loan program by expe-
diting other HUD payments to the debtors, portions of which
they then used to pay interest Sue HUD.

o [IID's programs are usually implemented without the benefit
of a systematic planning approach. No formal procedures
for program planning exist and top management support for
planning is not strong. The result is ad hoc and uncoordi-
nated planning. For example, the transfer of the Small
Cities Block Grant Program to the states will affect field
office staffing needs, monitoring policies, and program
administration, yet we could not find any plan which
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considered these issues. Similarly, major changes in pro-gram direction--from housing production to relying on pri-vate sector support--can significantly affect staff skillsand information system support.

o The absence of a systematic approach to policy developmenthas increased the risk of programs being designed which arenot easily managed or are susceptible to fraud, waste, andmismanagement. For example, while HUD's housing voucherproposal was the product of research, discussion, and studyincluding alternative approaches, analysis of what wasneeded in terms of resources and staffing was absent.

o The need for long-range program planning is demonstratedby looking at one of HU'In' guaranteed loan programs.Under Section 221, mortgagees can transfer to HUD loans intheir 20th year and receive interest bearing debentures.In the multifamily area there are over 7,000 such mortgages
assigned to BUD which we estimate could result in HUD pay-outs in debenture principal and interest of up to $6.9 bil-lion in the next 30 years. Also, there are over 400,000such loans on single-family homes.- We found no plan
which fully disclosed the potential impact on HUD outlays.

BUD would benefit by using a department-wide planning proc-ess. It could strengthen budget development, program planning,policy development, operational guidance, and budget execution
monitoring.

Recommendation to
BUD's Secretary

We recommend that HUD's Secretary build on existing effortsto improve planning processes by developing a department-wideplanning system. This system should establish accountability fordepartment-wide planning and include

--a multiyear Secretarial strategic plan,

-- policy development procedures,

-program planning guidance,

-operational plans, and

-budget execution monitoring.

1HUD proposed in its 1983 housing authorization bill to (1) elimi-nate the buy-back provision authorized under Section 221(g)(4) ofthe National Housing Act and (2) vest Government National Mort-gage Association with the authority for receiving, servicing, anddisposing of assigned Section 221 mortgages.
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Agency comments and
our evaluation

HUD agreed that its budgeting process should be more closely
linked to other management processes. HUD stated it has taken
steps to do this. HUD also stated that its budget process was
never intended as a substitute for other planning.

HUD added that our report contained a fundamental confusion
about the nature of planning. In this regard, HUD noted that in
its view there are two distinguishable kinds of planning with
which our report is concerned. The first is that of long-term,
agreed-upon, and carefully articulated goals and objectives. HUD
points to goals and objectives reported to the President and its
ongoing attempts to refine these goals within the context of
existing and proposed legislation. The second kind of planning
HUD notes at issue is operational plpnning, including budget and
management planning for allocating resources. HUD agrees with
our report that the second kind of planning processes need to be
brought together and that it has been working on developing a new
management plan and resource allocation system.

During the course of our review HUD did provide to the
President a mid-term review document which sets forth HUD's objec-
tives. The objectives, however, were not included in HUD's budget
justifications nor linked to the "Secretarial Priorities' included
in the operating plan provided to the field offices. As a result,
the operating plan was underutilized by headquarters as part of a
total system for measuring operational efficiency and holding
subordinate units accountable.

HUD also disagreed with three examples we cite to demonstrate
that the agency needs to improve its planning processes. In each
example--the Vouchers Program, the Small Cities Block Grant Pro-
gram, and Section 221 mortgages--HUD stated that planning has not
been absent or inadequate, nor has HUD been remiss in notifying
Congress of impending problems. Regarding the use of housing
vouchers, HUD also stated that the example included in this volume
was not consistent with that contained in Volume II. HUD further
stated that the 'political process' has a larger impact here than
our report acknowledges.

In response, our review showed that overall HUD does not
have a formal, written procedure that imparts to agency managers
uniform requirements for planning. While planning was performed
in each of the above-mentioned programs, it was of dissimilar
quality and scope. We attributed this to a lack of departmental
planning requirements. In the case of housing vouchers, we have
revised this volume to show that HUD's proposals were the product
of research, discussion, and study including a comparison of
alternative approaches to housing low- and moderate-income per-
sons. However, HUD did not consider what would be required in
the way of resources and staffing to effectively implement a
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vouchers program. Determining the likely impacts that newpolicy initiatives will have on organizational operations shouldbe an integral part of a systematic planning process.

Similarly, we found program planning deficiencies in HUD'simplementation of the Small Cities Program. While sUD's programstaff told us that transferring this program to the states -ouldsignificantly affect HUD's field workload and staffing needs,we could not find a HUD plan which dealt with these managementissues. HUD stated in its comments that no formal, lorg-termplanning existed for the transfer because HUD could not anticipate
the exact legislative changes. We recognize it is generally notpossible to predict precisely the legislative requirements whichthe Congress will mandate; however, a primary purpose of planningis to allow an organization to anticipate future occurrences sothat it can better deal with the ever,tual change. To addresschange only after it occurs presupposes a reactive or ad hocapproach to management.

Concerning Section 221 mortgages, HUD disagreed that it waseither an example of a planning deficiency or of BUD's not fullydisclosing to the Congress the mortgages' potential contingentliability to the government. HUD added that it has continuouslysought to bring this matter to congressional attention and hassucceeded in getting proposed legislation to provide for directsale through GNMA of assigned mortgages as they come due.

In response we have revised our report to explicitlyrecognize that HUD has spearheaded the proposed legislation whichwould (1) eliminate the buy-back provision authorized under Sec-tion 221(g)(4) of the National Housing Act and (2) vest GNMA withthe authority for receiving, servicing, and disposing of assignedSection 221 mortgages. However, the issue of full budgetarydisclosure regarding the potential cost impact of the 221(g)(4)
assignment provision remains. In this regard HUD, in its 1984budget justification, 'assumes the enactment of legislation whichwould eliminate the buy-back provision authorized under Section221(g)(4)." However, the budget presentation is not clear regard-ing the potential long-term cost for (1) existing Section 221mortgages for which legislation could not retrospectively applyand (2) future cost, should legislation not be enacted. Simi-larly, HUD has not developed an alternative management plan shouldlegislation, which would turn responsibility for servicing anddisposing of assigned Section 221 mortgages over to GNMA, notpass.

In summary, in discussing and reviewing the planning systemsand processes HUD uses as a means for providing direction andcontrol, we found two. The first and primary one was the budgetprocess. The second, discontinued during our review, was anoperating plan which translated budget decisions into 'SecretarialPriorities' with associated field office organizational responsi-bilities and resource commitments. Neither of these provided a
systematic approach for (1) communicating agency-wide direction
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chosen by the Secretary, (2) developing policy alternatives, or
(3) establishing program direction ani feedback.

Our reco e ndations for improving HUD's planning process
build on HUD's existing efforts to develop a management plan--a
plan whith has as its key elements the aspects that HUD suggests
are confused in our report.
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Finding No. 5: Budgeting and Legislative Processes Affect HUD's
Management (See Volume II, p. 53)

Consequences associated with short budget and legislativecycles, coupled with delays in funding, contribute to problems forHUD management. The short legislation-authorization periods formany HUD programs permit a short-term focus and uncertainty beyondthe authorized period. Since the primary focus is on the annualcycle of events, HUD program manage-s and program recipients donot systematically consider long-range planning. Further, delaysin receiving appropriated funds, a common problem for HUD and manyother agencies, also contribute to late communication ofbudgetary priorities to program staff.

HUD experienced late enactment of appropriations bills 19times in the 21-year period from 1962 to 1982. Consequently, ope-rational guidance and program implementation were delayed. Latefunding not only hampers agency managers in setting priorities andallocating resources but also affects the people HUD serves. Forexample, delayed funding prevents many of the nation's 2,700 pub-lic housing authorities from operating efficiently. These author-ities received subsidies totaling about $1.2 billion in fiscalyear 1983 to pay for utilities, maintenance and security for theover 1 million families they house. The uncertainty surroundingdelayed funding prevents authorities from engaging in meaningfulbudget planning which increases the risk of poor security andfurther deterioration of buildings and equipment.

The uncertainty caused by short-term budget and legislativecycles and delayed authorizations and funding has also adverselyaffected HUD's ability to perform long-range planning. Th2 needto plan for the long-term implications of HUD programs isgrowing. For example:

o The success of HUD'a proposed Housing Vouchers Program,
slated to replace the Section 8 Program, may depend onthe prices and nature of the future rental housing supply.

o Grants for rehabilitating rental housing can displace
families, causing hardship for these families and otherunintended side effects.

Time constraints of the budget process also affect policydevelopment. Meeting budget deadlines may force incomplete orunacceptable policy proposals. For example, a senior official inHUD stated that time constraints prompted HUD to submit to OMBand the Congress a housing voucher proposal which HUD knew wasnot the best possible product. While we could not determine whythe Congress did not approve this proposal, it is clear that shorttime frames contributed to HUD forwarding an incomplete proposal.

From an agency's perspective, these problems are largelyunavoidable and can be solved only by changes to the externalprocesses. These changes may require a long-term focus, but their
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need has been recognized as evidenced by recent budget reform
debate. We have previously reported that government-wide priority
should be attached to better multiyear budget planning to achieve
long-term budget control. 2 Some of the actions previously
proposed include

-- multiyear legislative authorizations instead of 1-year or
no-year authorizations,

--clearer statements of policy and program objectives in
authorizing legislation, and

-- extended time horizons of information in che budget to
facilitate more foresighted planning.

Matters for consideration
by the Congress

HUD provides the Congress with a useful case study when
considering federal budget reform issues such as biennial budget-
ing and multiple-year authorizations. The short-term nature of
the budget process, in part, hampers HUD's ability to plan its
programs effectively, inhibits operational guidance, and leads co
incomplete policy development. Frequent funding delays cause
delays in program guidance and disrupt agency operations.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

HUD deferred commenting on the budget process issues we sug-
gest the Congress consider. HUD added, however, that it was not
alone in feeling constraints on operational planning because of
budget deadlines.

2Federal Budget Concepts and Procedures Can Be Further
Strengthened (PAD-81-36, Mar. 3, 1981).
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Finding No. 6: Improving tne Analytical Data Base Used to
Support Budget Development and Execution
Monitoring (See Volume II, p. 58)

Tt. 'analytical base" of the budget is the complex mix of
quantitative information needed to support the Department's budget
development and to monitor and analyze the execution of programs.
Changes underway in the three major components of the base--
accounting and financial, resource management, and evaluation
data--appear to be positive steps to increase the credibility of
HUD's budget.

o Management is moving to improve the consistency and accu-
racy of the analytical data by standardizing and upgrading
HUD's accounting systems (see finding no. 3).

o Based on a recent study to assess major components of the
HUD resource management system, including the work measure-
ment system, management decided to revise the system used
to justify staffing requirements.

o HUD's Secretary, recognizing the need for improved coordi-
nation and greater use of program evaluation in decision-
making, has called for greater central direction and
increased coordination.

Currently, however, preparation of budget data requires
extensive manual effort. HUD's 58 appropriation accounts are
controlled by many accounting systems. At the time of our review
these systems included

-- the Federal Housing Administration fund system which had
three major automated segments with 15 subsy.tems under
development or planned;

-- three major automated systems which included some manual
aspects and collected data on 30 appropriation accounts;
and

--27 manual systems which collected data on HUD's other
appropriation accounts.

These systems limit HUD's ability to respond to special data needs
and requests because they are not fully integrated and information
must be compiled manually. For example, budget reports on program
activities cannot be compared to planned accomplishments until
several weeks after the reporting period.

Accuracy or unavailability of data is another financial
management information systems problem that affects the budget
process. Managers in HUD, the Office of Management and Budget,
and congressional committee staffs all cited the inaccuracy or
unavailability of HUD accounting data as a longstanding problem.
For example, HUD's budget process is not fully integrated with
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accounting for salaries and expenses. Although these costs exceed
$500 million annually, HUD does not allocate these costs to pro-
gram appropriation accounts. Instead, HUD uses two nonintegrated
systems for employee time reporting:

--The payroll system accumulates cost data based on the
organizational structure.

-- The employee time reporting system accumulates data based
on workload items.

Consolidating these systems in a way which would identify
appropriation program accounts would provide HUD a basis for allo-
cating overhead costs for all p ograms. Currently, only costs of
Federal dousing Administration programs are allocated. The full
costs of operating many HUD programs are not readily available.

At the time of our review, HUD was developing a system to
compute work force needs based on workload estimates and current
work standards. Because the new system is under development, it
is too early to tell if it will provide the information needed to
effectively support the HUD budget process.

In HUD's development and implementation of program evalua-
tion, we found evidence of efforts to link evaluation to the deci-
sionmaking process and to make evaluation timely and responsive.
It is clear that the Secretary has called for program evaluation
to play a more important role in decisionmaking. However, the
quality of HUD program evaluation has not progressed to the point
where it can be a meaningful contributor to budget analyses and
monitoring. The budget process needs timely and appropriate
analytic information to assist decisionmakers in making resource
allocations and other policy judgments. An effective evaluation
function can supply such information.

One of the most important uses of the analytical base is to
monitor and analyze program and financial data and compare this
data with budget and operational plans. However, budget execution
monitoring was limited because of the problems listed above and
because:

o No centralized function exists at the Department level to
assess program performance.

o Budget offices only monitor gross outlays and obligations,
largely for overall budgetary control purposes.

Budget execution monitoring is not only consistent with but
an impurtant part of a management philosophy to strengthen cost
controls. It can nrovide a systematic approach for holding
managers accountable by comparing program performance against
plans through variance analysis, and providing input to top
managers to adjust future program and funding goals.
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Recommendation to
HUD's Secretary

We recommend that HUD's Secretary enhance the analytical base
of the budget by:

-- continuing efforts to develop and improve financial
management systems that integrate budgeting and accounting,

-- developing a system to obtain the information necessary todetermine and allocate workforce requirements and assess
productivity, and

-- using program evaluation data more systematically in the
management decisionmaking process.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

BUD commented that efforts are well underway, as the
report points out, to improve systems, integrate budgeting andaccounting, and develop information necessary to allocate
staffing.

HUD disagreed with our position that accumulating salaries
and expenses in a single account limited the availability of
information for budget and internal management purposes. BUD alsostated that budget justifications were discussed in detail byorganizational element.

We have revised our report to recognize that funds for sala-
ries and expenses are appropriated in a single account. Further,HUD's efforts to integrate its budget and accounting systems arepositive. However, BUD's response does not address our point thatit is desirable to fully disclose the costs of operating HUD pro-grams. While the Congress has established a number of appropria-
tion accounts to control HUD programs (see Volume II, appendix X),HUD does not allocate the salaries and expenses account to most
programs. Therefore, the full cost of operating these programs isnot readily available. As both the Congress and BUD managementmust make decisions on the viabilitiy of programs, the inability
to tie expenditures to specific areas or programs limits support
of budget justifications and the information available for
internal management.
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Finding No. 7: Expanding and Strengthening Budget Justification
to Bnhance Congressional Control (See Volume IX,
P. 57)

Congressional control of the federal budget is strengthened
when there is full and accurate disclosure of current and pro-
jected future costs and contingent liabilities resulting from pro-
gram actions. The magnitude, design, and the funding practices
associated with certain aspects of HUD's budget presentation
create control problems.

o HUD's long-term commitments for assisted housing programs
have created obligations for future outlays of nearly
$206 billion.

o HUD has a contingent liability of about $280 billion in
guaranteed and insured loans--well over half of the federal
government's total contingent liability.

o HUD has (1) indefinite periods in which to obligate some
funding and (2) permanent contract and borrowing authority
which are reconstituted without congressional action.

o Tax advantages used with BUD programs can result in federal
revenue losses.

One of the features of HUD's budget that affects controlla-
bility is the large commitments the federal government has made
through HUD programs which must be paid off in the future. Most
of HUD's $206 billion in future obligations is in the subsidized
housing area. These amounts require special scrutiny by BUD
management and the Congress because the obligations may not be
firm and, therefore, may overstate the need for funding. For
example, OIG's March 1982 semi-annual report to the Congress
disclosed that HUD had obligated over $15 billion for 15 months
or longer, without starting construction on 2,600 multifamily
projects.

HUD's contingent liability for guaranteed and insured loans
allows BUD to use permanent borrowing authority to draw down on
Treasury funds to satisfy its commitments. While the amounts of
guaranteed and insured loans are identified in the budget, certain
program provisions should make HUD management and the Congress
increasingly aware of the budgetary impact. For example, the HUD
budget does not fully disclose the potential impact on HUD of
outlays for certain mortgages that could be assigned to HUD. We
estimate that for the approximately 7,000 multifamily mortgages
assignable to HUD by the year 2003, HUD could be required to pay
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out as much as $6.9 billion in debenture principal and interestover the next 30 years.

Congressional control of the HUD budget is further limitedby large unobligated balances available from year to year and bylarge amounts of obligational authority not controlled in theappropriation process. During fiscal years 1979-83, for example,HUD estimated that its unobligated balances ranged from $10 bil-lion to $22.6 billion. These amounts represent both carryoversfrom no-year funds and deobligations. If it desired, the Con-gress could provide that such funding lapse, be rescinded, ordecrease the amount of funding in any particular year. Becausesuch actions could be interpreted as a way to decrease pr gramfunding, it may be politically difficult to achieve them.4 Ano-ther alternative would be to change the no-year funding to annualor multiple-year funding. We generally support timed fundingunless there are compelling reasons to provide funds untilexpended.

The assisted housing area is another example of fundingpractices which limit congressional control. From 1937 until theCongressional Budget Act of 1974 was enacted, the Congress gaveHUD approximately $2.9 billion in permanent contract authority tomake long-term commitments. HUD then reuses the amount of avail-able contract authority--first generated by payment of obligationson contracts entered into prior to 1974. Further, this rejuve-nated contract authority can be transferred into budget authorityin an amount 40 times greater than the original contract author-ity. This occurs because HUD uses this authority to enter intocontracts for up to 40 years.

The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 requires all new budgetauthority to be subject to annual congressional budgetary con-trol. However, as stipulated in that act, any permanent contractauthority available prior to enactment of the 1974 Budget Act,including HUD's old permanent contract authority, may still beused without being subject to this annual control. The Congressloses control because the contract authority, which is generatedby payment of obligations on contracts entered into prior to theact, automatically becomes available to HUD.

Also, the cost of some HUD programs is not fully disclosedto the Congress. For example, HUD programs permit public housingauthorities to issue tax-exempt bonds. However, Treasury taxreceipts are substantially reduced as a result of outstanding

3Our estimate is based on assumptions further described in ourOctober 24, 1983 report (GAO/RCED-84-40).

4The Urgent Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1982 (Public Law97-216) limits HUD's ability to terminate the reservation ofcontract authority under certain circumstances.
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tax-exempt securities issued by the public housing authorities.
These securities exceeded $10 billion as of May 1982. HUD would
need Treasury's assistance to determine the projected reduction of
Treasury receipts.

Recommendation to the Congress

We recommend that the Congress require HUD to expand its
budget justifications to fully reflect (1) all material aspects
of uncontrollable costs and (2) the budgetary consequences of
programs on future agency funding needs and on federal tax
collections. The Congress could do this by:

-- requiring HUD to submit a credit budget (1) summarizing all
credit activities, (2) identifying situations which could
materially affect HUD management and future funding, such
as mortgages which can eventually be assigned to BHUD, and
(3) laying out basic assumptions on economic conditions
such as mortgage interest rates and loan default rates;

-- requiring HUD to obtain Treasury assistance and report
expected losses of federal revenues on funding
activities such as tax-exempt notes; and

-- reassessing HUD's need for permanent contract authority
for selected programs.

Recommendation to
HUD's Secretary

We recommend that the Secretary examine those obligations
which may not be firm commitments and make appropriate deobliga-
tions to improve the credibility of HUD budget estimates and to
free unneeded funding.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

Concerning our recommendations to the Congress on increasing
and enhancing the HUD budgetary information, HUD stated it did
not believe that adding more material to budget justifications on
the Department's long-term costs and contingent liabilities would
help. HUD also stated that it accounts for and justifies all
pre-1974 contract authority and that the Congress releases such
authority in appropriation acts. HUD said it did not disagree
with our recommendation to review its obligations. It stated,
however, that our report overlooks restraints on the deobligation
process.

Our recommendation that the Congress require certain addi-
tional material in HUD's budget justification is based on the per-
spective of overall federal budgetary control. For example, as we
pointed cut in figures 3-4 and 3-5 (Volume II), HUJD's obligated
balance is over 40 percent of the total federal balance; and HUD's
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guatanteed loan balance is well over 50 percent of the federal
total. A relatively uncontrollable budget of HUD's magnitude
limits the government's choices concerning distribution of funds.
Further, as we discussed, HUD's budget does not fully disclose
various budget and economic consequences of HUD's loans and loan
guarantees. Reduced revenues and increased tax costs due to
future loan defaults are two examples. The Congress needs such
information to make informed budget decisions.

Regarding the issue of pre-1974 contract authority for
assisted housing, we recognize that the 1974 Budget Act excluded
pre-1974 permanent contract authority and that HUD does include
this authority (n-et the expanded amount) in the budget figures it
sends to the Congress. However, because of the materiality of the
expanded amount of pre-1974 authority and its effect on the con-
trollability of HUD's total budget, we continue to believe that
congressional budget analysts and decisionmakers should be pro-
vided more complete budget justifications reflecting the budgetary
and economic implications of the assisted housing program.

BUD further stated that the Congress releases pre-1974 budget
authority in appropriation acts. We disagree. Permanent contract
authority provided before passage of the 1974 Budget Act is avail-
able without congressional action. While prior years' authority
is considered in determining an agency's new budget authority
needs, it is not necessary to include such funds in amounts appro-
priated. Therefore, it is not controlled in the annual budget
process.

HUD also commented that we overlooked congressional
restraints imposed on the deobligation process which limit HUD's
ability to deobligate certain funds. We have revised our report
to recognize that the Congress restrained HUD's ability to termi-
nate a reservation of contract authority. Nonetheless, obliga-
tions which are not firm commit budget authority unnecessarily.
Since there is competition for budget authority, not only with
HUD's budget but within the total federal budget, the requested
amounts of obligations from year to year affect decisions about
the allocation of budget authority. This underscores the contin-
ued need by HUD's management and the Congress to review obliga-
tions which are unlikely to result in funds being expended in the
near future.

Comments raised by HUD regarding the impact of contingent
liabilities of the Section 221 Program were addressed under
finding number 4.
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Finding No. 8: Providing Effective and Timely Guidance to Field
Offices and Program Participants (See Volume II,
p. 88)

HUD does not provide its field offices with accurate, clear,
and up-to-date guidance for delivering programs and monitoring
grantees and other performers. Handbook instructions, especially
for housing programs, are often poorly written, obsolete, and not
timely distributed. As a result, there is little assurance that
HUD's programs are being efficiently and consistently adminis-
tered and confusion exists among users regarding program handbook
requirements. The Department has not provided effective program
guidance and this is part of a general pattern of poor commu-
nications between headquarters, regional offices, and area
offices.

Program instructions do not reflect the overall agency prior-
ities and direction desired by the Secretary and top management.
Part of the reason for this is the cumbersome process by which
instructions are drafted, reviewed, cleared, and distributed to
users. Instructions can take many months to develop and
distribute.

o Sometimes program instructions are poorly written: which
confuse those who rely on HUD guidance for direction and
policy. A significant problem in many handbooks is their
organization. Matters of policy are embedded in detailed
procedures, with procedural direction scattered throughout
unrelated sections. Another problem ia the large number of
obsolete handbooks. In 1982, for example, Office of hous-
ing staff identified 89 instruction manuals for cancella-
tion. Also, some older manuals have been revised dozens of
times by issuing piecemeal changes. These revisions need
to be consolidated to improve clarity and understanding.

o The Depart.ment's clearance process is often cited by pro-
gram officials as being the chief culprit for long delays
in issuing instructions. A single office can unreasonably
prevent timely clearance of documents.

HUD managers acknowledge these problems and efforts are being
made to improve. Some instructions are being rewritten and clear-
ance procedures are being tightened under a new system. However,
substantial improvement is hampered by the relatively low priority
accorded these issues and frequent program changes which require
new instructions.

Recommendations to
BUD's Secretary

We recommend that HUD's Secretary:
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-- Expand the use of internal editing staff to rewriteexisting instructions.

-- Involve users, such as field office staff, in thepreparation of instructions.

-- Establish a central accountability point to overseecompliance with streamlined departmental clearanceprocedures.

Agency comments and
our evaluation 

BUD agreed that it has continuing problems with providingclear and timely program delivery guidance to BUD field officesand program participants. BUD is taking some corrective actionssuch as eliminating obsolete or redundant guidance, simplifyinghandbooks, and speeding the clearance process. We believe thatthe actions BUD has already taken, along with implementing ourrecomendations, should significantly improve BUD's performancein this area.
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Finding No. 9: Measur'ng and Monitoring Proram Performance and
Results (See Volume II# p. 92)

Monitoring program participant performance is a priority and
positive steps have been initiated to overcome past problems. HUD
is not, however, effectively evaluating the performance of its
field staff and continues to have difficulty in monitoring program
delivery by its grantees and other performers.

o On-site reviews of HUD's field performance, which are the
basis for measuring the quality of work and thus establish-
ing accountability, suffer from a myriad of problems. For
example, BUD has not developed standards for reviewing per-
formance and has no consistent strategy to systematically
review headquarters program offices and field offices.
Further, headquarters review teams lack incentives to
report serious program deficiencies since the teams are
drawn from offices that design the programs. As a result,
the quality of review reports varies, and managers are
missing an opportunity to hold field offices accountable.
BUD is currently examining OIG recolmendations for
improving the review process.

o In response to persistent reports on monitoring deficien-
cies, HUD's Committee on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement
studied and reported on issues relating to HUD's monitoring
of program participants. The Committee stressed-the need
to improve staff capabilities by providing more effective
guidance and training, placing more priority on the impor-
tance of monitoring, and clarifying the role and purpose of
monitoring.

Regarding the Ccsmittee's work, some important issues were
not effectively addressed by HUD. These include

-- improving staff capabilities and clarifying what is to be
expected from monitoring,

--setting priorities which emphasize the quality rather than
the quantity of monitoring, and

-using sanctions as a tool for holding grantees and other
performers accountable for their actions.

Recommendations to
HUD's Secretary

We recommend that HUD's Secretary improve performance reviews
by:

-- developing standards and guidelines for reviews to obtain a
reasonable level of consistency and comparability,
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-- adopting a plan for reviewing offices and programs thatconsiders resource limitations and concentrates on serious
problems, and

-- including headquarters program offices in the universe of
offices reviewed.

We also recommend that the Secretary improve monitoring by
adopting the recommendations made by his Committee on Fraud,
Waste, and Mismanagement. Particular attention should be given toclarifying the role and expectations of monitors, given the nature
and direction of HUD's programs.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

BUD agreed with our recommendations on improving its monitor-
ing of program participants and its on-site performance reviews
and is attempting to correct the deficiencies we cited.
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Findiig No. 10: Assuring That Program Problems Uncovered From All
Sources Are Effectively Corrected (See Volume II,
p. 99)

HUD does not systematically analyze or set priorities for
resolving and overseeing actions taken in resporse to problems
uncovered by the many reviews, audits, and evaluations of HUD
programs and procedures. Each year, thousands of findings are
reported in reviews and audits by us; outside interest groups;
the Inspector General; independent public accountants; on-site
reviewers; and monitoring reports and assessments by HUD staff on
fraud, waste, and mismanagement issues. These findings relate to
virtually all aspects of managerial behavior--the Inspector Gene-
ral alone reported over 8,000 findings for the 12-month period
ended March 31, 1982.

HUD lacks a focal point to consolidate and analyze deficien-
cies reported from all sources, set timetables and priorities for
resolution, and develop a department-wide mechanism for tracking
and controlling findings and ensuring progress toward resolution.
Such a system would also provide insights to identify major causes
of program problems and might suggest ways to avoid future
managemelnt deficiencies.

GAO fu-nd such recurring management problems as:

o Inconsistent resolution of findings. For example, HUD
program staffs gave more attention to resolving findings
in audit reports by the Inspector General, GAO, and inde-
pendent public accountants than findings reported from
headquarters and regional office review of field office
performance.

o Questionable management efforts to correct underlying defi-
ciencies. For example, the Inspector General has reported
that agency managers frequently fail to take corrective
action despite promises to do so.

Inconsistent finding resolution, coupled with the volume of
reported deficiencies and the cost to correct each problem, sug-
gests a need to better manage the process of clearing findings.
Such a process could involve ranking findings from all sources,
setting timetables for completion, developing uniform standards
for clearance, and evaluating corrective actions in the context of
a total departmental strategy. Responsibility for following up on
findings should be fixed at a top management level to assure
prompt and serious attention to correcting deficiencies.

Recommendation to
HUD's Secretary

To improve the process of resolving deficiencies, we recom-
mend that HUD's Secretary develop a system to set priorities and
time frames for responding to deficiencies from all sources aid
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establish a focal point for assessing and reporting on theprogress toward resolving findings.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

HUD stated that our recommendations will be effectivelyaddressed by its efforts to improve internal controls in responseto OMB Circular No. A-123 and the Federal Managers' FinancialIntegrity Act. HUD said that its new system of internal controlsincorporates all known reviews, audits, and evaluations indetermining vulnerable areas.

While we support HUD's efforts to improve its internalcontrols, we continue to believe our recommendations are neededto improve the usefulness of audits and reviews to HUD manage-ment. First, HUD's system is still being developed and will notbe fully implemented until sometime in fiscal year 1984. Second,while the system is designed zo categorize and rank audit andreview findings, it will not necessarily establish accountabilityand timeframes for corrective action, as we recommend. Further,the system will exclude findings relating to policy matters, sincethe internal control standards adopted pursuant to the FederalManagers' Financial Integrity Act are not intended to cover agencypolicymaking.
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Finding No. 11: Developing Staff Skills to Improve Program
Delivery (See Volume II, p. 102)

HUD continues to have problems in developing the right skills
and expertise for many of its program areas. Rapidly changing
organizational needs, coupled with workload changes and clerical
shortages, are further straining HUD's efforts to improve its
staffing. Various staffing inadequacies continue to take their
toll on HUD's ability to monitor its programs and grantees for
fraud, waste, and mismanagement and to provide technical
assistance to grantees and other performers.

o Over the past several years we, the Inspector General,
and others have consistently attributed many of HUD's pro-
gram delivery problems to inadequate and poorly trained
staff. For example, (1) HUD's Fraud, Waste, and Mismanage-
ment Committee cited inadequate skills as a major reason
for poor monitoring, (2) an official participating in a
conference of community planning and development directors
concluded that HUD's most pressing organizational issue
is the placement of staff in the right position to meet
changing needs of the Department, and (3) in one area
office HUD was spending more than $1 in salary costs for
each dollar collected and a contributing factor may have
been the acknowledged poor training of debt collectors.
Our discussions with area and regional program staff showed
that staff training was a critical field office need, a
reflection that field personnel are not prepared to meet
HUD's changing policy and program direction. Groups served
by HUD programs also cited staffing inadequacies as a major
HUD problem.

o HUD does not forecast long-range personnel requirements
department-wide. Current planning estimates are short
rrnge and occur only as part of t annual budget process.

o [IUD does not formally assess training needs or evaluate
trainirg results. Consequently, it cannot determine it
current training efforts improve staff caabilities. Such
efforts are crucial to HUD's success in shaping a workforce
to meet changing program directions.

Management recognizes the need for a systematic planning
approach to determine long-range staffing needs and guide its
efforts in improving staff capability. A study team was proposed
to analyze Housing's staffing and skill needs and assess training
requirements. This study represents an opportunity for management
to integrate needs and requirements with operational plans.

Recommendation to
HUD's Secretary

Improved staff skills through training and other staff
development activities is an important management activity which
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transcends the typical tenure of politically appointed managers.
HUD needs to develop a long-range focus on staff development ifprogram delivery constraints are to be effectively addressed. Toimprove staff resources over the long term, we recommend that
HUD's Secretary:

-- Establish a staff development planning program linked to
overall organizational planning, which will coordinate
departmental efforts to forecast personnel needs.

-- Integrate staff needs assessments with program
implementation plans.

-- Develop an aggressive training :aeeds assessments program,
including periodic training evaluations.

Agency comments and
our evaluation

HUD said that it is planning, on a pilot basis, to analyzestaffing ski'!s and needs in the housing area. If successful,
HUD said it will extend the effort to other parts of the agency.
Additionally, HBUD said its Office of Training .s working ondetermining skills which will be needed to meet r.ew program direc-tions. We support these efforts and believe that they are impor-
tant parts of our recommendations. In this regard, however, byfurther linking staff skills analysis to HUD's proposed managementplan proceess ,,VL in finding 4 and to overall organizational
planning noted in finding 1, HUD', management will be providedwith a systematic approach to match staff capabilities to program,organizational, and training needs.

(380585)
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BY THE CO.MPTROLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress

Increasing The Department Of Housing And
Urban Development's Effectiveness
Through Improved Management

VOLUME ii

This is the first in a series of GAO reports evaluating
management effectiveness at major fedetal Oepartments.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
is striving to better manage Its programs and achieve its
current objectives of (1) reducing waste, fraud, and mis-
management. (2) controlling costs, (3) deregulat ng. arid
(4) relying more on the private sector. Mar.agement initia-
tives are required to address the underlying causes of
continuing problems in several key areas. These areas
Include organizing. planning, budgeting, program delivery.
and accounting and financial management GAO found a
need to:

--Place more emphasis on general management func-
tions. such as planning, staff training and develop-
ment, and financial management

--Strengthen accountability for general management
functions

*-Build an organization with greater stability

--Establish continuity within HUD s top management
eam

HUD Is w' -' ing ha rd tO resolve many of Its problems. and
GAO offers recomr-rrendations to the agency and the Con-
gress to conr)lerr-ent that effort
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report is the first in a series evaluating the managementat major federal departments. It discusses management effective-ness at the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Thepurpose of this review was to analyze HUD's management, identifyand analyze problems, and make recommendations to improve anyshortcomings, An executive summary is provided in Volume I.
We concentrated our efforts on HUD's organizational structure;accounting, financial, planning, and budget functions; and programdelivery. Wh le we found that HUD is striving to make improve-ments, we suggest further ways to increase program effectivenessthrough management efficiency.

During this review HUD's Secretary and his staff gave us fullsupport and cooperation. We obtained the Secretary's comments onthe report and incorporated them where appropriate. He agreed withmany of our recommendations.

We are sendina copies of this report and our executive summaryto the Secretary, Depirtment of Housing and Urban Development; theDirector, Office of Misaagement and Budget; and interested congres-sional committees, subcommittees, and individual members ofCongress.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S INCREASING THE DEPARTMENT OPREPORT TO THE CONGReSS HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT'SVOLUME II EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH IMPROVED
MANAGEMENT

DIG E ST

The Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) has played a major role in upgrading thenation's housing and providing community devel-opment aid to cities and counties. HUD's per-formance in operating its multibillion-dollar
programs could be strengthened by improvementsin general management functions includingorganizational structure, planning, staffing,financial management, and p ogram monitoring.

GAO reached this conclusion after analyzingreports by GAO, HUD's Inspector General, andothers on HUD's program performance and exam-ining management conditions. GAO conducted itsreview with the full support and cooperation ofHUD's Secretary and his staff.

GAO's purpose was to (1) identify and analyzemanagement problems and their underlying causesand (2) recommend improvements to the Congress
and HUD, recognizing and complementing manage-ment and program initiatives already underway.In this regard, for example, HUD has increasedits efforts to prevent fraud, waste, and mis-management and to improve cost control. Thisvolume is the full report of GAO's review, withan Executive Summary appearing in Volume I.

GAO observed that many of HUD's specificmanagement problems are complex and longstand-ing. While HUD has begun to address some ofits problems, success will be elusive unlessthe Congress and HUD address what GAO believesare basic underlying causes of managerialdifficulties. There is a need to

--build an organization with greater stability;

-- place more emphasis on general managementfunctions;

--strengthen accountability for generalmanagement functions; and
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-- establish continuity within HUD's top
management team.

Any analysis of HUD's management effectiveness
would not be complete without recognizing
external influences. HUD is influenced by its
clientele and by public and private interest
groups. Furthermore, it must cope with shifts
in program focus and direction resulting from
actions by the Congress and changes in
administrations.

ADDRESSING ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES

The 1981 leg i:.tive year marked the introduc-
tion of the administration's proposal to reduce
the federal government's role in accomplishing
national objectives. The thrust is to reduce
federal involvement and rely more on the pri-
vate sector and state and local governments.
For example, HUD has (1) redirected the focus
for housing from construction to greater use of
existing housing 'and (2) reduced government
restraints on the Community Development Block
Grant Program, including encouraging states to
administer the program's small city segment.

In Seotember 1983, HUD restructured its field
organization to reflect reduced workload and
program changes. However, the reorganization
did not address certain management deficiencies
inherent in the existing organizational
arrangement. Prior reorganizations had led to
complex relationships among levels of manage-
ment, creating confusion concerning the spe-
cific responsibilities and functions of HUD's
field offices vis-a-vis headquarters.

Also, HUD's recent reorganization still
embraces a regional office concept and a field
office presence in most states which may be
overly complex to meet a reduced federal role.

In view of ongoing program changes and further
program, policy, and cost and benefit uncer-
tainties, GAO is recommending that HUD's Secre-
tary evaluate how well the new field structure
is working. (See p. 35.)

NEW APPROACHES FOR MANAGERIAL
CONTINUITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

HUD's Secretary implements major policy
initiatives and sets the tone for agency
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managers and staff. Secretarial actions,
together with the agency's management processes
and systems, demonstrate commitment to
effective and efficient management.

GAO believes demonstration of this commitment
could be enhanced by (1) an explicit statement
of the Department's goals and objectives which
out'ines the Secretary's agenda and priorities
for the coming years, (2) specific delegation
of authority to one person for the Department's
general management functions, (3) the Secre-
tary's showing support for improving and using
HUD's management systems and processes for
decisionmaking, and (4) having an effective
system which holds managers accountable for
performance. However, GAO found that HUD had
problems in each of these areas.

--Although the Department's priorities were
articulated through operating plans, they
were not clearly linked to Secretarial goals
and objectives. For example, a field office
met a Secretarial priority of increasing debt
collection on a HUD loan program by expedit-
ing other HBD payments to the debtors, por-
tions of which they then used to pay interest
due HUD.

--No one person, including the Under Secretary,
has been delegated the responsibility to
oversee the agency's daily operations as they
relate to general management functions.

--Much of HUD's planning and policy development
occurs through the budget development process
as contrasted with a well-established depart-
mental management planning process that is
clearly linked to Secretarial goals and
objectives. For example, in transferring
majoL responsibility for operating the Small
Cities Block Grant Program to the states, a
Secretarial goal, HUD did not adequately con-
sider this initiative's effect on HUD staff-
ing needs, monitoring policies, or program
administration.

-- General management functions, such as program
evaluation and financial management, were
widely dispersed, uncoordinated, and needed
improvement. For example, the absence of a
central direction and focus for financial
management contributed to HUD spending
$27 million in an unsuccessful attempt to
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develop an automated accounting system for
its mortgage insurance activities.

HUD's top management team changes frequently--
presidential appointees at HUD have turned over
about every 2 years and turnover is also high
among the Senior Executive Service staff. As a
result, institutional memory at a high level
does not exist to understand the causes of
HUD's longstanding management problems and the
implications of alternative solutions.

GAO offers the Congress three options for its
consideration which, in varying degrees,
address managerial style, accountability, and
continuity issues. One option is for the Con-
gress to amend HUD's enabling legislation and
create the position of Under Secretary for
Management. The position would be filled by a
nonpartisan presidential appointee who would be
accountable, by law, to the Secretary for HUD's
management systems and general management func-
tions. To increase the likelihood that an
effective Under Secretary would remain when
HUD's leadership changes, the Congress could
style the proposed amendment after the Inspec-
tor General Act of 1978 which requires
notifying both houses of Congress of the reason
for removal.

A second option is to strengthen the role of
the Assistant Secretary for Administration by
delegating to the Assistant Secretary authority
to oversee all of HUD's general management
functions. A third option is to create the
position of Deputy Under Secretary for Manage-
ment under the present single Under Secretary.
Unlike the first two options, this proposed
career-reserved official would be only an
advisor to .he Office of the Secretary and
would not have authority over general
management functions.

GAO recognizes that a nonpartisan Under Secre-
tary for Management may be a departure from our
traditional political system. However, this
option is particularly attractive because it
can professionalize and enhance HUD's manage-
rial leadership and provide a benchmark for the
Congress to use when considering ways to
improve management in other federal agencies.
(See p. 153.)
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ADDRESSING MANAGIMENT
PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

HUD has made significant strides toward
resolving many of its management problems. For
example, HUD has increased its efforts in moni-
toring to prevent fraud, waste, and mismanage-
ment and is improving its financial management
activities. These and other management actions
are positive steps. (See p. 11.)

HUD's management and GAO recognize that
additional improvements are needed, but they
will not come easily and will require time.
Therefore, GAO is making short- and long-term
recommendations to HUD. GAO also presents
recommendations to and matters for consider-
ation by the Congress.

Improving planning
and budgeting

Planning and budgeting must play an important
role if HUD is to successfully manage the
transition from programs stressing housing
production to those stressing preservation and
maintenance of existing housing and greater
emphasis on cost control and reliance on the
private sector. HUD relies on the budget
process as the primary means to direct and
control HUD activity. This reliance has not
been an effective substitute for needed
management systems for planning, developing
policy, and communicating current and future
Secretarial expectations to headquarters and
field staffs. (See p. 40.)

GAO also found that the short (annual) budget
and legislative cycles, coupled with delayed
funding approval, contributed to management
problems. For example, HUD's appropriation
bills were enacted late 19 of 21 times from
1962 to 1982. These delays contributed to late
communication of budgetary priorities to pro-
gram staff and fostered a short-term focus and
uncertainty beyond the authorized period at the
expense of long-range planning. For example,
delayed funding prevents many of the nation's
2,700 public housing authorities from operating
efficiently. These authorities received subsi-
dies through HUD, totaling about $1.2 billion
in fiscal year 1983, to pay for such items as
utilities, maintenance, and security. The
uncertainties surrounding delayed funding
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prevent authorities from engaging in meaningful
budget planning, which increases risks of poor
security and further deterioration of buildings
and equipment. GAO has previously proposed
that the Congress consider such reforms as
multiyear authorizations and clearer statements
of policy and program objectives in authoriza-
tion legislation. While these changes may be
slow in coming their need has been recognized
by congressional budgetary reform legislation
introduced in the 93th Congress. (See p. 52.)

GAO also found weaknesses in HUD's analytical
base--accounting, financial, resource manage-
ment, and evaluation data used to support HUD's
budget and to monitor and analyze program exe-
cution. For example, HUD does not allocate
salaries and expenses--which annually exceed
$500 million--to many of its programs. As a
result, the total costs of many programs are
not available for oversight and analysis by the
Congress and others. (See p. 58.)

Further, the magnitude, design, and the funding
practices associated with certain aspects of
HUD's budget presentation create congressional
budgetary control problems. For example, HUD's
long-term contracts Lor assisted housing have
created obligations for future outlays of
nearly S206 billion. (See p. 67.)

GAC's recommendations to imp--Fe budgeting and
planning are aimed at

--the Congress' requiring HUD to expand its
budget justifications to fully reflect all
material aspects of uncontrollable costs
and the budgetary impact of programs;

-- HUD's developing a department-wide planning
system; and

-- hUD's improving the analytical base of the
budget by continuing efforts to improve
financial management systems that integrate
budgeting and accounting. (See p. 80.)

Program delivery can
be more effective

Although the nature and severity of program
delivery shortcomings vary among programs,
several problems are common. HUD needs to
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(1) more effectively provide guidance and
direction to program delivery staff,
(2) develop staff skills and expertise, and
(3) resolve problems uncovered by the many
reviews, audits, and evaluations of HUD
programs and procedures.

Staff skill and training inadequacies, in
particular, limit HUD's ability to properly
monitor programs and grantees. Also, rapidly
changing organizational needs, coupled with
workload changes, are further straining HUD's
efforts to improve its st ffing. For example,
HUD's field managers told GAO that staff train-
ing was a critical need. Groups served by HUD
also cited staffing inadequacies as a major HUD
problem.

GAO's recommendations to HUD's Secretary in
these areas are aimed at

-- establishing a more effective staff develop-
ment program;

-- improving the quality and timeliness of
headquarters guidance to field offices; and

-- improving monitoring of program participants,
on-site performance evaluations, and manaqe-
ment's responses to internal and external
report recommendations. (See p. 109.)

Financial management
information systems
weaknesses

HUD's financial management information systems
have not kept pace with the needs of the
Congress or HUD's management. Although HUD's
management has initiated a number of
improvements, it has not fully addressed the
underlying causes of these systems problems.
These include the absence of

--a Chief Financial Officer with responsibility
for providing a central focus for developing
financial management policies and systems and

-- long-range planning to establish improved
oversight and control over automated systems.

HUD's management information systems do not
provide timely and accurate data necessary to
establish accountability for, and control over,
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housing and urban development programs. Also,
HUD's accounting systems were not sufficiently
automated, and extensive manual efforts are
needed to perform accounting functions. Only
40 percent of headquarters accounting systems
were automated, and most of those automated
were obsolete.

Further, a number of these systems were imple-
mented without assurance that they comply with
the principles and standards prescribed by the
Comptroller General. Also, GAO has been con-
sistently unable to express an unqualified
opinion on the financial statements of the
Federal Housing Administration fund--HUD's
mortgage insurance arm--because of accounting
system deficiencies. Further, recent HUD
reports concluded that accounting systems for
the Assisted Housing and Community Development
Block Grant Programs were not adequate to meet
management's needs. (See p. 118.i

Recognizing the need for improvements, HUD is
reevaluating its internal controls and review-
ing the vulnerability of its accounting systems
to fraud, waste, and abuse. This etfort should
place the Secretary in a better position to
report on the adequacy of internal controls as
required by the Federal Managers' Financial
Integrity Act (Public Law 97-255).

GAO's short- and long-term recommendations for
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
to further improve financial management systems
include:

For the short-term,

-- establishing the position of Chief Financial
Officer with clear responsibility and
accountability to set financial policy and
provide a central focus for development of
improved financial management systems and

-- correcting internal control weaknesses.

For the long-term,

-- developing accounting systems which comply
with the principles and standards established
hb the Comptroller General,
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--streamlining the processes used to accomplish
accounting functions, and

-- establishing a long-range automatic data
processing planning and control process.
(See p. 134.)

AGENCY COMMENTS AND
GAO's EVALUATION

HUD agreed with many of GAO's findings and
recommendations. Often, it said it was taking
or planning actions which would correct defi-
ciencies GAO cited. HUD disagreed with GAO's
draft proposal to reevaluate the proposed field
reorganization. Concerning planning--another
area where GAO and HUD differed--HUD agreed
that it needs to better integrate its budget
process with other management functions but
disagreed with program examples cited by GAO
showing a need for more systematic planning.
HUD also said it had reported long-term goals
and objectives to the President and is attempt-
ing to refine these within the context of
existing and proposed legislation. HUD also
disagreed w*ith GAO's recommendation that the
Congress rquire HUD to include in its budget
justification more information on future costs
and budgetary consequences of programs.
(Appendix XV contains HUD's comments.)

Regarding GAO's three options to increase
continuity and accountability for general
management functions, HUD stated that it pre-
ferred the option of strengthening the role of
the Assistant Secretary for Administration and
increasing the involvement of the existing
Under Secretary in day-to-day activities
relating to the overall management of the
Department.

GAO considered the Department's comments and
made necessary changes to its report. GAO has
disagreed with HUD's field reorganization in
two prior reports and in testimony before the
Congress. Since HUD has finalized its
reorganization GAO recognizes that its draft
proposal to reevaluate the proposed field
reorganization is now moot. However, GAO
concludes that the reorganization does not
fully address problems identified in the
report. ,lthough GAO is not recommending that
HUD's Secretary modify, at this time, the new
field structure, GAO is recommending that the
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Secretary evaluate how well the new field
structure is working.

The planning examples cited by GAO demonstrate
that planning at HUD is cf dissimilar quality
and scope. In the case of a proposed housing
vouchers program, for example, HUD did not con-
sider what staff resources or skills it would
need to effectively implement the program.

On long-term goals and objectives, GAO found
that HUD did not include these in its budget
justification or link them to its field offic_
planning system. Similarly, GAO's recommenda-
tion to the Congress on expanding HUD's budget
justification is based on the perspective of
overall budgetary control. Both the Depart-
ment's obligated balances and guaranteed loan
balances are about half of the government's
total. Accordingly, GAO continues to believe
that the Congress would benefit from more
information on the expected future costs of
HUD's programs.

GAO continues to favor the option of creating
the position of Under Secretary for Manage-
ment. GAO recognizes that strengthening the
role of the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion has certain advantages, such as requiring
relatively little reorganization. However,
this option may prove to be less effective than
the option for an Under Secretary for Manage-
ment in resolving the difficult issues of
management commitment and accountability.
Using the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion and the present Under Secretary may result
in a "business as usual" approach to management
improvement. Therefore, creating a non-
partisan Under Secretary for Managenient offers
more promi;e for professionalizing and
enhancing management performance at HUD.

GAO's specific responses to HUD's comments
follow the applicable recommendation sections
of the report.
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CHAPTER t

INTRODUCTION

The history of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) is characterized by change and conflict, because of the
evolutionary federal role in housing and urban development and
because of many diverse social, economic, and political forces
affecting this role. HUD's management and management systems,
therefore, play a highly significant role in coping with change,
resolving conflict, and establishing a clear sense of purpose and
direction. Strong management can and should provide leadership,
direction, accountability, continuity, and financial integrity so
important to an agency's operational efficiency and effectiveness.

Our review examined management's performance in

-- organizing and directing the agency,

--planning its activities and determining resource
allocations,

-- executing program delivery, and

-- providing management control through accurate and timely
information.

From the inception of our review, the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) and ,iis top managers supported our
work. We found this support very helpful. Our frequent discus-
sions with HUD's top management provided a constructive way to
explore practical alternatives for changes to persistent problems.

HUD: CREATION, PURPOSE,
AND ORGANIZATION

HUD was established by the Housing and Urban Development Act
of September 9, 1965, (79 Stat. 667; 42 U.S.C. 3531-3537). The
act consolidated the functions and authority of the Housing and
Home Finance Agency into the new department. It did not, however,
consolidate all housing and urban development activities existing
in other parts of the federal government, such as those of the
Farmers Home Administration and Veterans Administration.

HUJD's functions and authority have expanded over time to a
broad mission of providing adequate housing for all Americans,
promoting community and economic development for urban areas, and
eliminating discrimination in housing markets. HUD's major
programs include:

-- Housing assistance and mortgage credit. Housing assistance
programs and the mortgage insurance programs of HUD's
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) are activities that
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provide low- and moderate-income families with
homeownership and rental housing assistance.

--Community development. Community Development Block Grant
Programs, the Urban Development Action Grant Program, and
Rehabilitation Loan and Urban Homesteading Programs. These
programs provide federal assistance to communities for
improving housing conditions, conserving energy supplies,
expanding business opportunities and providing jobs, and
revitalizing blighted areas in the nation's cities and
counties.

-- Fair housinq and equal opportunity. Fair housing programs
provide financial assistance to state and local agencies
to help them eliminate housing discrimination by promptly
processing civil rights complaints, and by carrying out
affirmative marketing agreements and promoting equal
opportunity matters within HOD programs.

HUD is organized int-, three tiers. First, the Secretary,
Under Secretary, assistan. secretaries, and other headquarters
staff provide policy direction and management oversight to the
field units. Second, HUD's regional offices supervise and monitor
field offices' program performance. Third, HrJn's 10 regional
offices, 39 area offices, 33 service offices, and 19 evaluation/
endorsement stations deliver programs nationally.1 This struc-
ture is designed to centralize program management and decision-
making and decentralize program execution. HJD's structure is
described in more detail in chapter 2, and an organizational chart
is included in appendix I.

MAGNITUDE OF THE MANAGEMENT TASK
AND CURRENT DIRECTION

A] though Hlln is a relatively small Cabinet-level aqency in
terms of number of employees, its financial, economic, and social
responsibilities affect many sectors of the economy and much of
the nation's population. It provides grants, loans, insurance,
and subsidies to millions of people, and organizations. For
example:

--As of September 30, 1982, the total outstanding balance of
FHA insurance written was about c13P billion.

-- Since the mid 197n's, Hfir has distributed over S20 billion
to thousands of cities and counties through its community
and urban development grant programs.

1On September 8, 1983, HlUD reorganized its field offices, which
had the effect of combining some of the regional and area
offices.
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-Total financial long-term commitment to assisted housing
programs was about S206 billion as of September 30, 1982.

The following figures indicate the extent of g-Iri activity in its
major programs. The first figure shows effects of high 1980-82
interest rates on the number of homes insured and the dollar
amount of FHA insurance issued by HUD. The second figure shows
that major s:ibsidized housing construction assistance programs are
declining in response to the administration's efforts to deempha-
size construction programs. The third figure reflects the rela-
tive leveling off of funding for the Community Developrent Block
Grant (CDBr,) and Urban Development lo.tion Grant (UDAG) Programs.
The fourth figure shows an increase in Fair qousngy andl equal
Opportunity (FHEO) activity in terms of complaints received and
process.c1 Cco,. 1977 through 1982.

Figure 1-1
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Figure 1-2
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Figure 1-4

FAIR HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
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Since 1981, HUD has redirected its policie. and programs to
reflect administration goals of redticinq the size and cost of the
federal government, lessening the regulatory burden on program
participants, delegating more respo)rsibility to state and local
governments, and placing greater reliance on thle .)r iate sector.
HUD has greatly reduced new conftrl- ;:ion programs, narrowed pro-
gram eligibility requirements, transferred, at the option of the
states, the administration of the small cities block grant pro-
gram, and proposed an enterprise zone program. Steps HtIn cited as
significant management improvements include (1) reductions in both
budget authority and staff by plhasing out some activities and con-
serving costs and (2) improving asset management by emphasizing
control over waste, fraud, and abuse and collecting delinquent
debts owed the flepartment.

HUD's extensive internal umanagement machinery, as well as the
external environrnent, greatly influenc s the success or failure of
the Department's programs. These include

Internal influences:

-- !IUD had about 13,000 full-time staff ini H-.adquarters and
field offices for fiscal year 1983.

-- HUD is responsible for administering about 210 federal
legislative acts, titles, sections, and programs.
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--HUD has a Secretary, an Under Secretary, 2 Deputy Under
Secretaries, 6 assistant secretaries, 16 deputy assistant
secretaries, a General Counsel, an Inspector General, a
General Manager of the New Community Development Corpora-
tion, and a President of the Government National Mortgage
Association.

-- Administrative guidance handbooks encompass all aspects of
11UD's activities, including accounting and financial
procedures, procurement practices, and program delivery.

-- HUD had 128 automated management information systems in
operation as of December 31, 11982, 26 undier development,
and 12 planned.

-- HUD's Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducts over
100 internal management reviews each yeat-.

External influences:

--About 40 congressional committees and subcommittees are
concerned with HUD's housing and community development
activities.

-- HUD provides support to approximately 2,700 public housing
authorities throughout the nation.

-- About 70 state and local agencies and 130 community housing
resource boards received HUD fair housing assistance during
fiscal year 1982.

--The nation's housing finance system, an integral part of
HUD's mortgage and insurance activities, is composed of
more than 4,000 savings and loan associations, about 500
mutual savings banks, more than 14,000 commercial banks,
over 1,000 mortgage bankers, and numerous other public and
private financial institutions, including the Government
National Mortgage Association and the Federal National
Mortgage Association.

EFFECTIVENESS OF HUD PROGRAMS

In its efforts to improve the nation's quality of life, HUD
has spent billions of dollars and obligated hundreds of billions
more thro,ugh its housing, mortgage insurance, community develop-
ment, and fair housing programs. These programs, however, have
often been confronted by management problems. This has been
reported by us, HUD's OIG, congressional committees, HUD's inter-
nal and contractor studies, and public and private interest
groups.

A comparative review of 4R GAO reports selected from a
total of 292 reports issued on eUD activities from January 1976 to



Sep-ember 1982, and 7 OIG Semi-Annual Reports2 to the Congress
from October 1978 to March 1982 (app. II contains a complete list-
ing of the reports reviewed) identified a variety of management
problems.

The results of our examination, shown on the next pages and
amplified further in appendix III, show that the management areas
where problems were identified are similar among program areas and
are repetitive. A common thread runs among the problem areas, and
they transcend both time and political philosophy. Subsequent
chapters of this report suggest that the causes are deep rooted
and therefore will affect the success of the policy and program
direction and focus now underway at HUD. We have traced them to

-- frequent changes in organizational structure,

--a need to strengthen accountability,

--lack of emphasis in general management functions, arid

--frequent turnover of management personnel.

2 The HUD Office of Inspector General was established by an ad',iin-
istrative act of the Secretary on January 29, .972. The Office
of Inspector General was established, by law, with the signing
of the Inspector General Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-452) on
October 12, 1978. The HUJD/OIG se- annual reports provide narra-
tive and statistical summaries of the significant HUD activities,
events, and findings identified for the 6-month periods of
April 1 to September 30, and October 1 to March 31.
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Figure 1-5

MANAGEMENT AREAS WHERE PROBLEMS WERE

IDENTIFIED IN GAO AND HUD/OIG REPORTS

YEAR REPORT ISSUED

MANAGEMENT AREAS 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Organmzationl structure G

Planning and policy drelopment G H G G B G

Monitoring field offices and
program porticiants G G B B B B B

Communimtion or guidance G G G H

Enforcement or cmpliance H H B B

Training or staffing B H H

Financil management G 8 B B 8

G - GAOreport(s)

H g HUD/OIG report(is

8 = Both GAO and HUD/OIG issued epaerate report(s)

8



Figurt 1-6

EXAMPLES OF HUD MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

MANAGEMENT AREA PROGRAM EFFECTS

C(-ganizational structure 0 HUD' thee tiered organizational structure created red tape. slowv

setrv:e a-id incapacity to control losses (1977)

Planninm Jnd policy development * Groater financial risk was created because HUD underwriters did not
adtequarely estimate project revenue and expeises (1978)

o Unclear regulations resulted in higher program costs because unne-

cessary luxury Items were included In section 8 subsidized housing

prolects (1980)

Monitoring field offices and · Community development block grant funds were not effectively used

program participants because monitoring was inadequate and grantees heid funds in excess

of needs (19801

* inaderiuate HUD involvement in monitoring PHA's and providing

tecm.rcal adssitance was ,frdntftred as a central factor in poor PHA

management (1982i

Communcation or guidance * Collecticons were reduced on HUD held home mortgages becau;e
guidance provided to field offices was inadequate (1979)

* Improvemenlt could be made in the urban Fo mesteading program

if HUD vworkerd more cinselv with local officials (1979i

Enforcement or compilanrce Mtiltor's of dollars I .tli It)e improvement iodos were ntot

collected because collection efforts received limited emphasis by

managemen!t 119811

Traminiiq or staffing * Poor management of subsdizeac housing programs due to InddeqUdte

staffing to evaluate prolect applicdtions (1980)

* Proper!y drspos!iton )dac-,ces ,vere nu adequate because ma"y

employees were not properly tdi rnedl or ~se(di 1981 1

Fnadncidr mandagememn * information systems were not adequate to support mortgage

insurance p,_grams (1980)

* Trtle I single famil-. home improvement loans were vulnerable
to fraud. waste. and abuse due in part to accounting weaknesses
(19811

* Adequate oata .ystems were not established to facilitate evaluat ion
of HUD's success in using millions to rehabilitate housing I11981 
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An analysis of HUD's management is not complete without
recognizing an important contributing factor--HUD is influenced
and affected by the environment in which it exists. This environ-
ment includes congressional direction via legislative authority,
budgetary processes, and related congressional oversight; influ-
ences of its clientele and public and private interest groups;
and direction provided by the Office of the President. This can
result in HUD having complex programs with multiple ind sometimes
conflicting purposes, hampering its ability to effectively plan
and control resources and achieve desired program results. The
following figure, while broad in focus, provides a perspective of
the environment in which HUD exists.

Figure 1-7

HUD'S

GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT

Clientele

Inteerst Poitical
j Groups Paties

Citizens Groups

C<,2 ADEPARTMENT OF 
lp. *W\ < HOUSING AND /t

-~. i\- URBAN / v
DEVELOPMENT



PATfI TO CHANGE

Throughout this report, we show that HUD's current top
management acknowledged defects in the present management struc-
ture and systems and recognized tne lack 3f management continuity
and accountability, all of which affect program delivery. Exam-
ples of the major initiatives HUD has taken 4re noted below and
others are included in subsequent chapters. Some of these changes
are not fully implemented, and others are being considered.

-- Creating a Presidential Commission on Housing. The Secre-
tary of Housing d,. Urban Development was instrumental i
creating a c-missiorn to advise both the President and t.. e
Secretar ons for a national housing policy- The
Cc': +t, submitted in April 1982, results in

V ; s, some of which have already been
tadut?'f_*- *~istration.

--Reducing cc wide variety of cost-reduction
activities h;.... Dee:' implemented. These include

1. -A i- -, d accounting procedure, which should reduce
s now incurred because of -xcess cash

adv_..._.s ' lublic housing authorities,

2. reduction in telephone, space, travel, and publications
costs;

3. a pilot program for irnediately depositing mortqage
premium payments in a bank; and

4. tighter scheduling and electronic funds transfer of
payments to public housing authorities.

--Preventing fraud, waste, and mismanagement. One of HUD's
highest priorities is the elimination of fraud, waste, and
mismanagement in its programs. Several tlajor Department-
wide activities address this priority. the Secretary
reestablished the Committee on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanage-
ment which, among other things, set 3 new dicection for
HUD's monitoring strategy. This strategy targecs monitor-
ing efforts to high-risk participants and areas; seeks
stronger sanctions; and emphasizes education of HFWD staff
and program participants on the importance of preventinq
fraud, waste, and mismanagement.

HUD's OIG has been instrumental in ide-tifyir,q and address-
ing fraud, waste, and mismanagement. Forl exam.-; OCGr
activities in fiscal year 1982 recovered $55.6 million,
aided in the indictment of 354 persons or firms, and
resulted in 333 convictions. HUD managers have alim, aireeod
to OIG audit fidinqs which could result in additional
millions of dollars in future recuveries.

11



0V:~5 srt an_ - dute roeview--- thrtecnd elf icllec

-: l';i-,Dntwnai4yiq *avnna',ient rev tdews. HUD has tintiaed a t =
.' ma:fli nt rvrhiitws ~''cS (r lnancially troubled public housing 

-· ." '--,l'#1::i. "¾n :,iett ebi.t cuirftion. HUD thas implemented asptal

d'tinqutencies out stinandte g i the insurance progams

': -'-Pertfr;,-kinu ,naduirnzFstprtt ive studies. HID has initiated a
: .:: n-tamLwer ;i';c tfiini,.~trit ivwe~ studies, some of which have been
'-:Ml- : '::^m-lpit·]' 4--t:h-%t i:4a'i- ;ihluded a wide variety of HUD's func-

*~ :f :'txpQna Cav-!s k v£ti ip iwtiv 4nc)i ing training programs, account-; 0;: ;i.wi -Xnc.tct. t*:emtnt sproceSest contractinq d i :
0 .Xri4½ '¼ al: st r-ihat :n andtaI- storage prcedures, travel ant

v;Nertime r,·;ocedures, data processing systems, and
t- ,_O-:Imarr:i - f-, a-dtards.;

:ehsva xi1t I not' h aas,,> hat W emerged from our review is that -no-
- q. ;:Xg~t -a;;t:~: or -hort-t- -- ltfq wi sreott- a tee root causes of
i_. 1S/i,- - _/, 'r_ '- -__ -' _.:n f ' At I

: T( ueftify_ p ,,f sib imtprovements, we aessessed the -strenqths
aad w,-~ks~As ses og.ef urr,,nr :-nanemenst aystmd pLserinclui -
inq ths 1 ? witthin HUD'i: control and those which affect HUD more
broadly wi.tnin the evironmen t oor f edera sy=sThsesm T-_==

-- orqanzatist'na| stability (eh. 2),

L -%ann-r4j0 am -~iret- -bdv>-t t -roces-es t I. T,

. --- ri-si de-liver v fil. I 4),

_---,'.n.-.emet s ·-m-__ ri.t,;e-Soity to-,h 5_, and

:--new apnrrach,- ....r nanacem-nt ¢-ontinjity and accountability
~ : . 0).

Cfapt,-r 2 -i:- 7u-F t-. _ major ortanizationa l is:ICes confront-
ing HUD, tnclj.,n1 .Ht ti': anoronritajre s ijq f the reqional and
nea.daquart-r. : r;ticr jre tr e _ f e,. -l v de1 vor MUD programs and,
!2) the potentinl iinpaC 4 c-vo' i n exterrnal federal policies
wntic coJld si:to'P xc-l aff.-t st- ' _.r e

ha;tretr S ;kqws t- at-, !twt.~-gh HMg u, ~- tef bi-ldget Hroceis
- the prciat-v pi anninm; tool fu- deciionminakinq, the budqett roc-

ess, as such, It noit an , "t f':.ct irVe uli'ro4at- for (1 ) a department-
wide planninu orotce:; an (22) th- Analytical baso--manaqement,
res)crirce, Ind 3varatit j data--tffr. whic.i the budget is formed and
which is used f£ir bu'qr-t execttion monitorinq ,s not composed of
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timely _ _t a _tur he -rtcF t destqn oru n
U rD program make -Miqet cowtroltahflity trltfcult nu a<not

ful-ly disclose the impact on federal ftundingr:

Chapter 4 shows that managing program delivery i affected

ad mmonitoring processes, and a need for better trained staff and
vptogramif ianforation-

Chapter 5 shows that m'sanagemnt' sytes--btpr ogra and
financial--are not fully supporting departmental management. The
systems produce information that is often inaccurate or incom-
plete. In, addition, the systems do not include those internal
controls necessary to adequately protect against fraud, wasta,
and misanagement.

Chapter 6 builds on the material developed in earlier
chapters and offers three approaches for improvinq ma:Ment :
accountability, continuity, and overall emphasis and support for

Pkent --- improvwaerr-

Thi 1 reort -covzrsa broad franlef st ubjectin prQvidesd 
short- and long-term recommendations incleding t' e within HUD's

yste.a; Per se ourrnossendratioon -aret not- s rpanaeu f f f
tive management. Taken collectively, however, they can provide
the monentuw fr change.

=CFCTIVES, PE, fifs JODOLOGY

Our objectives were to (1) identify and analyze management
problems and their underlying causes and (2) recommend improve-
ments to the Congress and the Secrtary of Housing and Urban_
Deielopment for increasing HUD's management effectiveness in light
of current agency programs and policies and management initiatives
already underway. In achieving these objectives, our primary
focus was on the key processes used by management to direct and
control the Department. we sought to answer the folloting key
quest ions:

-- How well is HUD's top management guiding and directing the
agency?

-- How do external factors affect achievement of management
efficiency and program effectiveness?

-- llow doec HUD use planninq and resource managemrnt processes
to develon mission-oriented goals and objectives, and how
are priorities set for achieving qoals and objectives?

-- llow well do HUD's operational plans link to its stated
qoals and objectives and to program implementation?

13



= -- Wto -w are fmanament s sy tes- -oth financial and--- -
PtOg ram--trengttreing and supporting program delivery?

Ta +=Laccompl, g b t irSwiin i t i reviewed te=--
management literature to identify the traditional components of

constraints facing federal managers. TWi; was done to provide abenchmark again.st-ich we-couldcompar 's programs-.

We, next reviewed the results of studies conducted by us,
HUD's Inspector General, public interest groups, and management
consulting firms to identify program ineffectiveness and related
management causes. We also analyzed information from
congressional hearings and reports.

me rev'iewed pet, inent legislation and agency documents and
interviewed HUn officials, incliinq the culrrent and former Sec-
retaries of VrUD, the Under Secretary and assistant secretaries,
the Inspector CGneral, the General Counsel, and many other top

- and middle manageent headquarters and field official a. Y alse f
interviewed housing experts in the Ccnaress, industry, privateassociations, and academia. (The groups we cQntactedara shown
in app. IV.) In addition, we hired two consultants, knowledae-

administratif -o =pwho-provded==avlie-
an expert opinions on our review methodology andrrth rero.r
(See app. V.) We performed the review in accordance with
generallty accepted -overnnent audit standards.

====G==nr-ur fi . wor-.. wa=- n te frol lach herou ecirber
!192 at WH'r headquarters, Washinqton, n.C., and in three reculnal
offices--Fort Worth, Tex.; Philadelphia, Pa. and Seattle, Wash.
Within these three regions, farther detailed audit work was oer-
formed at tr:e FPiiadelphia; Sazi Antonio, Tex.; and Seattl Area
Offices. We used two critr-ia for selecting offices: qeographic
dispersion and work performed by tyhe off ce which included both
housinq and urban development.

tn pertformLn this firrt department-wi.de review, we
concentrated on de-partment-wide managermnt issues, especially
issues wiech affect HUD's ability to efticiently, Pffectively,
and economicaliy implement its mayor pro-rams. W- focused on
management processes and related control svstPms that materially
affect "Ut's manaqenment. Accordinqly, we di~d not c';ver all
managqeient proemses or determine- how well H'D is carrvinq out
particular proq ram.

It is also important to note that we dimr not attempt to
evaluate the reasonableness of policy-makinq activities external
to HUD. Tn c~cmmentinq on our draft report, the Secretary said
that current federal housingq policy stems larqely from recomerfena-
tions in the April lQR2 report of the President's Commission on
dousing. He added that the Commission's recor-iendations have
been and will continue to be considered by the President's Cabinet
Councils on Human Resources and on Mational Resources and

14



flnwviCn zttt -both Aof- wbich theeretary s as iber. Similarly,the Secretary pointed ut that th:e aMnistration's priorities in

Policy Report. The Secretary said that the above two reports .and

and urban policies are ormulated. Re also noted that policy must
fit within the broar of this ada nimitrstnion-.- -as, the
ftsidt's goal to dereul ate. A -more etaied descriFption of
our methodology is proviged in appendix VI.
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CRAFPTER 2

row ==tts begitmnwa 78U' beC#ay an&aFrowtn
role in delivering and managing federal housing and comunitydevelopment program owever maor eh-an in direetion areunderway and other may be imminent. These changes are reducingfederal involvement and expanding the role of the non-f4eeral
sector.

Shortly after its creation, HUD began a series of transforma-tions that changed its organizational and institutional arrange-
ments. What emerged, more than a decade later, is anorganizational structure which

-- centers program management in three blocks: a housing
component, a community planning and development component.
and a fair housing and equal opportunity compoAent:

-- operates on a decentral zation philosoph vh-iegwhic gives
lecisionmaking authority to official closest t r am

-- delivers programs in a three-tiered arrangement: a head-
wuarters tier, an intermediate regional office tier, and afield office delivery tier.

The man- reorganizations and reali-gnmets since HUD's incep-
tion have formed a complex relationship among levels of manage-
ment. The net result is that a certain amount ef confusion existsat all levels concerning authoritvy responsii lities, and func-tions. Consequently, complexities and difficulties increase inproviding anti administering services to cliontele. This leads tointffective program delivery.

A persistent issue is the rile, relationship, and effective-
ness of regional offices as a middle tier of management. Whenthe regions were established, the concept --as that headquarters
would be the Dolicymaker, the regions would supervise, and thearea office would operate the programs. HUD recently placedregional manajers back into the operational chain and is holdingthem responsible for direct program operation and execution. Ineffect, trhi change reverses a 1977 reorganization, which wasintended to correct deficiencies in processing delays, communica-
tion, excessive -"erhead, and inadequate technical assistance.

The administration's program to reduce federal involvement
in state a-J local housing progqams could substantially changethe way 'un structures and manages its programs. Further, HUD'srecent modifications to its field structure may not fully addressissues presented in this chapter. In view of these factors, webelieve HUD's Secretary needs to evaluate how well the new fieldstructure is working to determine
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--Whether functional relationships among headquarters,
regions and area officcs promote nccountability and
establish clear lines of authority.

-- The value of and contribution of regional offices in the
management and delivery of programs.

--The cost and benefits of having field offices in all
states, especially in the environment of a declining
federal role.

-- The relationship between ongoing and proposed policy and
program changes to any organizational change.

Over and beyond these internal HUD organizational issues is
the possibility that the administration and the Congress may wish
to reconsider how the federal government should be organized to
best promote housing and community development. Doubts exiist
about the political acceptability of shifting various parts of
executive agencies to unify housing and community development.
however, doubts may give way if the administration accomplishes
indet e -aimed- at- transf errin' -more federal re-ponirTities7
to states and the private sector. Also, budget constraints may
invoke a greater understanding of the impact on the intended bene-
ficiaries ct having these programs dispersed among various
executive agencies.

tHUDOt s ORGANIZATIONAL AND
NPAGEDEMT PHI LOSOPHY

H!D's management philosophy is de zi-7-d to qive deci-ion-
making authority to officials closest to proqrams--the field
office directors. A three-tiered structure, each with different
operational responsibilities and functions, implements this
policy.

The top tier, headquarters, makes and iriterurets .nwii.y,
establishes priorities, 'ets standards and proced're-, and dirrects
activities. Program assistant secretaries, r-s.;on- :hlt t - -i ,l
Secretary, direct the Department's activities at h_.daijjart_-r:s andi
in the field.

The second tier, regional offices, -erv-e a- an intermed;3at-
structure between headquarters ar.d field offices. These office.,
headed by regional administrators, supervise and -valdate field
office management. Until the recent reorganization they generailly
had not been involved in the direct deli-ver-r- f io.i;.:n and
community planning and development operations.

Delivery of HUD programs rests with field offici-3--the tn-irdf
tier. Various types of field offices have different deqr- :; of
responsibility for program delivery. For example, area offices
have three divisions to carry out the full ranq- of HUe progranS:
a Housing Division, a C - munity Planning and Development Divisiorn,
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and fir ousinT and 1EDquia O ortnty DtVvionw. S:ice an-

ft.. iUS. l~tedt-sae houng arctivities are cred out b

I r --tOn--'- -evolved ove* _ _ee from- a
headquarters f wraeork =a iqni nq= prog ram nspon=s=ii hl=tnes- w:i rr e-t st secret attnand: a4Ministrative management under af-ifth, t a stJrtre encompassing seven assistant secretares aDeputy er Secretary for ield Coordination a separate -f fic
cf Cspet GeneFtl, 3 _ew Community Development Corporation, aGovernment National Iortgage Associations and a Solar Energy and

-- R -- -ergy ewatinRankl's .1-1 aiv it n 4i-:tn4fC- lzy a rIryv:er :o t f:e ti units -of -thw Hcusing and Home(
Finane Agency . -evolve i a two-tiered structure--TO rea-I --
offices tayered- over -W s:bregional off Ices_ Curr.e-nt y, 00 
~L nXS::Itt !r :flxt xrnaawv 

- -crilttions.\

tomLEtS ePERSIST

HUD's complex4 milifaceteil 4trctuare and Ete personnel and

grams pose a manaqement prohlem. Perid-itMc assessments done nvPr
the years Tiava ietnctfied ni-oblem with ac--n-nt_ ahib iiy, tim.e liness
and n-r-t--tern-:v of ro. nram lre-ct-ion, and 'nmwunicarions.
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: :f: Et perFormance -of basic -nage-- _a .t functon. --

prora guidc::e: nti ad prorit- :ee: :At: 

mfl-tent ethaltsht -stpropotes clear lines ofauthorit and
Witty for such funct io-a data roeessm, ni 4R d
anagement. and evaluation is 4 itu n& one.naiztw AM"

t-e-eit-ent- is- aec t for : -esane t tb t 4JW- : Mlfound that responsibility for controlling program priorities nd
ituct iotns are -so dif hu t 

Pasl W1-4D and external assessments h ave asasc

-A 145-f:f tnusr = a" T:: a -S::-5 A.:-w;:::---

A.s a resuIt a certain amountt of confuion existsat 
levels eoncerningq their functions and responsibilities.*:

--.. ...... consultat rirscussed ... cotrd na ion,

h19u77 1u,, :ntenal or.anizational assessment folowed&-
t' a meir re raoanizatrin cited fe-fieirencies in poliCy

.. · ~~-j = =-.e-prtato-i; -farnasnraw--ina fl efrt:ltty,
.i.-n .. a .. *rit,- n-am b f trazationa t ier- -nd-

;rrf-)i;n-iriI11b? atr ai^ nrta a .n- s-tr'ataris.. 0 : L =0 ft tf- 
-- A qqI Sna-ulatnt's report on '=:)'s Office of Housing cited

- -~ irq.zn zn-tm h rixly; fraqae'-ed` and-
-- _ -i.- .,-. fC,;frg-ntrat- res-urces on proqram delivery.
R3at!.-r at as ~mr. m -ni'b-T F= 1expert consuti-ancv to the'.-*d r a rt f-n- ~::_-t e r eearch, and rroqraw promotion.n

Off iaia_ wit-in and n-tszie of f I"CD told us HUD's organiza-
*!-r--- r -nrt --lrt -aind; acefu-tabilt;t pr-oblems. For eample- ,

.--:l- f r'£fI c-7 And crt--t f- -ttnyrup o-tft ftcals told us rUD'
-3---nn -ahi- - -uCu sff f promte aeeountabl ity. An

&-.?t WI r taI sj- th Jat, while he is ntrfnt-te arendci--uilt- SOW& trw "anagns n r--Lz nr-ram, -e sfll has no '-rwal
contr J--....'-r OF d staff i-A plfi.-::tzing those progra.s. tie

{Cial tf : r 6 dirscu's.c- some n-w. approhe-s to deal i-th .43-'s
accou3ttahility problems.
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-^ - t : 7 S= W- : _- _ --- 7 : : ::-:::_-,
lar~ff~nbi1e:t rg- -ottclle e atntstratrs, -h are respon-

::tnag u s :t~h A. inins -mfnn as to 11) their

7 cttAl t dfttJX t he ardeqtr oVLtmF an area office_

< fl' ofy f *eutug: pw illustrate the coetxy of
P-ra:: grs:r-- 0 -:AM I t : Ithe sstItrrt : :rr

tary for Rlousing who is responsible for providing technical sup-
Wort *nos 0 ata mfteA to a. I* ffI And ev for a Itorin rrd

m, vh iih eeailly had -ao program respons- bi-l itLes, 
--tm- i :; re p; f :aie t -I- po de o- a-ea M .reaf - tiii -n

=frTo-Pl'ifl& = t- t oniiffoi A & aunto

LSS~A int tecal__

ncrerarv ftr Sma rnq. :n nanpo is It cae a hantion n.Aid= :I:M
ett ti ; b azheanother link -inW dalcoid.7 

hTOffiIce of the Assan e rtary for ousintn includes a
_9._-eTx deputy assistant seretary, 2 associate general deputy

;f~iCI I~fk s!4fti ft secrety ie 17 -- fles,
-an;-A) d' nse=en Three -nM-st in+ <the>Offlee of Heusingt tech 

headed deputy deputy assistant sc-retary are re posible for varl-
ous housing programs, but another -unit, the off ice of Fieln Opera-
- io.s.., i.. .resp.onsile -planninq, -m.n i to' i, ad tevalua-tinqa

field operations This adds another layer of dual direction.

The larje ntmber of field offices RUWD maintains also adds
to the orgAnizational complexity. A former HUD Deputy Assistant
S e-- =tr ary o support maintaining regional off ices said ths-t t
reginnal layer acts ns a dual buffer: (1) between the program-
orinted 'entrai off i-ce and the qeograph icat l- or -edte a-ra
offic -and (2) between the area office manatqers who ar r.arier
employees, and the presidential appointees itr tne central nffice.
EBt two otheras, for-ier Assistant Secretary and a ft1D 1Dep-uty

Under Secretary, said that HUD could operate nare effiictenrtl witR
one tier. The former HUD Assistant Secretary suggested reqiona!
offies colld be eliminated if the area offices were sufficiently
diverse to handle both housing and camunity development pro-
-r. -He qualified his response in that n-ss te nu
of area offices was reduced, regional off ices would be required t.
eoordinae activities of variou area offices. le bel ieve Thnere
would be too many area offices reportiq to the Secretary.

Most headquarters and trade group officials believed that HUD
could operate better wit fewr field otfices. However, unanimity
was lacking on the ideal nurmb of f ield offices. All HUD off i-
cials di-cussing this issue idelntified political concecns as the
principal constraint to reducinq the number of area offices.
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S q g -uniormity of policy axid roqrn deli ny ad 

'... 1,, I 4h. antUD WIm

Recently an -Asistant Serm problms iLn the.f rttld f-sr-ura-e-a fofl{ -

-The-tiered strtre reates ever lAp r- cfus i an tof -i
role d- a rnde nittti ana a et in p tit-i
for aut ity t regonal and area -off ces.

7 baic 1 oraizatia i tau fa.-,, U- is bow ____

inA t-e;`=Cit to 4el = V. ofe #S c
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-Wh,.ere authorit is delegated d'es accountability exist?

off ices to field office. contribute to confusion and
dilu tion ' foof responsibilLt ... fity?

--Can decisionmaking authority be effectively delegated -to

office.s in the managemenro t chain?

np qram direct ion

We found that HUDc1s present organizational structure does
fnot provide timelv and consistent policy leadership and technicalguidance. This orqanizational issue is mentioned i-n most
assessments of fn's structare.

-- A 1976 rlD consulcant' s report on HUf's organizational
-strurt-re -stated -ha-
STF. iessae s syH otis tAoo r cumb4te orso nand ttally:
unwor'able. Its main fault seems to be Cthat as a peerqroup, the Assistant Sec arie are unable to reach
timtely artd effective deciions in the clearance pro-
ess. f tAis, among other factors, causes many offices
to -;r-me te -syste .r ri 
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interpretations to the field.
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controlled, which can di ffuse accountability.

-- n a letter gdated February i, 14921z the Off ice of Commu-
nity Pin ing and Development dai existing procedes .r fr
· learances of rules and issuances were not working well.
This office said that

ntot only offices athe Assista-t Secretary level, but
also 2the van ous- progr of 4 n -within te offices - -- =
each want to review all items whi-ch might impact their
area of concern in any way, a definition which could
eassily include nearly every regulatiunn and issuance ::<0
circulated."

ItD''s cunbersome procedures for issuing rules and ,rocedures
can prevent policies and technical guidance from being issued on
time. Por example, the Housing and Community Development Amend-
mentst of 1981 were signe into -law on August 13, 1481. Although
tRUi drafted regulat ions in August -Il,- =nel £i erusn were naot
pblished unxtitl October 1982, more than a year later, and became
-eff-etive November 1, 14_I, Witthout approved: reg-ulatins: to r-arst-=L 
ees are not sure what they can do under the program and cannot be
sure what nrogram standards MU will use to hold them account-
able. Ti4ewise, monitoring and auditing communities' entitlement
programs is difficult without the descriptive criteria normally in
regulations. Finally, HUD's training program for implementing the
1981 legislative changer was postponid until the regulations are
puM mished Thu the -i.U say t be poe it prepared tofsist-

imaunit ies in implementing their programs.
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communications. In a large organization where policies, programs,and administratios chaxge frequently, efective eo-un ications

zare n say_
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tte pi roble weas not ifent ifi. A oint l Tletter from the- Oifft5of Community Plann ing and Dve lopment {(CPDf the OffeofuciHous- _
ing, and thne Office ofkair Housing and Equal Opportunity t(FHEOL
touches this issue. This letter to regiional -miisnatora ana
__areaI mafner aduated March 719,a1982, stated: 0 

"In x½past ou- FHIEO, Housing and--C-PD sta f-, hoth -in
Washington and in the field, tended to view each other
differrently and & r s wber responding to this
major Departmental mission aad lomplying with the law.

interlock with CPD's and Housing' s atu:ory objectves
and vice versa, confictrng field instrwt tions, f~rm W h-:ingtoz pres~ented a different percepti-l. Tn fact, in .. .......
some instances CPD, Housing and FH&EO care to perceive
_each -o-t-her as advera ies. As a conse, pursui

ua-I -opportunityhaa s sometmes become an obstacle, a
paper or numbers chase and less a concern witn providing
realistic, rapid and effective help to localities. =

The manner of communications between organizatior levels may
also have an impact on moral-e and nmotivation of staff. Through
cur interviews, we elicited numerous comments about a perceived
- ative -meti vati-bonarnment. There is probablfy no one causefor this. Rather, perceptions art-e that it is an accumulation nofinany -fc ftors, incluting

-- disjointed dir-ctier previded by the Secretary, assistant
secretaries, and field office ;anagers:

--HUD's changing direction;

- --an2cert~ainty regardlinq potential -reorganization-; 
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staff redluetion at the headquarters level. 2 According to twln,
changes lirre needed because of proqram shifts antd the se. Fo- :
managemeit efficiencies.. HUD's field relarqanizaticn .everses a
major redrganization in 1977 which weakened the role of tne
regional administrator and authorized greater decisi-nia-kinn ciA
programmatic respnsibilitils to the area offices.

;uri expects the field rcorganization to

24IUD's 1#$?3 appropriation bill. was pazssed wi'~h the provisin tIat
reorganization could not occur prior to .Ja.auary 1, 19R3, without
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-strengthen the role of the regional administrator,

-provi4e organizational alternatives in light of reduced
resources and proposed program changes=,

-- consolidate and simplify the current organizational
structure,

-- reduce field overhead staff and space requirements and be
more cost effective in the administration of programs and
services, and

-- maintain existing regional boundaries to complement other
federal departments and agencies.

The field restructuring would redte budgeted field staff
to q,231 positions in fiscaI 19Sa compared= to 9,R8 positions in

Office
Prior to After inree

consolidation consolidation (decrease)

Regional offices- -
Reqional/area offices I 10 9
Area offices 3A 30 (9)
Service offices 33 33
valuatir and
endorsement stations P R

valuation stations 10 1 -

Total 100 q1 (9)

As shown above, regional and area offices in nine locations
become a single organization. The rew regional/area offices
retain the current responsibilities and gain the operating respon-
sibilities of the area offices. Additionally, "area office,"
'service office," and 'valuation and endorsement station' will no
longer be used; rather, these offices will be referred to as
*field offices."

Whether this organizational restructuring will alleviate
concerns about the middle tier--the regional offices--is unclear.
There are critics. For example, an Assistant Secretary labeled
the proposal as a 'serious mistake" because there is no agree-
ment or long-range game plan as to the desired field cffice struc-
ture. He believed confusion of roles and responsibilities in the
regional offices will exist. He suggested eliminating one tier
and establishing 20-25 regions. He recognized the political
difficulties and disruptions in a one-time reorganization and
recommended an incremental approach over several years.
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An August 1"2 Congressional Surveys and Investigatio-Staff report Iquestioned the necessity of consolidating to imratie
oei~c*amtionrs. The report states that increasing regionalauthority a eli inting direct contact betwen central offce

and area offices would improve comaunicetions. The staff alsobelieves the larger regional offices would have a disproportionateshare of the resources allocated to the regional offices and ques-
tioned whether they could he3ndle the increased workload. Thereport cites lack of technical expertise in regional offices andneed to reacquaint regional personnel with technical aspects ofimplementing programs. The report also challenges HUD's positionon staff savings, claiming that a reduction of 421 employees inthe non-ee-locatel field offices could be accomplished withoutreoganaizaon.

Other UD and constituency group officials believe tha theconsolidation is not viable, For example, an Associate f-n-erarrla
-Aeputy nstant Secretary-t told the regtonal isi str-tore would not be able to fulfill all responsibilities under theproposed consolidation. He e-plair-d that additg area officemanagers responsibiities to current regional responsibilities
may compound manage:nent problems.

On the other hand, hUD field managers were evenly divided asto whether consolidation would benefit RUD. Area office managerswere generally against consolidation and regional office managerswere generally for it. Advantages centere4 on cost savings andgreater regional control. Disadvantages cited were differences intreating nonconsolidated offices, losing high quality personnel,
lack of dollar savings, and no improvements in program delivery.

HUD is striving to consolidate and simplify its field struc-ture without a major change to the field tiers. rUn's reorganiza-tion still embraces a regional office concept and a field officepresence in most states. Whether it can a-tain its objeoctives
without significantly altering its field structure is uncertain.As noted above, resistance to change, both from political
influences and from within, is an underlying problem.

RUD's operations are complex, influenctd by legislativeprograms and policies as well as by the different management andorganizational styles introduced with each changing HUD adminis-tration. Improvement of management capacity in these settingsneeds to address basic management issues and should not represent
short-term stopgap measures. One fundamental issue that needs tobe addressed is the regional concept of operations and the needfor HUD's presence in nearly every state. This politically sensi-tive issue needs to be debated in order to provide BUD a baseliane
for resolving field organizational issues.
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External federalisa policies could
alter UD1 *t structure

HUD appears to be moving away from direct involvement in
program delivery. As a result, RUD may have to establish an
entirely different structure and different staff skill levels.
Conceivably, HUD may eventually end up managing, auditing, or
monitoring states, localities, or private contractors delivering
programs. Although the outcome of the administration's initia-
tives is uncertain, several broad questions will have to be
addressed:

-- Is HUD's presence in nearly every state necessary to
accompl ish changing mission requirements?

-- What type of organizational interfaces will be required
with states, local governments, and businesses?

-Is the present structure adaptable to evolving changes
and what are the obstacles which may preclude an orde-ly
transition?

-- What typos of skills will be required and what types of
training programs are needed to retrain staff? How should
these skills be functionally grouped to effect economies of
scale and provide for uniform and consistent administration
of programs?

Changing situations which may lead
to further organizationaI revisions

The 1981 legislative year marked the introduction of the
administration's proposal to reduce the federal government's role
in accomplishing national objectives and to shift this role to the
private sector and state and local governments. For BUD, congres-
sional acceptance of the administration's proposals could result
in far-reaching changes.

For housing, the administration wants to limit existing
programs and redirect focus from development/construction of hous-
ing stock to greater use of existing stuck. For community devel-
opment programs, the Congress has provided the states the option
of administering the Community Development Rlock Grant Program for
small cities involving about $1 billion in federal funding. Addi-
tionally, the administration presented a tax incentive concept,
called Enterprise Zones, which involves shifting urban development
policy from direct federal intervention to tax reliefs as an
incentive for improving the business climate.

Housing - A major initiative and target of the administration
was to minimize the Section 8 Program, established in 1974, and to
promote use of existing housing through & program referred to as
housing vouchers. The basic concept of vouchers is to encourage
households to shop for less expensive housing and negotiate lower
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rents. DUD proposed a housing voucher program for fiscal year
19J3, but the Congress did not include it in DUD's fiscal year
1983 appropriations act. The Department still believes the con-
cept is sound, and BUD is reintroducing it in 1984 with severalrefinements to make it more acceptable to the Congress. Addition-
ally, several initiatives stress some form of block gta.4Lt for
housing.

RUD is also considering nonlegislative housing management
reforms which relate to managing public housing, multifamily hous-
ing, and insurance u,'lerwriting. Por example, HUD is considering
shifting management t public housing to the private sector.

BUD presently has contracts with private vendors to perform anumber of tasks relating to its multifamily programs. HUD expects
that the entire multifamily qUD-held portfolio will be under
servicing and debt collection contracts by the end of 1984.

HUD's management and staffing of its insurance programs will
also be affected by a move to direct endorsement. Dir-ect endorse-sent consists of lenders performing the application process for
appraisals, inspections, and mortgage credit analysis. HUD's role
could change to monitoring approved lenders for program
compl iance.

Community develo nt - The administration's policy achieve-
ments are more v i n i ncommunity development. The 1981 amend-
ments to the Housing and Community Development Act, as well as the
state administration of the $1 billion small cities grant program,
should make significant changes in the way BUD will manage the
block grant entitlement program.

For the CDBG Program, the significant change was fewer
federal restrictions on using funds and more reliance on the local
decisionmaking process. The formal application process was elimi-nated in favor of a statement of community development objectives
and projected funds use as well as a certification that the pro-
gram complies with applicable laws. The legislative amendments do
not provide HUD with any review or approval responsibility for the
final statement. That responsibility is shifted to the granteewho must ensure that each activity funded by a community develop-
ment block -:ant is eligible and meets the program's objectives.
Accordingly, HUD management is shifting from substantial review of
applications to post-award reviews.

The Small Cities Program represents a major shift in the
federal role in program delivery. RUD's fiscal year 1983 budget
anticipates that up to 36 states will exercise their option to
administer the Small Cities Program. Under the present program,
the role of CPD staff is to monitor, close out grants, and provide
technical assistance to grantees. As the current program phases
out and states take over administrative responsibility, this role
will change.



Other proposed stratgies include terminating a rehabilita-
tion loan proqram in favor of a rental rehabilitation grant pro-
grams This program will assist localities, states, and urban
counties in rehabilitating housing units. The grants will subsi-
dize the costs of rehabilitating properties at competitive rental
rates andrill be linked to the proposed housing voucher program.
States and localities will provide funds to individual property
owners. Funds may be given as grants, deferred payment loans,
or low-interest loans. This program was introduced as a demon-
stration project in 23 cities. Unlike the loan program, which
required loan processors, the rental rehabilitation shifts the
field role to providing techical assistance and monitoring local
governments which administer the progran.

HUD is proposing to continue the Urban Development Action
Grant (UDAG) Program but it may eventually compete with tt!,
administration's Enterprise Zone Tax Incentives Program. UDAG,
directed to d istressed eeomuities, is based on the concept that
cities can be revitalized more efficiently by the private sector,
with the public sector providing "gap" money to make opportunities
within the distressed cities.

On the other hand, the urban enterprise zones concept does
not rely on direct federal intervention and stimulates improve-
ments by tax incentives. Under this concept, zones in depressed
areas within cities and towns would be established. These areas,
designated as enterprise zones, would benefit from federal tax
relief for businesses and their employees, federal regulatory
relief, and a package of urban development incentives provided by
state and local jurisdictions. HUD considers this program the
foundation for long-term economic revitalization. In its fiscal
year 1933 budget, HUD did not request appropriations for this con-
cept because only modest administrative costs at HUD are required
to implement this program.

HUD may need to change
its organization again

The Department's approach to providing housing services and
community development programs is changing. But the likelihood
and timing of fiture changes depend on the continual interplay of
the economic, political, and social environment. The administra-
tion has proposed policy shifts in the way housing and community
development assistance programs operate. HUD restructured its
field organization to reflect workload and program changes, but
more changes may be needed.
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CONSOLIDATING FEDERAL HOUSING
AND ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES RAY
SURFACE AS A NATIONAL ISSUE

BUD is not the only federal agency delivering housing and
community assistance. A range of housing and urban development
programs are being administered by various other federal agencies,
including the Veteran's Administration, Small Business Administra-
tion, and Departments of Agriculture and Commerce. This results
in separate operations of various execuitive structures, each with
divergent headquarters and field delivery structures, eligibil-
ity standards, regulations, legislative and budgetary mandates,
and application processing. An Office of Management and Budget
(ONB) report on development assistance programs cites that
organizational fragmentation causes serious problems, including

-- inefficient use of federal personnel and resources;

-- lack of policy focus and direction, making it difficult
to devise and implement coherent national policies; and

--no composite federal agency which states, communities,
and people can turn to for assistance.

When HUD was established, the Congress recognized that the
new Department did not include all federal housing functions. It
would now be politically difficult to bring various parts of exec-
utive agencies together to unify housing and community develop-
ment, but it may become easier if the administration is able to
transfer more federal responsibilities to state and local govern-
ments and the private sector. The fundamental question of whether
one agency should incorporate all housing and community
development responsibilities may resurface.

Recognition that HUD would not
include all related programs

The issue debated on the HUD bill was how best to focus the
fragmented federal housing and urban affairs. The outcome was to
transfer to HUD the functions, powers, and duties of essentially
one agency--the Housing and Home Finance Agency. Whether the new
Department would include all federal progran- relating to urban
life was debated, but the political forces against further conso-
lidation prevailed. In establishing HUD, the Congress highlighted
its intent to establish an executive department to best administer
the principal federal programs providing housing and community
development assistance.

While the legislation's intent was explicit, it did not make
all federal activities a part of the new Department. A historical
account of the legislation cites one spokesman testifying that
there are literally hundreds of federal urban activities scattered
among every single federal agency and not placed in the new
Department.
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Since HUD's creation, attempts have been made to address the
issue of consolidating HUD and a number of agencies into a Depart-
ment of Community Development. In March 1971, the administration
proposed four bills on government reorganization, one of which
was a Department of Community Development. And during 1977, the
administration directed OMB to review the organization and struc-
ture of major federal and local development programs, including
community economic development programs. However, no actions were
taken on these intiatives.

Housing and community assistance
administered by other federal agencies

Other federal agencies administer housing and community
activities. For housing, two agencies in particular administer
housing assistance. Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) and Vet-
erans Administration (VA) direct housing assistance to rural fami-
lies and veterans, respectively. For community development, the
Economic Development Administration (EDA) and the Small Business
Administration (SBA) direct federal monetary assistance to
distressed communities and businesses.

Non-HUD housing assistance

FmHA and VA influence the housing market. PmHA of the
Department of Agriculture provides loan assistance to low- and
moderate-income families purchasing or improving single-family
homes. FmHA is also involved in providing loans to developers of
multifamily housing, and rent supplements to needy families and
has proposed providing rural housing block grants. FmHA also pro-
vides development funds for projects like water and waste disposal
systems. Similarly, VA provides housing assistance to veterans.
VA's housing programs employ about 1,800 full-time persons. Its
field structure includes a central office and 50 regional offi-
ces. VA's fiscal year 1982 loan volume was about S5.5 billion
covering about 100,000 loans.

For fiscal year 1982, FmHA made about 83,000 single-family
loans amounting to about $2.5 billion and 1,500 multifamily loans
amounting to about $965 million. About 5,000 permanent, full-
time staff deliver FmHA programs. These people are located in
2,262 offices throughout the nation.

Other major housing and housing related agencies include the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of Defense, Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation, and Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

Non-BUD community and
development assistance

In community development, EDA delivers federal government
program efforts directed specifically to the economic needs of
distressed communities. eDA uses planning and technical
assistance grants, public work grants, and direct and guaranteed
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loans to promte long-term recovery of economically distressed
areas by reducing unemployment and underemployment, increasing
family incomes, strengthening bases of local commumnities, and
assisting the construction of facilities providing essential
services to low-income groups. EDA's loan volume amounts to about
$1.5 billion covering about 1,800 loans. About 500 staff in a
central office and 6 regional offices administer the efforts.

SEA promotes and supplements private capital to meet the
financial needs of small businesses. Aside from its loan pro-
grams, SBA also assists small businesses in obtaining long-term
debt and equity capital through its Small Business Investment
Company Program. SRA's loan volume amounts to about $17 billion.
SBA has 4,000 employees to administer the program. SBA's field
structure is similar to BUD's and includes a central office,
10 regional offices, and about 80 field offices.

Other fedoral agencies crosscutti-ng Icomunity development
include the Mincrity Business Development Administration, the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the Rural Electrification
Administration.

Further consolidation
may be apropropriate

A major federalism goal is to reduce the cost and size of the
federal government. Shifting responsibilities to state and local
governments and the private sector may achieve this goal. If theadministration and the Congress move in this direction, it may be
necessary to rethink the appropriateness of the present executive
structure for administering programs such as housing and commun-
ity assistance. Row and why the present structure exists may no
longer be an issue; instead, how best to formulate strategies to
enhance a national policy focus and provide uniform federal direc-tion to non-federal entities administering the programs may be the
issue.

Resolving debate over the appropriate executive structure
for housing and urtan assistance programs will be evolutionary as
each federalism policy is introduced. Past experiences demon-
strate the difficulty in making a convincing case for consolidat-
ing these activities, but as direct federal involvement declines,
past factors may no longer dominate. In debating federalism
issues, a corollary issue facing the Congress is the implications
tfor similar programs administered by various agencies and whether
th\e programs are sufficiently unique to justify separate
isplementation by several agencies.

CO ;CLUSIONS

Historically, WUD's organizational structure has been
characterized by instability. Changes were influenced by social,
economic, and political forces and a continual search for ways to
effectively and efficiently implement program. Rob HUD will look
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and olerate in the future is uncertain. But one thing is certain,
as an executive agency, it will continue to undergo change as
social and economic demands change and as new policies and
programs are introduced.

The many reorganizations and Realignments since HUD's
inception have formed a complex relationship among levels of
management. The net result is that a certain amount of confusion
exists at all levels concerning authority, responsibilities, and
functions. Consequently, complexities and difficulties increase
in providing and administering services to clientele.

A persistent issue is the role, relationship, and effective-
ness of regional offices as a middle tier of management. When the
regions were established, the concept was that headquarters would
be the policymaker, the regions would supervise, and the area
office would operate the programs. Now HUD is placing regional
managers back into the operational chain and holding them respons-
ihle for direct program operation and execution. This has the
immediate effect of reversing the 1977 reorganization, which was
interded to correct deficiencies in processing delays,
communication, excessive overtead, and inadequate technical
assistance.

Many issues in this report may not be entirely attributable
to the organizational structure. Many can be avoided with
improved management practices. In order for HUD's decentralized
operating philosophy to work more effectively, a direct line
authority organizational structure may be needed. While the con-
cept of providing direct lines of authority is relatively simple,
effective application of the concept is complex In a three-tiered
structure.

Given that HUD is already experiencing less activity in some
programs, elimination of some programs, transfer of some programs
to states, and reduced funding levels, the issue is whether all
tiers are necessary or if one could be eliminated. In evaluating
these possibilities, HUD may have to come to grips with the issue
of how to foster clear and direct lines of authority between the
central office and operating field offices.

In the future, HUD must decide upon the appropriate organi-
zational form of an operating field office. If HUD's programs
do shift to states and local governments and the private sector,
HUD's current operational structure could become obsolete. What
may eventually emerge is a single responsibilitt to monitor and/or
audit states, localities, or private contractor;. Therefore, HUD
may have to explore options which would adapt to changing
priorities with minimum disruption.

Over and beyond these HUD organizational issues is the
possibility of renewed focus on how best to promote housing and
communities from a unified standpoint, Doubts exist about the
political acceptability of the theory of bringing various parts of
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executive agencies together to achieve a unified goal in housing
and community development. However, doubts may give way if the
administration accomplishes initiatives aimed at transferring more
federal responsibilities to states and the private sector. Also,
budget constraints may invoke a greater understanding of the
impact on the intended beneficiaries of dispersed programs now
existing among executive agencies.

HUD is faced with a great auount of uncertainty due to the
possible changing federal role in housing and commuity affairs.
The basic effect of uncertainty is to limit the ability of the
organization to plan or make decisions about the appropriate
organizational design.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

HUD's Secretary should evaluate how well the new field
structure is working. In this evaluation the Secretary should
determine:

--whether functional relationships among headquarters,
regions, and field offices promote accountability and
establish clear lines of authority;

--the value of and contribution of regional offices in the
management and delivery of programs;

-- the cost and benefits of having field offices in all
states, especially in the environment of a declining
federal role; and

-- the relationship of ongoing and proposed policy and
program changes to any organizational change.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

HUD's Secretary commented that our report accurately
characterized the changes in program direction the Department is
experiencing and noted that the present organizational structure
may not be entirely appropriate to the new direction. The Secre-
tcry, however, took issue with our draft proposal to reevaluate
the appropriateness of the field reorganization by stating that
the additional time needed for such study would only further delay
the process of making needed staffing adjustments, The Secretary
commented that the issues of field reorganization have been
studied at length and believed that the reorganization will
address other issues in the report. The Secretary finalized the
proposed field reorganization on September 8, 1983.

We disagreed with HUD's field reorganization and stated so
in two reports (GAO/RCED-83-100 and GAO/RCED-83-155) and in our
May 26, 1983 testimony before the House Subcommittee on Housing
and Community Development, Committee on Banking, Finance, and
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Urban Affairs. Since HUD has finalized its reorganization our
draft proposals are now moot. However, we do not believe the
reorganization has fully addressed the problems discussed in this
chapter. Although we are not recommending HUD's Secretary modify,
at this time, the new field structure, we do believe the Secretary
should evaluate how well the new field structure is working by
addressing specific points contained in this chapter. We have
modified the recommendation to the Secretary accordingly.

Our position is also buttressed by the fact that HUD, as it
notes in its comments, i (1) revising its operational planning
system to provide direction to its field offices and (2) planning
a pilot staffing analysis in the Housing area to determine the
type of skills which will be appropriate in HUD field offices.
Resolution of these actions is fundamental to establishing the
appropriate size and organizational arrangement of HUD field
offices.

Operational plans provide the mechanism for program and
administrative accountability and communication between assistant
secretaries and field office managers. Such accountability and
communication is particularly important given HUD's organizational
structure which has direct lines of authority from the field
offices to the Secretary. Further, not having completed a staff
analysis, HUD has no sound basis for making staffing adjustments.
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CHAPTER 3

PLANNING AND BUDGETING TO ACHIEVE

EFFECTIVE PROGRAM DIRECTION AND CONTIROL

Planning and budgeting must play an important role if HUD is
to be successful in managing the transition from programs stress-
ing production and growth to those stressing preservation and
maintenance of existing housing and greater emphasis on cost
control and reliance on the private sector.

We found, however, that (1) HUD)'s reliance on the budget
development process as its mechanism for providing direction and
control has not served as an effective proxy for systems needed
to plan, develop policy, and communicate Secretarial expectations
for the coming years, (2) short-term budget and legislative cycles
can have a negative influence in providing timely field guidance,
developing long-range program plans, and developing complete
policy proposals, (3) limitations in the analytical base -educe
effective budget development and execution monitoring, and
(4) budget justification and practices reduce full budgetary
disclosure and congressional control.

The conditions exist because of the lack of top management
emphasis on the importance of planning, the design and timing of
the federal budget process, fragmented financial and data systems,
and a lack of accountability.

The results have been a weakening of management, program
effectiveness, and congressional oversight; program designs that
are not easily managed; and increased risk of nisdirection and
unnecessary federal expenses. HUD recognizes some of these conse-
quences and is moving to develop a 'management plan process." It
is too soon, however, to determine whether the new process will
adequately address current needs.

The new process offers the Secretary an opportunity to more
effectively manage if

-- accountability for department-wide planning is established;

--the planning process is based upon an adequate assessment
cf needs and congressional actions and identifies for a
multi-year period Secretarial goals, realistic program
objertives, and annual program priorities;

--a more systematic approach to formulating policy is
included; and

-- improvement continues in the accuracy and timeliness of
financial and program data, workload and work force
requirements estimates, and in integrating program
evaluation results.
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In addition, the Congress can strengthen its oversight of 1t -:s
budgetary -process--by reairin- JUD---emepand-Its budget lutifie

tion to fullv reflect all -matteritl aspects -f uncontrollable east -

and -the Budgetary: and Xeconomic -mEAt of: proqgram ow 1 re:X
needs and on federal tax collections. Further, the Congresa, in
moving to reform the federal budget process, could consider fIUI's
problems associated with long-range planning, policy develpnt,
and providing timely program guidance.

HUD' s PLARING SYSTEM---
BUDGE! DEVEaOPRENT

HUD's primary planning system is found in the budget develo
ment process. -A schematic of the- 1ocemw is hhownl chiFigure 37i17
on page 39. This process normally begias in Janua~r-y 12 monmths
before the Presidentisbudetis presented to theCogress-an
about 21 months before funds are appropriated. The cycle starts

lPresident. -Within- HUD, -the Office -of -udget, under the ^A*istant
Secretary for Administration, is responsible for departmental
coordinati on and analysis of -the tnput received fro headquar-
ters elements. Traditionally, these elements are asked to start
W0J6J%.L1_M--qn -- "_e1=r _ r- inpums::: :uts :in *av or 4about Tenths aftetr =====
OMB's planning letter. Their input is in the form of estimated
program levels, workload forecasts, and resource requirements.
Policy proposals are channeled from HUD offices through their
respective assistant secretaries forreview andapproval before
they are submitted to the legislative and budgetary review
process.

After the budget and legislative package is processed by
the Office of Budget, a budget and legislative review group, on
behalf of the Secretary, analyzes and comments on the package.
This group, established in 1981, is represented by General Coun-
sel, Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research
(PD&R), Assistant Secretary for Legislative and Congressional
Affairs, and Assistant Secretary for Administration. The Sec-
retary has final say over the end product which is sent to OMB
during September, about 9 months after start of the cycle. OMB
and HUD meet to reconcile differences. HUD's portion is then
incorporated into the President's budget which ii; forwarded to
the Congress in January or 12 months after the start of the
cycle. After this, the congressional review continues until
funds are appropriated.

Through fiscal year 1982, HUD executed its budget with its
operating plan. In existence since 1974, and modified several
times since, the operating plan has now been abandoned by BUD.
A new vehicle is being developed which -s called the "management
plan process.' The process is expected to be used to prepare
management plans for headquarters and regional offices starting
in 1983.
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mD relies on its budget devlopment process, its related
documents, and the operating plan as a vehicle for (1) comuni-
catin agency-ide direction and focus chosen by the Secretary,
(2) developing policy, and (3) establishing program direction.We found no other systems or process which served as input to andguidance for policy developnt or pr am planning. In short,we found no systematic approach or acbility for agency-wide
planning. Figure 3-2 on page 41 depicts our view of the planning
process existing during our review.

Shortcomings in the departent-ide planning process led toa 1982 operating plan which misdirected "aeny &activities and
pr aw p ig policy development that have been ad hoc and

rattir a iorities
mi saroct- agnen activtities

We found that the pri tie in .UD's 182 oera inq plan
misdirected agency activitwies and were underutilized by headquar-
ters managers as part of a total system for measuring operationalefficiency and holding subordinate units accountable. Problems
associated with the inflexibility of the system to cco te
changing priorities, untrustworthiness of the data used to measure
results, and the system's inability to measure the quality of
performance are, in part, caused by the operating plan process.
The root cause, however, lies in the lack o! clearly articulated
direction and focus from the Secretary, and the Department's
system for communicating this direction.

During our review, RUD executed its budget through "secre-
tarial priorities which were defined and tracked via its operat-
ing plan--the vehicle for communicating direction to the staff andallocating resources. For fiscal year 1982, 17 Secretarial prior-
ities were specified, ranging from reducing opportunities for
fraud, waste, and mismana.gqment to assuring commitment of funds
for minority businesses. Within these broad priorities, a variety
of objectives and subobjectives were enumerated--68 in total.These were the primary objectives (shown in appendix IX) to whichfield offices were held accountable. These objectives were
expressed primarily in quantitative terms and a detailed reportingsystem tracked their accomplishment. To achieve these priorities
and other work activities, headquarters allocated staff to
regional offices who then suballocated to area offices, Each

tThe operating plan was part of HUD's Resource lanagement System
outlined in appendix VIII.
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~Pre iiasis-tant secretary and the Assistant Secretary for Admin-istrati articulated his or her priorities based on generallyNom- tectarial direction and was responsibl for tracking
their accomplihment and making adjustments baseiJ on results.Although the system itself was operated by the Assistant Secretaryfor Administration, the substance of plans was the responsibility
of program assistant secretaries.

Current HUD top managers were uncomfortable with the operat-ing plan as a basic management tool, and although they issued asimplified version for fiscal year 1982, it was largely ignored
by headquarters despite its impact on the field offices.

The Assistant Secretary for Housing, for example, statedthat he was not sure how or if his subordinates used the operating
plan. The Assistant S ary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportu-nity "Ppresed similar sentiments as did the Assistant Secretaryfor -eAdministramtion- whoe officeI orperaeM the systemw.- :Reasons -
cited for not using the system included the inflexibility of thesystem to accommodate changing priorities, poor quality of thedata used to measure results, and the system's inability to meas-
ure the quality of performance. As a result, the system did notprovide managers with the information they needed to manage
effectively.

Although we concur with these shortcomings of the operatingplan system and recognize management's prerogative to develop amanagement plan more consistent with personal style, not all ofthe past problems are attributable to systemic causes. We foundthe following problems stemming from the way the operating planwas used:

-- poorly defined priorities,

-- conflicting priorities, and

-delays in providing guidance.

Priorities are poorly defined

many headquarters and field office officials expressed con-cern that S-cretarial priorities tended to emphasize 'quantityw
over 'quality. A common criticism we found was the need forvarious monitoring visits prescribed in several housing umd CPDSecretarial priorities. For example, performing 100 percent ofcomprehensive coordinated reviews in public housing is a prioritywhich forces area offices to give equal oversight to good as wellas bad performers. Thus, areas requiring the most attention aregetting less. Similar problems were found in CPD monitoring pri-orities requiring visits to untroubled cities solely to meet thequantity level set by headquarters, rather than concentrating onproblem localities.
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The quantity over quality issue is caused by the way prior-
ities and objectives are stated. They generally emphasie the
completion of a process as opposed to desired results. For
example, "To perform monitoring reviews," a housing Secretarial
priority, does not provide clear guidance for improving monitor-
ing. More specificity is needed. For example, "minimizing poten-
tial for fraud and waste among high risk performers' would provide
more specificity coupled with describing appropriate objectives,
subobjectives, tasks, and activities which clearly relate to goal
achievement of the priority. Also, priority objectives often did
not provide a true measure of accomplishment. For example, a 1S82
CPD Secretarial priority was 'to improve efficiency and effective-
ness of program implementation and to minimize potential for
fraud-, waste and mismanagement through monitoring of and technical
assistance to CPD program recipients." The subobjectives for this
priority were Iepre in terms of numbers of monitoring visits.
However, reporting mnitoring visits gives little indication of
tle iextent to which is mproving program efficiency and mini-
mizing fraud, waste, and miumanagement. Several other priorities
were similarly defined and measured and further illustrate why
priorities did not provide meaningful program performance
feedback.

A related problem is the potential for objectives being
&a tificially' achieved. For example, field offices met a prior-

ity of increasing debt collection from Section 202 constrmuction
loans by expediting payments to the debtors which they it turn
used to pay interest due BUD. This increased HUD's collections.

Another problem with the priorities is the poor quality of
the data base used to establish achievement levels and measure
results, according to program officials who track priorities.
An internal study by HUD's Assistant Secretary for Administration
also cited this as a problem with the operating plan. Problems
of data quality are serious issues at HUD and are discussed in
chapters 4 and 5.

Finally, some area office staff were accountable for goal
achievement which was not within their control. For example, a
priority to reduce the inventory of HUD-held properties was heav-
ily influenced by acquisitions, which was beyond BUD's immediate
control at the field office level. Another example involved the
priority to reduce the balance of 'sustained disallowed costs'
by 75 percent. These are grantee expenditures disallowed by
local government and independent auditors and verified by HUD.
In the Philadelphia Area Office, 35 percent of the disallowed
costs are attributable to financially plagued public housing
authorities which are unable to pay back these costs because of
their poor financial condition. Thus, even if all of the remain-
ing disallowed costs from other authorities and program partici-
pants were collected, the 75 percent goal could not be achieved.
Another unrealistic Secretarial priority was assuring that Hun
grantees and contractors deposit at least $100 million of federal
funds in minority owned and controlled financial institutions.
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The Philadelphia Area Office has only one such bank, and an area
equal opportunity officer told us that healquarters said the bank
was ineligible for use by program recipients. Beadquarter'ts iO
officials were uncertain as to why this bank was ineligible. Ahey
noted, hcwveter, that because of program requirement changes the
bank is now eligible.

Some priorities conflict
with other guidance

Achieving priori-ities has also conflicted with other policies
and procedures. For example, Philadelphia had a Secretarial
priority to collect $4.6 million of its delinquent loan balance of
$17.7 million in fiscal year 1982. Since many of these delinquent
loans are under RUD-negotiated agreements which allow for leesthan tll mortgage payments, irereasing collections could only be
achieved by el iinating a requirement in RUDas Mortgage Insurance
Handbook to -asist mortgaors i- !-&meetig- mor tqag* iqetnts.. A
similar situation occurs with the priority to increase the recov-
ery of HUD's investment on acquired properties. The priority
conflicts with HIlD's Property Disposition Handbook wdica requires
HUD to sell properties 'as is,' a procedrire established to elimi-
nate costly repair work. In other instances, program officials
in Philadelphia and Seattle toid us that in order to meet all the
on-site visits required by ,Tarioub housing and CPD priorities,
they would tend to be more ~superficial in their visits. In
other words, full satisfactio1 of all hadftork requirements would
not be fulfilled during cn-site reviews thaZ did occur.

Delays in providing guidance

A persistent problem HUD faces is HUD's inability it provide
the field offices with program priorities and staffing level* in
a timely manner. For fiscal year 1982, guidance was transmitt-4
to, the field on April 1, 1982, 6 months into the fiscal year.
HUD was also several months late in issuing its 1981 plan. For
fiscal year 1983, guidance has still not been provided (as of
October 1983). as a result of these delays, field office program
officials cannot plan their work effectively and must compress
their workload itr. unrealistically short timeframes. The result
is disruption and inefficiency. In the Seattle Area Office, for
example, we found that a major review of the area's largest PRA
was required to be performed sooner than expected and sooner than
emoloyees could effectively accomplish it due to the late operat-
ing plan isstanca.. program staff in Seattle and San Antonio Area
Offices all cited late iisance of the plan as a major impediment
to efficient opterAtion. Agency officials told us that delays in
receiving appropriations (RTMr operated on continuing resolutions
until December 23, 1982) from the Congress caused delays in issu-
ing the operating plan the last few years. we recognize this isa contributing factor, but we also believe that management should
not wait until final numbers are received from the Congress before
giving program staff basic guidance.
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In sumary, we believe that the shortcoming of the operat-
ing plan to provide meaningful direction to staff wad feedback
on results are due not only to system flaws but also due to its
maagemdent. Regardless of what system is used,, priorities must
be clear, consistent, and provided on a timely basis.

Program planning is ad hoc

We found HUD's programs are being implemented withou,. the
benefit of a systematic planning approach and the planning that
does take place is ad hoc and uncoordinated.

Program planning is the coordinated. systematic development
of tasks and timeframes and the assignment of responsibilities to
carry out specific programs. It is an important management func-
tion which precedes program implementation and should be part of
a total agency effort to translate goals and objectives into an
action plan for de ming i how t ati -oroliyshould e-
implemented. Program planning is an integral part of budget
preparation and operational planning.

Lack of adequate program planning has serious consequences
and can impai program effectiveness. or example, the SWall
Cities Block Grant Program is being transferred to state control,
a move which has implications for BUD with respect to field office
staffing levels, monitoring policies, and overall program adminis-
tration. Program officials in BUD told us that this program has
a significant impact on field workload and staffing needs, yet we
could not find any plan which addresses this important issue.

By contrast, BUD has engaged in good program planning in the
case of enterprise zones. Program managers initiated a task force
approach to develop a workable program plan which used expertise
within the Department and sought. and obtained the necessary com-
mitment of top management. Members of the task force included
representatives from headquarters and field offices.

We found that the major reasons for an absence of effective
program planning are

-a lack of a program planning process,

-- inadequate use of field office assistance, and

--an absence of top management support for planning.

Overall BUD has no formal process or procedures for program
planning. There are no policies, guidelines, handbooks or memo-
randa explaining such a process. While program managers told us
they generally know what is required in a good plan, without a
sore formal process and structure for controlling and implement-
ing the planning procedure, planning degenerates into a set of
uncoordinated actions and efforts. Program managers throughout
BUD told us they are consumed by day-to-day problems of managing
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their programs and that alone they cannot perform the necessarylong-range planning tasks effectively.

TLe absence of a formal planning process contributes to theinadequate use of field offices for program planning Input and is
an opportunity lost for improved planning. Area and regionaloffice staff have little or no effective input into program plan-ning, despite having indepth working knowledge of HUD's programdelivery. Their knowledge of programs and advice on potentialdelivery flaws is crucial information that should not be ignored.BUD officials told us that in the past, task forces were fre-
quently used to develop program designs and field managers wereusually included. This process is now used infrequently. BUDmanagers in headquarters and in the field agreed that field input
is needed during program planning. A HUD field official commentedto us that the field could be particularly helpful in identifying
staffing resources necessary to carry out program proposals andtraining to upgriad Ickills and expertise necessary todeliver programs in the most effective manrer. headquarters offi-cials told us that the reason field staff were not consulted on a
more frequent basis centered on lack of travel funds, poor qualityinput, and inappropriateness of field involvement.

Top management has not strongly supported program planningas evidenced by lack of a formal process and inadequate attentiongiven to agency-wide planning as a whole. Experts agree that topmanagement support of and commitment to planning are necessaryprerequisites to effective planning implementation by
subordinates.

We believe the need for improved program planning in HUD isevidenced by the high degree of coordination required among itsdiverse yet interrelated program areas and by the changing pol-
icy focus of BUD's mission. Planning coordination is needed,for example, between CPD and Housing. Block grant regulationsrequire that eligible entitlement cities prepare housing assist-ance plans. Although the grants are administered by CPD, thehousing plans are also used by Housing for administering Section8 low-income housing projects. CPD also administers a new RentalRousing Rehabilitation Program, tenants of which will, under theproposal, be eligible for the new modified housing certificates,
to be administered by Housing. The need to coordinate betweenprogram areas is also seen in fair housing. This program area hasthe responsibility for assuring that both HUD and WBD grantees donot discriminate under various federal laws. FHEO staff must
closely coordinate with and participate in many Housing and CPDfunctions to assure compliance with regulations.

Using the comments provided by program managers throughoutBUD, we assembled the following elements now being used orconsidered important as part of their program planning:

-stating goals, objectives, subobjective tasks, and
activities necessary to implement a program;
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-- establishing timeframes for completion of various planning
components 

-- developing budget eatimates 

-developing implementing structure, including aseigning
staff and establishing internal controls;

-developing a regulatory preparation plan;

-- developing an evaluation plan which includes articulating
information needs and criteria for measuring program
resultst

-establishing staff requirements, including skilts neided
and training strteiesg

--dvelopig strategies for technical asiistance and program
participant monitoring; and

-conducting fraud vulnerability and management control
assessments.

As can be seen from the list above, individual program
managers are aware of the important elements needed for an effec-
tive program plan. Collectively their views can provide the
framework for establishing procedures which describe the purpose
and objectives of program planning, how it is to be performed
throughout HUD, and who is accountable for results.

Policy development disjointed

Formalized procedures to guide policy developent2 during
the budget-legislative preparation process do not exist. Because
of a lack of formal procedures, HUD policies have been developed
in a variety of ways. For example, HUD's proposal to retain the
Urban Development Action Grant Program was made primarily in the
Secretary's office. The Secretary's decision was mad' largely
on the results of an internal study that found this program was
(1) meeting its legislative objectives, and (2) working effi-
ciently and effectively. Conversely, the Department's fiscal year
1913 Housing Voucher Program proposal evolved as a result of the
contributions of many BUD offices. Although these two major BUD
proposais had different development origins, we also found several
developmental differences and weaknesses both in terms of program
design and approach. For example, the graint program decision was

2Policy is a widely used term and is often synonymous with goals,
objectives, internal memoranda, and regulatory guidance. For our
purposes, we associate HUD's policy development with WUD's
statement of legislative proposals which direct resources or
provide new initiatives to achieve gUD's mission.
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based primarily on a study of limited scope and detail. No analy-sis was done to compare the Urban Development Action Grant Programwith any other approach to accomplish the program's legislativeobjctives. Bowever, the voucher concept and fiscal year 1 33program design were the product of extensive HUD discussions,research, study, and comparison with other approaches. To itsdetriment however, the voucher proposal did not contain an evalua-tion of HUD staff resources or skills available to i.-riement theprogram efficiently and effectively.

Although we cannot assess the results of these developmentaldifferences, the lack of a consistent policy development approachruns the risk of programs being designed that are not easilymanaged or are especially susceptible to fraud, waste, and sis-management. HUD's past vulnerability to these problem a reas-which are further discussed in chapter 4-suggests a need for amore systematic policy development process. Through . policydev.lopent process =which ictludes formal procedures, BUD wouldbe in a position to undertake a systematic and thorough assessmentof what will be required--in the way of resources, staffing, andfunctional organization--to give a proposed policy credibility anda realistic chance of success. Such procedures could include
-specific congressional concerns surrounding an issue;
-other policy or management initiatives which may affectthe one being developed;

-- HUD internal management concerns such as staffing,financial management support, and evaluative criteria; and

-future funding implications.

UD needs a department-vide
planning process

HUD needs a department-wide planning process to provide focusand direction during budget development, to enhance policy devel-opment and program planning, to strengthen operational planning,and to provide a framework for analysis of budget execution. Sucha process could include these components:

-- strategic planning,

-- policy development procedures,

-program planning,

--- budget development,

-- operating plans,

--budget execution monitoring, and
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-- accountability.

Pigure 3-3 on page 50 depicts our view of what iA needed in a
department-wide planning system at mUD.

Strategic planning

Strategic planning includes defining the organization mis-
sion, setting clear, specific goals and objectives, and setting
priorities for achieving goals and objectives. A good vehicle for
articulating these would he a multi-year Secretarial plan.

We were told by a top official that the direction and focus
of the Secretary was known and that the specific goals were con-
tained in the Statement of Budget Justification provided to the
appropriations committees. In reviewing the Congressioral Justi-
fication for 1983 Estimates, however, we found no clear statement
of goals ndon objectives. What itght be cons idred objectives, in
our opinion, are more a presentation of proposed program changes.
Por example, individual programs were presented under separate
groupings such as housing, community pidnninrt and development, and
fair housing and equal opportunity with a discussion of proposed
changes. In essence, each program was treated in isolation with-
ouit a sense of significance and priority or how it fits into
woverall agency objectives.

In this respect, introduction material for Rousing .irtea,
"The 1983 Budget marks a major shift in the way the federal gov-
ernment will provide future housing assistance to needy families."
It goes on to introduce the pcrposed. modified housing certificate
program. In a later section on assisted housing, there is some
rationale as to this new approach. This rationale includes
slowing the growth of federal spending by limiting the n'jmber
of assisted housing units without abandoning the government's
responsibility to assist needy families; ending new construction
for assisted housing and using the existing inventory more cot
effectively; introducing a Section 8 Modified Certificate Program
to subsidize needy families in housing of t'epir choice; a new pro-
gram of grants to rehabilitate existing housing; and a review of
projects in preconstruction and construction with a view toward
terminating those making insufficient progress. Only after
research through several volumes can onet ;_w( in to formulate what
coul1 be called a goals and objectives statementt for all MUD
housing programs.

krt.iaulating Secretarial goals and objectives i, the budget
justification can provide a direct link between the budget and
operational plans. This link would be a framewock for program
,bjectives which could be used to plan and execute the budget,
track achievement, and assess how well BUD has carried out its
past programs in relation to current projections. Ideally, a
strategic plan would exist as a base for 4tl this. We found no
such plan. We believe clearer direction is crucial during a
period of changing policies such as Wrn is undergoing now. A
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Secretarial statement of goals and objectives for a multi-year
period can provide this direction to assistant secretaries, pro-
gram managers and staff, e? ,togram beneficiaries and provide a
benchmark for policy and t Ld2 t development.

Policy development procedures

As described earlier, the lack of a consistent policy
development approach runs the risk of programs and policies being
implemented that are difficult to manage or especially suscep-
tible to fraud and waste. A systematic policy development process
is needed which could include procedures for identifying important
political and econoniic issues, internal management concerns, and
other initiatives affecting the policy under development.

Proqram planning

As stated earlier, HUD's programs are being implemented with-
out the benefit of a systeina'ic planning approach and the planning
that does occur is ad hoc e J' uncoo dinated. Although elements of
good program planning are taking place within RUD, they need to be
established in a central framework. Those elements include stat-
ing the specific objective., tasks, timeframes, and costs neces-
sary to implement a program; establishing a structure to accomp-
lish tasks, including staff needs and skills; and developing
strategies for regulation and evaluation.

Budget development

Budget development is that critical step when plans, pro-
posals, and decisions are put in dollar terms and refined. As
described later in this chapter, problems of short' federal budget
and legislative cycles, along with delays in funding, adversely
affect HUD planning and decisionmaking which feed budget develop-
ment. These problems contribute t- a short-term focus, uncer-
tainty beyond the legislatively authorized period, and a lack of
long-range planning in HUD. These problems point to a need for
multi-year budgeting, a solution increasingly recognized in
budget reform circles.

Operational plans

Operational plans, the end result of HUD's various planning
and budget efforts, were described earlier as lackina in well-
defined priorities and underutilized as an effective management
tool. The priorities represented in the operating plan need to
be clearly linked to Secretarial goals and objectives and to the
budget. Such a link does not now exist.

Budget execution manitoring

As described later in this chapter, budget execution
monitoring is needed to compare actual program performance with
the approved budget.
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For a department-vide plantnrg process to be u,
theSecretary othietr ftp managers sust gie their suppIrt and
commitment. Further, the Secretary Must delegates to-+e pe onspeci fic planning responsibility and accountability.3 once
established, this person could provide the central direction andcontrol not only for strategic planning, but also for policy
development, program planning, budget development, and operational
planning.

UD ' s management /plan proces

HUD's "management plan process' while in the formulation
phase, suggests that inD is moving in the right direcon. he

c:s s intended to beTter coiumcate Secretarial goals, holdprogram-nd-field managers accountable, allow more f-i-sUtlc *Ifd-resource allocations, and be less burdensome to a- er. Kyeelements of the .new is i I-----n vc

-Secretary's Goals. These will provide the basic direc-
tion forthe Department and reexectedto ta -the-sa
through fiscal year 1984. They will be broadly framedand wiii Include goal description- such -- provid co
effective housing for those genuinely in need', and"implement more cost-effective ways of operating theDepartment .4

-- Managementr Pans. Separate plans will be developed for
headquarters and regions and will contain the policies and
strategies to support the Secretarial goals. Headquarters
plans will contain goals, objectives, performance measures,
technical guidance, and resource allocations for each
region. Objectives for the field offices will result fromfield-headquarters negotiations. Each assistant secretary
will prepare plans based on separate negotiations with each
regional administrator. Regional administrators will also
prepare management plans which address how each region will
meet the headquarters management plans.

-- Resource Allocation Guideline System. A new system for
allocating staff resources will be developed to provide
guidelines for staffing allocations and budget estimates
and to serve as a data base for other productivity

3Chapter 6 suggests alternative organizational alignments to
improve accountability for general management functions, suchas planning.

4During the course of our review, the Secretary provided the
President a mid-year review document which stated HUD's broad
objectives.
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base point for neotiations over staffi requireme to
support operating objeetivemf

-Scretaril 'Prores Reopo. 1ePrr
managers will report eonthly to the ret on progrss
toward objectives . Reporting requireents will be speci-
fied in the various management plans and the eRphasR will
be on using existing automated systems for data needs
although some anual data collection is anticipated. On-
site visits will be used to assure that an overdependence
on narrative reporting does not develop.

The process is in the formulationt Ph and MUD anticipates
that all . .- ters plan will be itssedin Although 
appears to be moving in the right direction it is too early to
predict the .ffectivenes- ofU the now p-wocss and- to what exteIQnt
it will provide managemenAt with a vehicle to resolve management

fiDGT AND LUGISLTIVE

:n;sequencs assLocate with ahote budget nd l-Wgsti~veX
cycles, coupled with delays in funding, contribute to problems for
HUD management. Short periods of legislative authorization for
many of HUD's programs permit a short-term focus and uncertainty
beyond the authoried period. WAith enc~y management primarily
focusing on the annual cycle of events, RUD program managers and
program recipients do not systematically consider long-range plan-
ning. Further, delays in receiving appropriated funds, a commoie
problem for HUD and many other agencies, also inhibit planning and
cause untimely guidance on budget year priorities to be given to
program staff.

Funding delays inhibit planning
and operational guidance

A well known and often discussed problem with the federal
budget process that affects federal agencies is the delay by the
Congress in passing appropriations. The disruptive effects of
such delays are well known. Two recent reports by us surveyed
the extent of late appropriations and the use of continuing
resolgtiors and presented an analysis of the effects of funding
gaps 0

5 Fundi G ze Goveri ent O rations (PAD-t1w31, #ar. I,
1981) and Mgid Inforustimon;j radrinq i Gave and
Continuing -solutios PD-3-, Dec. 17.
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=-~r a-t Xy oprik af Yal years T*62-24Y FWD appror i-tions bills were enacted lite 19 times. Of those times, I bill
WTlate le sIn than 0 inntti, -t were late - montL E. and 8 were

late 3-6 months. BUD operated on continuing resolu, ns for Fie--Ad year W2 until its appropriation wan passed on Dcember 23,
191 T. The 1983 MD and Independent Agencies Appropriation Act.minus assisted housing funds W psso4 on time. A budget analystin the Housinq P',dget Division told us that operating under a
continuing resolution creates an unstable situation because plan-ning for the level of budget execution funding cannot be doneadequately. This is due to the n level of program funding
that might be forthcoming in regular appropriations.

In past years, late funding has contributed to the Depart-ment's not issuing an pan until Dell into the fiscalyear. effect of not having !timely 9uidance, discussed
earlier. has also been emphasised in a t*2 AUD regional office
report:

"As a result (of late operating plan issuance), severalmonths are lost, during which limited progress is made
on goal accomplishment, staff time and travel funds are
frequently expended on iteqs which turn out to be a lowpriority, and a -ri-ft develcp in the ahsence ifa clear
statenent of objectives."

This late funding not only hampers agency managers in settingpriorities and allocating resources but also affects the peopleHUD serves. For example, delayed funding prevents many of theNation's 2,700 public hoinsing authorities from operating effi-
ciently. These authorities received about $1.2 billinn in operat-ing subsidies in fiscal year 1q83 to pay for utilities, mainte-nance, anci security for the over 1 million families they house.The uncertainty surrounding delayed funding prevents authoritiesfrom engjaing in meaningful budget planning which increases the
risk of poor security and further lel:erioration of buildings andequipment.

nelayed reauthorization

A delay in an authorizing bill becoming law can create amajor problem for a federal program: no authorization for fund-ing. This happened to HUD at the beginning of fiscal year q4R3when the annual authorization for assisted housing programs had
not passed. The authorization never passed throughout the entireyear. Housing programs were funded (and in effect authorized)in the Second Continuing Resolution (Public Law Q7- 3 7 7) on
December 21, 1982. Ironically, the HUD and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Rill was the only one zo be enacted (minus fundsfor assisted housing) before the fiscal year started.

Between September 30, 1982 and December 21, 1982, and in theabsence of any carryover obligational authority from prior years,the slibsidized housing programs would have had to stop operating.
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Fo9gh -O Trhen wwea, bit eVh Rosing
Budget Off ice, the first few week of fiscal year 1983 were spent
dt min the l ttes and tecical problaems bfOe any
obligations could be made.

iY athorisations and funding hinders effective plan-
ning. This creates uneetan ty for program lanagqers and hardships

oIgO program rectpiies. Estenssie planning and analysis of
future staff needs and skills and alternative program structures
regsare a higher degree of program certainty than the current
aughtittioan process promides. For program recipients, such as
public housing authorities, this funding uncertainty can negate
planning. Their dependency on mUD for basic operating espensea
makes themr especiall vulnerable to funding uncertainties.

The need for LogM-ran program planning is evi4enced by the
nature of HUD's role and prograam. eor example, BUD insures thou-
sands of single-faly dwellings and multifamily projects under a
variety of programs. The long-term implications for these and
other programs can, be dramatic:

-- UDIt s direct subsidy programs such as .Section 8 and Public
Housinq, once thought to be economical and efficient, are
now considered by many to be expensive and inefficient.
They are slatted to be eventually replaed by a housing
voucher-like program. This has significant long-term
impacts. Intended to serve sore familisa at lower costs,
vouchers may or may not be successful dependinrg on the
nature oa t-:.- re-ntal housing supply now and in the future.
Some esperts argue that, in the long run, a voucher program
is more expensive than construction subsidy programs
because vruchers do not directly create new housing.

--- UD's grants and loans to communities for revitalizing
urban areas can also have a dramatic, long-term effect on
neighborhoods and their inhabitants. Grants to rehabili-
tate rental housing can displace families, causing hardship
and other unintended side effects, the full extent of which
can only be determined by carefully studying the expected
impact in the short and long runs.

-- BUD has a large number of mortgages which could he assigned
to HUD in the ,tpar future. This problem and its related
impact on budget disclosure is discussed further on page
72.

Also, there is a direct link between the need for l1.3.j-raqne
planning and the development of financial management information
systems. In chapter 5, we show that systems ace dfeveloped
without adequate consideration of planned program changes. Por
example, HUD has been several years developing a system for
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automatin the process used to contrlt single-ffamily loan insur-
ance underwriting. However, program changes continue to affectthe underwriting process. Appraisals are now performed :by privateappraisers rather than made by IUD employees, and other functionsare beginning to ,. erformed by private mortgagees (referred toas direct endorsement). These program changes necessitate
revisions to the system being developed.

Although managers with whom we spoke cited the absence of,yet need for, longer range planning in BUD, factors relating tothe short-term budget cycle posed barriers to long-range plan-ning. Managers felt that it was difficult to engage in meaningful
long-range planning given the program and staffing uncertainties
arising from HUD's annual budget deliberations. As a result,
long-range program planning is neither well supported by higher
levels of management nor ladsle part of the management process.

Timing of the budget process can influence policy develop-
ment. Meeting budget deadlines has resulted in incomplete orunacceptable jw)licy proposals. This is illustrated by the
following esxl.1 1 ,.

In the spring of 1981, the SecreL.ary directed the Office ofPolicy Development and Research to develop an alternative to thesection 8 Housing Assistance Program. As the alternative program
approach and design evolved, the fiscal year 1983 budget and
legislative process had already begun. Formal and inforral meet-ings took place during the spring and summer of 1981 between
representatives of HUD's Office of Housing, and Office of PolicyDevelopment and Research. As the September 15 budget and legisla-
tive OMB submission deadline approached, however, HUD staff stillfound program design issues unresolved. A meeting of principal
voucher development staff was held on August 20, 1981, to try toresolve these issues. in addition to the design issues, thevoucher proposal also; iicltltdel several legislative provisions that
would not be acc!ptable, according to a deputy assistant secre-
tary, to key members of Congress or committee staff members. Timefor further discussion and deliberation had run out. A senior
official within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Legisla-
ti.ol), who participated in the legislative writing of the voucher
proposal, told us that HUD took the risk of submitting the pro-xoa.l ori 'MB and the Congress, aware that the proposal was not
the Department'es hbet possible product.

The voucher proposal, included in the 1983 budget, was notapproved by the Congress for fiscal year 1983. Neither we nor,n).partment officials can say with certainty that the major reasonthe proposal was not passed lies with the lack of completeinformation. What is certain is that material was forwarded to
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OMB and the Congress, recognizing that the ahortcomings existed,
in order to meet budgetary deadlines.

Further, budgetary timing has been cited by top BUD officials
as a reason for less than effective coordination and oversight.
For example, the Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity told us that his office did not have the opportunity
to review all of the fiscal year 1983 legislative proposals. And
although his office received all of the Department's fiscal year
1984 legislative proposals for concurrence there was inadequate
time for proper study. A Fair Housing Director responsible for
proposal reviews said that he did not receive all of the Depart-
ment's legislative proposals for concurrence until September 13.
Two days later, on September 15, they had to be returned to the
Office of General Counsel in order to meet the OMB proposal dead-
line. The Director stated that the legislative proposals received
on September 13 were not adequately reviewed by Pair Housing
during the fiscal year 1984 budget cycle.

Need for multi-year
Mbudeting approac h

The negative impact of budget and legislative processes
cannot be overlooked in assessing management effectiveness. From
an agency's perspective, these problems are largely unavoidable
and can be solved only by changes to the external processes.

These changes may be slow in coming but their need has been
recognized as evidenced by recent budget reform debate. Generally
what may help to solve problims like those affecting HUD's manage-
ment is a multi-year budget;° We have previously reported to the
,ongress that to achieve long-term budget control7 government-
wide, high priority should be attached to better multi-year budqet
planning. Some of the actions we have previously proposed for
improving multi-year budget planning include the following:

6Multi-year budgeting includes a range of procedures and tech-
niques to help the Congress and the executive branch make deci-
aions on a more appropriate time span than the annual budget
cycle. Comprehensive multi-year budgeting occurs when all funds
are requested, authorized, and appropriated for several years at
a time. In practice, less comprehensive multi-year budgeting
methods are more widely used. Actuarial analysis for retirement
programs, and military weapons development are two examples of
well-established, long-range planning techniques within the
executive branch.

7Federal Budget Concepts and Proced:res Can Be Further
Strengthened (PAD-81-36, Mar. 3, 1581).
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-Multi-year legislative authorizations, instead of 1-year
or no-year authorizations. Such authorizations could pro-
vide the framework and discipline for more congressional
and agency multi-year budget planning.

-- Clearer statements of policy and program objectives in
authorizing legislation. Such statements can facilitate
multi-year budget planning by making it easier for agency
officials to decide on the appropriate program mechanisms,
timetable for actions, measure of accomplishment, and
realistic budget objectives.

-- Extending the time horizon of information in the budget to
facilitate better long-range planning. Information on
relevant national and global trends and issues extending
10, 20, or more years into the future should be included
for the budget's major categories (*national needs' and
'functions").

In the recent past there have been numerous budget reform
proposals, including biennial budgeting, which were aimed at pro-
viding a longer term budgeting focus. Biennial budgeting would
provide for a budget which would be debated and passed every other
year and cover a 2-year period. This biennial budgeting system
has several attributes that the present system lacks, primarily
more time for analysis and decisionmaking. nuring the 98th
Congress four biennial bills have been introduced.

Biennial budgeting proposals are usually discussed in terms
of improving the congressional budgetary process. We believe the
Departinelet's problems would provide an excellent case study of
both the advantages and disadvantages that biennial budgeting
might provide federal agencies.

ANALYTICAL BASE SUPPORTS
THE BUDGET PROCESS

The 'analytical base' of the budget is the complex array of
quantitative information needed to support the Department's budget
development and execution monitoring. The three major sources of
this information are

-the financial management systems that provide the standard
measures of performance,

-- the resource management systems and processes used to
estimate workloads and work force requirements, and

-- the program evaluation systems that measure the
effectiveness with which program objectives are
accomplished.

By improving each of these resources, HUD can better support its
budget process.
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BUD management is moving to improve the conasisteey and
accuracy of this analytical data by standardizing and upgrading
its accounting systems. Purther, although FnUDs financial manage-
ment systems have limitations, the account structure is generally
compatible with the budget serlacture and can capture data for
budget line items.

Also, in the last quarter of fiscal year 1981, a study was
conducted at the request of the Assistant Secretary for Adminis-
tration to assess major components of the MUD management system,
including the work measurement system. To remedy problems uncov-
ered by the study, management decided to replace the system which
was used to jdustify staffing requirm...nts with a new system.

Another example of positive ma.; _ement action is RUD's
recoi'gnition of the need for improved coordination and greater use
of program evaluation in the Department's ,decisionEaking process.
The Secretary has called for greater central direction and
incre.tsed coordination.

One of the most important uses of the analytical base data
is in monitoring and analyzing' the execution of programs and
budgets, i.e., performing progratn-bu.3.3et execution monitoring.
This involves monitoring, usually monthly, of program and finan-
cial data and comparing this data with budget and operational
plans. At RUd, we found that execution monitoring was limited.
This occurred because ;rin lacked a systematic and comprehensive
way to moaith.,- .fl -,analyze its program and funding activities.
There was no centralized function at the departmental level for
assessi1,j program performance and reporting overall trends and
problems. We found that the budget offices did only gross moni-
toring of outlays, obligations, etc., largely for overall budget-
ary control purposes. Staffs of the various program offices
monitored their individual areas on a more detailed basis but
did very little formal reporting to other levels of management.
Basically the wtepartment had a complex but fragmentse information
system with little consolidation of data.

Managers at all levels need the results of 4ecution
,.onitoring in order to make informed decisions. Information from
this monitoring provides feedback to management by

-- comparing program performance against plans through
variance analysis,

-- providing tinpt to The planning process for making plan
adjustments, and

-- feeding into budget development for more accurate
determination of resource needs.
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Financial management
t*Sstems' limitations

HOD's financial management information systems can be
improved to better support budget execution monitoring and keep
pace with management needs. Preparation of budget data requires
extensive manual effort, and budget reports on program activities
cannot be compared to planned accomplishments for several weeks
after the reporting period.

HUD's 58 appropriation accounts are controlled by a wide
range of accounting systems. At the time of our review these
systems included

-- the Federal Housing Ad lnistration fund system, which had
three major automated segments and 15 subsystems under
development or planned;

-- three major automated systems which included some manual
aspects and collected data on 30 appropriation accounts;
and

--27 manual systems which collected data on the other
appropriation accounts.

These automated and manual systems and dispersed accounting
activities make it difficult for HUD to compile timely and accu-
rate budgetary data. In addition to having these 4 automated and
27 manual systems, budget support is dispersed among HUD activi-
ties. HUD accounting is performed by 10 regional accounting
divisions and headquarters.

Timely and accurate data is needed not only in preparing
BUD's budget submissions but also for comparing actual with plan-
ned accomplishments during the fiscal year. For example, HUD must
periodically determine the status of available funds for its
various programs.

In addition, HUD's disperse( and manual systems make it
difficult to rapidly respond to special data needs and requests.
There are many ways to structure budget data, and HUD often must
respond to special congressional requests for such data. For
example, although modern data processing techniques would permit
the available data to be reformatted to meet special requests,
the current manual compilation is time-consuming. We were advised
by HUD accounting personnel that complying with special budget
information requests normally requires several weeks after the end
of the reporting period. This compilation can consist of obtain-
ing literally hundreds of pieces of data from the 11 accounting
centers because 58 program appropriations can be involved. App*n-
dix X illustrates the process for developing budgetary data for
special requests.
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An example of the work involved in providing special data for
budget requests follows. HOD received a request in July 19AR from
a congressional committee for hudoetary information concerning
unobligated balances from prior years. This information could not
be provided promptly as HRD's mechanized accounting systems did
not maintain information on these accounts. Thus, in order to
respond it was necessary for HRUD staff to review manual records
covering a S-year period for 13 accounts.

As discussed further in chapter 5, there is limited integra-
tion and automated interface between HUD's financial management
information systems. For example, the budget process is not fully
integrated with accounting for sAlaries and exrp&nses at HUn.
Although these costs exceed ;S5;. million annually, "un does not
allocate these costs to program appropriation accounts. Instead,
two nonintegrated systems are used for employte time reporting at
HiD:

-- The payroll system accumulates cost data based on the
organizational structure.

-- The employee time reporting system accumulates data based
on workload items.

Consolidation of these systems in a way which would identify
appropriation program accounts would provide HUD a basis for allo-
cating overhead costs for all programs. Currently, only costs of
Federal Housing Administration programs are allocated, and the
full costs of operating many Hun proorams are not readily
available.

Accuracy or unavailability of data is a problem with Hfin's
financial management information systems that affects the budqet
process. Managers in HUD, the Office of Management and RudQet,
and congressional committee staffs all cited the inaccuracy of
accounting data as a longstanding problem. For example, a contin-
uing concern by Office of Management and Budget personnel was that
HUD program and accounting personnel provided different data on
debt collection efforts.

Resource management
system limitations

HUD systems and processes used in developing workload
estimates and justifying work force needs require improvement to
support budget planning and execution. In the past, data used at
support for budqet preparation and execution monitoring were not
accurate o': reliable enough because of

-- problems with program and management data systems used in
developing workload projections and
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--work measurement standards and work processes that were not
reviewed to keep pace with changing programs and
conditions.

Management was aware of these resource management system
deficiencies. In the last quarter of fiscal year 1981, a study
was conducted at the request of the Assistant Secretary for Admin-
istration to assess major components of the RUD management system,
including the work measurement system. Also, RUD's Inspector Gen-
eral issued a report on the use of work standards by the Office of
Finance and Accounting in April 1982. The report pointed out a
number of problem areas in the Office's work measurement system.

To remedy these problems, management decided to replace the
system which was used to justify staffing requirements with a new
system. This new system, part of the management plan process
described earlier, will use aggregate productivity ratios relating
a given output to the amount of staff time required to accomplish
t'e output. Because the new system is under development, it is
tau early to tell if it will provide the information needed to
effectively support the rUD budget process.

Improved coordination of
proEram evaluatIon needed

HUD's management has recognized the need for improved coordi-
nation and greater use of program evaluation in the Department's
decisionnaking process. However, the Secretary's call for greater
central direction and inereaqs:l coordination has encountered
delays in implementation. As a result, program evaluation has not
fully supported the budget process and other management functions.

The Office of Management and Budget in Circular A-117 defines
program evaluation as

"...a formal assessment, through objective measurements
and systematic analyses, of the manner and extent to
which federal programs (or their components) achieve
their objectives or produce oLher significant effects,
used to assist management and policy r.ecisionmaking. '

Program evaluation at HUn functions in several contexts, includ-
ing in a broad sensLe the GAO and IG, as well as the more obvious
program office evat-lation functions and the Office of Policy
Development and Research. Here we focus on the efforts of :he
latter two UJro:pq which are primarily concerned with progran
impact evaluation, white c'apter 4 addresses other evaluation
efforts.

Program evaluation
responsibilities and functions

In April 1981, the Secretary issued a memorandum
detailing responsibility for program research and demonstrations,
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evaluation, technical assistance, and urban policy. The Secretary
called for a more coordinated function supported by a strong cen-
tral evaluation unit and has issued formal guidance for managing
particular functions. The responsibility for all program evalua-
tions was assigned to the Assistant Secretary for Policy Develop-
ment and Research (PD&R). The responsibility for performance
(operations) evaluations remained with the other assistant secre-
taries and regional administrators in conjunction with the Deputy
Under Secretary for Field Coordination.

The Secretary recognized that, wich severely limited
resources for both programs and evaluation of programs, evalua-
tions become critically important as vehicles for improved deli-
sionmaking. Because of the diversity in needs, resources, and
management style, we think it is unlikely that there is a gen-
eralized best organizational form for evaluation at the federal
department level. In this case, however, the Secretary has
clearly stated his conception of the proper organization. The
issue is not whether this is the best conception; the issue is
whether it has been implemented--whether the Secretary's intent
has been executed.

The Secretarial guidance recognizes that evaluation should
not operate at only one point in the organization, but that nei-
ther should the several units function independently. It calls
for a central evaluation office that will have total responsibil-
ity for impact evaluations and will perform such important func-
tions as allocating some evaluation resources (e.g., contract
funding), coordinating assignments, reviewing and controlling
quality, providing technical assistance, and supporting departmen-
tal policy. And it reserves operational or performance evaluation
to the offices responsible for service delivery. The guidance did
not extend to operational issues within the evaluation function
such as how to specify program objectives, design studies, imple-
ment coordination, or address the need for both short-term and
long-term information requirements.

Historically, the program evaluation effort in the Office of
the Assistant Secretary for PD&R has been the flagship evaluation
effort within HUD. It has been only one of several important
functions within that Office. For the several years prior to the
.1983 budget presentation, program evaluation was identified as one
of PD&R's 'major program activities.' Under the current PD&R
administration, program evaluation no longer operates as an inde-
pendent, clearly defined function. The Assistant Secretary has
chosen not to differentiate organizationlly among the concepts of
research, policy analysis, and evaluation. Consequently, there is
no formal evaluation structure and no person or unit is identified
with PDGR evaluation effort. Instead, program evaluation is con-
ducted as it is needed within PD&R's Offices of Policy Develop-
ment, Economic Affairs, Housing Studies, and Urban and Community
Studies. PD&R management believes that this structure will be
more supportive of program offices and policy-oriented research.
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The only other major program evaluation effort we found at
HUD (aside from OIG) is in the Office of Program Analysis and
Evaluation, under the Assistant Secretary for Community Planning
and Development. The CPD group has the critical mass of staff,
the technical expertise, and the evaluation-oriented management
that makes a program evaluation group in fact, as well as in
name. The Office has redirected its evaluation program to be
responsive to the programs and policies of the administration and
to service a higher level of ad hoc requests for policy analysis.
The Office's staff has decreased from 50 staff years in fiscal
1980 to 19 in fiscal 1983.

The Office has moved away from what is generally accepted as
the program evaluation process. In 1980 almost all studies were
performed in less than 6 months, but the emphasis now is on 1- or
2-month analyses. A positive development, encouraged by major
changes in CPD-administered programs and new administration policy
initiatives, such as enterprise zones, is the development and
implementation of the concept of "anticipatory evaluation.' The
essence of anticipatory evaluation is to identify the type of
information that can be available at discrete, near-term inter-
vals. Then it uses that material, as well as more standard evalu-
ative information, as a proxy to measure program effectiveness and
to provide evaluative results to HUD and congressional decision-
makers within time constraints imposed by the budget process. The
enterprise zone evaluation, for example, will provide an initial
report within 6 months after the first zones are designated and a
second report prior to the reauthorize.ion hearings.

The program evaluation office under the Assistant Secretary
for Housing demonstrates how a prcgram evaluation office can lose
its program evaluation identity as it becomes a general issues
analysis group in response to immediate management needs.
Responses to our questionnaire and statements made in interviews
reported that the office is a quick response study office perform-
ing policy and program analyses in support of legislative and
budget initiatives. In 1980, the unit reported that half of its
staff time was used to perform program evaluations, but in 1982,
it reported that only 5 percent of its staff time was so used.
The director of the evaluation office reported that no program
evaluations were started in fiscal year 1982, but that his staff
of about eight professionals do about 50 studies a year. He
categorized them as odd job analyses and special studies.

The smallest of the program evaluation offices is in the
Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. It is a relatively
new office having been established in 1980. It has had several
directors and still seems to be developing its mission and
identity. It has only six professional staff and limited access

8Use of a questionnaire to obtain factual and comparative data is
further explained in appendix VI.
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to contract funds. With this limited resource base, the Office
has the difficult task of trying to produce program evaluations
swile responding to ad hoc demands made by FHEO management.

Impact of Secretarial direction

Although PD&R has reorganizes its internal office structure
to reflect its revisions in proqram activities and research goals,
there is little evidence to indicate that the Secretary's guidance
with respect to coordination and oversight between PD&R and pro-
gram area evaluation offices has been effectively implemented.
An.l several issues have been identified that may inhibit improve-
ments in this area. For one, P)&R does not appear to be organized
to coordinate evaluation as a department-wide function. Within
PDoR, evaluation no longer exists as an independent discipline.
While this may he an advantageous structure for PD&R's internal
work, it diffuses responsibility for program evaluation coordina-
tion with the program areas. Consequently, there is no single
focus for evaluation from which all the program offices might draw
support. As establishedt, program area evaluation managers could
meet with their PD&R counterparts for support and consultation,
but these managers have stated that such meetings are unusual.

A second issue concerns the types of program evaluations
being performed. With PD&R redirecting its efforts to shoater,
process-oriented evaluations, its work may appear to be more like
that done in Housing or Community Planning and Development. We
think that a lack of differentiation in work among evaluation
staffs could raise problems.

Third, there has been a general lack of followup to the Sec-
retary's guidance. One dould have e.nwected t.r Secretary's memo-
rand3uat to be followed by one from the Assistant secretary, PD&R.
The latter could have developed the ideas and either presented a
plan for implementing the coordination and cooperation that would
be needed or called for a task force that would have developed the
plan. No additional memoranda were issued. Program cffice evalu-
ation staff stated that there has been very limited contact with
PD&R. Formal reviews have not been started. Also, there is ro
comprehensive, periodic list of planned and ongoing evaluatiot.
activities for the Department as a whole. Prior to 1981 work
plans had been requested by PD&R from the program offices. Since
then, PD&R has not requested these plans.

Program evaluation can
be more effective

The issue of timeliness is often a point of conflict between
program managers and evaluators. The reason is that evaluators
terd to operate in a research mode while their management clients
operate under a different set of constraints. As a discipline,
evaluation can take its share of criticism, but its nature is
fundamentally different from the rigidly timed budget an:
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decisionmaking process it serves. In evaluation, timing has beenat secondary -consideration. The quality of the esign, e aa
collection, and the analysis are paramount. While the amount of
resources available to perform evaluation may sometimes control
the timing, there are also situations where information simply
cannot be developed except with the passage of time.

On the other hand, the budget process needs timely arid appro-
priate analytic information to assist decisionmakers in making
resource allocations and other policy judgments. This information
can be supplied by evaluation. That this does not occur is at
least as much a fault of the total management system design as it
is of the evaluation function. The federal budget process is a
calendar-driven sequence, cycling yearly, needing information at
certain times, and allowing for only a minimal slippage if the
information is to be used in the decision process.

This is not to say that evaluation -cannot be designed to
feed effectively into budgetingri For example, evaluation data
reqire ts could built into legisaton or into plansor
implementing a program as is being done with the enterprise zone
evaluation. This provides a good opportunity to join efforts of
policy staff, budget staff, and evaluators, each group identifying
the needs of its respective area. Recent GAO testimony on pro-

--po~sed revisions to the Community Development B-lockrant Programi
in fact, suggested that if uniform, reliable evaluative inforaa-
tion is to be available it may be necessary for the Congress to
legislate the information requirements to which state and local
units will respond.

In the development and implementation of the 'anticipatory
evaluation' concept and in the general trend to short-term stud-
ies, we found evidence of efforts to link evaluation to the
management decisionmaking process and to make evaluation timely
and responsive. Other evidence is less favorable. HUD has elimi-
nated program evaluation from the budget as a major program activ-
ity. It has eliminated the Division of Evaluation in Pu&R and it
has largely turned away from long-term studies. HUD will find
that it is very difficult to retain the specialized strengths of
program evaluation anJ gain the broad focus of an amalgam of
research methods. Program evaluation at HUD is experiencing a
reaction from a period which was recognized as unresponsive and
out of touch. It is too early to tell if the needed adjustments
will be made without compromising the integrity of the

9Statement of Harry S. Havens, Assistant Comptroller General for
Program Evaluation, before the Subcommittee on Housing and Com-
munity Development, Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs, United States House of Representatives, on General
Accounting Office Views on Proposed Revisions to the Regulations
Governing the Com.;,lnity Development Block Grant Program,
December 7, 1982.
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Depatmeant's rogram evut effort. it is Lclear: that the
S-cretary has called for program evaluation to play & critical
role in decisioumaking and it is under such conditions that the
opportunity exiats for evaluation to contribute to rational deci-
sionmaking. Pmajor elements (coordination, oversight, integrated
planning) of that process, however, have not substantially co
into play, and until they do, program evaluation cannot be
expected to be fully effective.

BUDGET JUSTIFICATION AND PRACTICES
CAN BE EXPANDED AND SiTRNGTZNED TO
PrVtD FULL BUDGETAR DISCLOSURE
AND _mAmNACE omNRESSIOoAL CORoL

Congressional control over the budget depends heavily upon
a full and accurate reporting of program funding activities and
budget amounts. Without complete budget information, the Congress
cannot adequately compare programs, set priorities, and exercise
f1scalcoentl, Because Zf thege in Ue vyf
eral budgeting and the current fiscal situation, closer scrutiny
than ever must be given to every aspect of the budget affecting
this control. In light of these considerations, HUm's budget
justification material can better reflect the full impact and
level of its financial activities, thus improving congressiona
understanding and control by

-- reporting more accurately and completely on the control-
lable'U and uncontrollable portions of the BUD budget
and

--fully disclosing the economic consequences of HUD programs.

While both of these budgeting aspects generally apply to
any federal program, the very size and nature of HUD's programs
require special attention. The following examples illustrate the
magnitude and complexity of HUD programs which make this control
so important:

-- tUD long-term contracts for assisted housing have created
uncontrollable future outlays of nearly $206 billion, a
large percentage of the total for the federal government
(see figure 3-4 on page 68'.

-- HUD has a contingent liability of $280 billion in guaran-
teed and insured loans, over half the total for the federal
government (see figure 3-5 on page 68).

10The ability of the Congress and the President to increase and
decrease budget outlays or budget authority in the year in ques-
tion, generally the current or budget year. 'Relatively uncon-
trollable' refers to spending that the federal government cannot
increase or decrease without legislative changes.
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-- MUD has (1) indefinite periods in which to obligate some
funding and (2j permanent otrat and borrowing atority
which is reconstituted without congressional action.

-Tax advantages used in conjunction with BUD programs can
result in federal revenue losses. BUD prograss create tax
preferences which create hidden costs by reducing the
government's tax collections.

HUD obligations require
special conQressional oversight

One of the most salient features of HUD's budget that affects
controllabililty is the large amount of commitments the federal
government has entered through HUD programs which must be paid off
in the future. ocst of these long-term commitmenta are in the
sutabdised housing area. To promote housing development and sub-
sifse* low-income housiog, legislation provides that MMD may enter
into lng-ter rent subsidy cotracts -many las:ti years Th
Congress fully funds these contracts. Full funding, as applied
here, means providing in appropriations the total amount of budget
authority required to cover the entire commitment for the same
year in which the commitment is entered. .ven though budget
authority has been provided, outlays for each year's cost over
the life of tohe commitment must still be made from that year's
Treasury receipts and borrowing. These future outlays, totaling
nearly S206 billion, represent the major uncontrolla4Le part of
HUD's budget.

The combined obligated balance of the Section 8 and Public
housing Programs in the subsidized housing account grew 46 per-
cent from 1974 to 1981 ($33.5 billion to $188 billion). The
growth of outlays in this area grew 447 percent during the same
period ($Sf9 million to $4.6 billion). HUD pointed this out in
its fiscal year 1983 budget justification material and stated its
concern about the growth. From fiscal year 1979 through fiscal
year 1981, BUD was entering obligations in this same assisted
housing program account at the following rates: 1979, $32 bil-
lion; 1980, $30.6 billion; 1981, $28.8 billion. I, 1982, the
rate was reduced to $12.8 billion.

Because much of HUD's budget is uncontrollable and because
of its magnitude, BUD's obligated balance requires special
scrutiny by hUD management and the Congress. The need for this
scrutiny is underscored by the fact that many obligatigOs are not
firm and therefore may overstate the need for funding. GAO and
HUD's Inspector General have studied these problems.

1The Urgent Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1982 (Public Law
97-216) limits BUD's ability to terminate the reservation of
contract authority under certain circumstances.
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Some obligations questionable

As we reported to the Congress in an earlier study,12
$11 billion of HUD obligations over a 3-year period were not
legally binding. This happened because HUD's criterion for obli-
gations were based on reservation letters, i.e., letters of intent
to obligate. Because the reservation letters did not represent
comitments on firm projects ready for construction, masty projects
fell through, resulting in a deobligation of federal funds. These
deobligations result in funds which become available for obliga-
tion again. Along with other authority carried over from prior
years, these funds make up HUD's unobligated balance available.

The HUD Inspector General also reported on obligations which
may not represent a need for funding. Wis March 1982 semi-annual
report to the Congress showed that HUD had obligated over $15 bil-
lion on 2,600 multifamily projects for 15 aonths or more without
starting construction. The fact that construction did not start
indicated that these projects may not have been ready for
fundinrg.13

Beginning with fiscal year 1983, and as a result of a
Comptroller Generalts decision,t HUD changed its criterion for
recording obligations. This should help ensure the soundness of
HUD's obligation total in the future.

There still may be reason, however, to review some types of
HUD obligations to determine if the total obligation needs fund-
ing. For example, in another report the IG found that in 10 pub-
lic housing projects alone, over $40 million of HUD's annual
contributions contract reserve account balances of $$6 million
should be considered for deobligation. The $40 million represents
an amount accumulated because of the public housing agencies'
inability to perform at the level of activity estimated, overesti-
mation of its funding needs, or assumptions on rents and tenant
income changes not occurring. If these few projects are indica-
tive of others, there could be large amounts of obligated balances
available for deobligation.

Such obligations overstate budget estimates, program
activity, and outlay estimates. Outlay estimates in particular
receive close scrutiny because of their relationship to revenue

12Unsupported Year-End Obligations Overstate the Progress of
Assisted Housing (PSAD-80-41, Apr. 30, 1980).

1 3The IG study was done as a part of an interagency survey of
unliquidated obligations for the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency.

14HUD's Obligating No-year Contract Authority; B-197274; Feb. 16,
1982.
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projections in deriving the budget deficit figure. In addition
to outlay amounts, the questionable obligated amounts overstate
program activity. Although the magnitude is uncertain, HUD's
questionable obligations weaken the validity of budget estimates.
Questionable obligations also affect on the total amount of budget
resources available. If RUD has obligations which are not firm,
then those obligations have committed budget authority unnecessar-
ily. There is competition for budget authority, not only within
RUD's budget, but within the total federal budget. The reported
amounts of obligations (program activity) from year to year
affect decisions about the allocation of budget authority. If
obligations overstate need, they cause an unbalanced allocation.

These problems make it difficult to tell just how much outlay
activity will occur and how much additional authority might be
needed by the Department each year. Consequently, HUD management
and the Congress lose a certain amount of control over these
aspects of HUD's budget.

Credit activities affect
controllability

Another area affecting controllability is RUD's guaranteed
loan activities.1 5 These guarantees represent contingent lia-
bilities and at the end of fiscal year 1982 amounted to abt It
$280 billion.

The uncontrollable aspect of these credit activities is the
permanent borrowing authority HUD has to pay off these commitments
if the borrower defaults. This results in an uncontrollable
budgetary situation because the permanent authority allows HUD to
draw down on Treasury funds to satisfy its obligations without any
current action bj the Congress.1 6 For example, if current eco-
nomic conditions persist and borrowers default on their guaranteed
loans, HUD will be responsible for paying off the loans from the
Treasury.

While these balances are identified in budget material,
without thorough analysis of future conditions, problems, and
implications of these large guaranteed balances, their impact is
not readily apparent. However, certain program provisions should
make HUD management and other decisionmakers increasingly aware
of this potential impact. For example, certain mortgages, by law,
can be assigned to HUD after 20 years. That is, the mortgagee can
assign the uncollected balance of the mortgage to ?UD in return
for 10-year debentures bearing interest rates current at the time
of assignment. In effect, this assignment makes HUD the
mortgagee.

15Includes insured loans.

16 Other federal guarantees also operate this way.
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The HUD budget does not fully disclose the potential impact
on Hya of outlays for certain mortgages that could be assigned to

Should the lenders choose to assign all the approximately
7,000 multifamily mortgages TV rrently covered by this program and
assignable by the year 2003,' ° HUD could be required to pay out
as much as $6.9 billion over the next 30 years in debenture
principal and interest.

There is a built-in incentive for many lenders to assign
these mortgages because the debentures rate received is much
higher than the mortgage interest rate being collected on the
principal balance of the mortgage. In many cases the differences
are considerable. In addition to the multifamily projects, there
are also more than 400,000 single-family loans that may be
converted to debentures under this program.

For example, in May 1981, HUD was assigned a $2.7 million
mortgage representing one project in this program. In return,
HUD issued the lender a debenture for this amount. As a result,
fUD will pay this lender a total of $5.6 million over the next
10 years for interest and cash redemption of the debenture
issued--a cost which would be offset by (1) proceeds from the
sale of the mortgage by HUD and (2) collection of principal and
interest by HUD prior to sale of the mortgage.

Both the Congress and OMB recognize the need to gain budget-
ary control over contingent liabilities. The President's budget
for fiscal year 1981 contained, for the first time, a credit
budget section with proposed limitations on guaranteed commit-
ments. Various legislation has been introduced to establish a
credit budget and controls.1 9 This action and other proposals
indicate the growing concern over controlling guaranteed loans.

Impact of practices on
congressional control

Congressional control of the HUD budget is also affected
by large unobligated balances availabl? from year to year and by
large amounts of obligational authority not controlled in the

17HUD proposed in its 1983 housing authorization bill to (1) elim-
inate the buy-back provision authorized under Section 221(q)(4)
of the National Housing Act and (2) vest Government National
Mortgage Association with the authority for receiving,
servicing, and disposing of assigned Section 221 mortgages.

110ur estimate is based on assumptions further described in our
October 24, 1983 report (GAO/RCED-84-40).

19For example, in the 98th Congress, Senate bill S. 854, House
bill H.R. 2076, and H.R. 2025 proposed establishing a credit
budget.
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appropriations process. Regarding unobliaated balances, HUD has
funding which carries forward and remains available because the
relevant legislation stipulates that it shall remain available for
obligation indefinitely (no-year funding), or for a specific num-
ber of years (multiple-year funding). Although such funding is
specified by law, it complicates annual congressional budget con-
trol by constituting sources of expenditures beyond those pro-
vided by current congressional action (shown on figure 3-6 on page
74).

During fiscal years 1979-83, HUD estimated its unobligated
balances ranged from S10 billion to S22.6 billion. (See figure
3-7 on page 75.) These amounts take on more significance when
compared to new budget authority provided by the Congress as shown
in figure 3-8. These aneounts represent both carryovers from no-
year funds and deobligations. (See figure 3-6 for the amounts of
various types of HUD funding, no-year, 1-year, etc.). HnD calls
these deobliqations "recaptures" and, in fact, budgets on the
basis of recaptures. In the fiscal year 1983 budget HUn estimated
that recaptured amounts would be S7.5 billion in 19M2 and
s9.9 billion in 1q83.

Recaptured funding gives departmental managers a qreat deal
of flexibility. Not only do they have indefinite periods in which
to obligate no-year funding, but they can reuse whatever is deob-
ligated subject to statutory provisions. For example, as we found
in our earlier study (PSAn-80-41) on unsupported year-end obliga-
tions, in fiscal year 1979 HUD had about $7 billion in funds it
could reobliqate which were in excess of that indicated by its
financial report to the Congress.

This flexibility comes from the no-year funding and is
advantageous to the agency. From an agency's perspective, it is
simpler to account for no-year as opposed to fixed-year fundinq.
There are disadvantages for the Congress, however, in that it
loses a degree of control over program levels year to year. This
happens because agencies have funding they can use without annual
action by the Congress. If the Congress factors Hun's unobliqated
amounts into total funding being considered, it is a positive
step. It is positive in that it includes all fundinq available
relative to program needs when federal resource decisions are
being made. The fact remains, however, that the actual control
over the obligation of these large amounts remains with HUn for an
indefinite period of time. Thus, the Congress loses control over
the timing of the spending. Clearly, the Congress could provide
that such funding lapse, be rescinded, or it could decrease the
new amount of funding for any particular year if it desired. In
that these may be interpreted as explicit actions to decrease
program funding, they may be politically difficult to carry out.

Another alternative already mentioned would be to chance the
no-year funding to annual or multiple-year funding. We generally
support timed fundinq unless there are compelling reasons to
provide the no-year type. In the case of HUn's programs funded in
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Figure 3-6

TYPE AND AMOUNT OF BUDGET AUTHORITY
FOR SELECTED HUD MAJOR PROGRAMS
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figure 3-7
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its Annual Contribution for Assisted Housing appropriation, we see
no programmatic reason to have no-year funding. Generally, no-
year funding is needed for programs involving long-term contrac-
tual commitments when obligations are expected to be made from
time to time over the life of the commitment. This is not the
case with HUD's subsidized housing contracts. They are long-term
commitments, but a binding contract for the full life of the com-
mitment is signed at the outset. When this occurs, funds covering
the full cost are obligated and no further obligations need be
made for any particular contract. Therefore, HUn does not need an
indefinite period of time (i.e., no-year funding) in which to makeobligations against any year's appropriation.

Another example of a funding practice which limits congres-
sional control is found in the assisted housing area. Permanent
contract authority for this program provides a large amount of
budget authority which can be obligated without congressional
action. From 1937 until the enactment of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, HUD was provided approximately $2.9 billion of perma-
nent contract authority to enter lonq-term commitments under this
program. This authority was provided in authorization acts rather
than appropriation acts and, therefore, not subject to the annual
budget process. From 1937 to the enactment of the 1974 Act, the
budqgt only reflected authority for annual payments due under the
contracts and not the total commitment. The Congressional Budqet
Act of 1974 requires all new budget authority (including contract
authority) to he subject to annual congressional budgetary con-
trol. However, as stipulated in that act, any permanent contract
authority available prior to enactment of the Congressional Rudget
Act of 1974, including HUD's old permanent contract authority, may
still be used without beinq subject to this annual control.

The Conqress loses control because the contract authority
which is generated by payment of obligations on contracts entered
into prior to enactment of the Rudget Act of 1974 automatically
becomes available to HUn. While this is permitted for HUD's per-
manent authority, as well as for exempted permanent authority in
other federal programs, the Assisted Housing Proqram has a feature
which requires close scrutiny. It involves the way budget
authority is calculated.

This calculation presents a problem of controllability.
It happens because the contract authority, throuah a calculation
by Hun and OMB, becomes the basis for a budget authority amount
40 times greater than the contract authority. This is done
because the legislation providing this permanent contract author-
ity permits MMan to enter into contracts for up to 40 years.
Since budget authority is needed for the full contract term, the
net effect of this practice is to generate budget authority of
40 times the contract authority.

The following illustration shows how this funding authority
is created. (This is also depicted graphically in figure 3-9 on
page 77.) HIrD and OMB, using the contract authority that is
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Figure 3-9

PERMANENT CONTRACT AUTHORITY AND
RESULTING BUDGET AUTHORITY IN

ASSISTED HOUSING APPROPRIATIONS ACCOUNT
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generated by liquidation of contracts (for example, SI million)
as a basis, multiplies that amount by 40, the maximuma term of the
contracts allowed by law, and records on apportionment forms a
budget authority amount 40 times the contract authority (S40 mil-
lion). This $40 million is then treated as budget authority
available for obligation. This $40 million is not provided by the
Congress in the annual budget process, is not recorded as new bud-
get authority, and does not appear in the published budget (the
permanent contract authority amount--the St million in the
example--is included in carryover and recapture amounts). The
available amount is not great now but will grow quickly as more
and more original contracts begin to expire. HUD may obligate
this amount without the normal budgetary control of the Congress.
While budget convention allows this to happen, and while the Con-
gress is aware of the contract authority becoming available, the
flexibility involved is not clearly visible or easily
understandable.

HUD budget does not
disclose full program costs

The HUD budget does not fully disclose the impact of federal
tax revenue losses resulting from HlnD's programs. These revenue
losses are the result of subsidies provided through the federal
tax code to attract investment in the housing industry. In the
rental housing area these subsidies include the use of accelerated
depreciation, exclusion of interest on state and local housing
authority (municipal) bonds, and fast write-off of rehabilitation
expenditures on low-income rental housing. For example, owners
and investors that participate in Section R Housing receive tax
benefits from accelerated depreciation. These tax benefits reduce
tax collections by the Treasury. Further, in the Public ilousinq
Program, (see figure 3-10 on page 79) the local authorities issue
debt instruments that are exempt from federal income taxes. While
suct. securities have the effect of a direct program subsidy, this
fact is not fully disclosed by HUD's budget.

The amount of government subsidy--through reduced tax
revenues--resulting from the issuance of these tax-exempt notes is
not disclosed in the HtlD budget. Further, HUD will need assist-
ance from the Treasury Department to determine the subsidy amount
resulting from the outstanding tax-exempt notes. However, because
the tax-exempt notes outstanding exceeded S10 billion as of May
1982, the Congress should be fully informed of the revenue lossen
resulting from the HUn programs.
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CONCLUSIONS

There is a direct link between budget formulation and plan-
ning and the analytical base supporting both. HUD's reliance on
the budget process, however, as a mechanism for direction and
control has not served as an effective proxy for systems needed
which plan, develop policy and communicate secretarial expecta-
tions for the coming year. HUD is moving to a *management plan
process". This process offers the opportunity to include multi-
year Secretarial goals, realistic program objectives, and annual
program priorities. The process can serve to establish the frame-
work for budget formulation, annual operational guidance, and bud-
get execution monitoring. Further, the plan can be a first line
of communication to HUD's managers and employees and external
interest groups, legislators, and other interested parties. Spe-
cifying objectives to achieve results can build evaluative data
and information over time. Such an approach can strengthen the
analytical base needed for making decisions on agency objectives,
developing policy, presenting legislative and budgetary proposals,
and monitoring results.

A} Short-term budget and legislative cycles can have a negative
irfluence on HUD's management. The short-term focus serves as a
disincentive for developing long-term program plans and complete
pctlicy proposals. Managers find it difficult to look beyond the
anmal budget and authorization cycle. Funding delays have
exacerbated this situation by delaying operational guidance to
the field as well as funding to program recipients. Since the
budget cycle is outside the control of HUD management, changes to
the federal budget process are needed. The many proposals for
budget reform already recognize the need for improvements. HUD's
problems serve to strengthen and reenforce the need for early
resolution in order to manage federal programs more effectively.
Biennial budgeting and multiple-year authorizations are two alter-
natives which could help move toward longer-term budgeting and
planning.

Adequate congressional control over the budget depends
heavily upon timely and accurate reporting of key program and
budget amounts. However, we found weaknesses in the analytical
base used to support budget development and execution monitoring.
Financial management systems produced inaccurate, untimely, or
incormplete data and were not synchronized with the budget process
to , :cvide needed rost information. Resource management data,
r..ch as workload forecasting, suffered from outdated systems and
measurements. Further, evaluation activities within HUD were
roorl', coordinated. As a result. the credibility of both funding
and siaffinfc! ' vels associai ' programmatic change has been

ues t ,onf cl .

Furls h:,, the HUID budget Ees not fully disclose the various
biJncleary anri econoriic consequences of HUD's loans and loan quar-
antee .. 'e:,ucedl tax revenues and increased costs due to future
loa d--faults rr*? two examples. As a result, the Congress has
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limited Informtion from which to mike infcred decsions oan
program budget alternatives or to exercise financial oversight
and control.

RKECOYEJTIOIS TO THE CONGRUSS

The Congress should require HUD to expand budget Justifica-
tions to fully reflect all material aspects of uncontrollable
costs and the budgetary and economic consequences of programs on
future agency funding needs and on federal tax collections. The
Congress could do this by:

-requiring HUD to submit a credit budget summarizing a.l
credit activities; identifying situations which could
materially affect RUD management and future funding (e.q.,
the mortgages which can be assigned to MUD after 20 years);
and by laying out basic assumptions about economic
conditions, mortgage interest rates, and loan default
rates;

-- requiring UMD to obtain Treasury a assistance and report
expected losses of federal revenues on funding activities
such as tax-exempt notes; and

-- reassessing HUD's need for permanent contract authority
for selected programs.

RICOMMEDATIONS TOO HE SECRETARY
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Because of the need for major changes in the Department's
planning and budgeting process, we are making both short- and
long-range recommendations. The short-range recommendations can
be implemented without extensive changes to current processes.
The long-range recommendations should be implemented to resolve
the defects which have caused the recurrence of systemic
deficiencies.

For the short-range, HUD's Secretary should

-- build on existing efforts to improve planning proces-
ses by developing a department-wide planning system.
This system should establish accountability for
department-wide planning and include

--a multi-year Secretarial strategic plan,

-- policy development procedures,

,--program planning guidance,

-- operational plans, and

--budget execution monitoring.
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-- Examine those obligations which may not be firm ciamint sand make appropriate deobligations in order to improve thecredibility of RWU budget estimates and free unnededfunding.

For the long-range, BUD's Secretary should enhance Beanalytical base of the budget by

-- continuing efforts to develop and improve financialmanagement ystems that integrate budgeting andaccourting, v

-- developing a system to obtain the information necessary todetermine and allocate workforce requirements and assessproductivity, and

-- systematically incorporatinq program evaluation resultsin the management decisionmaking process.

KATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION

HUD provides the Congress with a useful case study whenconsidering federal budget reform issues such as biennial budget-ing and multiple-year authorizations. The short-term nature ofthe budget process in part hampers fUDD's ability to plan itsprograms effectively, inhibits operational guidance, and leadsto incomplete policy development. Frequent funding delays causedelays in program guidance, and disrupts agency operations.
AGENCY COMMENTS AND
OUR EVALUATION

BUD agreed that its budgeting process should be more closelylinked to other management processes. HUD stated i' has takensteps to do this. HUD also stated that its budget process wasnever intended as a substitute for other planning.

HUD added that our report contained a fundamental confusionabout the nature of planning. In this regard, HUD noted that inits view there are two distinguishable kinds of planning withwhich our report is concerned. The first is that of long-term,agreed-upon, and carefully articulated goals and objectives.HUD points to goals and objectives reported to the President andits ongoing attempts to refine these goals within the context ofexisting and proposed legislation. The second kind of planningHUD notes at issue is operational planning, including budget andmanagement planning for allocating resources. HUD agrees with

20This is consistent with our recommendations in chapter 5 regard-ing the need to develop more timely and accurate financialmanagement data.
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our report that the second kind of planning processes need to be
brought together and that it has been working on developing a new
umiagment plan and reseurce allocation system.

During the course of our review BUD did provide to the
President a mid-term review document which set forth BUD's objec-
tives. The objectives, however, were not included in HUD's budget
justifications nor linked to the 'Secretarial Priorities' included
in the operating plan provided to the field offices. As a result,
the operating plan was underutilized by headquarters as part of a
total system for measuring operational efficiency and holding
subordinate units accountable.

HUD also disagreed with three examples we cite to demonstrate
that the agency needs to improve its planning processes. In each
example--the Vouchers Program, the Small Cities Block Grant Pro-
gram, and Section 221 mortgages--HUD stated that planning has not
been absent or inadequate, nor has HUD been remiss in notifying
the Congress of impending problems. Regarding the use of housing
vouchers, BUM also stated that the example included in this chap'
ter was not consistent with the finding in Volume I. mUD stated
that the 'political process' his a larger impact here than our
report acknowledges.

In response, our review showed that overall HUD does not
have a formal, written procedure that imparts to agency managers
uniform requirements for planning. While planning was performed
in each of the above three cases, it was of dissimilar quality
and scope. We attributed this to a lack of departmenal planning
requirements. In the case of housing vouchers, we have revised
Volume I to show that HUD's proposals were the product of
research, discussion, and study, including a comparison of alter-
native approaches to housing low- and moderate-income persons.
However, HUD did not consider what will be required in the way of
resources and staffing to effectively implement a vouchers pro-
gram. Determining the likely impacts that new policy initiatives
will have on organizational operations should be an integral part
of a systematic planning process.

Similarly, we found program planning deficiencies in HUD's
implementation of the Small Cities Program. While HUD's program
staff told us that transferring this program to the states would
significantly affect HUD's field workload and staffing needs,
we could not find a HUD plan which dealt with these management
issues. HUD stated in its comments that no formal, long-term
planning existed for the transfer because HUD could not anticipate
the exact legislative changes. We recognize it is generally not
possible to predict precisely the legislative requirements which
Congress will mandate; however, a primary purpose of planning is
to allow an organization to anticipate future occurrences so that
it can better deal with the eventual change. To address change
only after it occurs presupposes a reactive or ad hoc approach to
management.
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Concerning Section 221 mortgages, IUD disagreed that It waseither an example of a planning deficiency or of BUD not fullydisclosing to the Congress the mortgages' potential contingent
liability to the government. HUD added that it has continuouslysought to bring this matter to congressional attention, and hassucceeded in getting proposed legislation to provide for direct
sale through GNMA of assigned mortgages as they come due.

In response we have revised our report to explicitly
recognize that BUD has spearheaded the proposed legislation whichwould (1) eliminate the buy-back provision authorized under Sec-tion 22 1 (v)(4) of the National Housing Act and (2) vest GNUA with
the authority for receiving, servicing, and disposing of assigned
Section 221 mortgages. However, the issue of full budgetarydisclosure regarding the potential cost impact of the 221(g)(4)
assignment provision remains. In this regard BUD, in its 1984budget justification, 'assumes the enactment of legislation whichwould eliminate the buy-back provision authorized under Section221(g)(4)." However, the budget presentation is not clear regard-
ing the potential long-term cost for (1) existing Section 221ortgage for which legislation could not retrospectively apply
and (2) future cost, should legislation not be enacted. Simi-larly, BUD has not developed an alternative management plan shouldlegislation, which would turn responsibility for servicing anddisposing of assigned Section 221 mortgages over to GNMA, not
pass.

In summary, in discussing and reviewing planning systems andprocesses which HUD uses as a means for providing direction andcontrol, we found two. The first, and primary, was the budgetprocess. The second, discontinued during our review, was an ope-
rating plan which translated budget decisions into "SecretarialPriorities" with associated field office organizational responsi-bilities and resource commitments. Neither cf these provided a
systematic approach for (1) communicating agency-wide direction
chosen by the Secretary, (2) developing policy alternatives, or(3) establishing program direction and feedback.

Our recommendations for improving HUD's planninq process
build on HUD's existing efforts to develop a 'management plan," aplan which has as its key elements the aspects HUD suggests in its
comments are confused in our report.

Concerning our recommendations to the Congress on increasingand enhancing the HUD budgetary information, HUD stated it didnot believe that adding more material to budget justifications on
the Department's long-term costs and contingent liabilities wouldhelp. HUD also stated that it accounts for and justifies allpre-1974 contract authority and that the Congress releases such
authority in appropriation acts. HUD said it did not disagreewith our recommendation to review its obligations. It stated,
however, that our report overlooks restraints on the deobligation
process. BUD deferred commenting on the budget process issues wesuggest the Congress consider. HUD added, however, that it was
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not alone in feeling constraints on operational planning because
of budget deadlines.

Our recommendation that the Congress require certain
additional material in HUD's justification is based on the per-
spective of overall federal budgetary control. For example, as we
pointed out in figures 3-4 and 3-5, MUD's obligated balance is
over 40 percent of the total federal balance; and HUD's guaranteed
loan balance is well over 50 percent of the federal total. A
relatively uncontrollable budget of HUD's magnitude limits the
government's choices concerning distribution of funds. Further,
as we discussed, BUD's budget does not fully disclose various bud-
get and economic consequences of HUD's loans and loan guarantees.
Reduced revenues and increased tax costs due to future loan
defaults are two examples. The Congress needs such information to
make infcrmed budget decisions.

Regarding the issue of pre-1974 contract authority for
assisted housing we recognize that the 1974 Budget Act excluded
pre-1974 permanent contract authority and that HUD does include
this authority (not the expanded amount) in the budget figures it
sends to the Congress. However, because of the materiality of the
expanded amount of pre-1974 authority and its effect on the con-
trollability of HUD's total budget, we continue to believe that
congressional budget analysts and decisionmakers should be pro-
vided more complete budget justifications reflecting the budgetary
and economic implications of the assisted housing program.

HUD further stated that the Congress releases pre-1974 budget
authority in appropriation acts. We disagree. Permanent contract
authority provided before passage of the 1974 Budget Act is avail-
able without congressional action. While prior years' authority
is considered in determining an agency's new budget authority
needs, it is not necessary to include such funds in amounts appro-
priated. Therefore, it is not controlled in the annual budget
process.

We have revised our report to recognize that the Congress
restrained HUD's ability to terminate a reservation of contract
authority. Nonetheless, obligations which are not firm commit
budget authority unnecessarily. Since there is competition for
budget authority, not only within HUD's budget but within the
total federal budget, the requested amounts of obligations from
year to year affect decisions about the allocation of budget
authority. This underscores the continued need by HUD's manage-
ment and the Congress to review obligations which are unlikely to
result in funds being expended in the near future.

HUD disagreed with our position that accumulation of sala-
ries and expenses in a single account limited the availability
of information for budget and internal management purposes. HUD
also stated that budget justifications are discussed in detail by
organizational element and that efforts were underway to improve
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systems, integrate budgeting and accounting, and develop
information necessary to allocate staffing.

We have revised our report to recognize that funds forsalaries and expenses are appropriated in a single account. Fur-ther, HUD's efforts to integrate its budget and accounting systems
are positive. However, HUD's response does not address our pointthat it is desirable to fully disclose the costs of operating HUD
programs. While the Congress has established a number of appro-priation accounts to control HUD programs (see appendix X), HUDdoes not allocate the salaries and expenses account to most pro-grams. Therefore, the full cost of operating these programs isnot readily available. As both the (ingress and HUD managementmust make decisions on the viability of programs, the inability totie expenditures to specific areas or programs limits support of
budget justifications and the information available for internalmanagement.
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CHAiPTER 4

MANAGING PROGRAM DELIVERY

HUD continues to have problems in managing its housing and
community development programs. Reviews, audits, and evaluations
by the Inspector General, us ,and others report many program
deficiencies in delivery performance and monitoring of program
participants. The causes of these deficiencies and reasons they
persist are many and complex. We found weaknesses in several
management processes such as setting priorities and proviaing
program guidance to field staff, evaluating performance, monitor-
ing participants, and developing staff capabilities. These weak-
nesses in turn are caused by a combination of faulty procedures
and inadequate information systems and lack of managerial disci-
pline. Continuing resource limitations and inherent program
design problems, such as a lack of sanctions to help deter misuse
of funds spent by grantees, handicap HUD's improvement efforts.

Improving program delivery requires a combinatiorl of short-
and long-term actions. In the short term, HUD needs to

-- improve the quality and distribution of program instruc-
tions by expanding the use of editors and field staff to
clarify handbooks and establish accountability for
overseeing improvements;

-- improve monitoring of program participants by adopting
recommendations already advanced by the Committee on
Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement;

-improve on-site reviews of performance by developing
guidelines and standards; and

-- improve responses to audits, reviews, and evaluations
by developing a strategy for corrective action and
establishing accountability for overseeing corrective
action.

Upgrading the quality of HUD staff requires a long-term perspec-
tive. For this HUD needs to establish a staff development plan,
integrate staff needs assessment with program plans, and develop
a training needs assessment program.

PROGRAM DELIVERY IN HUD

Field offices deliver most RUD programs. They rely on head-
quarters for guidance, technical assistance, and general policy
direction. Headquarters staff write regulations, prepare hand-
books and other technical guidance, conduct on-site reviews of
field offices, and track and analyze program progress. Program
assistant secretaries are responsible for program accomplishment.
Regional offices provide day-to-day management over the area
offices. Proqram delivery functions vary but generally include
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-- processing and reviewing applications for grants,
insurance, and other subsidies;

-- monitoring program participants for adherence to program
rules and regulations; and

-- providing technical assistance to grantees to solve
problems and improve effectiveness.

HUD's program emphasis recently has shifted away from development
and growth to preservation and maintenance of existing housing and
greater accountability for funds spent. Monitoring of program
delivery received increased emphasis to control fraud, waste, and
mismanagement.

Operational plans identify priorities for the coming year.
The plans, wiiich are more fully discussed in chapter 3, were
intended to translate priorities into objectives and workload
estimates and other work. 1 The operating plan linked budgeting
and program operations and program assistant secretaries are
responsible for the substance of the plan. Field managers are
responsible for executing the plan.

Feedback to managers on program delivery includes the
following:

-- monthly field reports on achievement of operating plan
priorities and workload progress;

-- on-site performance reviews conducted by both headquarters
and regional staff which measure field office compliance to
program procedures;

-- audits and reviews of program results by us, OIG, and other
sources; and

-program evaluations by headquarters.

EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM DIRECTION

HUD does not always provide effective guidance and direction
to its program delivery staffs. Program instructions are some-
times poorly written, obsolete and not developed and distributed
efficiently to end users. As a result, guidance is subject to
m' interpretation and programs may not be operating as efficiently
as possible, and management lacks a meaningful basis to measure
program results and operational effectiveness. These shortcomings
are due not only to flaws in the existing systems for providing
guidance but also due to a lack of managerial support for

1As discussed in chapter 3, there were problems in implementing
this process and HUD is currently changing this system.
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utilizing systems effectively. Competing demands for top
managers' time have relegated improvement efforts to a lower pri-
ority. Also, because responsibility for controlling program pri-
orities and instructions are fragmented throughout the agency,
improvements have been slow.

Program instructions can be improved

HUD's program guidance is sometimes poorly written and
obsolete. Also, HUD is not effectively managing the process to
translate policy and regulations into delivery instructions. This
causes confusion among users regarding program requirements. The
complexity of the process and lack of attention to handbook reform
hamper HUD's efforts.

HUD officials have taken several steps to improve program
instructions and the process to produce and distribute them. Such
actions include:

-- Improving the quality of handbook instructions. An effort
by Nousing to improve the clarity and organization of
handbooks appears to be yielding positive results.

-- Reducing the volume of handbooks. Housing, Community
Planning and Development, and Administration are looking
to reduce the volume of handbooks and notices. Dozens of
obsolete handbooks have been cancelled, and an effort is
being made to consolidate old handbooks and tighten rules
on issuing new ones.

-- Streamlining clearance and distribution of handbooks. The
Issuance Management System, which governs preparing and
distributing handbooks, is being replaced by a system
designed to be more flexible and less time consuming.
Deadlines for receiving comment by reviewing offices are
being enforced and concurrence is being limited to offices
with a substantive interest.

Importance of well-
written instructions

According to HUD, handbooks communicate instructions,
guidance, and procedures for use by HUD staff and program parti-
cipants. Therefore they should be a reliable, up-to-date source
of information on programs and serve as the definitive guide for
delivering programs. Many HUD handbooks meet these criteria.
We found, however, that some handbooks are poorly written and
obsolete.

An editor hired by the Office of Housing to improve the clar-
ity of several handbooks provided us, at our request, examples of
confusing and ambiguous instructions in HUD handbooks. Por
example:
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-- A certified appraiser was asked to read and reconcile appa-rent disagreements between several instructions but wasnot able to understand the text, yet appraisers are the
intended readership of the instructions.

--The handbook referenced a form that no longer existed, thereferenced appendix was the wrong number, and addresses
were incorrect.

--The handbook told the reader that no specific measure ofucost estimating' was required, yet went on to give a
lengthy example of how to estimate costs, giving theimpression that the method described was required.

Another problem in handbooks is their organization. Matte:sof policy are imbedded in detailed procedures with bits of proce-dural direction scattered throughout unrelated sections. Poorly
written handbooks are not confined to Housing. The Director ofthe Office of Finance and Accounting recently wrote that most of
the Office's current handbooks 'would not pass a 'plain English'test."

Many handbooks are obsolete. In December 1981, the AssistantSecretary for Housing sent a memo to all Housing staff expressingconcern about outdated handbooks; he listed 26 with an 'excessive'number of changes and stated that "many of these handbooks arein urgent need of revision.' In 1982, Housing staff identified
89 handbooks for cancellation, covering programs no longer activeor simply too out of date to be useful. As of September 3, 1982,negotiations with program offices led to five handbooks being
cancelled--a small but important step forward. The Office of
Finance and Accounting concluded in 1982 that of its 50 handbooks,18 require substantial revision or consolidation, 9 are to be
rescinded, 23 are 'reasonably' current, and 5 new handbooks arerequired where procedures are not now formalized.

Our examination of current Housing handbooks also showsthat major revisions are often needed. HUD's handbook policy'suggests" that for clarity and understanding, once a handbookis changed four to eight times, issuing offices should considerdeveloping a revised handbook. Of the 250 active housing hand-books a January 1982 inventory showed over 30 handbooks with morethan four changes. The current 'Single-Family Property Disposi-tion Handbookw was last consolidated in 1970 and has had over100 subsequent changes. One Housing official said that it wasvirtually impossible for field office staff to assemble an up-to-date text even if they had time to do so.' In commenting onour draft report HJD noted that it has now revised the propertydisposition handbook. In this regard however, as of September 30,1983, the handbook had not been issued to field office staff.

Despite a requirement that users comment on proposedhandbooks, we found little evidence that this was happening. The
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result is that while drafts take many months to prepare and clear
through the agency, the primary user of handbooks--area office
staff--have the least opportunity to comment. In the Philadelphia
region, we found that area offices commented on less than 25 per-
cent of the 100 draft rules, regulations, and handbooks sent by
headquarters. The dilemma facing HUD is that while end usezs
need the opportunity to comment on proposed handbooks as well as
on other matters of interest, pressure to reduce the delays for
clearance and review (discussed below) limit time for effective
field input.

Managing handbook issuance

HUD's process to produce program instructions is governed
by its Unified Issuances System. HUD is expected to replace this
system in 1983 with a new process called the HUD Directives Sys-
tem. Issuances include all types of directives and procedures
including handbooks. The system provides guidance for preparing,
clearing, and distributing handbooks.

Clearance procedures can be more efficient. The Assistant
Secretary for CPD in early 1982 wrote that the process involves
too many clearance levels, many of which have little or no need
to review. A "non concurring office," even though unaffected by
the issuance, can unreasonably hold up a document for months.
The Assistant Secretary remarked that there is a uniform disregard
for deadlines, apparently due to the low level of priority the
receiving office sets when clearing another office's issuance.
The low level of priority given deadlines is illustrated by the
attitude of the Office of Housing toward nonhousing issuances. As
of January 21, 1982, 12 of the 25 draft handbooks and regulations
had remained uncleared for 12-15 months. Program officials fre-
quently cite unreasonable non-concurrences as the main clearance
issue and reason for long delays.

The distribution of handbooks is another problem area. An
early 1982 analysis of the issuance distribution process by CPD
officials attributed the distribution problem to "an antiquated,
confused, highly decentralized, and elusive system...." Mailings
were going to people who do not need them while needed material
never reached its audience. Staff from the three area offices
we visited also expressed similar concern with the timeliness of
program guidance. An official in one area office stated that
the office received an important handbook notice 6 months after
publication.

The problem can be traced to the large number and lack of
control over distribution lists. Each major office within HUD
maintains itL own distribution lists and no inventory of all
lists exists. For example, CPD estimated as many as 400 internal
and external lists of addresses are used to mail handbooks. Over
20 HUD-wide ADP systems were identified as having capability to
generate mailing lists. Given these large numbers of uncontrolled
distribution lists, CPD officials concluded that error- are nearly
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certain to occur. Officials in the administrative office told us
they have had some success in reducing the errors in distribution
in the past year and pointed out that the cost of avoiding mailing
duplications may exceed the benefit of a more refined distributionlist. To avoid the greater problem of some staff not receiving
needed information, some overlap may be necessary.

Opportunities for improvements

Poorly written handbooks, clearance delays, and inadequate
distribution prevent field offices and program participants from
having clear, up-to-date instructions. Handbooks are the basic
framework within which HUD programs are delivered and must accu-
rately reflect the policy and expectations of program managers.
To the extent these criteria are not being met due to poorly
organized and out of date instructions, field staff are left to
operate inconsistently or incorrectly. HUD recognizes these prob-
lems and is developing more clear, concise, and timely guidance on
program delivery. Given HUD's recent success in cancelling some
handbooks and revising others, potential tor continued improvement
is substantial so long as a strong management commitment is pre-
sent. Clearance procedural reforms are also under review by HUDand to be successful will require a management commitment to
reform.

EVALUATING PROGRAM DELIVERY

HUD is not effectively evaluating program delivery perform-
ance or monitoring program results. On-site reviews of field
offices are not well coordinated or conducted according to a
consistent set of standards. Also, HUD is not effectively moni-
toring the performances of grantees, housing authorities, and
other performers who deliver programs to assure compliance with
rules, and regulations. Findings from past audits and reviews
suggest that HUD has continuing problems in controlling program
waste, fraud, and mismanagement. Further, deficiencies reported
on various aspects of program delivery by us, OIG, and internal
audits, reviews and evaluations are not addressed comprehen-
sively. As a result, problems remain uncorrected and HUD is miss-
ing an opportunity to benefit from important feedback on programdelivery. Figure 4-1 on page 93 shows the audits, reviews, and
evaluations performed in part to evaluate program delivery
activities at HUD.

On-site reviews

We found that HUD management does not have a reliable system
to systematically monitor the quality of field performance. Thisconcern is not new, was reported in the past, and in part is being
addressed by current management.

Evaluating staff performance is a vital management activity
and part of a system of accountability. HUD's on-site performance
review system is twofold: headquarters program staff perform
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!"=...ch~rhi¢"com'~nce rev-ies of regional and area off ies, and
:,.',.iqnal Qffiice' re.irform "management" reviews of area offices.
A:1; Dep'vy UJn ier ?ecretary for Field Coordination coordinates
t'.:ae~ l,, iew,;i which ,rire performed by program staff. The intent of

thi; -,stem is to d5eterrmine the operational performance of field
* t'f~',. It is the :rV.ay management system that systematically
* ewva2 .ates the qualit ,.x ,f field office work, The Deputy Under Sec-
rte at y for FieldtX C',: dination is aware of problems in conducting
field reviews and ha:, Jcqun to improve tho performance review
:'.rocI.s. Select ile changes, however, still do not address issues

tnate we and the Oi.C rave identified as important.

;'i'>so .ta-i: hot iscd

';~:'-·: s-';-.. )rmance review results were not used by most of
St.in, ma.,>--',. .i ae i'tetr'tiewed. Headquarters managers questioned the

'3a;> i+:' at;] :,he usefuli.ness of performance reviews and tend to holdfelt:t ;)fE ices ac -ru;tile for results based on other factors such
Pe.:.iSC;,P l k roaled;,., volume of complaints, and feedback from HUD

:it-. ns. Wh1hi.. sucr.. informal feedback may provide a sense of per--
.a/:'atg :e, i.t doeai not allow management to determine levels of ope-
?ratirnfal eff ica.r.,, , and cost effectiveness on a comparative basis
within -ind ?t.et.:: feLd officeJ. Major problems of the review
sytit.e,;n incl .iJ t. e following:

-- C:,m] -:ehei . '4 standards for performing reviews do not
.Xit. I l ,i;,ls are not made according to a consistent set
o .taninr!!-:. or uniform guidelines. This results in incon-
:s .e i,t ;quality and superficial results. Also, review

...' lt .Ire not compared between offices, do not indicate
a: '.u,- ,:l ' [lu;ness of problems uncovered, and vary greatly in
r.e, l.;it. zi n. Program officials acknowledge that the time

alo~:eced tor field reviews is generally too short to
uncc*er all major problems in performance.

-- ,) c,)nsiste.It strategy exists to determine which program
sreal within area offices get reviewed. Also, the on-site
L.ev:ieV,, do not evaluate HUD headquarters where one-third of
i.s wcrkforce is located.

--Reviewr teams are not selected on the basis of expertise.
Factor affecting team composition include travel costs and
the 4;il'ingness of staff to travel to a region.

-Review teams may be reluctant to repor- serious findings
since the- teams are drawn from offices who design the
prograes.
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Iessons not learned

We have previously reported on problems with PUD's 2n-site
performance reviews. For example, in 1978, we concludedz that
RUD had

-- no standards for measuring performance,

-- no guidelines for developing and establishing criteria,

-- no priority system to review problem program areas and to
allocate resources accordingly,

-- no recomm endations for improving performnance, a- 

-- no mechatrisas to evaluate headquarters organizational
units.

Reflecting disappointment with the current system of on-site
reviews, the Office of the Deputy Under Secretary for Field Coor-
:dination requested and received from the OIG an analysis:of:per-
formance reviews, completed in September 1982. The OIg suggested
a range of recommendations, including

--establishing objectives of evaluation to conduct targeted
reviews of the most problem-ridden offices,

--ranking area offices according to degrees of problems,

--organizing teams to t;1.Jelop management review standards,

-- devising a system to have distinct review teams,

-- expanding review timeframes,

-- increasiij 'reqguency of reviews,

-- developing peer review to, ,n,'!.Ct technical reviews, and

-- categorizing findings.

The former Deputy Under Secretary agreed with some of the
OIG's recommlqetidations, including the need for program areas to
submit written review plans for him to review and revise, and rank
problem area offices for targeted reviews. Another effort being
considered is writing an operatingj itistruction manual that incor-
porates statements of the roles of the Deputy Under Secretary for
Field Coordination and regional and area office managers.

2HUD's Evaluation System--An Assessment (PAD-78-44, July 20,
1978).
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On-site reviews are the primary opportunity for determining
if pSriams are being delivered effectively and efficiently and
to determine comparative performance between field offices. The
reviews provide feedback to managers at all levels and can be an
important technical assistance device to field staff. without a
consistent set of review standards and better measures of field
performance, however, review results will not improve. Also,
unless headquarters managers use review results to hold field
offices accountable for results, field reviews employing
headquarters personnel will remain an ineffective performance
measure.

Mionitoring program p:'-ticipants

HUD's past problems in monitoring program participant
performance has been substantially documented in numerous audits
and reviews and is the subject of a study by HlD's Committee on
Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement. Improving monitoring is a high
priority, and positive steps have been initiated, such as special
training, revising procedures, dnd establishing several monitoring
priorities to guide and redirect field office work. These actions
address only some of the basic causes of past monitoring problems
as reported by the Committee. Substantial progress, however, will
be impeded by such factors as inadequate staff skills, role con-
flict amonq staff, and TanD's limited enforcement of corrective
actions. These represent basic causal factors affecting program
management throughout HUP.

Monitoring generally includes those activities necessary to
assure that program participants spend funds appropriately and
effectively. Monitoring is a basic part of field offices' program
delivery and is accomplished by visiting and inspecting proqram
performers and by examining financial statements, grantee
performance reports, and other data.

Recently, the concept of "accountability monitoring" was
developed, prompted by a need to strengthen efforts to reduce
fraud, waste, and mismanagement by participants. Accrdtfnq to
HUtD, accountability monitoring encotipasses basic monitoring objeL-
tives of program delivery, placing special emphasis on reducinn
program abuses.

Past monitoring problems

HUDn's past monitoring problems have a long history, docu-
mented in numerous audits and reviews by us, OIG, headquarters and
regional performance evaluations, and consultants. For example:

-- OIc's semiannual reports to the Conqress since 1979 have
cited inadequate monitoring of program participants.

-- An OIG 1980 survey by its auditors and investigators
concluded that a major problem in Hlin is a . . . need to
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strengthen overall monitoring by program representatives,
more specifically, on-site monitoring.'

--A March 1982 CPD report stated that 90 percent of local
government officials interviewed in 19 cities expressed
concern that HUD's monitoring was not very useful, was
superficial, and was not substantive. They generally
expressed dismay over the quality of HUD monitoring.

--A 1982 OIG audit concluded that neither HUD monitors nor
grantees had firm control over the activities carried out
by the operating agencies and that nearly all grantees'
management systems were inadequate.

Tn response to persistent reports on monitoring deficiencies,
HUD's Committee on Fraud, Waste, and Mismailagement studied and
reported on the problems HUD has had in monitoring its program
participants. The Committee's report was released in December
1980 and contained several important findings and recommendations.

. PFrogram staff should establish policies and procedures to
adopt accountability monitoring. The Committee found a lack
of adequate guidance regarding monitoring participants, out
of dace program handbooks, and a lack of firm HUD policy
regarding the cesponsibilities of program administration in
assuring program inte.rlty- Staff were also found to be
unsure about their ability and responsibilities for monitor-
ing for fraud, waste, and abuse--a role perceived by staff to
be adversarial and the responsibility of 3IG.

2. Resources should be targeted to EUD's high-risk programs.
The Committee faulted the Secretarial priorities and the ope-
rating plan for encouraging quantity over quality in monitor-
ing visits, resulting in wasted resources and inadequate
attention given to high-risk programs.

3. The role of the monitor needs to be clarified and management
needs to strengthen support for monitoring. The Committee
found that staff monitors have conflicting duties which cause
adversary-advocate relationships with their program partici-
pants. Managers believed that this can be overcome only by
clearly defininzg expectations for the monitors. The Commit-
tee noted that headquarters gives mixed signals concerning
monitoring expectations. Changes in program policy to allow
greater flexibility (as in the Community Development Block
Grant Program for example), the operating plan's emphasis on
quantity rather than quality, and lack of rewards for indepth
monitoring all contribute to monitoring policy confusion.
The Committee also found that monitoring findings were not
corrected due to a lack of effective sanctions to encourage
compliance among grantees and other program participants.
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4. Monitors need training to perform comprehensive reviews to
assure participant accountability. The Comunittee found that
1monitors lacked appropriate monitoring skills and techniques
and generally were not aware of high-rie': areas.

Progress toward
improvina monitoring

The Secretary adopted the Committee's recommendations in
April 1981 and created a task force to implement improvements.
Actions taken since include:

--developing lists of high-risk program areas susceptible to
fraud, waste, and ni,3lanagement;

-- establishing, for fiscal year 1982, Secretarial priorities
to :fl:::t the need to increase monitoring efforts;

--providing guidance to monitors in field offices;

--revising some handbook'x to ipr.vide better monitoring
guidance; and

-- initiating training to improve monitoring skills.

Despite these initiatives, we believe committee issues which
need continuing attention are:

-- According to the Co-nonitteie's findings, inadequate staff
capabilities, role conflict among monitors, and- negative
attitudes toward monitoring c,uJl.d not be "solved" at that
time with HUD's present level o£ effort. As discussed
later, inadequate staff capabilities and lack of training
continue to be major problems in HUD. Further, the role
conflict between advisor versejs *llvocate is not easily
resolved. For example, CPD's April 1992 ,hission statement
in;, operating plan guidance for field activities make a
clear distinction between nmonitoring for fraud, waste,
and mismanagement and other monitoring objectives, such
as assuring thcit grantees are meeting congressional intent
and assessing program progres;. The duality of monitoring
role,_~; as suggested by CPD's guidance further indicates the
need for management to resolve the continuing conflict in
the monitors role.

-- Progqrn ?ioritis ~have not reflected the need to monitor
more effectively. Althoujh !,onitoring was a major compo-
nent of the Secretary's 1982 operating prinrities--7 of
th,e? ecretary's 17 priorities were monitoring related--such
priorities are poorly define-l and measured. HUD's new
managei,,?n: ?lan process', in our opinion, needs to contain
monitoring priorities which are defined and measured to
encourage effectiive and quality monitoring.
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-- HUD often lacks the sanctions and the political power to
correct deficiencies uncovered by monitoring. Program
officials in Housing and CPD told us that the lack of
effective sanctions prevents them from holding grantees and
performers accountable. Withholding funds for subsidized
housing, for example, is a primary enforcement tool yet is
infrequently applied due to its social consequences. A
U.S. Senate investigative staff reported that HUD has been
reluctant to recommend foreclosure as a means to bring
loans current. Withholding assistance payments to subsi-
dized project owners who misrepresent tenant incomes could
result in default, thereby making HUD the unwilling owner
of the mortgage. A working group within HUD's Committee
on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement evaluated these issues
aid reported on the need for sanctions in March 1983. The
problem of sanctions is influenced by policy, design, and
political factors which are largely beyond the control of
HUD's managers at the field office level.

These issues inhibit monitoring. In the short run,
program priorities can be better defined to guide and evaluate
monitoring performance and more can be done to clarify the role of
monitors--two suggestions made by the Committee but not effec-
tively addressed by current management. Improving staffing capa-
bilities and developing better information systems are much more
difficult to accomplish because they require solutions that take
years to implement. HUD's lack of a long-range focus--discussed
in chapter 3--is a substantial impediment to these necessary
improvements.

Managing audit and review findings

Internal and external audits, reviews, and evaluations of HUD
operations report a substantial number of deficiencies throughout
HUD's programs. For the 12-month period ended March 31, 1982, OIG
alone reported over 8,000 findings. Although HUD has procedures
for resolving findings from these sources, the effectiveness of
these efforts is unclear. For example, some are "cleared' but the
deficiency remains, and the attention given to resolution varies
by HUD office. HUD needs to more effectively "manage" the process
of analyzing, controlling, and resolving program deficiencies
identified by all sources.

Audits and reviews of HUD's program operations are performed
by a variety of sources:

--OIG annually performs many audits on program activities,
focLsing primarily on the effectiveness and appropriateness
with which program staff and other performers spend funds.

--We issue more than 20 reports a year on HUD operations,
including financial audits, program results reviews, and
reviews for economy and efficiency.
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-- Headquarters and regional office staff conduct on-site per-
formance reviews on the technical and management aspects of
program delivery.

-- HUD's Office of Policy Development and Research conducts
evaluations of policy and program impact and effectiveness.

-- Program staff perform Fraud vulnerability and Management
Control Assessments, in conformance with -ui Circular
A-123.

-- Independent public accountants (IPA's) conduct thousands of
financial audits each year of HUD performers and
contractors.

-- Field office program staff conduct hundreds of monitoring
revit.s of grantees and performers.

Standards of audit/review performance and procedures to
resolve findings vary. GAO, OIG, and IPA 'audit' findings are
more elaborately tracked and controlled and given more serious
attention by HUD managers owing to administration and departmental
priorities to control fraud, waste, and mismanagement. OIG's role
in reporting to the Congress all unresolved audit findings pro-
vides additional incentive. HUD's Audits Management System,
established in December 1977, describes the procedures for 'manag-
ing' audit findings. RUD does not have a comparable process for
tracking and resolving deficiencies from other sources, such as
the on-site reviews, yet these sources uncover significant program
deficiencies.

HUD lacks a system for centralizing and analyzing deficien-
cies reported from all sources, setting timetables and priorities
for resolution, and developing a department-wide mechanism for
tracking and controlling findings and ensuring progress toward
resolution. Such a system would also provide insights for identi-
fying major causes of program problems and may suggest ways of
avoiding management deficiencies in the future.

HUD has trouble correcting deficiencies

HUD efforts to correct the deficiencies cited in various
reviews are often inconsistent and ineffective. For example:

-- OIG is concerned about the quality of management efforts to
clear its findings, noting in one of its 1982 semiannual
reports to the Congress that clearing findings based on
promises (allowable under current HUD directives) does not
necessarily result in corrective action by management. An
OIG survey of closed findings reported in its 1982 report
revealed that in 21 percent of the cases reviewed, managers
did not implement promised actions.
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-- Deficiencies reported from on-site performance reviews
yield many substantial and recurring problems in area
office management and program delivery. The poor response
by field offices is so serious that in May 1982, the
Assistant Secretary for Housing compiled an inventory of
recurring findings and instructed office managers to
'certify' that if the problems still existed they would be
corrected.

The seriousness of findings from various reviews is not
always related to the followup effort. On-site review findings
are not as aggressively pursued as OIG findings, yet can reflect
program problems. We are not suggesting that QIG findings should
be treated differently but rather that deficiencies reported from
all sources should be analyzed, in the context of a department-
wide strategy for correcting underlying management problems.

The effort required to correct deficiencies from audits and
reviews competes with program delivery activities--an issue widely
recognized and reported by us3 in the past as a government-wide
problem. Other factors contributing to HUD's unresponsiveness to
findings include the following:

--The significance of findings varies. Our review of
deficiencies from all sources shows they span a broad range
of importance--some are clearly major problems, while
others appear far less significant, focusing more on minor
Administrative compliance. A March 1982 report on local
government officials interviewed in 19 cities stated that
monitoring efforts tended to overemphasize procedures and
documentation rather than assessment of program quality.
We also found that on-site performance review reports in
the Seattle, Pt. Worth, and Philadelphia Regional Offices,
in our opinion, did not discuss findings relative to pro-
gram effect. Thus, the individual office affected had
little sense of the seriousness of the finding. Reiating
findings to real or potential effect or impact are more
useful to management, by providing a basis for
concentrating followup attention.

--A lack of sanctions or penalties to force adherence to
regulations and procedures contributes to slow compliance
in some program areas. CPD monitors have expressed con-
siderable concern about the efficacy of pursuing findings
on disallowed costs when their grantees are unable to
correct the problem. A similar problem exists in PRA moni-
toring. Financially distressed PHAs are often unable to
correct findings reported by field staff audits due to alack of funds. Without effective enforcement capability, a

3More Effective Action Is Needed on Auditors' Findings--Millions
Can Be Collected or Saved (FGMSD-79-3, Oct. 25, 1978).
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feeling may persist among staff that 'why should we report
problems if we cannot correct them?"

The volume of reported deficiencies and the cost of correct-
ing every problem uncovered from all sources suggest a need to
rank findings, set timetables for completion, develop uniform
standards for clearance, and evaluate corrective actions in the
context bf a total departmental strategy. Responsibility for
following up on findings is needed at a top management level to
assure that prompt and serious attention is given to correcting
deficiencies.

STAFFING--A LINK TO
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

HUD continues co have problems in developing appropriate
levels of skills and expertise in many program areas. Rapidly
changing organizational needs, coupled with workload changes and
clerical shortages, will further strain HUD's efforts to improve
its staffing. HUD should develop a department-wide, systematic
approach to match staff capability to organizational needs and
redesign its training approach to include needs assessment and
evaluation.

Upgrading skills and expertise

Over the pact several years, we, the OIG, and others have
attributed many of HUD's program delivery problems to the need
to upgrade and train staff. For example:

-- OIG has repeatedly reported major staff inadequacies in
property disposition, citing poorly trained employees as
a major reason why monitoring was inadequate and program
abuses went undetected.

--A consultant and a congressional committee attributed
significant program problems in loan management activities
to inappropriate staff skills.

-- The OIG recently attributed significant monitoring
deficiencies of grantee operating agencies to lack of
training.

-- In March 1982 HUD's survey of grantees gave low marks to
the quality of area offices' community development repre-
sentatives. Those grantees believe that HUD staft were
becoming less useful and suffered a technical skill drain.

-- HUD's Committee on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement con-
cluded in 1980 that 3UD staff lacked the skills to properly
monitor and review its programs for fraud, waste, arid
mismanagement.
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-- Program staff in Philadelphia, San Antonio, and Seattle
Area Offices told us they have many unmet training needs,
which in part reflect lack of expertise and skills
necessary to accomplish specific program objectives.

-- The Assistant Secretary for Housing, in May 1982, sent a
list of major problem areas to all field offices, which
indicated individual skill performance and management defi-
ciencies commonly exist in regional and field offices,
Deficiencies included superficial financial analysis of
mortgagors which not only violates internal policy but
compromises the project's financial integrity.

--An official at the 1982 CPD Directors Conference cited
HUD's most pressing organizational issue as the 'placement
of staff in the right position to meet changing needs of
the department." Considerable concern was also expressed
over the ,tedl for training.

-- We found that the Philaielphia Area Office incurred
S124,000 in salary costs to collect S120,000 of delinquent
debts from Title I home improvement loans. A contributing
factor may have been the acknowledged poor training of debt
collectors.

Contributing to HUD's staffing problems are workload
imbalances and clerical shortages. For example:

--We found that in the Philadelphia Area Office, workload
increases in multifamily management activities, together
with corresponding cuts in staff, has resulted in a doub-
ling of project coverage for loan servicers. Area office
staff believe this situation leads to weaker project over-
sight and superficial monitoring reviews. A recent con-
sultant report on HUD's loan management operations also
expressed concern over high workloads and warned that HUD
must not overburden its staff if waste and mismanagement
are to be avoided.

--Several area office officials told us they are forced to
use staff for monitoring reviews in specialties for which
they are art trained.

-- Area office staff in San Antonlo and Seattle told us that
they are overstaffed in some housing and CPn proriam
areas. Nationwide, a shift in program emphasis away from
production to management in nousing and increased emphasis
on monitoring in CDBG will further create a need to shift
staff to match workloa- requirements.

-- Clerical shortages are one of the most pressing staff
problems in the three area offices we visited. Figures
provided by HUn's Office of Management Information showed
that field clerical staff years have been cut by nearly
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30 percent since 1980. The result has been that profes-
sional staff are doing clerical duties, which prevents them
from fulfilling program responsibilities. Professional
staff told us in two area offices they often had to do
their own typing and filing. The situation in some CPD
areas is so severe that one city community development
office, recognizing HUD's clerical 'problem,' offered to do
HUn's typing. A recent CPD survey revealed that one field
office has a ratio of 1 clerk to 21 professiorils--1 to
5 or 6 is the average in HUD's field offices.

The effect of various staffing inadequacies will continue to
take its toll on HUD's ability to monitor its pronrams and grant-
ees for fraud, waste, and mismanagement and to provide technical
assistance to grantees and other performers. Improving the qual-
ity of its workforce is particularly important to HUD as it con-
tinues to fundamentally redirect its housing and community
development programs.

Staff development and planning

RUO does not have a department-wide staffing needs planning
program to forecast long-range personnel requirements and coordi-
nate assessments of staffing needs. Current planning estimates
are short range and occur only as part of the annual budget proc-
ess. HUD does not systematically evaluate staff needs and
requirements and has no organizational unit to perform this
function.

Program offices provide organizational planning services
to accompllsh functions and develop training requirements. The
Office of Training establishes, coordinates, and implements
training and development policies and programs for all HUD
employees.

We previously reported that the principal actions necessary
to develop and use sound planning procedures which provide valid,
quality data for determining staffing needs include: 4

--Assessing the current work force characteristics, turnover,
performance, and productivity data. This involves develop-
ing a personnel dat? repository and analysis system, which
serves as a major data source for the staffing needs
planning activities.

--Identifing the diffe ences between the current work force
characteristics and the position and organizational
structures requirements.

4 Federal Work Force Planning: Time for Renewed Emphasis
(FPCD-81-4, Drec. 30, 1980).
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--Determining recruiting and training workloads and the
volume of internal movement, developing career progression
tracks and criteria for work force mix decisions, and
developing alternative action plans reflecting work force
mix combinations.

Management recognizes the need for a systematic planning
approach to determine the long-range staffing needs and guide its
efforts to improve staff capabilities. For example, the Office
of Housing faces major program changes with significant staffing
implications and has initiated action to assess its needs. In
mid-1982, the Assistant Secretary for Administration was requested
to provide

--an inventory of Housing field personnel and their skills,

--new job descriptions to suit the changes in Housing, and

--training programs to provide the skills to meet Housing's
new jobs.

A study team was proposed to perform the requested Housing
management and staffing study, but the study had been delayed
because of a pending headquarters reorganization. This study
represents an opportunity for management to integrate needs and
requirements to operational plans.

Need for an effective
training program

Training is a management -ool which contributes to the effec-
tive development and use of staff resources to achieve an agency's
goals. HUD, however, does not formally assess training needs or
evaluate training results. Consequently, HUD cannot determine if
current training efforts improve staff capacities.

HUD recognizes that it must improve its training program to
ensure that staff resources are developed and organizational goals
achieved. For example, in 1982, HUD established a separate Office
of Training to develop a system to identify all of HUD's training
needs, and evaluate HUD's training results.

A lack of information on training results also hampers HUD's
efforts to evaluate the training program. For example, although
several systems keep track of dollars and training courses, no
complete data on the number of employees trained in any given
period exists. The Office of Training has recognized this weak-
ness and is improving its data collection. Without centralization
the Office of Training has had to rely on information gathered
from regional training offices. These offices vary in their own
needs assessment activi.ies and methods of gathering field data.

Identifying training needs could also include the accepted
techniques of considering .turnover, merit or performance ratings,
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suggestions from formal training advisory committees, and analyses
of cost.

The Office of Training also faces the problems of not having
a system to evaluate the effectiveness of employee training.
Except for a few recent and limited studies of training, we found
that HUD does not systematically evaluate whether those employees
trained are receiving the necessary skills and knowledge to do
their obs better.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS ARE
NOT SUPPORTING MANAGEMENT

Managers lack adequate program information to support basic
planning and policy decisions and to exercise oversight of pro-
gram results. Program officials expressed varying degrees of
disappointment over the quality, timeliness, and usefulness of
many BUD management information systems. Chapter 5 discusses the
effectiveness of HUD's management information systems and makes
recommendations for improvement.

Management information problems appear widespread. Examples
of deficiencies previously reported include the following:

-- A 1979 Senate investigative staff report on HUD's multi-
family loan management program 'found that HUD lacks an
effective departmental-wide system to monitor HUD-held
projects....'

-- In the public housing area, a congressional investigative
staff reported in 1981 that they were "shocked at the
paucity of timely, meaningful and useful data available toofficials at the Central Office involved in the daily
oversight of the public housing program."

--A 1981 consultant's study reported that the administration
of HUD's billion-dollar operating subsidy program 'suffers
from a lack of reliable and detailed data on PHA financial
conditions, building conditions, and tenant
characteristics...."

-- In 1980, a former HU'JD Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Research wrote that in public housing, 'basic policy deci-
sions affecting the entire program continually take place
with substantial ignorance of the basic facts."

--A study on HUD's management system found that one of the
major reasons why most of HUD's operating plan reports were
not more widely used was the poor quality of information in
the performance reports.
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HUD's management information systems are not providing
timely and accurate data necessary to establish accountability
for, and control over, hoL3ing and community development pro-
grams. Although HUD spends millions each year to gather data,
much of it cannot be relied upon for controlling and monitoring
programs, and some informatioll needed by managers is not always
accurate, is untimely, or is not readily available. For irstance,
one loan management system is useJ to identify multifamily housing
projects headed for financial difficulties. However, the system
provides untimely data and is of limited value in identi -ing
trends indicating financial problems are imminent. Suce ,onitor-
ing is er- -? because of the number of projects which default.
For e, ative through September 30, 1982, HUn has writ-

' -. bout 32,000 multifamily projects valued at
l ,it Of this amount, 13.8 percent (4,422 proj-

ects) nti . This represents about 9.2 percent {S4.9 bil-
lion in in: iaims paid out) of the total multifamily
insurance wt _;'.

'ccur systems are important for a wide range of
pr(i. en.- -'ivities, including

--planning, .nd developing strategies for program funding
allocations based on needs assessments;

-- evaluating program results to measure mission
accomplishment;

--monitoring grantees' use of funds to detect and minimize
fraud, waste, and mismanagement; and

-- monitoring grantees' performance to help assure the must
effective use of funds.

Discussions with program officials End other experts suggest
that several reasons contribute to Htn's data collection problems:

-- failure to design systems that can adant to program charge;

-- lack of grantees' and performers' incentives to supply
timely, accurate data, which often is the basis of the
information system input;

-- inefficient administration of manaqement information
systems and ADP functions; and

-- little systematic assessment of user needs to develop and
maintain information systems by management.

HtUD proqr mri managers are increasingly dependent on informa-
tion system support to plan and develop policy, evaluate agency
progress, and monitor grantees' performance. Given the agency's
past history of data problems and current frustration with poor
quality management information, we believe that the redesign and
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commitment to manage existing systems more effectively. Much
can be done in the short run. Basic causes of HUD's continuing
program problems, including staffing inadequacies, lack of sanc-
ti3ns, and poor ADP systems, are more long-term in nature and will
require a departmental strategy with accountability for results
firmly established. The suggestions made in chapter 6 for improv-
ing continuity in management are crucial for improving management
over the long run.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Many of the problems discussed in this chapter are difficult
isues which will take time to resolve. Our recommendations are
grouped into short and long range. HUD can implement short-range
recommendations immediately without major changes to existing sys-
tems. Long range recommendations will require a sustained level
of effort by HUD and a high degree of coordination among many
levels of management.

For the short rang-, HUD's Secretary should:

-- Expand the use of internal editing staff to rewrite
existing instructions.

-- Involve users, such as field office staff, in the
preparation of instructions.

-- Establish a central point of accountability to oversee
compliance with streamlined departmental clearance
procedures.

-- Improve monitoring of program participants. We believe the
findings and recommendations of the Committee on Fraud,
Waste, and Mismanagement should be aggressively pursued by
all [IUD program offices. The Secretary should

--develop priorities that reflect the need for better
quality monitoring and

-- define the objectives of all types of monitoring and
specify realistic expectations for program staff.

-- Improve on-site p rformance reviews by

--de-elnning standards and guidelines for reviews to
obtain a reasoniabl level of consistency anA
comparability,

--adopting a plan for reviewing offices and proirams
that considers resource limitations and concentrates
or serious problems, and
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-- including headquartees proqram offices in the universe
of offices reviewed.

-- Improve the management of audits and reviews by developing
an action plan for improving the internal response to
problems arising from all audits and reviews. Such a plan
should include

-- categorizing and prioritizing findings and setting
timeframes for correction and

-- establishing central control for assessing and
-Sporting on the progress of corrective action.

Improved staff skills through training and other staff devel-
opment activities, as well as planniag, developing, and implement-
ing various information and management systems, represent import-
ant management activities which transcend the typical tenure of
politically appointed managers. A need exists in HUD to develop
this long-range focus if program delivery constraints presented in
this chapter are to be effectively addressed. To improve staff
resources over the long-term, the Secretary should

--establish a staff development program linked to overall
organizational planning, which will coordinate departmental
efforts to forecast personnel needs;

-- integrate staff needs assessment with program
implementation plans; and

--initiate an aggressive training needs assessments program,
including periodic training evaluations.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

HUD agreed that it has continuing problems with providing
clear and timely program delivery guidance to HUD field offices
and program participants. IUD ls taking some corrective actions
such as eliminatinq obsolete or redundant guidance, simplifying
handbooks, and speeditg the clearance process. We believe that
the actions H"D nas already taken, alone with implementing our
recommendatiung, shorjlld significantly improve HUD s performance in
this area. H'D ar--.fi wlth our rectJmmendatinns on improving itS
monitoring of priramt partIcipants and its on-site performance
reviews and 1i attrmpting to correct thi deficiencie- w' cited.

Concerning management of aidits and rpviews, HllD stat-d
that our re7ommend3tions will be eff-ctivel/ addressed by mHUD's
efforts to Improve internal corntrjlls in response to OMB Circular
No. A-123 and th- Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act. HUD
said that its new _y'tem of internal controls incorporates all
knowa rejiewrs audits, and evaluations in determining vulnerable
areas. In this regar-i, th system is still bein developded and
will not be fully implemented unti! sometime in fiscal year 1984.
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Also, while the system is designed to categorize and rank audit
and review findings, it will not necessarily establish accounta-
bility and timeframes for corrective action, as we recommend.
Further, the system will exclude findings relating to policy mat-
ters, since the internal control standards adopted pursuant to the
Federal managers' Financial Integrity Act are not intended to
cover agency policy making. Accordingly, while we support HUD's
efforts to improve its internal controls, we continue to believe
our recommendations will improve the usefulness of audits and
reviews to BUD mar.agement.

Regarding our recommendations for improving staff skills, HUD
said that it is planning, on a pilot basis, to analyze staffing
skills and needs in the housing area. If successful, HUD said it
will extend the effort to other parts of the agency. Addition-
ally, HUD said its Office of Training is working on determining
skills which will be needed to meet new program directions. We
support these efforts and believe that they are important parts of
our recommendations. In this regard, however, by further linking
staff skills analysis to HUD's proposed management plan process
noted in chapter 3 and to overall organizational planning noted in
chapter 2, HUD's management will be provided with a systematic
approach to match staff capabilities to program, organizational,
ard training needs.
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CHAPTER 5

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION SYSTEMS INTEGRITY

The financial management information systems that support
policymaking and program implementation have not kept pace withthe needs of the Congress or HUD's management. After years of
criticism, management acknowledgement of problems, and the expend-
iture of millions of dollars on systems development, HUD's infor-mation systems still are not adequate. Although HUD's management
has initiated a number of actions to improve these systems, ithas not fully addressed the underlying causes of these systems
problems. To eliminate these causes HUD needs to

-- create a central direction and focus for development of
financial management policies and systems, and

-- improve its long-range planning to establish improved
oversight and control over automated systems.

HUD's management information systems do not provide timelyand accurate data necessary to establish accountability for, and
control over, housing and urban development programs. AlthoughHUD spends millions each year to gather data, much of this data
cannot be relied upon for controlling and monitoring programs, andother information needed by managers is not always accurate, is
untimely, or is not readily available.

In addition to program functions, accounting activities
would benefit from better systems, Although HUD started automat-ing its accounting systems in the 1950's, these systems are notfully automated and extensive manual effort is needed for account-
ing functions. Historically these functions have received limitedtop management emphasis and lower priority in systems develop-
ment. The result has been, as this review shows, that systems donot

-- include necessary internal controls to adequately protect
aqainst fraud, waste, at.d mismanagement;

-- utilize efficient work processes:

-- cmplyv with principles and standards prescribed by the
fomptroller General; and

--promote sound financial management by providing management
timel and accurate financial data needed for policy
oversight, proqram implemezntatio)n, and budqetary analysis.
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DESCRIPTION OF FINANCIAL
NMANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Ftnancial management information systems, in the broadest
sense, is the geahering, storing, processing, analyzing, retriev-
ins, using, and Communicating of information to perform account-
ing, budgeting, managerial, professional, technical, or clerical
tasks. The integrity of these systems, in short, refers to their
soundness and completeness. The systems' objectives are to
increase management efficiency and effectiveness and fully dis-
close the results of operations. With HUD's diverse programs,
these results could include areas such as the economic viability
of housing projects and the use of funds by grantees, as well as
traditional accounting functions such as obligation and fund
control.

To accomplish these objectives HUD relies on a large number
of manual and automated information systems. HUD's field offices
and the offices of the assistant secretaries receive, collect, and
generate input to the Department's management information sys-
tems. In addition to an unknown number of manual systems, as of
December 31, 1982, BHUD headquarters had 103 automated operating
systems, 20 under development, and 12 planned. At the same time,
the :IUD regional offices had 25 automated operating systems and
6 under development.

These information systems support accounting and administra-
tive functions and assist managers in performing proaram functions
as the following chart of headquarters systems illustrates.

Responsible Operational Systems under Planned
assistant secretary systems development systems Total

Administration 45 6 4 55

housing 32 8 3 41

Community Planning
and Development 9 2 1!

Other 17 4 % 26

Total 103 20 12 %]

The HUD budget includes separate fundinq for the automatic
data proces:inq activity whictl supports tnese -, stem. The fiscal
1981, 19R2, and 1983 budgets for this support* were $34.9 mnillion,

S30.4 mrlllon, anc S31.0 million respectively. Tf.e lqRP budqet
justification states that HUD's budget will provide the level of
support needed t maintain the current 5yvstmrs but wiil not
support a major ,q-adinq of these systems.
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R3OIR_3NITS FOR SYSTEMS tNTEGRITY

An adequate system tof inter-nf control has long been recoq-nized as an indispensable part of complete financial amnagementsystems. Internal controls prov-ide management with reasonable
but not absolute assurance that

-- financial and management resources are safeguarded fromunauthorized use or disposition;

-- transactions are executed according to authorizations;

-financial and management records are accurate and reports
are reliable; and

--applicable laws, regulations, and policies are adhered to.

Also, the Congress emphasized the need for systems integrityand established an overall policy for operating these systemts
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 required each department oragency to establish a single, clear line of accountability for
data processing activities. In addition, this act Wva designed

-- minimize the federal qoverrment's cost of collecting,
maintaining, using, and disseminating information;

-- maximize the usefulness of information collected by thefederal governrent; and

-- ensure that automated sstems are used to improve servicedelivery and program management, reduce waste and fraud,
and reduce the infor'mationn processing burden of the federalgovernment.

To accomplish tie purpose of this act, each aqency, including HOD,is required to designa l a i3nir efficlal with responsibility to
carry nO-.t he ac*.

The act does nor .tre rie a specific orrianizational struc-
tire for carry/ina o-Jt r-;. - t l I t;r . r-quire that thedesignated senior officiai l-rrn d-r ,tl. ; thne aqency head.Also, the act sets oxt Cert-i .._s ris:s l!lt lt; involving compli-ance and acc-ntabal tt: and indictate that t.e senior officialneeds to exert substar.tial infl :ence and authority over the use ofinfornation re:aourcrs.

Further, in October 98t, te Offirce of Manaqement and Budgetissued Circular A-123 requirino al-'- ae-Cics to emaiitain adequate

!Section 1t3 of the Accountzrq and Aiadittnq Act of 1950 (31
U.S.C. 3512).
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financial control systems and to periodically assess their effec-
tiveness. This requirement was recently reinforced and strength-
ened by the Federal ManagersT Financial ntQegrity Act of 1S2
(Public Law 97-255) which required ongoing evaluations and
reporting on the adequacy of systems of internal accounting and
administrative control of each executive agency.

Under this act, each agency is required to provide reasonable
assurance that:

"(i) obligations and costs are in compliance with
applicable law:

(ii) funds, property, and other assets are safeguarded
against waste, loss, unauthorized use, or
misappropriation; and

(iii) revenues and expenditures applicable to agency
operations are properly recorded and accounted for
to permit the preparation of accounts and reliable
financial and statistical reports and to maintain
accountabiity nve the asa ts'0

Further, by December 31, 19R3, and by De'ember 31 of each
succeeding year, the head of each department or agency is required
to prepare a statement on the basis of an evaluation conducted in
accordance with the OMB guidelines. The statemert must indicate
that

-- the agency's systems of internal acco'unting and administra-
tive control fully comply with the standards prescribed by

the Comptroller General; or

-- such svstems do not fully comply with these standards;
and

-- the anency's accountina systers do or do not fully comply
with the principles and standards anul related requirements
prescribtd by the Co.putrolier General.

If the system do nfot cop!v ti rh- h' romt roller eceneral's
requirements, a tatempnt i; rrau-lrod explaininq any material
weaknesses and t.ine aoencv's plans and schedules for corrective
actions.

SYSTEMS SUPPORTAING
PWGKfiRAM ACTTVITTIES.

HDV'S matfr pruQram activirtisT use and rely on mana-:ement
information systems. The headquarters and field activities under
the Assistant Secrtary- for Housing are he hbiqgest users. These
major activities have consistently acKnowledqed that the systems
do not fully meet their program manaqement needs. The problem of
poor data has included not only that needed by HUD managers for
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program monitoring and decisionmaking, but also data needed by theOff ice of Management and Budget and the congress for budgetarycltions and oversight functions. Chapter 4 disc ss the need
for improved information systems to s'ipport program delivery.

HUD has recognized that its management information systemswere not designed to meet user's needs. For example, in 1981,BUD, as part of its justification for acquiring new equipment,commented on its systems as follows:

NMost of RUD's data systems were developed independently
of each other to solve relatively specific problems forparticular programs or administrative purposes. Thesesystems were designed primarily for operation by dataprocessing specialists and did not support the manualprocesses of program area staffs. Each system was
created with unique input forms, output reports, and
data bases. As a result, several HUD systems collect andprocess the same information--repeatedly--on communities,
projects, properties, lenders, or ea-en in-house work
activities. While the systems are faster than oldtr
manual methods, they fall short oZ meeting total user
-Xeeds -- X

wore recent studies by internal and external groups (see
apps. II and III), including us, have consistently pointed outproblems requiring HUD management's attention, emphasized theimportance of computer usage in HUbt's future, and suggestedmanagement and operations chanqes to permit information systemsto more fully meet manqem-ent's needs. Examples of specificproblems follow.

--Much of the data that the public housing authorities
provide to HUD would be_ useful in calculating and budgeting-URD's annual public housing operatin4 subsidies. However,HID does not have automated systems to refine the data for
use by toe central program office.

-- An information system cannot provide key _data elementsneedet tfor program management e-en though the date is sub-mitted to HUD on other forms or reports. The Director ofHWry's Existing Housing Division identified data needed butnot provided by this system including:

--- Rents collected from tnant families.

-- Administrative f-es' paid public houingt authorities.

Also, in 1982, the Inspector General reported. that HUD'sstandards and procedures for developing automated syrtems con-
tained inconsistencies, sae .ere never compieted, and others wereonly partially implemented. The absence of effective standardsand procedures inhibite6 management in controll iq The development
process. For example, the Inspector General repcxrted that users
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did not actively participate in testing new systems to ensure
their integrity before they were implemented. Consequently, UD
installed systlems which contained defects, resulted in excessive
costs, and caused users to lose confidence in the systems. The
Inspector General also reported a lack of proedures at MUD to
(1) enforce system development standards, (2) track and evaluate
users' problems with systems, and (3) monitor the resolution of
such problems.

Our review of four major automated systems used to support
Housing management reinforced the results of these prior stud-
ies. Appendix XI shows the history, purpose, contents, output
frequency, and intended users of the systems reviewed. Appendix
XII shows the results of our study of these four systems.

Our review also showed that HUD had acted to correct
individual system deficiencies. However, the underlying causes
of these deficiencies were not eliminated. Specific problems,
many of which can be tra.-ed to a need fu r better planning and con-
trolling system development and implementation (and which were
consistently identified by the iUD studies and our review f riDm

-systems4, inciuded =:

-- Systems were developed without adequate analyses of cost
effectiveness. Also, existing systems were not effectively
evaluated for continued usefulness and cost effectiveness.

--Users' needs were inadequately assessed prior to designirn
systems.

-System capabilities were compromised as a result of cost or
schedule overruns or budget constraints.

-- Syste'as were implemented before effective user doclimenta-
tion and training were available, resulting in users not
understanding system capabilities and processes.

-- Systems were imposed on field offices without adequate
consideration of the additional data ent y burdens.

-- Data quality was hampered by problems such as:

-- Incoming data was late or inccufplete.

-Data collection forms wert overly complicated, data
Item definitions were inadeqiate, and clients were
required to enter the same data on different forws.

-- The same data, often from the same forms, were input
two or more times into different systems.
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SYSTEMS SUPPORTING
ACCOUNTING :FUCTONS

In addition to program functions, accounting activities alsowould benefit from better systems. Although BUD started automat-ing its accounting systems in the 1950's, systems have not beenfully automated and extensive manual effort is needed for account-ing functions. Historically, top level management has not placedheavy emphasis on automating accounting operations, establishinginternal controls, developing efficient and effective work proces-ses, and assuring that accounting systems comply with prescribedprinciples and standards.

For example, in 1958, HUD introduced the first computersystem for mortgage insurance accounting and by 1964 had computer-ized many of the processes in the insurance accounting system. In1S74, we reported on the Department's accounting system problems,and we have commented on the systems many times since. Our 1974report noted that the Department had experienced difficulty inpreparing the annual financial statements for the Federal HousingAdministration fund. We pointed out that the delays made it
impossible freport to the -:ongxess on: he results f the7insurance. operations and the financial conditions of the insurancefunds by specifiee dates. We attributed the problems to

--a cumbersome accounting system which required several
manual entries to record a relatively simple trarnsaction,

-data required to maintain and/or update the insuranceaccounting records that were not promptly provided by HUD'sa~tomnated data processing systems, and

--systems internal controls that were not adequate.

In 1975, the Department started to develop a system to inte-grate its moLtyage insurance accounting suitsystems. These subsys-
tems were needed because of the volJme of work iniolved. Forexample, IT) -ci-ronts for approximately

--five million insured mortgages on single-family homes,

--one Iil ion Title I insured home il.mprcvements loans,

-- 300,000 %-.o repais- to properties annually, and

--S7f'0 million In insurance premium collections annually.

44j ot-r, management did not develop the neededi automationto support efficient and effective atct.,ntinq operations. Fur-thr, wer have c-,nsistently been unable to express an unqualifiedopinion on the Financial stat-ments ot the Feoeral Housing Admin-isfratioii fun.] necause of accounting system deficiencies. These
deficiencies have inctl-i-i-d errors made in entering accounting
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data, backlogs in processing accounting data, and automatic data
processing problems.

In 1981, after spending over $27 million, the Department
redirected its system development efforts. HUD's most significant
change was in the method adopted to reach the original goal.
Rather than developing a large and complex integrated system, the
insurance accounting functions were divided into 15 major program
components and related subsystems. Major emphasis was giver, to
acquiring computer programs that were already developed and in use
by private industry. As each subsystem is implemented, HUD plans
to incorporate it into a consolidated accounting system that will
also be built as much as possible from software products available
in the private sector. The goal is for the consolidated account-
ing system to maintain accounting data that will meet all formal
reporting requirements at the fund and Department level.

In addition to the problems in accounting for mortgage insur-
ance programs, HUD also has experienced problems in performing the
a-ccaunting, reporting, and finiancial functions related to other
departmental programs. A 1982 HUD Inspector General report con-

-cXludeed::ththe accounting systems -supportinq these programs-pro--------
vided inaccurate and incomplete data. The systems were also labor
intensive because of the many manual accounting and reporting
functions. For example, external reports were prepared manually
for the Office of Management and Budget, Treasury, and others
because accounting system output reports were not in the proper
format. This Inspector General report concluded that the assisted
housing accounting system. which accounts for the public housing
and rent supplement programs, was incomplete. As this system is
the sole source for actual dollar and unit amounts relating to the
reservation of loan, contract, and budget authority, this weakness
has a major impact on the integrity of HUD's accounting and bud-
geting. Because this system did not account for the receipt and
disbursement of funds or maintain the general ledgers, this infor-
mation had to be maintained manually by the regional accounting
divisions.

A memorandum provided to us by the current Assistant Spcre-
tary for Administration described the overall management and
operational problems of the Office of Finance and Accounting as
follows:

-- The Office has not been sufficiently involved in '3D' s
financial policy development; consequently, the agency has
adopted financially unsound practices which has made this
Office's job even more difficult.

-- HUD's field staff has been indifferent about reporting its
financial transactions to the Office of Finance and
Accounting, believing that this is an administr~airve burden
imposed on regional program staff. This makes official
accounting and financia' reporting data both untimely and
inaccurate. This has also contributed to the inability to
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determine the amount of MUD's delinquent debt. It also
accoUts for why the program ffices' -nmbers onn total out-
standing debt differ from those of the Office of Finance
and Accounting.

-- Only 40 percent of headquarters accounting systems are
automated, and the field accounting systems are only
slightly betterr, orover most of the automated
accounting systems are obsolete.

An analysis by the Office of Finance and Accounting staff in
July 1982 pointed out similar weaknesses. For example, the report
described the following weaknesses in HUD's three main accounting
systems other than for Federal Housing Adiniistcration activities:

--The assisted housing accounting system which accounts for
the rent assistance and public housing programs was frag-
mented and was not designed to account for budget authority
and activity from-t inception through the end of the Depart-
nent's financial res-ponsitrilirty. Complete, centralized
general ledgers were not maintained for each appropriation

: = E which timely ex rtal zan i i ri Fd= be
prepared.

-- The program accounting system for HUD's grant programs,
including comimunity development block grants, needed a
replaceaneat for its data base management sy-stem adtv
improvements to its internal and external financial
reporting.

-- The general administrative accounting systfm is used to
process administrative staff expenses and other general
accounting transactions. It is a combined manual and auto-
mtated operation. Many reports are manually prepared, caus-
ing delays and occupying staff who can be better used in
researching problems and analyzing reports. In addition,
the lack of written operating procedures causes errors,
loss of management control, and inefficiencies.

In addition, our review showed that HUD's accounting systems
were not adequately supporting budget developmernt -tt bidget
execution monitoring. Pa:e 6n, discusses the effort required to
compile budgetary data from the various HUD accounting systemsi.

Providing internal controls

The message of internal and external reports have been
that HUD's information systems did not include adequate interral
controls. our review identified specific areas that newI..ol
improvement. HU) n,- -- to

--improve internal ;:oilttols over collections of
single-family insurance premiums from mortgageeq,
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-- place receipts under immediate accounting control by
heaquarters- and

-- process receipts and disbursements in accordance with eound
cash management practices.

cetails on the results of our review in these three areas are
included as appendix XIIIa

Streamlining accounting processes

Both our reviews and the Inspector General's review- have
identified Persistent needs for HUD to streamline its accounting
processes to eliminate problems. These problems include the need
for improving billing and collection of defaulted Title I hcan
improvement loans. While HUD could benefit from automating
accounting systems, the processes used must also be improved.

WJi has contracted for devlopment of a syster to enhance
control over and collection of hcme improvement loans -titIe I)-.
Followup work on our prior report2 on BUR's collection efforts

lausatteai thex ae:edi Imreth toz I--ve t = eiauoce _."
to automating the system.

We found that most aspects of the home improvement loan
program were centralized, but field offices handled collection
efforts. Before JHUD initiated collection c~rlon, the le nder sub-
mitted the defaulted loan to HUD headquarters for payment. iiHTj!
headquarters processed this claim through several units in the
Office of Finance and Accounting and the Office of Titlle I Insurei
Loans to validate the claim, compute the amount of payment due the
lender, establish records, and determine the appropriate field
office to handle the collections. If this process takes too long,
HUD has trouble collecting the defaulted loan becetuse it is gen-
erally recnSniz-i that the older a debt becomes the more difficult
it is to collect.

Our review of selected cases ard 1 tlicstission with HUD offi-
cials indicated that it was taking over 6 -nonths and tu to I year,
in some cases, after headquarters received the claim before it was
tran;ferred to tne field office for collection. These delays
reduce the chances for collection since many borrowers sell their
property, move, or declare bankruptcy. Unless to process is
streamlined to expedite field collection action, tile full benefits
of automation will not be realized.

We also found inconsistencies between HUD procedures for
compromising (settling with debtor, for less than the full amount

2Defaulted Title I Home Improvement Loans--Highly Vulnerable to
Fraud, Waste and Abuse (AFMD-82-14, Dec. 12, 1981).
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due) and complete write offs of loans. HUD has granted area
offices authority to writeoff debts as uncollectable. The area
offices can determine that the debt is economically uncollectable
after analysis of the case and use of appropriate collection pro-
cedures. On the other hand, only headquarters has the authority
to compromise debts at less than full value. As a result, area
office staff must prepare and transmit cases to headquarters for
review before the debt can be compromised. We were told by an
area office official that the debtor's check was held at the area
office for over a month. Area office staff stated that this
approval process takes too long and, in some cases, the opportu-
nity to compromise is lost. This process must be streamlined
before the automated process can be fully effective in improving
debt collection.

HUD also has a process, which, if linked closely to the
defaulted home improvement c;Lcrt in area offices, could improve
the collection program. HUD headquarters staff financial repre-
sentatives visit participating lenders about every 2 years to
evaluate compliance with program regulations, provide advice and
direction on the program, and review lenders' claim collection
procedures. A HUD Title I official in Housing at headquarters
said Housing staff prepares a written report. Area office repre-
sentatives included in our review stated, however, that they had
little contact with headquarters staffs and were not always
informed of visits or provided copies of reports. Such contact
between headquarters and field staff could provide valuable
insight into the existence of problem lenders or alert field
offices of expected future collection problems.

Accounting systems approval

In April 1970, the Department's general accounting system
was found to be in compliance with the principles and standards
prescribed by the Comptroller General. The Department has made
substantial revisions in the operation of its accounting systems
due to changing missions and goals since 1970. A number of new
systems or systems revisions have been implemented without assur-
ance that they are in compliance with prescribed principles and
standards. HUD's accounting systems are described in more detail
in chapter 3.

The Department has acted to develop accounting systems in
several areas to replace the general accounting system. The
areas to be supported by these systems are

-- community development grants and loans,

-- assisted housing,

-- administration, and
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-- mortgage insurance.3

In addition, HUD plans to upgrade its accounting systems
and request Comptroller General approval. This approval is
granted when systems are found to be operating in accordance with
prescribed principles and standards. At the time of this review,
only the payroll system had been submitted for approval. In
November 1982, the Comptroller General determined that the Depart-
ment's payroll system conformed to the prescribed principles and
standards and approved the system's design.

INITIATIVES FOR IMPROVING
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Recognizing these continuing financial management information
system problems, HUD initiated actions to make its systems more
supportive of the needs of the Congress and departmental
management. These actions included

--studies of accounting procedures and controls, data
processing functions, and systems designed to improve HUD
management;

-- efforts designed to reduce costs through promoting more
efficient and effective systems; and

-- steps designed to increase accountability and reduce waste,
fraud, and mismanagement by implementing improved systems
of internal control.

Also, management has recognized a need to better manage the
resources which are available for systems development.

Recent management initiatives

To determine the actions needed to improve its systems,
HUD has hired consultants in automatic data processing and
accounting systems. In addition, in-house teams are studying
various accounting and management areas. HUD also contacted
industry groups and private companies to obtain ideas on manage-
ment improvements. In a memorandum provided to us by the cur-
rent Assistant Secretary for Administration, HUD reported that
16 management studies had been completed since June 1981, and
22 studies were underway covering a broad range of areas including
information systems, accounting, procurement, and financial
management.

3 The mortgage insurance business is accounted for through the
Federal Housing Administration funds. Although these funds are
required to follow generally accepted accounting principles, they
are exempted from accounting system approval requirements by the
Government Corporation Control Act.
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The completed studies were used to provide a basis for
important management decisions. For example, the automatic data
processing function was reorganized from three offices into one
office to assist the Secretary and other top management by provid-
ing better data needed to run the Department and at less cost.
Another study discussed the need for changes in the way HUD
undertook its financial management responsibilities.4

HUD management also conserved funds by reducing and simplify-
ing reports produced by current systems. For example, the Assist-
ant Secretary for Administration reported that by streamlining
management systems and simplifying reporting, HUD would save over
$2 million in fiscal year 1982 and each year thereafter. Funds
saved are available for system modernization efforts.

In addition, HUD has heavily relied on its financial
management systems to eliminate fraud, waste, and mismanagement
through implementing improved systems of internal control and
strengthening accountability. Efforts in this area include

-- establishing better and more effective communications
between the program offices and the administrative offices;

-- educating program participants (e.g., cities, housing
managers) on the importance of preventing fraud, waste, and
mismanagement;

-- emphasizing the use of performance appraisals to establish
individual accountability; and

-- implementing Office of Management and Budget guidelines by
identifying and ranking the areas most susceptible to
fraud, waste, and abuse.

In addition, top management has recently initiated actions to
develop improved systems to support accounting activities. These
actions emphasize increasing use of office automation and having
contractors perform selected data processing functions. One
action which HUD believes has significant potential involves
changing to automated systems currently used in the business world
which can be adapted to meet HUn's neeis. (See discussion on page
119.)

Another action was designed to improve internal controls in
the Office of Finance and Accounting. This project was a coop-
erative effort by the Office of Administration and the Office of
Inspector General. The objectives of this project, initiated in
October 1981, were to

4 "Financial Management Study", Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Office of Administration, Fall 1982.
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-- establish a systematic approach to identify selected
vulnerable accounting systems;

-- document existing internal controls; and

-- assess the effectiveness of internal controls in preventing
fraud, waste, abuse, and mismanagement.

In working toward accomplishing -hese objectives, the project team
performed a vulnerability assessment of HUD's accounting systems
and then reviewed selected accounting systems considered vulner-
able to fraud and mismanagement. The team issued a report on this
project in December 1982.

Efforts of this type will place the Secretary in a better
position to retort on the adequacy of the Department's internal
controls as re'uired by the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity
Act (Public La 97-255). The first report under this act is
required by December 31, 1983.

Several external efforts have been or are also underway to
study what measures can and should be taken to bring about other
improvements, The President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Con-
trol has reported on several accounting and financial management
areas. In addition, a multiphased government-wide effort,
entitled "Reform 88", will address, as one of its four principal
concerns, federal budget and financial management systems.

Recognized need fo:
system resources management

HUD recently established an office under the Assistant
Secretary for Administration with responsibility for automatic
data processing. This consolidated the data processing activities
of three different offices. The consolidation was designed to
create a more efficient organization and place responsibility and
accountability for data processing operations at a higher level.
In addition, management recognized a need for further action to
improve coordination among organizational elements and to improve
planning and control of automation resources.

Additional modernization of the Department's information
systems will be needed. Many existing systems are obsolete and
others will become obsolete because of changes in program
emphasis.

Also, changes in HUD's method of operation and organiza-
tional alignment will necessitate system changes. For example,
HUD plans a protracted effort to identify commercial functions
which can be contracted out. This contracting effort will shift
resources from work process systems (those most likely to be con-
tracted out) to monitoring and tracking systems (those needed for
program management). Another shift is the co-location of area
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offices and regional offices. (See chapter 2.) This co-location
could ultimately require design changes in automated systems.

STRENGTHENING SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT

Although HUD expects the above initiatives to improve the
adequacy of its financial management information systems, it
recognizes that further improvements are needed. Because of the
longstanding nature of this need, we analyzed prior internal and
external studies which cited deficiencies in various HUD manage-
ment information systems. These studies and our review of several
HUD systems showed common underlying causes of weaknesses in HUD's
management information systems. To eliminate these causes HUD
needs to

-- create a central direction and focus for development of
financial management policies and systems and

-- improve its long-range planning to establish improved
oversight and control over automated systems.

Establishing accountability

Financial management decisions are made throughout HUD
without the benefit of central control and direction. Financial
management responsibilities are shared by most HUD activities, but
there is not a single focal point in the organization below the
Office of the Secretary with authority or responsibility for pro-
viding oversight and coordinating the development of financial
policies and systems. As a result, adequate consideration is not
always given to the financial impact of policy decisions.

Financial management at HUD is decentralized with most
offices sharing responsibilities for financial support activities
for program areas. These offices under the various assistant
secretaries perform financial management functions and establish
financial management policies for their program areas. Because
there is no formal relationship or coordination of financial
management responsibilities, there is no uniform basis for finan-
cial management decisions at HUD. Figure 5-1 and appendix XIV
show the dispersion of finanrcial management responsibilities
within HUD.

We believe HUD needs to unify its financial management under
a management structure which will provide cohesiveness among all
HUD activities.5 This unification can best be accomplished by
providing central direction to financial management through

5The location of the Chief Financial Officer in the HUD orga-
nization would be determined by the organizational structure
adopted. Management's options are discussed in chapter 6.
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Figure 5-1
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establishing a Chief Financial Officer or Comptroller. This ind.-
vidual would have overall responsibility for financial management
policy and would be expected to establish, coordinate, and main-
tain an integrated plan controlling accounting and financial
operations, including development of financial management
information systems.

This organizational change would provide a focal poirt in HUD
with organizational oversight and accountability for all financial
management activities, including development of modern financial
management information systems. Further, this change wculd help
ensure continuation of recent management initiatives designed to
restore financial management system integrity through better
planning and control of limited data processing resources.

Historically, the large program activities--housing and
community development--have established financial policy for their
programs and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion has served in a support role. There has been no department-
wide focus on financial management policy decisions. Without this
central focus or uniform basis for financial management decisions
which would be provided by central direction, unsound financial
policies have resulted. Problems reported by us and the Inspector
General or disclosed during our review illustrates this problem.
For example,

-- debt collection efforts were impeded by unsound policies
which resulted in reduced interest charges for borrowers
who defaulted,

--government borrowings were increased by missed
opportuni:ies for improved cash management, and

-- financial management information systems did not include
needed internal controls.

The Chief Financial Officer or Comptroller should be a high-
ranking official who could devote continuous attention to carrying
out the financial management functions for various HUD programs.
The role of this Chief Firnancial Officer is illustrated by the
following figure:
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Figure 5-2

POTENTIAL ROLE OF HUD's CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
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Among the responsibilities of this individual could be:

1. Establishing, coordinating, and maintaining an integrated
plan for the control of accounting and financial operations.
Such a plan would provide HUD mana-ement with cost accounting
data, budget estimates, appropriation controls, etc., along
with the necessary procedures to accomplish the plan.

2. Reporting and interpreting the results of financial opera-
tions for all levels of management. This function includes
the design, installation, and maintenance of accounting and
cost systems and records; the determination of accounting
policy; and the compi2ation of statistical records as
required.

3. Reporting financial data on HUD operations to government
agencies, such as Treasury and OMB.

4. Protecting the assets of the agency. This function includes
establishing and maintaining adequate internal controls.

5. Defining data processing goals, setting priorities to achieve
these goals, and measuring results through systematic
comparative analyses.

This Chief Financial Officer will also need to have a measure
of continuity so that designated responsibilities can be carried
out in a logical, planned manner. Providing this cype of continu-
ity could bi achieved if the position is a career-reserved Senior
Executive Service position or, if politically appointed, by
requiring congressional notification of the reasons for removal as
is provided Inspectors General by the law. While the appointment
of this individual would not be expected to immediately correct
all existing problems with accounting and financial management
systems, this appointment would be a significant step in the right
direction.

Planning system development

The diversity of HUD's data processing operations makes
adequate long-range planning essential. Although recognized as
essential for system development, HUD does not have an adequate
plan for acquiring, managing, and controlling its automation
resources. As a result, HUD has not defined its data processing
goals and objectives in relation to its changing missions, set
priorities to achieve these goals and objectives, and measured
results through organized, systematic, comparative ana yses.
Because HUD has not maintained its planning process, it did not
exercise the oversight and control necessary to

-- adequately evaluate the relative cost effectiveness (and
thins providing a valid basis for allocation of resources)
of existing and proposed systems and
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-- adequately consider user needs and administrative burdens
during system development.

During our review, the basic planning process at HUD was
related to the budget. (See chapter 3.' Beyond the budget, ve
found no long-range goals or objectives for data processing. The
most reoent long-range plan was in 1978 when HUD initiated efforts
to upgrade its central computer facility. This plan was intended
to express, in general terms, HUD's requirements for systems,
staff, and equipment for the 8-year period beginning in fiscal
year 1980. HUD suspended its long-range planning due to budget
cuts. A HUD official tc d us this affected HUD's ability to plan
during this time.

To evaluate the effectiveness of HUD's use of data processing
resources, we reviewed 57 automation requirements documents for
revising 9 automated systems. This review disclosea that

--33 of the 57 requirements did not consider costs and
benefits;

--27 of the 57 requirements related to output, such as
one-time reports or report format changes;

-- little consideration was given to improving input
procedures and system efficiency; and

--a data processing program was under development for a hous-
ing program for which no funds were requested in fiscal
year 1983.

As a result, HUD management did not have assurance that resources
were being used most effectively.

The need for a long-range planning process is further demon--
strated by the size or the HUD data processing budget and the
number of systems in operation at HUD headquarters. The budget
was $31.6 million in 1983. Also, the number of systems in
operation has expanded as shown in figure 5-3 on page 132.
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Figure 5-3

GROWTH OF AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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Source: Office of Assistant Secretary For Administration, HUD

The need for periodic reevaluation of needs as part of
the long-range planning process is demonstrated hy the foll -ing
example. In April 1977, HUD determined tnat the process for
underwriting single-family mortgage insurance should be auto-
mated. The project was to be completed in 1980 and cost abuut
$2 million. HUD planned to develop a system to handle insurance
applications, including automating the process for property
appraisals, mortgage credit analyses, and data inter .. e with
other automated systems. By December 1982, HJ]D's development
costs were about $7 million with expected future development costs
of $4 million, and HUD had moved to allow appraisals and some
other mortgage processing functions to be provided by the private
sector. Because HUD's management did not maintain its formal
planning process, it did not begin making changes until after the
development costs and workload had changed.

A similar situation exists in developing new automated
management information systems. Historically, the program activ-
ities have developed information s,stems to meet their needs.
However, this dispersion of responsibility has resulted in systems
being developed without full consideration of the Department's
information needs, and no one can be held account Jle when systems
do not meet expectations.
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Different HUD organizations manage and use computers and
related resources such as computer software and personnel for
their individual goals and objectives. Although the central data
processing office is under the Assistant Secetary for Administra-
tion, sizable staffs are also found under the Assistant Secretary
for Housing and the Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and
Development. For elample:

-- Housing's Management Information Systems Division has about
70 people that develop housing data systems, operate these
data and information systems, and provide technical and
management assistance.

-- Community Planning and Development's Data Systems and
Statistics Division has about 20 people that establish

policies, standards, and procedures for systems; identify
data requirements for all programs; and administer and
evaluate automated system requirements.

Further, the field staffs at the regions and area offices have
their own data processing systems. This decentralized management
structure, as well as the availability of inexpensive and easy-to-
-use equipment, has resulted in minicomputer and word processing
systems with related software applications being developed at
program divisions, regions, and area offices.

For example, HUD's Philadelphia Regional Office acquired a

minicomputer that links word processing equipment. Although
initially the region will use the system to maintain program files
which are now manually maintained, this word processing network
provides a capability to automate many functions in the region.
Philadelphia's acquisition appears inconsistent with HUD's effort
to scale down its teleprocessing plans.

HUD identifies data processing requirements for the budget

cycle and controls expenditures through the working capital fund.
Both are good central control features. Ho ever, there is little
central control over the use of personnel to develop computer
programs, and headquarters offices have found methods of satis-
fying their automation needs witout obtaining central approval.
For example, Housing's Office of Financial Management converted a
timesharing system used for financial analysis into a work process
system. Also, Office of Administrative Services purchased a
programable calculator and used it to automate verious job
functions.

In May 1982, HUD started a review of the acquisition and

use of information processing equipment and began to inventory
equipment and software applications. A similar study was per-
formed by the Computer Sciences Corporation for HUD in 1980. The
findings of this 1980 study were that equipment was underutilized
and incompatible.
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;-i~)regionally :unique systems. The term "regionally unique" means a 
.... s et. _hichAas-been__._r o-te beng. .de veloped-i-n- ornaei:-region,- but- :... --=
=-< functions being automated by the system generally are not unique

to-tohe-region- and- can -be-adopted by other=-regions..- Becausel HUD- .
--- lacks control over development of regionally unique systems, there

.W GiU L::ass LUa;: L. hsusUf±u L :LUeidnL.Ly unlque systeM s wil ibDe: :
shared with other regions or that ineffective or inefficient
regionally unique systems will be discontinued.

HUD's installation of a decentralized computer network in
the regional and area offices further amplifies the need for
long-range planning. This network will consist of minicomputers
located in field offices linked together with HUD's central com-

: iputers via a public communications network. This system will
allow users to design programs more closely tailored to their par-

--ticular applicat ions. The potential for such a system is lfmited
m--ore by its management than by ifts technology. This system will
requirebetter plarnning :to conserve software development--< G
resources.

=~CONCLUSIONS .

If HUD is to satisfy thie public's expectation of greater
accountability over public funds, financial management systems
=-must: be=improved. -...A strong:commitment :by: HUD anagrement will ; be;L::L___
required if the needed improvements are to be made and if the
public's demand for efficient operations is to be met.

The need for this commitment and unified financial management
to provide consistency and coherence among all HUL activities is
even more urgent in today!s changing environment. This belief is
supported by the recent passage of the Federal Managers' Financial
Integrity Act of 1982 and the Office of Management and Budget's
action in issuing Circular A-123.

Overall, we believe that the courses of action discussed
in this chapter, in combination with recommendations in other
chapters, will assist the Department in developing the financial
management information system integrity needed to support manage-
ment in budgeting, policymaking, and program implementation.
Although we recognize that the development of modern financial
management systems is a long-range project, we believe that the
first steps lie with a long-term approach to solving the
underlying causes of system shortcomings.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Because of the need for major changes in the Department's
financial management systems, we are making both short- and long-
range recommendations. The short-range recommendations can be
rapidly implemented without making extensive system changes.
These changes should be implemented regardless of the eventual
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redesign and automation of the various systems. The long-range
recommendationsa should be implemented to resolve the basic defects
w yhihhave --caus-dthe rec-urrence - of--system -peblems-.. -. = Af I.

-For -thie short-rarnge,_, the_ Secretary of -the Department of 
Housing ana Urban Development should

-- Establish a Chief Financial Officer with clear responsibil-
ity and accountability for establishing financial policy
and providing a central focus for development of financial
management systems.

-- Correct internal control weaknesses and other financial
management information system problems identified during
this review by assuring that:

-- The single-famifly premium collection system and :the
process for handling cash receipts -and disbursements
-include adequate internal controls-.--- -

-- Collections are placed under immediate accounting
controls.

-- Sound cash management practices are followed in
handling receipts and disbursements.; 

-- The home improvement loan collection process is
streamlined as part of the current automation effort.

For the long-range, the Secretary of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development should:

-- Move to centralize financial management policy development
under the Chief Financial Officer.

-- Continue efforts to restore integrity to the Department's
financial management information systems by enhancing
system internal controls.

-- Streamline the processes used to accomplish accounting
functions.

-- Develop accounting systems which comply with the principles
and standards established by the Comptroller General. The
objective of this development process should be to estab-
lish accounting systems capable of providing timely, accu-
rate, and comprehensive information and serving as a basis
for reporting on the adequacy of internal controls as
required by the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act.

-- Enhance financial management information system improve-
ments and future automation by establishing a long-range
automatic data processing planning and control process. As
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part of this plaanining -and -control process, the Srcretary
should assure that

-- existing and proposed automated systems are,necessary,
feasible, and cost effective and that those systems
which cannot perform their intended purpose in a cost
effective manner are discontinued;

-- user needs and administrative burdens are adequately
considered during system development; and

-- efforts to develop modern automated systems are
continued.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

HUD generally agreed with the need for improved financial
management and stated that it has now taken a number of steps
along the lines we recommend. These steps include completing a
Financial Management Study which addresses many financial manage-
ment- probtlem-areaes in headr arters. Also, efforts are contiinuing
to improve internal controls. HUD also stated that we neglected
to recognize that its information management systems support
program as well as accounting operations.

While we recognize the benefits HUD expects from its improve-
ments to date, we believe the establishment of a Chief Financial
Officer is essential to addressing the underlying causes of finan-
cial management system problems. Also, as noted in chapter 4 and
through the presentation and recommendations in this chapter, we
point to the importance of management information systems in the
program as well as the accounting operations. In this regard,
we specifically point out in this chapter problems HUD has in pro-
viding timely, accurate, and meaningful information for managing
program operations. Our recommendations for improving financial
management systems explicitly incorporate, as one subset,
management systems used for program operations.
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CHAPTER 6

NEW APPROACHES FOR MANAGEMENT

CONTINUITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Prior chapters have shown that longstanding problems in
major management processes and general management functions hinder
HUD from efficiently and effectively operating federal housing
and community development programs. While the Secretary is aware
of many of HUD's problems and has initiated a number of actions
to improve the situation, statutory responsibilities and congres-
sional and publiz duties will continue to require much of his
attention. To provide a consistent management focus we see a
need to:

--Have top management emphasize and show its commitment to
st:ong managerial leadership.

-- Establish accountability for general crosscutting (agency-
wide) management functions such as planning, evaluation,
and management information system activities.

-- Add continuity to HUD's top management team.

We offer three options which address these issues and which
the Congress can consider in deciding how to build a framework
for a better managed Department. The options are (1) creating
the position of Under Secretary for Management, (2) strengthening
the role of the Assistant Secretary for Administration, and
(3) creating the position of Deputy Under Secretary for
Management.

THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY

The Secretary of HUD has many responsibilities and obliga-
tions which affect the time he or she can devote to managing the
agency. The Secretary's general responsibilities are largely
described in Section 3 of the HUD Act. They include:

-- supervising and directing the Department;

-- advising the President on federal housing, urban
development, and fair housing and equal opportunity
programs;1

-- developing and recommending to the President policies for
fostering the orderly growth and development of the
nation's urban areas;

1The Secretary's responsibilities relating to fair housing and

equal opportunity stem largely from the Civil Righ:s Acts of 1964
and 1968 and the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.
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-- exercising leadership, at the direction of the President,
in coordinating federal housing, urban development, and
fair housing and equal opportunity activities;

-- providing technical assistance to states and other units
of local government; and

-- encouraging private enterprise to help achieve the
Department's objectives.

In addition to the above formal responsibilities, the Secre-
tary explains and defends the administration's housing and commu-
nity development policies and the Department's major management
decisions before the many congressional committees having formal
oversight responsibilities over or a direct interest in HUD's pro-
grams or administrative practices. For example, during calendar
year 1982 the Secretary made 14 appearances before congressional
committees. Also, the Secretary has many public and political
responsibilities which require appearances around the country. In
1982, he took 50 trips, traveling to 35 U.S. cities and 11 -foreign
cities. In short, the HUD Secretary, like the heads cf other
agencies, has varied and time-consuming responsibilities.

Recognizing the demands on his or her time, each HUD Secre-
tary brings a different management style and philosophy to the
position. Some have devoted more efforts to managing HUD's daily
operations, others have stressed policy responsibilities, while
others have concentrated on congressional and public relations.
All of these activities are important and each can be part of a
viable management philosophy if all managerial levels understand
the philosophy and fuaction accordingly.

The current Secretary has stated that under his management
philosophy he looks to the assistant secretaries to run the
agency's day-to-day operations. In a March 1982 letter to HUD
employees, the Secretary wrote:

"I have spent and will continue to use the major part of
my time and that of my immediate staff in developing new
program directions; reviewing and assessing the impact of
current programs; defending the Department's budget and
programs within the Administration and before Congress;
and representing the Department in national and
international forums."

The current Secretary's philosophy relies on sound management
processes and clear lines of management authority. However, ear-
lier chapters show that HUD's management processes need improve-
ment and lines of authority should be clarified. For example, no
one below the Secretary coordinates financial management and plan-
ning. This has resulted in these and other general management
functions not meeting HUD's internal needs and the needs of the
Congress and the public.
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Regarding the adequacy of HUD's: managerial syslems the Under
Secretary stated that simple things--such as determining how much
debt is owed to HUD or how much insurance HUD wrote in a particu-
lar week--are either difficult or impossible to answier quickly.
The Under Secretary said that management systems problems pre-
vented HUD from generating timely and reliable basic financial
management data vital to successfully operating a laige
organization.

SOLVING HUD's MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS REQUIRES EMPHASIS,
ACCOUNTABILITY, AND CONTINUITY

HUD has been confronted with numerous longstanding management
deficiencies which will not be reversed in a matter of weeks or
months. HUD needs a framework for dealing with lingering problems
and for meeting new challenges.

Emphasis on management improvement

The first step to improve management processes and manage-
rial performance is for top management to emphasize its strong
leadership role in the agency's operations. HUD, like many large
bureaucratic organizations, is organized in a pyramid. HUD's
Office of the Secretary, at the apex, establishes major policy
initiatives and, through the Secretary's actions and management
style, sets the tone fc.: managers and staff performance. This is
not to suggest that a Secretary's management style must conform
to one which includes overseeing the day-to-day activities of the
agency. Rather, the Secretary, through his or her actions and the
agency's management processes and systems, communicates commit-
ment, or lack of commitment, to effective and efficient management
by (1) explicitly stating the agency's goals and objectives and
outlining the Secretary's agenda rand priorities for the coming
years, (2) delegating specific authority to a single focal point
for the Department's general management functions, (3) showing
support for improving and using HUD's management systems and
processes for decisionmaking, and (4) having a system for holding
managers accountable.

Chapter 3 shows that while the Department's priorities
have been articulated through operating plans, the priorities were
not linked to Secretarial goals and objectives. Also, while the
Department's budget is the primary tool the Secretary uses to
manage HUD, the budget is not clearly linked to the Secretary's
priorities or to other agency management systems. This results
in overrelying on budget development for decisionmaking in the
absence of an integrated management decisionmaking process. HUD
is implementing a new "management plan process" which includes
formal statements of Secretarial goals.

We also found that no one has been delegated the authority
to oversee the agency's daily operations as they relate to
general management functions and that there is only sporadic
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use of management systems for decisionmaking. In his March 1982
letter to HUD employees, the Secretary stated that

"...I expect my Assistant Secretaries to run their
programs on a day-to-day basis. I do not see myself
or my immediate staff getting involved in day-to-day
operational decisions."

Our review showed that no one person, including the Under Secre-
tary, has been delegated responsibility to oversee HUD's day-to-
day management operations. While the Secretary relies on the
assistant secretaries to operate HUD's programs on a daily basis,
we found a need for coordinating the efforts of the assistant
secretaries to assure that they and HUD's large and complex field
network operate harmoniously and effectively carry out the Secre-
tary's priorities. We believe a continuous oversight presence is
especially crucial for general management functions. Under the
current structure, no one other than the Secretary can be held
accountable for HUD's general management functions.

The lack of a management focal point at HUD hampers its
ability to work with the Congress. In Discussing HUD management
issues with staff members of congressional oversight and appropri-
ation committees, we were told that it is difficult to obtain
timely and reliable information on HUD programs. For example, a
staff person who attempted to obtain specific information on HUD's
public housing programs told us that he obtained different data
from three HUD headquarters offices. In each case the data was
either incorrect or obsolete.

Concerning managerial accountability, HUD's Assistant
Secretary for Administration2 stated that HUD needs to do more
to hold the approximately 130 managers in Senior Executive Service
accountable for thei. performance. The Assistant Secretary said
that for fiscal year 1981, HUD's Senior Executive Service did not
effectively hold agency managers accountable for Secretarial pri-
orities. She said that during fiscal year 1982, HUD took steps
to assure that work standards in managers' performance appraisals
better reflected fiscal year 1982 Secretarial priorities. She
added, however, that HUD still needs to use more quantifiable work
standards for HUD managers, especially those in headquarters. One
of the objectives of HUD's new management process is to improve
Senior Executive Service work standards and to better hold
managers accountable for their performance.

Similarly, the Secretary does not have a formal control
system to measure the progress of managers who report directly to
him. The Secretary told us that in judging the performance of

2 The Assistant Secretary is chairman of HUD's performance review
board which oversees the agency's Senior Executive Service
system.
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HUD's political appointees, he relies on feedback he receives
from others. In this regard, two assistant secretaries told us
that while the Secretary regularly delegates assignments to them,
he does not have a formal system to measure progress but expects
them to effectively carry out the assignments. Such an informal
control system, when coupled with inadequate management systems,
hinders managerial effectiveness.

Strengthening accountability for and
control of management efficiency

The management process should control organizational
activities to ensure that an agency's legislative mission is being
accomplished. A basic ingredient in a system which measures and
controls organizational activity is delegating authority and hold-
ing individuals accountable for agreed-upon results. However, our
review shows that general management functions such as planning,
financ.al management, and evaluation activities are widely dis-
persed and uncoordinated and that no one person below the Secre-
tary is accountable, on a daily basis, for assuring efficient and
effective performance. While a Secretary could choose to perform
this function, policy, public, and political demands compete for
the Secretarl's time. However, as the head of the agency, the
Secretary is accountable for the agency's performance. If a Sec-
retary's management style does not permit sufficient time for this
important task, it should be delegated to another top official.
A likely candidate is the Under Secretary. However, as the Sec-
retary pointed out in his March 1982 letter and as confirmed by
our review, he and his immediate staff concentrate on policy and
program development and analysis. The Under Secretary generally
does not get involved in overseeing general management functions
and is not held accountable for their effectiveness.

Previous chapters presented management problems which point
to a need to establish clearer lines of accountability and con-
trol. The following table lists the general management functions
which we reviewed and the major improvements needed.
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General Management Functions

Function reviewed Major improvements needed

Budgeting Need to better link budgeting to other
management processes (see ch. 3)

Planning Need to systematically coordinate agency
planning efforts (see ch. 3)

Resource management Need to reliably project future work force
needs and match staffing needs with
staffing resources (see chs. 3 and 4)

Program evaluation Need to coordinate evaluation efforts and
and monitoring to use evaluation and monitoring results

in decisionmaking processes (see chs. 3
and 4)

Program direction Need to give HUD's field staffs clear and
timely program guidance--handbooks and
other issuances (see ch. 4)

Financial management Need to develop systems which support
departmental management; protect against
fraud, waste, and abuse; and promote
sound financial decisions (see ch. 5)

For example, concerning planning, chapter 3 shows thatHUD has no central focal point which directs or even encouragesmanagers to perform this basic management function. In themanagement information area we found that insufficient attentionby HUD top managers has caused lingering problems. Chapter 5 con-cludes that accountability for management information systems--accounting and program systems--should be placed under a ChiefFinancial Officer having proven expertise and experience.

Also pointing to a need for more effective accountabilityis HUD's dispersed evaluative efforts, mentioned earlier. HUDprograms and management practices are continually being evaluatedby a myriad of internal and external sources. However, no oneperson or office is responsible for systematically reviewingreport findings, conclusions, and recommendations; identifyingrecommendations to be implemented; and following up on
implementation.

The need to hold federal managers accountable has beenheightened by two recent legislative initiatives. The most sig-nificant is the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act of1982. As discussed in chapter 5, the act calls for an annual
statement signed by the agency head, attesting to the effective-ness of the agency's internal controls or, if necessary, outlininga plan and a timetable to strengthen any weaknesses in thecontrols.
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A second initiative is the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980.
A major objective of this act is to establish a single, clear line
of accountability within each agency to carry out activities about
how the government collects, stores, uses, and disseminates infor-
mation. In chapter 5 we concluded that the steps HUD has taken to
implement the act do not sufficiently strengthen accountability in
the areq of ADP management.

Need for continuity

Because HUD's top management team changes frequently, there
is the absence of an institutional memory at a high level (1) to
comprehend the implications of HUD's longstanding management prob-
lems and (2) to provide the authority to effectively deal with
them. HUD's records show that since HUD's creation in 1965, the
average tenure of the Secretaries and Under Secretaries has been
28 months. For other presidential appointees, such as assistant
secretaries and the General Counsel, the average tenure is about
23 months.3 Figure 6-1 on the following page shows the degree of
turnover in each of the top HUD management positions since the
agency s inception.

Turnover of HUD's top management team is largely a political
phenomenon. Each new administration brings to HUD a new Secre-
tary, Under Secretary, assistant secretaries, regional administra-
tors, and other high ranking agency officials. The new management
team brings new policy and program initiatives and a fresh look at
the agency's management problems. While this transition and the
accompanying new faces and ideas can provide a source of strength
to our system of government, people in and outside of HUD told us
that it deprives HUD of an institutional memory needed to under-
stand the causes of HUD's longstanding problems and the
implications of alternative solutions.

FurtLrminore, we found turnover is also high among Senior
Executive Service staff. For example, recently a key unit in
the Office of Finance and Accounting has had 4 directors in an
18 month period. This director is responsible for accounting and
financial management relating to major housing and community

3According to an Office of Personnel Management official, because
of the time it takes for political appointees to familiarize
themselves with the agency and their new positions and the time
spent by appointees at the end of a political term searching for
a new job, the effective working time of political appointees
may be considerably less than actual time in office. Similarly,
the President's Private Sector Survey team recently reported
that in the 18 years of HUD's existence there have been about
60 assistant secretaries with an average tenure of 18 to 22
months.
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Figure 6-1

EXTENT OF TURNOVER AMONG SENIOR POLITICAL
APPOINTEES AT HUD 1966 -1982

66 1967 196 1969 1 1970 1 1971 1 9 1 19 974 1975 1176 7 1 1978 1 I 1980 I 19811 1982

Secretary

Under Secretary

Assistant Secretary for Housing
Federal Housing Commissioner'

Assislant Secretary for Community0
lanning and Development'

ts'slant Secretary tor Fair
Houslng and Equal Opportunity

Assistant Secretary for Policy
Deve opment end Research'

Assistanl Secretary for Legislation
an(d Congresslonal Relations'

Asslsl.nl Secretary for
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Presidentl-GNMA
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'This postlion was preceded by the Assistant S -retary for Housing Productron and Mortgage Credit and theAssistent Secretary for Mortgage Credit
'This postlion was provided by the Assistant Secretary tor Renewal and Housing Management end tne AssistantSecretary for Renewal and Housng Assistance
'Thli postlion was preceded by the Asllistant Secretary for Research and Technology
'Ths position weas preceded by the Asststant Secretary for Legislation and Intergovernmental Relationr and theAsaistrnt Secretary for Legislative Affaers

Source: Based primarily on I Chronology of HUD's history prepared under HUD contract
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development programs. Our review noted that HUD is lagging in
developing automated systems in this area.

HUD's Committee on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement demonstra-
tes the value of an institutional memory anc the problems caused

by a lack of continuity in HUD's top management team. In June
1981, the Secretary reestablished the Committee and appointed the
Inspector General as chairman.4 The Inspector General believed
that one reason he was selected was that he was the only top level
agency official with an institutional memory long enough to appre-
ciate the underlying causes of fraud, waste, and abuse issues at

HUD. The Inspector General had been in office for 3 years when
the Secretary appointed him chairman and has worked at HUD and its

predecessor agency since 1957. All other presidential appointees
at HUD--the Secretary, Under Secretary, and assistant secretaries
or positions of equivalent stature--had been in office less than
6 months.

Aside from his institutional memory there are other merits
in having the Inspector General be on an advisory committee deal-
ing with fraud, waste, and abuse. The Office of Inspector General
regularly deals with these areas, and over the years the Oftice

has developed considerable expertise which could help the Secre-
tary formulate policy on curbing or eliminating fraud, waste, and
abuse. For example, in December 1982, the Inspector General
completed a cooperative effort with the Office of Finance and
Accounting to assess the effectiveness of internal controls ot
selected HUD financial accounting systems.

Upon closer examination, however, having the Inspector
General chair the Committee on Fraud, Waste, and Mismanagement may
place him in a position which could compromise his independence.
Our concern stems from the "independence standard" of our Stand-
ards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities
and Functions. Auditors and audit organizations are responsible
for maintaining independence so that opinions, conclusions, judg-

ments, and recommendations will be impartial and will be viewed as
impartial by knowledgeable third parties. However, the indepen-
dence of HUD's Inspector General may be questioned because he may
subsequently review the adequacy of HUD's fraud, waste, and abuse
policies--policies that the Inspector General helped formulate.

On commenting on our draft report HUD said thaL it fully
considered the question of independence when the Inspector General
was appointed chairman of HUD's Comamittee on Fraud, Waste and Mis-

management. HUD added that to ensure that independence is main-
tained, the Inspector General established a separate office within
the O ice of Inspector General to handle Committee functions.

4 Secretary Pierce was the third HUD Secretary to appoint the

Inspector General Chairman of the Committee.
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HUD said that the new office is totally separate from the audit
and investigative functions of the Office of Inspector General.

We recognize the Department has made efforts to eliminate any
question of independence within the Office of Inspector General.
However, we believe the issue will continue as long as the Inspec-
tor General is chairman of the Committee, given his overall
responsibility for performing audits of the economy and efficiency
of HUD operations.

Another consequence of frequent turnover of top mp agement
is a tendency to concentrate on the shorter term imjpcations of
decisionmaking at the expense of examining longer term conse-
quences. This can result in decisions being made which are not in
the government's best interest. For example, chapter 3 shows that
HUD's decision to promote the voucher system was not based on a
long-term analysis of the types of staff skills the Department
would need to effectively implement a voucher program. This
raises serious questions as to HUD's ability to quickly and effi--
ciently administer a voucher program if the Congress approves the
administration's request.

We found a consensus of opinion on the need for continuity in
HUD's top management position team but differing opinions on whe-
ther and how the need can be satisfied. Officials from government
and academia, among others, told us that our political system does
not promote continuity, particularly at a level in federal agen-
cies which can be held accountable for results. For example, a
former senior OMB official told u~ that it is desirable to bring
continuity to HUD's top management but that political pressures
will probably prevent this. Several other public administration
experts also agreed that having a careerist in a top HUD position
would strengthen institutional memory but that it may be difficult
to achieve in our political system. OMB's Deputy Associate Direc-
tor for Management said that instead of improving management by
enhancing managerial continuity, OMB would rather strengthen the
role of the position of the presidentially appointed Assistant
Secretary for Administration.

Certain a priori arguments have been made for and against the
concept of continuity at the top level of a federal agency. How-
ever, whether one supports such a concept is largely a function of
one's belief in the ability of a federal agency, confronted with
political changes, to achieve managerial continuity, or whether
one concludes that continuity is maintained by an agency's manage-
ment processes and mechanisms. For the reasons stated in this
report, we believe HUD needs continuity in its top management.

OPTIONS FOR MANAGERIAL IMPROVEMENT

Solving HUD's general management problems and uplifting the
status of management at HUD will require new initiatives. HUD
has too many longstanding problems to suggest that its current
managerial framework should not be altered. What is needed are
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new initiatives which will emphasize commitment to strong manage-
rial leadership, establish accountability for general management
functions. and bring continuity to HUD's top management team. We
recognize that there may be many approaches to effectively address
these issues. When we talked wiih public administration exper:s
and senior HUD officials and examined prior government organiza-
tional reviews of executive agencies,5 three options emerged
which, in varying degrees, address each of the issues. Figure
6-2 on page 151 compares the three options.

Creating an Unde;
Secretary for Ma! ,1tent

One option is for the Congress to amend the HUD Act of 1965
and create a second Under Secretary. The position w;ould be filled
by a nonpartisan presidential appointee, confirmed by the Senate.
T! is Under Secretary would be accountable by law to the Secretary
for developing, maintaining, and integrating HUD's management
systems and the general management functions such as management
information systems, budgeting, planning, evaluation activities,
and resource management. Also, the Under Secretary for Management
could be responsible for such staff functions as personnel and
procurement. Further, the Chief Financial Officer, recommended in
chapter 5, would report to the new Under Secretary.

With this opti.n the Secretary would have two Under Secre-
taries. The existing Under Secretary would help the Secretary
plan, formulate, and implement program policies and defend these
policies before the Congress and the public. The proposed Under
Secretary would serve as HUD's management focal point. He or she
would be the Secretary's principal advisor on agencywide manage-
ment issues and have the authority to carry out general management
functions. Also, by giving these responsibilities to a presiden-
tial appointee within the Secretary's office, the Congress would
be sending a clear signal to managers that effective management
is a legislative priority. By effectively using the new Under
Secretary, a Secretary would demonstrate his or her concern for
improved management performance.

The new Under Secretary would also be the focal point for
evaluating all internal and external reviews of HUD's managerial
systems, managerial performance, and general management func-
tions. Similarly, the Under Secretary would periodically assess
managerial performance and evaluate the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of major management systems. The Under Secretary would
report findings and recommendations to the Secretary and help
implement corrective actions.

5papers Relating to the President's Departmental Reorganization
Program, the Executive Office of the President, Feb. 1972.
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We recognize that- introducing- a second Under Secretary -to- HUD;
ayA-au-se -onflict with i-n-the org antzatna s tr ucture. However,

LO minimize potential conflict and assure that the position is
='~fibsFibyza pe~r~sco lah -cou-ld- bt-Thg -& gnstr aqement ctpab lity
to HUD, the proposed amendment could require that the appointee
have excel1ent professional -credential-s and broad managemenrt
-experience. The legislation's intent, we believe, could be formed
-=to =bring- a professional management capability to the Office of the
Secretary.

This option may not fully address the need for continuity
in the HUD management team. We recognize that under our system
of government, a position with the authority of an Under Secre-
tary of a Cabinet-level agency would undoubtedly be a political
appointee. However, to enhance the prospects of continuity to the
position, the amendment to create the position could be styled
after Section 3(b) of the Inspector General Act of 1978, which
iprovides Ltlat while an Inspector General may be removed from 
office by the President, the President mu:st communicate the reas-ons for= such removal -to both houses of the Congress. Doing this
would enhance the prospects of an effetive Under Secret ary-for
1Mnagel ientwou dsurvive cnanges in HUD'se eadership.

This option is not without drawbacks. First, because of
government pay levels, it may be difficult to attract a distin-
guished professional manager. Second, having other than the tra---ditional type of presidential appointee for a Cabinet-level agency
may not be politically acceptable. Our system of government has
traditionally placed partisan appointees at the highest level of
executive agencies.

A third potential drawback is the cost of reorganizing some
HUD headquarters offices. Currently, some of HUD's management
functions are assic>ed to the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion. However, that position would no longer be needed because
the proposed Under Secretary would assume these responsibilities
and those other management functions which currently do not have a
central focal point, such as planning and management information
systems. As mentioned in chapter 2, reorganizations can be dis-
ruptive and have an immediate negative impact on productivity.
However, a well-planned and executed reorganization, conducted to
resolve specific organizational problems, can result in long-term
benefits.

Some advantages. This option could clarify lines of
authority for general management functions. It would enhance the
managerial capacity in the Office of the Secretary and free the
Secretary to concentrate on policy initiatives and to represent
HUD before the Congress and in other public forums. Further, it
would bring some continuity to HUD's top management team.
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Strengtheninqg the role of the
Assistant Secretary for Administration

A second option is to strengthen the role of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration. The Secretary could delegate to
the Assistant Secretary authority to oversee all of HUD's general
management functions. Program assistant secretaries and regional
administrators would look to the Assistant Secretary for Adminis-
tration as the focal point for integrating HUD's managerial sys-
tems and for assuring efficient and effective performance of
agency-wide management functions. Also, the proposed Chief
Financial Officer would report to the Assistant Secretary.

This option may not be as effective as the first option in
promoting managerial leadership. Unlike the Under Secretary for
Management proposed in option one, the strengthened Assistant
Secretary for Administration would still operate at the same level
as the other assistant secretaries and not in the Secretary's
immediate office. This may result in managers taking a "business
as usual" approach to management performance and not improv-ing
management at HUD. ProbDems with dJegating genera management
authority to the Assistant Secretary for Administration were dis-
cussed in chapter 5. For example, although under the Paperwork
Reduction Act the Assistant Secretary was designated accountable
for automated data processing, we found that long-range planning
inadequacies prevented HUD from (1) defining data processing goals
and objectives in relation to its changing mission, (2) setting
priorities, and (3) measuring results. Absent good planning, the
Assistant Secretary did not adequately oversee and control all of
HUD's data processing activities. Furthermore, we found that
activities were dispersed among headquarters and field offices,
making it difficult for the Assistant Secretary to carry out her
responsibilities.

Concerning management continuity for this option, the
Congress could amend the HUD Act to what we suggested for an
Under Secretary for Management. Along these lines, another way to
provide continuity is for the Congress to amend the HUD Act and
make the Assistant Secretary for Administration a career reserved
Senior Executive Service position, to be filled by a nonpartisan
individual. The position of Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion was established by section 4(b) of the HUD Act which provided
that, with the approval of the President, the Secretary will
appoint an Assistant Secretary for Administration under the compe-
titive civil service. However, the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1974 amended section 4(b) so that the Assistant Secre-
tary for Administration is now a presidential appointee, confirmed
by the Senate.

Implementing this option would require less reorganization
than option one because the Assistant Secretary is, to some
extent, the focal point for some general management functions,
such as budgeting. However, this option contemplates that the
Secretary would delegate to the Assistant Secretary the
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authority for all general management functions. To safeguard
against an eventual erosion of -his authority may require that the

Congress amend the HUD Act to specifically empower the Assistant
Secretary with these functions.

Concerning qualifications, while the Assistant Secretary i;
not necessarily selected on the basis of his or her managerial
experience and ability, the Congress could add such a requirement
to the HUD Act. Similarly, the Secretary could direct the Assist-
ant Secretary to perform agency-wide managt --'t reviews and be the
focal point to evaluate and follow up on rec endations contained
in evaluations performed by others.

Creating a career Deputy
Under qSeretary for Management

A third option is for the Secretary to create the position
of Deputy Under Secretary for Management under the present single
Under Secretary. Unlike the other options, the Deputy Under Sec-
retary would be advisory and would not have line authority. Thus,
the proposed Deputy Under Secretary would serve as an advisor to

--the Secre-tary and Under Secretary for management issues and would
neither have authority over nor be held accountable for general
management functions. Rather, the Deputy Under Secretary would
provide HUD's two top executives counsel to balance and integrate
judgments on departmental management activities.

The Deputy Under Secretary could be a career reserved Senior
Executive Service position, filled with a nonpartisan individual
having outstanding managerial ability and experience. Because of
the position's career reserved status, the proposed Deputy Under
Secretary could serve as the institutional memory for management
issues. However, absent the authority to direct HUD's general
management function, this option may provide less effective
managerial continuity than the other options. This could occur
because this option does not meet HUD's need for an institutional
memory with the authority to act on longstanding management
problems.

This option also may not significantly enhance top manage-
ment's commitment to strong managerial leadership. While the
option places the proposed Deputy Under Secretary in the Secre-
tary's immediate office, it does not provide the position with
functional authority over management processes. This potential
drawback has some historical precedent at HUD. For a brief
period--1975 to 1976--HUD had a Deputy Under Secretary for Manage-
ment. According to an assistant to the former Deputy Under Secre-
tary, the position was abolished by the Carter administration
because there was continual conflict between the Deputy's office
aiid the office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration con-
cerning who was responsible for HTID's resource management systems.

To its credit, however, this option may be more politically
acceptable than the first two options because it does not alter
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Figure 6-2

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED OPTIONS FOR
IMPROVING MANAGERIAL EFFECTIVEr ESS

Creating a
Creating an Strongthening the Deputy Under

Under Secretary Assistant Secretary Secretary for
for Management for Administration Management

Clarifies lines of authority Greatly To some extent No

Improves management Greatly To some extent No
accountability

Allows Secretary to Greatly To some extent To some extent
concentrate more on
:policy matters::

Shows top management's Greatly To some extent To some extent
commitment to existing
leadership role

Requires reorganization Yes To some extent No

Requires legislative Yes Yes No
change

Improves managerial Yes Yes To some extent
continuity

Possibly difficult to Yes No more than No more than
recruit a qualified for present staff for present staff
individual - due to
Government pay scale

Allows for agency-wide Yes Yes Yes
management reviews

Provides a focal point Yes Yes Yes
to interpret and
follow up on
management reviews
performed by others
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the responsibilities of HUD's current presidential appointee.
Also, within the context of this option, the proposed Chief Finan-
cial Officer would report directly to the Secretary. Further,
the Secretary could direct the proposed deputy to perform agency-
wide management reviews and be the focal point for evaluating and
following up on recommendations contained in evaluations performed
by others.

This option has the advantage of not requiring legislative
change or HUD reorganization, as it leaves the position of Assist-
ant Secretary for Administration unchanged. However, the option
does not improve accountability over general management functions
or clarify lines of authority because the new position would not
have line authority for these functions and therefore could not
be held accountable for them.

CONCLUSIONS

Past evaluations and this review show that HUD faces
numerous complex and lingering management problems. There are
no easy solutions. However, we believe that if HUD is to make
significant progress to improve management effectiveness over the
long haul, a strategy is needed which will (1) have top management
emphasize and show its commitment to strong managerial leadership,
(2) increase accountability for general management functions, and
(3) add continuity to the top management team. The strategy
should minimize the chance that new, significant managerial prob-
lems will develop and inhibit HUD's performance. Further, the
strategy should be sufficiently flexible so that it can be compat-
ible with the different management styles each Secretary brings to
HUD.

We have described three options for implementing the above
management strategy: creating an Under Secretary for Management,
strengthening the role of the Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion, or creating a Deputy Under Secretary for Management. The
first option is a major departure from HUD's current organiza-
tional framework, the second option requires less change, and the
third option requires the least. Conversely, as pointed out on
figure 6-2, the first option seems to best address the above three
elements of a needed HUD management strategy, followed by the
second and third options.

The options are mutually exclusive. However, if the Congress
creates an Under Secretary for Management but does not add conti-
nuity to the position, we see merit in simultaneously creating th3
position of Deputy Under Secretary for Management. That way the
Office of the Secretary will have a professional manager account-
able for general management functions and a career civil servant
to provide a long-term institutional memory on basic management
issues to political appointees.

In deciding whether and how to improve HUD's management
structure we see a controversy regarding the appropriateness of a
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single senior level agency manager, below the Secretary, wit.i both
a degree of continuity and the necessary authority to manage the
agency on a daily basis. We believe the controversy will continue
until evidence is gathered to show the feasibility and impact of
such a position in a Cabinet-Level agency. Without such evidence
federal agencies and the Ccngress are faced with subjective rea-
soning as their sole directive force. For this reason, we believe
the first option--creating an Under Secretary for Management--is
particularly attractive. Over time it can provide the Congress
with a benchmark for deciding the concept's merits and whether it
is applicable to other federal agencies having management diffi-
culties. For HUD, the option's major strength is that it provides
to one person, within the Secretary's office, sufficient authority
so that he or she can be held accountable for the agency's general
management functions. This would allow the Secretary and the
present Under Secretary to concentrate on major policy issues and
congressional and public responsibilities.

Also, the option can provide a clear signal to managers
throughout HUD that top management will play a strong leadership
role in improving HUD management. Further, the option offers a
degree of management continuity if the Congress styles the
proposed position after the Inspector General position.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE CONGRESS

In its deliberations on how to improve HUD's managerial per-
formance, the Congress may want to consider creating the position
of Under Secretary for Management, strengthening the role of the
Assistant Secretary for Administration, or having the Secretary
create the position of Deputy Under Secretary for Management. We
recognize that having a non-partisan Under Secretar, for Manage-
ment may be a departure from our traditional polit: al system.
However, it offers a new initiative for professionalizing and
enhancing managerial leadership and performance at HUD. Creating
such a position could also provide a benchmark for the Congress to
use when considering ways to improve management in other federal
agencies.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

HUD generally agreed with our conclusion that there needs to
be an increased level of accountability for HUD's general manage.-
ment functions and for overseeing the Department's day-to-day
management operations. HUD stated that it "...needs a single
top-level executive responsible for management resources and for
ensuring that program officials are aware of management concerns."
Regarding our three options, HUD stated that it favors strength-
ening the role of the Assistant Secretary for Administration and
increasing the involvement of the existing Under Secretary in
day-to-day activities relating to the overall management of the
Department. HUD said it proposes strengthening the role of the
Assistant Secretary for Administration because that person is
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responsible for operating HUD's financial and management support
systems.

HUD's suggestion is similar to our second option. As we
pointed out earlier, strengthening the role of Assistant Secretary
for Administration has its advantages and disadvantages. While
it would require relatively little reorganization, it will likely
prove to be less effective than option one ir resolving the diffi-
cult issues of managerial commitment and accountability. Further,
using the Assistant Secretary and the present single Under Secre-
tary may result in a "business as usual" approach to management
improvement.

Concerning our conclusion that HUD needs to add continuity
to its top management team, HUD stated that the "designation of a
Chief rinancial Officer who would report to the Assistant Secre-
tary for Administration would provide the critically needed con-
tinuity in the Department's senior financial management ranks."
While we recommend that HUD establish a Chief Financial Officer
(see ch. 5), we believe that the need for top level managerial
continuity at HUD will not be sufficiently addressed unless conti-
nuity is also added to the apex of HUD's management team. It is
largely for this reason that we believe that our option one--
creating a non-partisan Under Secretary for Management--offers
more promise, over the long-term, for professionalizing and
enhancing managerial performance at HUD.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

LIST OF GAO AND HUD/OIG REPORTS

REVIEWED FOR IDENTIFICATION OF

DOCUMENTED PROBLEMS

GAO Reports Reviewed:

"VA and HUD Can Improve Service and Reduce Processing Costs in
Insuring Home Mortgage Loans"; 6/11/82; AFMD-82-15

"Duplicative and Unnecessary Renovations Made in the HUD-
Subsidized Concord Commons Apartments in Rockford, Illinois";
4/15/82; CED-82-67

"District Could Get More for Urban Renewal Pzoperty, but HUD Debt
Will Be Repaid"; 3/8/82; GGD-82-32

"Greater Use of Innovative Building Materials and Construction
Techniques Could Reduce Housing Costs"; 2/18/82; CED-82-35

"Contributing Causes of Financial and Management Problems in
Public Housing Projects"; 1/8/82; CED-82-31

"Defaulted Title I Home Improvement Loans--Highly VulneraDle to
Fraud, Waste, and Abuse"; 12/7/81; AFMD-82-14

"HUD's Oversight of Procurement by Public Housing Authorities
Needs Strengthening"; 9/30/81; PLRD-81-68

"More Can Be Done To Measure HUD's Success in Using Millions of
Dollars for Rehabilitating Housing"; 7/14/81; CED-81-98

"Analysis of HUD Efforts To Alleviate Housing Abandonment";
6/25/81; CED-81-130

"Weaknesses 3j, the Planning and Utilization of Rental Housing for
Persons in Wheelchairs"; 6/19/81; CED-81-45

"HUD Should Strengthen Mortgagee Monitoring To Reduce Losses";
6/9/81; CED-81-108

"New-Home Buyers and Federal Agencies Benefit From Improved
Warranty Protecticn"; 5/26/81; CED-81-40

"Lenient Rules Abet the Occupancy of Low-Income Housing by
Ineligible Tenants"; 4/27/81; CED-81-74

"How To House More People at Lower Costs Under the Section 8 New
Construction Program"; 3/6/81; CED-81-54
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"Further Actions Needed To Improve Management of HUD Programs";
2/26/81; CED-81-41

"hUD Not Fulfilling Responsibility To Eliminate Lead-Based Paint
Hazard in Federal Housing"; 12/16/80; CED-81-31

"Evaluation of Alternatives for Financing Low- and Moderate-Income
Rental Housing"; 9/3U/80; PAD-80-13

"More Improvements Can Be Made in HUD's Research and Technology
Activities"; 8/29/80; CED-80-134

"Analysis of Community Development Block Grant Drawdown Rates";
8/20/80; CED-80-137

"Problems in Imple..ientin, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development's New Payroll System"; 7/22/80; FGMSD-80-72

"Section 8 Subsidized Housing--Some Observations on Its High
Rents, Costs, and Inequities"; 6/6/80; CED-80-59

"Chicago Housing Authority Needs To Improve its Management and
Controls Over Purchasing"; 4/28/80; CED-80-93

"Ways of Providing a Fairer Share of Federal Housing Support to
Rural Areas"; 3/28/80; CED-80-1

"Better Cash Management Needed in HUD's Section 312 Housing
Rehabilitation Loan Program"; 3/28/80; CED-80-74

"The College Housing Loan Program: More Effective Management
Needed"; 3/26/80; CED-80-75

"Criteria for Participation in the Urban Development Action Grant
Program Should Be Refined"; 3/20,'/80; CED-80-80

"Delays in Implementing the Department of Housing and Urban
Development's Accounting System for Its Mortgage Insurance
Program"; 3/4/80; FGMSD-80-37

"What Have HUD and EPA Done To Deal With High Radiation Levels in
Two Montana Cities?"; 2/8/80; CED-80-63

"Analysis of Multifamily Assigned Mortgacgs"; 1/16/80; CED-80-43

"HUr Should Improve Its Management of Acquired, Formerly
S:ibsidized Multifamily Projects"; 12/19/79; CED-80-31

"Urban Homesteading: A Good Program Needing Improvement";
11/13/79; CED-80-3
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"Rental Housing: A National Problem That Needs Immediate
Attention"; 11/8/79; CED-80-11

"Serving a Broader Economic Range of Families in Public Housing
Could Reduce Operating Subsidies"; 11/7/79; CED-80-.2

"Housing Leased to Lower Income Persons: Better Federal Guidance
and Management Could Improve Quality"; 10/30/79; CED-80-7

"Weaknesses in Servicing and Accounting for Home Mortgages Held by
HUD"; 8/16/79; FGMSD-79-41

"Review of Selected Contracts Awarded by the Cincinnati Service
Office, Department of Housing and Urban Development"; 4/12/79;
CED-79-67

"What Was the Effect of the Emergency Housing Program on Single-
Family Housing Construction?"; 11/21/78; CED-78-155

"HUD's Determination to Convert Frcm Industry to Government
Operation of the National Flood Insurance Program"; 5/31/78;
CED-78-122

"Internal Audit of Financial Opezations in the Department of
Housing and Urban Development"; 4/12/78; FGMSD-78-25

"HUD Needs To Better Assess Financial Soundness of Multifamily
Residential Projects Before Insuring Them"; 3/29/78; CED-78-70

"An Assessment of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development's Experimental Housing Allowance Program"; 3/8/78;
CED-78-29

"Section 236 Rental Housing: An Evaluation with Lessons for the
Future"; 1/10/78; PAD-78-13

"Implementation of Revised Section 235 Homeownership Program";
11/23/77; CED-78-16

"Need for Fairer Treatment of Homeowners' Claims for Defects in
Existing Insured Homes"; 7/27/77; CED-77-97

"Department of Housing and Urban Development Colild By3
Streamlined"; 6/16/77; FPCD-77-56

"Major Changes Are Needed in the New Leased-Housing Program";
1/28/77; CED-77-19

"Why the Formula for Allocating Community Development Block Grant
Funds Should Be Improved"; 12/6/76; CED-77-2
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"Operation Breakthrou9gh Lessons Learned About Demonstrating New
Technology"; 11/2/76; PSAD-76-173

7HUD/OIGTReports -Reviewed:

Office of Inspector General Report to the Congress for the Six
Month Period; October 1, 1981 to March 31, 1982

Office of Inspector General Report to the Congress for the Six
Month Period; April 1, 1981 to September 30, 1981

Office of Inspector General Report to the Congress for the Six
Month Period; October 1, 1980 to March 31, 1981

Office of Inspector General Report to the Congress for the Six
Month Period; April 1, 1980 to September 30, 1980

Office of Inspector General Report to the Congress for the Six
Month Period; October 1, 1979 to March 31, 1980

Office of Inspetor -Gener-al Report-to t-he Congre-ss-for -the -S-i-x
Month Period; April 1, 1979 to September 30, 1979

Office of Inspector General Report to the Congress for the Six
Month Period; October 1, 1978 to March 31, 1979
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EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

REPORTED BY GAO AND HUD/QIG

Management area and program effects

Organizational Structure

HUD's three-tiered organizational structure created red tape,
slow service, and incapacity to control losses (FPCD-77-56,
June 16, 1977)

Planning and Policy Development

Inequities in the block grant program caused by weaknesses in
the formula that allocates billions (CED-77-2, Dec. 6, 1976)

Greater financial risk was created because HUD underwriters did
not adequately estimate revenues and expenses before insuring
certain projects (CED-78-70, Mar. 29, 1978)

HUD allowed certain principals to participate in HUD programs
without correcting deficiencies in connection with prior partic-
ipation because procedures did not provide for field staff
evaluation of prior participation (OIG Semi Annual Report
Oct. 1, 1979 to March 31, 1980)

Unclear regulations resulted in higher program costs because
unnecessary luxury items were included in section 8 (subsidized
housing) projects (CED-80-59, June 6, 1980)

Ineligible communities could participate in the Urban Develop-
ment action Grant Program because the selection criteria are
based on poor data and questionable assumptions (CED-80-80,
Mar. 20, 1980)

Failure to provide a fair share of federal housing programs to
rural areas due to inadequate consideration of the financial
needs of rural residents (CED-80-1, Mar. 28, 1980)

More effective use of research funds possible by actively
involving program staff in planning and managing projects
(CED-80-134, Aug. 29, 1980)

Excessive HUD subsidy payments in certain multifamily projects
due to project's use of mortgage proceeds for operating expenses
(OIG Semi Annual Report Oct. 1, 1980 to March 31, 1981)

Potential failure to provide program benefits to eligible new-
home buyers because availability of the federal structural
defect compensation program is not adequately disclosed
(CED-81-40, May 26, 1981)
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Improved HUD policies to stimulate use of innovative building
materials could help reduce housing costs (CED-82-25, Feb. 15,
1982)

Monitoring Field Offices
and Program Participants

Lack of cost control at acquired, formerly subsidized projects
because reasonable cost standards were not established
(CED-80-31, Dec. 19, 1979)

Community Development Block Grant funds were not effectively
used because monitoring was inadequate and grantees held funds

in excess of needs (CED-80-137, Aug. 20, 1980)

Seriously delinquent mortgages were not in foreclosure or under
current workout arrangements due to HUD's slow actions
(CED-80-43, Jan. 16, 1980)

Continuing health hazards from lead-based paint in federal hous-
ing becaUse of a lack of central responsibility for program
monitoring and poor regulations (CED-81-31, Dec. 16, 1980)

Excessive construction costs in the "turnkey" public housing
programs (OIG Semi Annual Report April 1, 1981 to September 30,
1981)

Overcharges of $173,000 in the initial year of a project's
participation in the Section 8 Existing Subsidized Housing
Program (OIG Semi Annual Report Oct. 1, 1980 to March 31, 1981)

Losses due to inadequate monitoring of lenders participating in
the Single-family Mortgage Insurance Program (CED-81-108,
June 9, 1981)

Unnecessary federal housing renovation expenses because HUD did
not properly review and evaluate proposed renovations
(CED-82-67, April 15, 1982)

Inadequate HUD involvement in monitoring public housing authori-
ties (PHAs) and providing technical assistance were identified
as central factors in poor PHA management (CED-82-31, Jan. 8,
1982)

Communication or Guidance

Reduced quality in Section 8 Existing Subsidized Housing Program
because of poor guidance to administrators on standards and
inspection practices (CED-80-7, Oct. 30, 1979)

Collections were reduced on HUD-held home mortgages because
guidance provided to field offices was inadequate (FGMSD-79-41,
Aug. 16, 1979)
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Improvements could be made in the Urban Homesteading Program if

HUD worked more closely with local officials and more closely

monitored homestead property (CED-80-3, Nov. 13, 1979)

Higher program costs resulted because rent increases in section

8 projects were not properly evaluated (CED-81-54, Mar. 6, 1981)

Weaknesses in procurement practices not identified bucause of

inadequate reviews of housing authorities (PLRD-81-68, Sept. 30,

1981)

Problems have continued for over 10 years in the leadbased paint

poisoning prevention program due to lack of coordinated effort

to followup on known problems (OIG Semi Annual Report April 1,

1981 to September 30, 1981)

Less effective use of subsidized housing designed for persons in

wheelchairs because of poor HUD guidance to project managers

(CED-81-45, June 19, 1981)

Enforcement or Compliance

Millions of dollars in title I home improvement loans were not

collected because collection efforts received limited emphasis

by management (AFMD-82-14, Dec. 7, 1981)

Improper use of funds resulted when hundreds of section 8 units

were occupied by ineligible tenants (CED-81-74, April 27, 1981,

Losses due to unreasonable and improper charges to the Community

Development Block Grant Program (OIG Semi Annual Report Oct. 1,

1980 to March 31, 1981)

Improper construction in 16 multifamily housing projects (OIG

Semi Annual Report April 1, 1981 to September 30, 1981)

Excessive holding costs on acquired housing properties before

reselling them (OIG Semi Annual Report April 1, 1980 to

September 30, 1980)

Training or Staffing

Health hazards to certain residents .n two cities because

federal officials received little or no training to identify

hazardous substances in residences (CED-80-63, Feb. 8, 1980)

Poor management of subsidized housing programs due to inadequate

staffing to evaluate project applications, construction

-activities, and operations (PAD-80-13, Sept. 30, 1980)

Poor staff training delayed the implementation of a new payroll

system (FGMSD-80-72, July 22, 1980)
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Inadequate reviews of multifamily project financial statements
due in part to insufficient training of loan specialists
resulted in probable diversions of project funds (OIG Semi
Annual Report April 1, 1980 to September 30, 19R0)

Property disposition practices were not adequate because many
employees were not properly trained or used (OIG Semi Annual
Report April 1, 1981 to September 30, 1981)

Financial Management

Losses due to poor cash management practices in the Section 312
Housing Rehabilitation Program (CED-80-74, Mar. 28, 1980)

Information systems were not adequate to support mortgage
insurance programs (OIG Semi Annual Report Oct. 1, 1979 to March
31, 1980)

HUD's year-end closing statement may not present fairly the
cumulative obligations of the Annual Contribution for the
Assisted Housing Fund (OIG Semi Annual Report April 1, 1980 to
September 30, 1980)

Accounting problems and potential losses due to a $60 million
difference between Federal National Mortgage Association and HUD
accounting records in the Section 312 Program loan balances (OIG
Semi Annual Report April 1, 1980 to September 30, 1980)

Adequate data systems were not established to facilitate
evaluation of HUD's success in using millions to rehabilitate
housing (CED-81-98, July 14, 1981)

Title I single-family home improvement loans were vulnerable to
fraud, waste, and abuse because of accounting weaknesses (OIG
Semi Annual Report Oct. 1, 1979 to March 31, 1980)
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LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS FROM WHICH

INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED

American Association of Homes for the Aging

American Federation of Government Employees

AFL-CIO

American University

Arthur Young and Company

British Embassy

Council on States and Communities

Council on State Housing Agencies

Farmers Home Administration

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

George Washington University

Housing Assistance Council

Mortgage Bankers Association

National Academy of Public Administration

National Association of Counties

National Association of Homebuilders

National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials

National Governors Association

National Housing Conference

National League of Cities

National Low-Income Housing Coalition

National Rural Housing Coalition

Office of Management and Budget

Office of the President
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Russell Sage Foundation

Rutgers University

Syracuse University

The Brookings Institution

The Urban Institute

U.S. Conference of Mayors

U.S. Treasury Department

University of Connecticut

University of North Carolina
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GAO CONSULTANTS FOR THIS REVIEW

Thomas G. Cody, President, Thomas Cody and Associates

John B. Young, Ph.D., Professor of Public Management, The American
University
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY

To accomplish our objectives we initially studied the
functioring of HUD's management and management systems within
the traditional components described in management literature--
organizing, planning, budgeting, directing, evaluating, and con-
trolling. We analyzed the legislative background and policies
underlying HUD programs, prior internal and external reviews, and
management and program delivery systems, including supporting
accounting and financial management information systems. During
the initial stages information was gathered by reviews of reports,
policies, regulations, and procedures and through structured
interviews with HUD officials at headquarters and field offices,
former HUD officials, congressional staff, and individuals outside
of HUD having an interest in HUD programs. We also analyzed
information from congressional hearings and reports.

This approach provided us with a large number of management
issues and concerns, To consolidate this data, we developed a
technique for summarizing and categorizing data using a Brookings
Institute computerized data base system. The resulting summary
analysis categorized the data into 16 functional areas and
3 program areas.

Further analysis and evaluation of this data provided a basis
for identifying common, persistent, and relatively significant
management issues. Based on this analysis we then divided our
work into the following major processes:

-- policy development,

--budget,

--work measurement,

--financial management,

-- program delivery, and

--program evaluation.

In addition to these major management processes, we pursued two
additional major areas, one dealing with HUD's organizational
structure and another covering HUD's previously acknowledged
problems and external influences.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Our understanding of how policy originates and moves through
the HUD organization was gained through extensive interviews with
top management officials, including the Secretary, Under Secre-
tary, and assistant secretaries. We tested the effectiveness of
the process by concentrating our analysis on two current policy
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proposals--the deliberations concerning the retention of the Urban
Development Action Grant Program and a proposed housing vouchers
program. We selected these initiatives because they were large or

potentially important programs and the policy analysis process was
complete. In analyzing these policy decisions, we examined issue
papers which HUD staff prepared for the Secretary and interviewed
the Secretary and his key staff who were involved in the policy
development process.

BUDGET PROCESS

In assessing the Department's budget process, we looked at
the procedures used for developing the fiscal years 1982 and
1983 budgets. The process was analyzed in terms of (1) major
events (e.g., program submissions to the central budget office),
(2) decision points (e.g., Secretary's final decisions on budget
submission to OMB), and (3) timing in relation to other internal
management processes (e.g., policy development). In assessing
budget controllability and full disclosure of costs, we looked at
budget practices (e.g., use of permanent contract authority) and

funding techniques (carryovers of unobligated balances of budget
authority).

WORK MEASUREMENT PROCESS

The work measurement process is normally used to establish
and allocate staff to work force needs. However, during our
study, HUD's system was inoperative pending major revision.
Therefore, our review was directed to comparing the current system
with the proposed system.

Our comparison was restricted because details on the proposed
system were limited to a proposed concept paper. We obtained and
evaluated studies and analyses of the present system prepared by
HUD staff and an October 1982 concept paper on the proposed system
prepared by the Assistant Secretary for Administration. We also
interviewed system managers and users in headquarters and field
offices to gain a perspective of problems associated with the
current system.

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Our approach to reviewing financial management information
systems was designed to evaluate the

-- control and acquisition of automated hardware and software
systems;

--management of information systems;

--utility, timeliness, and accuracy of data produced by the
systems' and
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-- internal accounting controls in place to protect resources
against fraud waste, and mismanagement.

After ascertaining the process used to acquire hardware andsoftware and the process used to approve and develop managementinformation systems, we judgmentally selected four automatedmanagement information systems for detailed analysis and analyzed
57 justifications to support software development. The fourmanagement information systems we analyzed--the office of loanmanagement system, the computerized underwriting processing sys-tem, the public housing authority uperating statement system, andthe multifamily insured and direct loan information systems--wereselected because they are large systems and represent substantial
investment of HUD resources to design and operate. We alsoreviewed HUD's data processing plan, cost benefit studies, alter-
native analyses, and current and historical data on computerusage. We evaluated HUD's efforts against the standards set forth
in the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 and not in relation to theperformance of other agencies.

We examined the internal accounting controls for the collec-tion of single-family insurance premiums, and for receipts anddisbursements by headquarters. We selected the single-familyinsurance premium system because it is an important subsystem andis further developed than most of the 15 revised subsystems plan-
ned for the mortgage insurance accounting programs. We limitedour analysis of internal controls over receipts to headquarterswhere more than $1 billion was collected and deposited in theTreasury in fiscal year 1982. In addition, we evaluated cash dis-bursements for several large programs, including expenditures forthe HUD-owned multifamily properties. We also considered the
impact of accounting subsystems under development for the Title IProgram.

We supplemented these efforts by reviewing recent GAO andInspector General reports that relate to financial management
information systems to provide an overall perspective on problemsidentified in these areas.

PROGRAM DELIVERY PROCESS

Our review was designed to evaluate the effectiveness withwhich HUD Headquarters and field office program managers direct
and control the program management process. The management activ-
ities that we evaluated included how the Secretarial priorities
and program plans were implemented and used to monitor fieldoffice performance.

We reviewed internal reports relating to program delivery,
such as performance evaluation reports on field office visits byheadquarters staff, to assess program implementation and analyzedrecent Inspector General reports. For several programs such asSmall Cities Rlock Grants, we studied the overall delivery process
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and procedures, including discussions with various field managers
and evaluation of the program delivery handbooks and performance
reports. We also evaluated the timeliness and quality of the pro-
gram handbooks and directives that provide guidance to the field
staff.

As part of our visits to HUD regional and area offices, we
evaluated the process that the HUD field staff uses to establish
program delivery goals and to measure the extent that these goals
are attained. We focused on several program areas in the Housing
Division and the Community Planning and Development Division.

Through field and headquarters interviews and analysis of
internal reviews and audits, we evaluated the quality and effec-
tiveness of the staff training process and the support provided to
the field staff by HUD's management information systems. We also
evaluated the process the field staff used to monitor program
grantees to ensure that HUD funds were properly spent and program
guidelines were complied with.

PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS

Our review focused on the program evaluation process as it
related to the management process. We discussed this process with
HUD evaluation groups under the Assistant Secretaries for Housing,
Community Planning and Development, Fair Housing and Equal Oppor-
tunity, Policy Developnent and Research, and the Office of the
Inspector General. These groups were requested to complete a
questionnaire to update their program evaluation activities since
1980. Similar information was previously obtained as part of
GAO's government-wide report on federal program evaluation activi-
ties entitled A Profile of Federal Program Evaluation Activities,
Special Study 1; September, 1982. In addition, we considered GAO
reports on federal agency evaluation activities and program
evaluation literature.

ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES

Our analysis of organizational issues was designed to
evaluate the effect shifting housing policies and program deliv-
ery needs may have on HUD's organizational structure. We analyzed
the evolution of HUD's organizational structure and the problems
with this structure. We obtained and analyzed various reports by
GAO, HUD staff, and contractor reports and external studies on
HUD's present organizational structure; reorganizations that have
occurred; and related organization issues we observed during our
review. We discussed these issues with HUD staff and knowledge-
able private housing officials to consider the effect of changing
housing policies on organizational needs of HUD and other federal
agencies with housing programs.
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KNOWN PROBLEMS AND
EXTERNAL INFLUENCES

Our review was designed to determine the HUD managementproblems that have been documented in the past and management's
response to such problems. We also wanted to identify external
factors which influence HUD's management process.

We conducted a search of GAO reports and staff studies relat-
ing to HUD program delivery issued from January 1976 to September
1982. We found 291 reports and staff studies relating to HUD. Of
these, we judgmentally selected 71 reports for detailed review andfound 48 reports that identified management problems at HUD during
the last 6 years. We also reviewed all 7 semi-annual HUD/OIG
reports (required by the Inspector General Act of 1978, Public Law
95-452) issued to the Congress from October 1978 to March 1982
that summarized management problems identified by individual
Inspector General reports. We categorized these problems, identi-
fied by GAO and HUD's OIG, by management process or functions asappropriate. Through discussions with HUD management officials weobtained information on several initiatives that are designed to
improve management accountability, such as efforts to prevent
fraud, waste, and mismanagement.

While the social and economic external factors affecting HUD
may be infinite, we recognized their impact on HUD management. Weobtained information on these factors from past reports and
discussions with knowledgeable housing officials.
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ORGANIZATIONAL HISTOF OF HUD

Prior to the creation of HUD as a Cabinet-level agency,
housing and community development initiatives were carried out
under the patronage of several separate and independent federal
entities. These activities evolved over time as a result of a
series of congressional actions which were manifested by a growing
national concern over problems of housing and urban development.

PRE-HUD CENTRALIZATION OF
HOUSING AND URBAN ACTIVITIES

A major effort to bring separate entities under the aegi.s of
one principal activity culminated in 1947 when the Congress
approved a reorganization plan which brought into being the
Housing and Home Finance A-ency (HHFA).

The roots of HUD as an overseer of housing and community
development activities began to take form when HHFA assiumed
jurisdiction over the following.

Federal Housing Admi 4stration (FHA) - insures loans for
repair and modernization and mortgages for purchase or
construction of homes and multifamily rental housinq.

Urban Renewal Admninistration - responsible for programs
directed to slum clearance, urban rehabilitation, and
redevelopment. Proyrams are carried out through grants,
loans, and advances for planning and execution of urban
renewal projects.

rublic Housing Administration - administers a low rent hous-
ing program supported b y government loans and annual federal
contributions.

Community Facilities Administration - provides loans to
educational institutions for student and faculty housing and
loans to hospitals for nurses and intern housing. Also
provides loans to local governments to finance needed public
works and planning advances for future public works.

Federal National Mortgage Association - buys and sells FHA-
insured loans and Veterans Administration (VA)-guaranteed
mortgages in the secondary market to promote liquidity of
such investments and improve the distribution of investment
capital available for residential mortgage financing.

After HHFA was formed, several major programmatic and policy
shifts occurred emphasizing expansion of housing activities and
new directions in urban development, specifically slum clearance
and urban renewal. These changes, however, revealed shortcomings
in HHFA as the federal entity responsible for supervising and
coordinating housing and community programs. Specifically, major
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----concerns were that HHFA units operated in a semiautonomous fashion
-:= and that= the HHFA Administrator lacked clout to reorganize agency
functions and did not have full line authority over constituent
activities. Also at issue was the lack of a central force which
would serve as the federal focal point and single authoritative
source responsible for housing and community development.

Congressional concern over the need for a Cabinet-level
department as a primary instrument for articulating policy and
executing legislatively mandated programs was manifested when
HUD was established as a Cabinet-level department in 1965. In
enacting Public Law 89-174, the Congress declared that the estab-
lishment of an executive department is necessary to carry out the

-- principal programs of the -federal government which provide assis-t-
ance for housing and for the development of the nation's

--commun ities.

The initial HUD organizational framework constituted the
program-related activities of' HHFA's constituent agencies but was
aligned under four assistant secretaries who were responsible for
=Lexeruting- specific programs. Alignment of headquarters and field
structure for program delivery during the initial operating period
largely reflected the semiautonomous structure of the former HHFA
units. These organizational concepts remained more or less intact
until a major HUD reorganization in 1969.

EVOLVING CHANGES AT HEADQUARTERS LEVEL

From the initial organizational framework, HUD headquarters
expanded into a multifaceted structure encompassing seven assist-
ant secretaries, a Deputy Under Secretary for Field Coordination,
a separate Office of Inspector General, and three government cor-
porations: th, Government National Mortgage Association, the New
Community Development Corporation, and the Solar Energy and Energy
Conservation Bank.

The first Secretary of HUD established the initial areas
of responsibility as follows. An Assistant Secretary for Mort-
gage Credit, also designated as the Federal Housing Commissioner,
assumed, in total, functions and programs responsibilities of
FHA. Two assistant secretaries split responsibilities for direct-
ing major urban programs. One, an Assistant Secretary for Renewal
and Housing Assistance, focused on programs affecting central
cities, including low-rent public housing programs; another, an
Assistant Secretary for Metropolitan Development, was responsible
for programs affecting entire urban or metropolitan areas. A new
area, Demonstrations and Intergovernmental Relations, including a
proposed nodel cities program, created an Assistant Secretary for
Demnorstrations and Intergovernmental Relations. A nonprogram
Assistant Secretary for Administration provided central direction
for admin.stretive - ,lement at HUD.
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From this initial organizational framework, which grouped
program responsibilities under -four assistant secretaries who were -
to function as both line and staff offices, there began, in 1969,
a series of regroupings first diffusing power and program respon-
sibilities and then centralizing functions in a horizontal manner
among assistant secretaries. For example, the present headquar-
ters structure centralizes all housing programs to an Assistant
Secretary for Housing who administers programs of production and
management, including low-income housing and management and dispo-
sition of HUD-held properties. In the initial structure, these
responsibilities were split between an Assistant Secretary for
Mortgage Credit and an Assistant Secretary for Renewal and Housing
Assistance. During the latter part of 1969, a major functional
-organization grouped all -housing production functions, both
assisted and unassisted housingqproductionunder an Assistant
Secretary for Hcrusng Prodution and Mortgage Credit. The housing--
management functions, along with urban renewal, were placed under
an Assistant Secretary for Renewal and Housing Management.

A second phase of the reorganization, started in 1969,
removed the urban renewal functions from the Assistant Secretary
for Renewal and Housing Management and placed housing management
under a retitled Assistant Secretary for Housing Management. This
reorganization produced no change to the Assistant Secretary for
Housing Production and Mortgage Credit who still retained respons-
ibility for programs and activities dealing with housing produc-
tion. During 1976, a second major change at headquarters was
announced. Housing production and mortgage credit and housing
management were merged under an Assistant Secretary for Housing.
The headquarters Housing Division has functioned as a unit since
then.

Similar to housing, community develoment functions were
subject to a number of changes which were eventually consolidated
under a single Assistant Secretary for Community Planning and
Development.

In addition to the above, new roles were added, deleted,
and modified at headquarters. For example, an A.ssistant Secretary
for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity was established as well 's
an Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research. An
Assistant Secretary for Consumer Affairs and Regulatory Functions,
which arose out of a series of changes, was subsequently abol-
ished. Similarly, several new administrations were established
within HUD: a New Communities Administration and the Federal
Disaster Assistance Administration. This later activity was
transferred from the Office of Emergency Preparedness in the
Executive Office of the President and in 1978 was transferred out
of HUD to a new Federal Emergency Management Agency.
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CHANGING ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURES AT FIELD OFFICES

Initially, the field structure was a carryover from the
constituent activities of HHFA. In this structure there were
two distinct field delivery elements: one was FHA with 76 field
insuring offices, another was an HHFA structure of 7 regional
offices which administered various programs for urban renewal
purposes and low-income housing administration. Under this setup,
regional administrators were assisted by two assist nt regional
administrators: one assistant was concerned with p .vate housing,
urban renewal programs, land and facilities services, low-rent
housing assistance, and administration; another assistant was
responsible for urban planning, community improvements, reloca-
tion, and economic and market analysis services. This structure
requirea no regional layering as under current operations. Offi-
cials at insuring offices and regional offices had direct lines
of communication and authority to HUD headquarters.

The first increment of regional layering came about when
zone operations commissioners on the FHA central office staff
were replaced by assistant regional administrators in HUD regional
offices. And in 1969, regional layering became a reality when
HUD, by executive order, was compelled to assign staff and to
relocate regional and area offices to conform with the other
socially oriented agencies of the executive branch. In conforming
with the executive order, calling for uniform geographical bound-
aries for all Departments, HUD initiated a first phase in 1970,
when it announced full establishment of 23 HUD area offices. In
1971, HUD established the second phase of the field reorganization
by announcing a two-tiered field structure--a regional office
structure for 10 offices layered over 39 area and 37 insuring
offices. Under this unified field structure, authority flowed
from the Secretary to the regional administrator and from the
region to the area and insuring office directors. Also, regional
offices relinquished day-to-day responsibility for operating HUD
programs to the field offices. The overall intent of these
changes was to give decisionmaking authority on projects and
applications to officials closest to the problems--the field
office directors.

During October 1977, HUD announced a major revision in the
chain of command from HUD headquarters to its field offices.
Program assistant secretaries would exercise line authority over
their programs in the field as well as staff authority under the
Secretary. The role of HUD's 10 regional offices would be dimin-
ished under this change; they would be bypassed by area office
managers in favor of the HUD assistant secretary. Concurrent with
this announcement was the annexation of multifamily staffs by the
area offices from insuring offices. The stripped-down insuring
offices were redesignated as either service offices or valuation
stations reporting to an area office. These chain of command
revisions were made to correct deficiencies in
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--unclear assistant secretary authority and accountability;

-- lack of clear, consistent, and timely headquarters state-
ments of policies, objectives, and interpretations to the
field;

-- processing delays resulting in large measure from
duplicative regional office participation in housing
operations;

-- inadequate technical assistance at area offices; and

-- excessive overhead cost of the present field office
structure.

The above field structure has remained intact until
September 8, 1983, when HUD reorganized. HUD is restructuring
its field organization to reflect reduced workload and program
changes. The key features of this proposal are to strengthen the
role of regional administrators and simplify HUD's organizational
structure. This proposal reverses the 1977 reorganization which
diminished the role of regional administrators.
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THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

From 1974 to 1982 the Department used a network of management
systems and processes to plan and control the work of the Depart-
ment and its workforce and relate accomplishments to the desig-
nated departmental and program priorities. What evolved over this
period of time was a management system designed to provide

--a direct linkage between planning, budgeting, and actual
operations;

--an operational planning system that translated policies,
programs, and budget decisions and strategies into a plan
identifying organizational responsibilities and resource
commitments; and

--a performance monitoring system that tracked work accomp-
lishment and provided a basis for measuring productivity
and identifying problem areas and potential solutions.

The major objective of the system was the efficient and effective
use of available resources to perform work.

The focal point of the system was the operating plan which
was the principal vehicle for budget execution as it communicated
the Department's decisions on priorities, the program and service
workload, and work force allocations and provided the basis for
subsequent monitoring and assessing performance and productivity.
The following are the primary elements of the system and the
general sequence in which they occurred.

PROCESS ANALYSIS I
I

WORK MEASUREMENT STANDARDS
l I

WORKLOAD FORECASTING I

BUDGET I
OPERATING PLANS

WORKLOAD/TIME REPORTING I

i I
PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT I

Source: Office of The Assistant Secretary For Administration. HUD
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WORK PROCESS ANALYSIS
WORK MEASUREMENT, AND
PROJECTING WORKLOADS AND
WORK FORCE REQUIREMENTS

Work process analysis involved the development and mainte-
nance of ways to accomplish the program and service work of the
Department. Methods studies and flow charting were two techniques
that HUD used to identify and reduce duplication, complexities,
excessive reviews, or other disruptions to work flow in order to
make maximum use of its work force.

Work measurement standards were calculated for designated
phases of processes or selected outputs. HUD used techniques such
as technical estimates, historical data, and time reporting data
to develop its standards. As part of this system, standards were
to be periodically reviewed and revised to improve their
credibility and reflect changing conditions.

Through various program and management data systems,
information on the status of program and management activity was
collected. This information provided a large part of the basis
for workload projections for the upcoming fiscal year. These
estimates, in conjunction with the various work standards and
criteria, were used to develop work force needs estimates. This
information along with various other program and financial manage-
ment information would then be used to assemble the Department's
budget. In this regard, standards were used to help justify work
force needs in the budget process, as well as provide the basis
for allocating the work force levels that were finally approved by
the Congress.

TEE OPERATING PLAN, TIME
REPORTING, AND PERFORMANCE
AND PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT

After the budget was approved the Department assembled its
operating plan which documented and communicated the departmental/
Secretarial priorities and objectives, workload and work force
allocations, and narrative guidance.

In addition to communicating the operational direction for
the Department and its respective programs, the operating plan
data system also provided the basis for tracking and reporting on
the status of the various workload items in the plan. The status
of Secretarial priorities and objectives was provided in a special
executive management report generated by OPLAN data. These vari-
ous reports were designed to provide the foundation for program
control and accountability.

Using work accomplishment reports from the operating plan and
the Regional Employees Time Reporting Systems, productivity
measurement was to be achieved.
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HUD SECRETARIAL PRIORITIES

FOR FISCAL YEAR 19821

1. To assist directly or indirectly in the collection of
amounts owed to the Department.

This priority's subobjectives are concerned with
collecting amounts from such things as multi- and
single-family notes, Title I defaulted loans, and
disallowed costs.

2. To reduce opportunities for fraud, waste, and
mismanagement.

This priority's subobjectives are concerned with
timely resolution of internal and external audit find-
ings, and implemen ing an accountability monitoring
concept.

3. To assure commitment of funds for minority businesses
during the fiscal year.

This priority's subobjectives set dollar amounts for
CPD programs and Housing programs.

4. To address underrepresentation of minorities and women in
professional and administrative positions, to the extent
possible, with available opportunities.

This priority's subobjectives established percentage
goals for opportunities by grade level.

5. To implement new State Block Grant Program and other 1981
legislative changes, including streamlined Entitlement
Block Grant Program.

This priority's subobjectives called for reviewing
the implementation actions on the identified programs and
the new legislation.

6. To improve efficiency and effectiveness of program
implementation and to minimize potential for fraud,
waste, and mismanagement through monitoring of and
technical assistance to CPD Program recipients.

1These are the priorities transmitted to all regional administra-
tors on April 1, 1982. For 16 of the 17 priorities, subobjec-
tives were provided which established quantitative and
qualitative levels of achievement for each region.
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This priority's subobjectives established the number
of projects or grantees to be monitored for various CPD
Programs and called for reviewing the quality of
technical assistance being provided.

7. 'To close out programs/projects under CDBG and 701
Comprehensive Planning Assistance Programs.

This priority's subobjectives established the number
of projects to be closed out by program.

8. Property disposition.

This priority's subobjectives set specific numbers
of properties to be sold and increased the percentage
amount to be recovered on these sales.

9. To develop and maintain workout plans.

This priority's subobjectives set goals for dealing
with financially troubled PHAs and Indian housing
authorities and called for action on all delinquent
single-family mortgages.

10. To perform monitoring reviews.

This priority's subobjectives called for monitoring
reviews of all initial and second moderate rehabilitation
reviews of PHAs and all Section 8 Finders-Keepers
management reviews of PHAs.

11. To perform Public and Indian Housing reviews.

This priority's subobjectives established specific
numbers of reviews for such things as utilities,
management, and occupancy.

12. Tenant accounts receivable.

This priority's subobjectives established a
threshold for doing an on-site review of PHAs' rent
collection activities and established an amount tenant
accounts receivable is to be reduced for Indian housing
authorities.

13. To obtain maximum assistance in processing Title VIII
complaints through full field implementation of State and
local fair housing programs.

This priority's subobjectives dealt with monitoring
state and local agencies' performance, conducting
training sessions, and conducting performance
evaluations.
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14. To assure and enhance participation of FHEO in monitoring
CDBG--entitlement and nonentitlement communities--and to
emphasize monitoring as a means of providing technical
assistance.

This priority's subobjectives established goals for
desk audits of entitlement and small cities grantees and
goals for visiting those grantees.

15. To assure effective utilization and to avoid fraud,
waste, and mismanagement of funds provided to Community
Housing Resource Boards.

This priority's subobjectives set goals for
monitoring Community Housing Resource Boards' operations.

16. To assure that quarterly levels of deposits in minority-
and women-owned and controlled financial institutions by
grantees and contractors who are recipients of HUD
program funds reach at least $100 million.

This priority did not have subobjectives.

17. To deposit cash receipts and disburse funds in accordance
with sound accounting and cash management practices.

This priority's subobjectives set the criteria for
depositing all collections and provided for Cash and
Securities Reviews.
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PROCESS USED TO DEVELOP BUDGET
EXECUTION REPORTS
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U F
N I Region Region RegionT C VI VIV Region Region
I EFort Kansas i N S Worth City Francisco Seattle

Program Accounting Assisted1j General and1
Sysem 1/ Housing Adminiatra- FHA 1_

MANUAL Accounting tive Account- Account-MANUAL System ing System ir,g System
86x0129 86x4041
86-0172 86x4058
86-0163 86x0148
86-89x0224 86x4237
86-13x21 00 86-11 M0080 86x0164 86-0143 86x407086-81 M0500 86-1 3M2030 86x4586
86-8190500 86-1 6M01 71

P A 86-179/31205 86-16M01 74
R C 86-170/41205 86-169/00174
0 C 86-11 x0090 86-160/10174
G 0 86-89x0215 86-13M2051
R U 86-89-0219 86-11 x4190
A N 86x0104 86 M0118
M T 86-0108 86M0133

S 86x0144 86x0146
86-0156 86x0149
86-0162 86-3970
86-0175 86x171
86-0170 86x4042
86x4115 85-0145
86x4034 86x4040
86-0178 86-3980
86x5271 86x8093
86-0139 86x3981
86M0302 86-0167
86x4098 86x5270
_86x4036 86x4015 j

BUDGET
REPORTS

CONSOLIDATION

INDTERNAL |REPORTS TO REPORTS
REPORTS CONGRESS TO OMB. REPORT S _

1/Some of the individual automated program accounts
include manual processes.
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PROGRAM ACCOUNTS

HUD Financial Management Systems Arranged by Function

Function Account Symbol Title

Insurance 86X4070 Mortgage Insurance Accounting

- Single Family

- Multifamily

- Title I

Subsidy 86X4041 Rental Housing Assistance Fund

86X4058 College Housing Debt Service

86X0129 Rent Supplement Program

86X0148 Homeownership and Rental Housing
Assistance

86-0172 Troubled Projects Operating Subsidy

86-0139 Housing Payments (disbursement only)

86-0163 Payments for Operation of Low-Income
Housing Programs

86M0302 Low-Rent Public Housing - Annual
Contributions

Grants 86X4237 New Communities Guarantee Fund

86-89X0224 Operating Expenses, DOE

86-13X21 no0 Regional development Programs

86-81 M0500 Community Services Administration

86-8190600 Community Services Administration

86-179/31206 Military Construction, Navy (Seattle)

86-170/41206 Military Construction, Navy (Seattle)

86-11 M0080 Public Works Acceleration (Executive)
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PROGRAM ACCOUNTS

HUD Financial Management Systems Arranged by Function (cont)

Function Account Symbol Title

Grants 86-13M2030 Development Facilities

(con't) 86-16M0171 Manpower Training Services

86-16M0174 Manpower Training Services

86-169/00174 Manpower Training Services

86-160/10174 Manpower Training Services

86-13M2051 Job Opportunities Program

86-11X4190 Appalachian Housing Fund

86-11 X0090 Appalachian Regional Development
Program

86-89X0215 Solar Conservation, DOE

86-89-0219 Solar Energy Finance, DOE

86X0104 Comprehensive Planning Grant

86-0108 Research and Technology

86M0118 Low Income Housing Demonstration
Program

86M0133 Model Cities Program

86X0144 Fair Housing Assistance

86X0146 Urban Transportation

86X0149 New Community Assistance Grants

86-0156 Housing Counseling Assistance Program

86-0162 Community Development

86-3970 Joint Grants Management Fund

86-0175 Neighborhood Self-Help Development
Programs

86-0170 Urban Development Action Grants

86X0171 Urban Homesteading
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PROGRAM ACCOUNTS

HUD Financial Management Systems Arranged by Function (cont)

Function Account Symhol Title

Loans 86X4098 Low-Rent Public Housing Programs

86X4115 Housing for the Elderly or
Handicapped Fund

86X4042 Nonprofit Sponsor Assistance

886-0145 Payment of Participation Sales
Insufficiencies

86X4036 Rehabilitation Loan Fund

86X4040 Community Disposal Operations Fund

Administrative
Accounting 86X4586 Working Capital Fund

86-3980 Administrative Operations Fund

86X8093! / Gifts and Requests

86-0143 Salaries and Expenses

86X3981 Management Fund for Disaster
Assistance

86-01671/ Mobile Home Standards Program

Other-s 86X0164 (A&B) Annual Contributions for Assisted
Housing (obligations only)

86X4015 Revolving Fund Liquidating Program

86X4034 Urban Renewal Program

86-01782a Congregate Services Program

86X52702 Interstate Land Sales

86X52711 Mobile Home Inspection and Monitoring
Footnotes
v Fee collections and payments of expenses from fees
2/ Special Reporting for gifts
2a Contracts for services and grants
_/ Inspection and monitoring fees
_/ To be classified within the major groupings at a later date.
Source: Assistant Secretary For Administration, HUD
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMATED SYSTEMS REi. EWED

OFFICE OF LON AMyAG SYW ru'

Information F'requency
Stem History Intended Purpose Qmnteined of Ontut :-rinary User.

hs system as This system is used to assist This system includes Reports are Ho.sing staff in
developed in a in analyzing the operations of 3 years of incame and produced as the field offices.
region in the insured multifamily pro4ects expense data on each rrquested by
early seventies by showing trerds in project insured project and rin staffs in
and expanded to income and expenses. This capres per unit headquarters
include all system does not replace the data with expected and in the
regions in 1980. need for a detailed annual performance stand- field offices.
r' veqer, the review of financial statements ards. It does not
system ras not by the field staff but aids in provide information
yet fully this review by identifying on other project
implemented in deviations from expected characteristics such
September 1982 perfornmance standards. as physical condition.
as reqi ired
incane and
expense data
vas not in the
system for
nmny projects.

(U'CWUfRIZED UNDRWRITING PROCESSING SYSVIM

The first phase iThL system is usei in the This syster. has HUD field staff qousing staff in
of this system underwritirng process to estimated costs for con retrieve the field offices.
was installed in comnpile project costs from construction and various reports This system also
1971, to provide the time of conception through operating expenses from this sys- provides construc-
field staff with property appraisal, construc- for the project being ten. as required tion costs data for
the cpr. ility tion and final endorsement. insured. the system while analyzing use in the public
for estinating The system is used to deter- also includ Is actial a proposed housing program arid
the cost of pro- mine estimated operating costs construction and rroject. is used to fulfill
posed projects. of proposed projects and their operating costs for requests by outside
In 1975, a second cstineted replacement value. cosrable projects. parties for actual
phase was added it is also intended co be used construction cost
to incorporate to ampare the cost oi value data.
appraisal and of projects to be constructed
mortgage credit to that of comparable existing
processes. A'tn projects to provide a basis
system Was fur- for oamalting the nmximun
ther modified to anount that HUD will insure.
enhance input
procedures in
1979.

REST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE
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RESULTS OF OUR ANALYSIS OF

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

OFFICE OF LOAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The system was developed as a tool to aid loan specialists
in the annual review of the income statements provided to HUD for

insured multifamily projects. Mortgagors submit annual income and

expense statements which field personnel use as the source docu-

ments for the system. The system formats this data to produce an

income and expense analysis for each project for the most recent

3 fiscal years. The automated analysis shows income and expense

information per unit and per month, income and expense trends, and

indications of deviations from expected performance standards.

The system is designed to identify those projects which are in

dangerof f a-il inrgand -inddicate that-a- oan-- spei-alist ; udcon-

duct a detailed review. The system was intended to aid the loan

specialists by reducing technical and clerical efforts, thus

providing more time for the judgmental aspects of project
monitoring.

Early in 1982, a contractor for HUD's Office of Policy Devel-

opment and Research completed a study of the correlation betw ;n
multifamily project financial data and project failures resulting
in transfers of mortgages to HUD. The study used statements of

receipts and disbursements as well as income and expenses. The

study found (1) little significant correlation between any data

element and project failures, (2) financial ratios differing

between defaulted and nondefaulted projects only in the year prior

to failure, hence providing scant advance warning of impending

financial failure, and (3) no systematic patterns of financial
trajectories to failure. This study indicated thna the Office of

Loan Management System could not be relied upon to identify those
projects most likely headed toward default.

Our review of this system reinforced the study results by

identifying the following data limitations:

-- Financial statement data may not reflect the project's
physical condition. An insured project may appear to be

fully solvent and be current in its debt and operating

expense payments, but be on the verge of bankruptcy
because project management has deferred maintenance work

and allowed the project to deteriorate.

---Financial data is out of date. In some cases, data was
at least 6 months old by the time it was entered into the

system and, thus, did not reflect current economic condi-
tions. For example, at the Seattle Field Office with about

225 insured projects, we found that as of July 1982, the

financial statements for 2 of these projects were overdue

up to 54 days; 34 were overdue up to 144 days; and
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9 were overdue up to 500 days. The longest period a
financial statement was overdue was 1,240 days.

--Financial data is not comparable between projects.
Even though HUD promulgates a detailed chart of standard
accounts, and detailed instructions for use of these
accounts, the classification of such items as income and
expense is inconsistent between projects. An example is
utilities: in some projects utilities are project-paid,
in others they are tenant-paid, and in still others they
are divided between project and tenant in various ways.
Also, total heating and cooling expenses can vary widely
between older and newer projects due to different insula-
tion and construction techniques. Thus, the computation by
the system of averages and norms for utility expenses is of
limited value.

Limitations of this nature curtailed the usefulness of the
system in detecting deviations from expected performance stand-
ards. Also, because of these limitations and because the volume
of financial statement data which had to be entered into th-
system was considered to be time cc:.suming, the system has been
broadly criticized over the years, especially by field office
staff. In two of the three field offices we visited, we were
told that there was little use of the system. At the other
office, we were told that the system could not be relied upon by
itself, but that the systems' reports were useful in "lending
credence" to HUD's questioning of project management practices.

COMPUTERIZED UNDERWRITING
PROCESSING SYSTEM

Although this system serves several purposes, it is primarily
intended to assist managers in processing mortgage insurance for
multifamily projects by comparing the cost or value of projects to
be constructed to that of comparable existing projects, and thus
computing the maximum insurable amounts. The system primarily
relies upon an analysis of gross physical characteristics for this
computation.

Users of the system we talked to, as well as studies by
the real estate appraisal industry, indicated that any method of
estimating the cost of a project by comparing its gross physical
characteristics with those of existing projects depends upon care-
ful evaluations of differences in specific project characteristics
and construction quality. The real estate appraisal industry
recognizes the great degree of judgment and risk associated with
such a cost estimating method. Methods based upon gross charac-
teristics have been shown to produce valuations varying as much
as 100 percent between extremes of construction quality.

HUD's Office of Public Housing has recognized the limitations
of the system's cost estimation process and has proposed that HUD
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change to an automated housing unit pricing system available com-
mercially and used industry-wide. This pricing method would cal-
culate quantities and current local prices of individual elements
of material and labor costs using detailed construction plans and
specifications. The Office of Public Housing advised us that it
dropped this proposal due to budget constraints. Howevere the
Office said that it is now planning to propose adoption of the
same estimating technique on a manual basis, using handbooks
published by the companies which provide the automated services.

This Office expects the proposed method to solve the problems
associated with making judgmental adjustments for differences in
physical characteristics and construction quality. In addition,
this method could be expected to result in greater cost estimating
accuracy and, since it more nearly equates to industry practice,
to provide a common basis for the HUD field analyst and the
developer/builder to use in: resolving cost estimate differences.,
Also, the technique lends itself to substitution of various build-
ing systems or assemblies for evaluating the cost effectiveness of
design alternatives.

Although the Computerized underwriting Processing System may
not fully meet the Department's need for determining the maximum
insurable value of projects, accurate data would be useful for
such purposes as assessing the economic feasibility of proposed
projects and performing work process functions. In this regard,
however, the Inspector General has found that the quality and
timeliness of the system's data need to be improved. Our review
confirmed that the field offices were not always inputting
current, accurate and complete data.

PUBLIC HOUSING AUTHORITY
OPERATING STATEMENT SYSTEM

This system is designed to accumulate accounting and finan-
cial data from public housing authorities which can be used to
(1) monitor program financial performance, (2) study the costs of
public housing, and (3) determine changes needed in the formula
used to distribute over $1 billion annually to public housing
authorities for operating expenses.

Our review showed that the most significant problem with
the Public Housing Authority Operating Statement System was that
complete data was never entered into the system. Officials at HJUD
headquarters who require this data for managerial decisions estim-
ated that only half of the project operating statement data cur-
rently is entered into thf system in time to be useful. These
statements, which are prepared by public housing authorities, are
frequently handwritten, incomplete, or inaccurate. Also, our
review showed that these data problems could be traced to several
causes, including different HUD organizations controlling the
receipt of the statements, evaluating them, and entering the data
into the system.
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MULTIFAMILY INSURED AND
DIRECT LOAN INFORMATION SYSTEM

In 1978, HUD management recognized a need for a consolidated
system to support the Department's work planning and performance
measurement system. The system was to be implemented in three
parts or subsystems. The one subsystem was to support the Depart-
ment's work planning and performance measurement system and spe-
cial needs of HUD headquarters. The other two subsystems were to
principally support the unique needs of the field offices and
would automatically provide input data to the system. Particular
data elements of interest to field offices, but not required by
headquarters, would be provided by the latter two subsystems.

Because of limited data processing funds, the scope of the
consolidated system was reduced. HUD developed only one subsystem
of the Multifamily Insured and Direct Loan Information System with
modifications to incorporate some of the data elements envisioned
for the other two subsystems which were not developed. As the two
subsystems not developed were primarily for field office use, the
current system does not fully meet their needs. As a result,
HUD's field office personnel reported to us a low degree of satis-
faction with the system's capability to satisfy many of their
day-to-day information needs. They attributed this dissatisfac-
tion to their need to input and maintain massive amounts of data
in the system without having access to data in ways useful to
their own particular needs.

We found this system's edits and controls are improved over
those of its predecessor system. We also found the systems data
was kept fairly current, owing partly to the fact that the system
interfaced with HUD's work planning and performance measurement
systems. Also, the system's data quality benefits from a data
entry edit capability. Formats of the data input documents are
displayed on the work station screen, and limited edits of the
data are performed as the data is entered. This capability is not
provided, for example, by the Office of Loan Management System.

After the conclusion of our review, HUD initiated action
to modify and enhance the Office of Loan Management System and
the Multifamily Insured and Direct Loan Information System. This
action, which is expected to be completed in fiscal 1984, is
designed to combine the two systems into a single data base with
expanded capabilities. In the interim, HUD advised that it has
created additional reports for monitoring the financial statement
receipt dnd review process.
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REVIEW OF INTERNAL CONTROLS

OVER INSURANCE PREMIUMS,

CASH RECEIPTS, AND CASH DISBURSEMENTS

BETTER INTERNAL CONTROLS
NEEDED OVER INSURANCE PREMIUMS

The Department's financial management systems did not contain
current or accurate data and lacked the basic internal controls
necessary to assure that annual single-family mortgage insurance
premiums of over $400 million were received in full and on time.
While HUD is implementing a new system of collecting and account-
ing for single-family insurance premiums, the new system offers no
guarantees that premiums will be collected in full and on time or
assurance that penalties will be imposed when warranted.

HUD insures about 5 million single-family home mortgages
financed by lending institutions such as banks and mortgage compa-
nies. The insurance is paid by the homeowner and is included in
the monthly mortgage payment made to the lending institution. The
lending institution then remits the premiums collected to HUD.

The system's fundamental defects, which have been documented
over the years, were that:

-- HUD's records were so inaccurate that HUD did not know how
much mortgagees owed.

-- Few audit reconciliations of mortgagee and HUD records were
conducted.

-- Penalties were not imposed for underpayment, late payment,
or nonpayment of amounts due.

Although the mortgagees were required to pay premiums fully
they did not always dc so, as the few audit reconciliations that
HUD conducted in fiscal 1982 indicated. In the past, HUD's
response was to assume more and more of the burden in determining
what the correct payments should be. As a consequence of this
extensive administrative effort, HUD had reduced the staff time
available for oversight functions.

Mortgagees that obtain Federal Housing Administration loan
insurance enter into a contractual obligation with HUD to report
and pay premiums promptly and fully. This contract must become
the cornerstone of the HUD premium collection program. The
primary responsibility for reporting and paying rests with the
mortgagees. HUD can assist the mortgagees in meeting this
responsibility but must penalize them if they do not.
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Central to the necessary change in the relationship between
the mortgagees and HUD is the institution of a system of internal
accounting controls. Internal accounting controls for the
single-family mortgage insurance premium collection system would:

1. Assure that HUD has a record of all insured mortgages
as soon as settlement occurs or transfers are effected.

2. Compare premiums paid with annual premiums due by
mortgagees responsible for payment.

3. Provide adequate penalties to reinforce the accurate and
timely reporting and paying requirements.

In the past, HUD's system did not have these basic internal
controls.

HUD has started to address these problems by revising its
premium collection system. These revisions were timed to coin-
cide with the conversion from annual to monthly collections of
insurance premiums as prescribed by law.1 When HUD implemented
montl1v collections of single-family insurance premiums in
September 1982, it collected $22 million which was not previously
recorded as a receivable on its accounting records.

At the time of our field work the revised system was not
fully implemented. To be effective this new system also will be
dependent upon the accuracy of HUD's records of insured mortgages,
the adequacy of the premium reconciliation process, and the
imposition of penalties for delinquent payments.

Accurate records of all
insured mortgages needed

Prior audits conducted by us and the HUD Inspector General
have identified major problems with the completeness and accuracy
of HUD's file of insured mortgages (insurance-irn--force file).
Our current review showed that these problems continue although
the effectiveness of HUD's proposed new system depends upon the
quality of the insurance-in-force file.

In March 1982, the Inspector General reported that major
internal control weaknesses existed in the maintenance of the
insurance-in-force file. Our work showed that new mortgages were
not always recorded in the insurance-in-force file because the
field offices did not promptly input required information.

1Section 530 of the National Housing Act as added by Section 320
of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1980, Public Law
96-399, 94 Stat. 1646.
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We also found that changes in mortgage ownership were not
promptly and reliably reported to HUD by the mortgagees. Although
HUD regulations required the mortgagee to report these changes,
the required documentation was not always provided. For example,
we found that an insured loan was assumed by a new mortgagor in
1974. However, the HUD insurance-in-force file was not revised
to reflect the change and the HUD billings reflected the original
mortgagor. As a result, the mortgagee had not paid HUD back
premiums of $746 on this insured mortgage. The errors in the
insurance-in-Lorce file were further evidenced when we selected
a mortgagee for review in the Seattle, Washington, area. HUD
records indicated this mortgagee was delinquent in making pay-
ments. However, we found that the mortgagee had entered bank-
ruptcy in November 1980 and had been convicted of embezzling
escrow furds. Although some premiums were delinquent since 1977,
HUD continued to send premium billings to the mortgagee because
HUD's records were not revised to reflect changes in the
mortgagee's financial status.

HUD management was aware that its inability to accurately
maintain the insurance-in-force file caused premium losses. A
collection group which was reviewing mortgagee records in an
attempt to correct prior billings had, in visiting 37 mortgagees
during fiscal 1982, collected about $8.8 million in delinquent
premiums. In some instances this group discovered that individual
mortgage premiums had gone unpaid for 10 years.

HUD's inability to determine accurately the premiums paid,
annual premiums due, and the mortgagee responsible for payment
continues to be a major factor in the breakdown of the collection
system. Until HUD fully develops its new system to the point
that the insurance-in-force file is accurately maintained, this
problem will continue.

Periodic reconciliations of
mortgagee accounts needed

Under the previous system, HUD records of amounts due were
not reconciled with mortgagee records on a systematic basis to
determine the accuracy of amounts paid. The new system contains
the same deficiency, but HUD plans to make improvements.

Our review at three area offices showed that the field staff
responsible for reviewing mortgagee accounts in accordance with
HUD Handbook 4060.3 were reconciling only a few mortgagee accounts
each year and spending little effort on these reviews. Although
few reconciliations w *e done, of more importance is the fact that
these reconciliations were not integrated into a comprehensive
internal control system. These reconciliations should be planned
based on criteria such as the amount of premiums paid, established
tolerances which are built into the proposed system, and the
results of past HUD reviews.
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HUD accounting personnel planned to integrate the systematic
reconciliation of accounts into the new system. The proposed
system can be effective in tracking premiums paid only if itidentifies any mortgagees whose premiums are not paid.

HUD was aware that to make such a system work with about
5 million insured mortgages requires maximum use of computerresources and had initiated efforts to link with the computer
resources of the mortgagee. HUD records indicated that over
60 percent of all insured mortgages are held by 150 mortgagees andaccomplishing this linkage would require these mortgagees to pro-vide HUD with automated input for use in reconciling accounts. At
the end of November 1982, 91 mortgagees were participating in atape exchange program with HUD.

This reporting linkage also has potential for reducing HUD'sburden in processing mortgage ownership changes. At the very
least, if properly implemented, it should permit HUD to reconcile
its records with the mortgagees' records periodically and providethe HUD field offices with a discrepancy list. The field staff
could then meet with the mortgagee and reconcile the differences
during the reviews which they now are required to perform.

Penalties needed
for delayed payments

Both HUD's old system and its new system provide for chargingpenalties and interest for delayed payments. In the past, these
charges were not systematically enforced.

IiUD has recently begun assessing charges for delayed pay-
ments. In September 1982, $252,507 in such charges were assessed
against 90 delinquent mortgagees. While such action in and ofitself does not assure timely collection, it does (1) provide a
clear and visible sign to mortgagees that HUD intends to streng-
then its single-family premium collection program and (2) sets inmotion long overdue provisions of its regulations--assessing
charges for late payments.

BETTER INTERNAL CONTROLS
NEEDED OVER CASH RECEIPTS

The Department's system of internal control was not adequate
to safeguard receipts. Collections were not placed under immedi-
ate accounting control. Further, HUD was not making maximum use
of electronic funds transfer technology. HUD management has
recently taken action to improve the timeliness of and control
over its deposits.

Cash and checks received through the mail or over the counter
are inherently susceptible to loss, theft, or other misuse.
Recognizing this, the GAO Policies and Procedures Manual for
Guidance of Federal Agencies specifies that agency collections
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should be placed under appropriate accounting and physical con-
trols as soon as they are received. Such controls include requiL-
ing that checks be (1) immediately logged in and (2) restrictively
endorsed for deposit to the Department's account. At HUD head-
quarters we found that collections were not promptly placed under
accounting control. The mail was opened in one location but the
collections were moved to another office before being logged in
and endorsed.

Also, HUD had not fully implemented procedures to comply
with the Treasury Department's policy to use electronic funds
transfers for receipts of $10,000 or more. Under electronic funds
transfers, which is widely used commercially, money is transfer-
red almost instantaneously without the need for preparing and
mailing a check. When HUD relied on the mails, its receipts were
delayed. For example, in 1982, HUD sold property in Puerto Rico
for $20 million and the purchaser mailed checks to HUD headquar-
ters. HUD officials said their plan is to use the electronic
funds transfers system for such transactions in the future.

Management was aware of the benefits of improved cash manage-
ment and has recently initiated action to improve the timeliness
of its deposits. It recently implemented a program for depositing
payments for mortgage insurance premiums directly with a bank.
This program speeds up the depositing of funds in Treasury and HUD
expects annual savings of about $1.5 million. Management's aware-
ness of cash management problems and the actions taken to expedite
the depositing of receipts in Treasury accounts are positive
steps.

BETTER INTERNAL CONTROLS
NEEDED OVER DISBURSEMENTS

HUD's systems did not provide adequate internal controls
over disbursements. As a result, disbursement activities did not
conform to sound cash management practices and federal funds were
exposed to loss, misuse, and inaccurate accounting.

GAO's Policy and Procedures Manual foi Guidance of Federal
Agencies (7 GAO 20.2) states that vouchers to pay hills should be
preaudited to check and verify the accuracy of data, including
amounts shown. The preaudits should also establish whether the
payment would duplicate another, whether it has been properly
authorized, and whether it is a legal payment being made for
goods and services received in accordance with the terms of the
agreement.

Our review showed that the HUD voucher review process relied
on extensive manual efforts in approving about 125,000 payments
for about $300 million annually. These payments were for utili-
ties and repairs on HUD-owned property. The Office of Finance and
Accounting approves these disbursemnents, but the field offices
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contract for and monitor performance of the work. The field
office receives the invoices for the work performed and preparesthle vouchers for payment. These vouchers are forwarded to head-quarters for processing the disbursement transaction. Automationof the verification process at field offices would permit adoptionof additional internal controls at headquarters by eliminating thepresent manual effort and making staff available for other
functions.

Many of the manual controls used to approve payments couldbe automated and vouchers could be statistically sampled for thelimited manual review necessary to determine legality, propriety,
and correctness prior to payment. We found the manual voucherreview process at HUD headquarters to be less efficient, consist-ent, and effective than properly designed and implemented auto-mated controls would be. For example, when voucher examinersprocess an invoice for payment they are, among other things,supposed to manually

-- assure that the invoice, receiving report, and the nurchaseorder or contract document match and

--review information in the manual file to detect potentialduplicate payments.

A good automated system would perform these functions, eliminate
the need for extensive manual checks, and ensure that the system'sinternal controls were consistently followed. As part of thissystem development, HUD would need to adopt quality control tech-niques and develop a statistical sampling plan for selectivelyassuring that the system's internal controls are effective.

Also, we found that the Office of Finance and Accounting
did not time its disbursements to coincide with invoice due datesbecause of problems related to processing of its payment vouch-ers. As a result, payments can be made too early or too late,which increases the government's operating costs.

Treasury directives specify that agencies schedule theissuance of checks as close as possiole to the due date of theinvoice, contract, or other agreement. Early payments acceleratethe flow of cash from the Treasury. This adds to the amountsTreasury must borrow and increases interest costs. On the otherhand, late payments preclude the government from taking advantageof cash discounts offered for prompt payment and in the future maycause the government to pay interest.

Further, we found that the manual payment process did notalways include adequate internal controls. For example, underthe Section 235 Program, HUD pays interest subsidies of about$200 million annually to mortgagees for loans made to eligiblelow-income participants. A joint study by the Office of Financeand Accounting and the Office of Inspector General concluded that
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its manual system does not (1) provide Housing with information
necessary to effectively monitor mortgagee performance, (2) assurepayments are mau&e only to HUD-approved mortgagees, and (3) preventduplicate payments to mortgagees. Under its payment system, HUDpays the mortgagee the amount billed and relies on the threat of a3UD audit as the primary safeguard.
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ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

RESPONSIBILITIES WITHIN HUD

Over 20 offices in HUD headquarters have accounting and
financial management responsibilities. Financial management func-
tions are also performed by HUD's field offices. An explanation
of the responsibilities assigned to the various HUD activities
follows.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR ADMINISTRATION

The financial management responsibilities under the Assistant
Secretary for Administration include the formulation Lnd review of
the HUD budget, policy direction and review of overall HUD finan-
cial reporting and accounting operations, analysis of grants and
contracts, and the acquisition of property and supplies. In addi-
tion, the Department's information policies and plans are estab-
lished and data processing and related hardware and software are
acquired and operated to support HUD programs. These functions
are performed by the following offices:

--Office of Budget.

--Office of Finance and Accounting.

--Office of Procurement and Contracts.

-- Office of Administrative Services.

-- Office of Information Policies and Systems.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HOUSING -
FEDERAL HOUSING COMMISSIONER

The financial management responsibilities for housing pro-
grams are performed by several offices. These activities include
settling claims, developing and controlling program funding lev-
els, analyzing conditions in the securities market, authorizing
fee refunds, and establishing policies and procedures for budget-
ing systems for public housing agencies. In addition, assistance
on automated systems for the housing area is provided to Housing
staff at headquarters and in the field. The offices that perform
these functions include

-- Office of Management,

--Office of Field Operations,

--Office of Financial Management,

--Office of Budget and Economic Analysis,
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-- Office of Multifamily Housing Development,

-- Office of State Agency and Bond Financed Programs,

--Office of Multifamily Financing and Preservation,

--Office of Public Housing,

--Office of Single-Family Housing, and

--Office of Title I Insuired Loans.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY POR
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Financial management functions of this aci ; ity include pr,'-
paring budgets, performing financial analyses ' determine impact

"-am proposals and grantee performance, developing audit
and procedures for grant closeouts, and maintaining fund-
?ment systems to track funding progress and problems.
l, data systems are operated to support program

These functions are performed by four offices:

-a :ice of Management.

-- Office of Urban Development Action Grants.

office of Elock Grant Assi-_ance.

-- Office of Field Operations and Monitoring.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH

Financial management functions in this activity include
developing and directing general department-wide economic and
financial research plans in the areas of housing demand and sup-
ply, as well as budgeting for this activity; monitcring contractor
performance; and gathering program obligation data. These
functions are performed by two 'fices:

-- Office of Economic Affairs.

-- Office of Management and Program Control.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FAIR
HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Financial management responsibilities in this activity
include budgeting and developing and maintaining management infor-
matioii systems. The FHEO operating budget control system is also
developed and maintained to assure compliance with intended
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1 . altica'is. These functions are performed by the Office of
.'' gemen~ arnd, Field Coordination.

4F7C4,;¢W UN ITY DEVEL.OPMENT CORPORATION

; The f linancial management activities performed by this cor-
o0.rztio.i irn::lude developing and maintaining financial standards,
fornulatln9 and executing the budget, managing the New Communities
tiind tc ensure the timely payment of liabilities and borrowings on
e.halZ of .the fund from the Treasury, and representing HUD in all

dealings concerning the corpoLation's financial and accounting
functions. These activities are performed by two offices:

--Office of Operations and Finance.

'0 ,' -- 'fEic.e. of Trogram Policy and Management.

This government corporation within HUD has responsibility for
its own alccetating operations and has a mortgage disposition board
that makes financial decisions under the delegated authority of
the HTID Secretary.

REGT'T)NtAL At~r AREA OFFICE
FINANCIAL. MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

HUD's 10 regional offices have financial management respon-
sibiti::.'es for project financing in public housing agencies and
monitoring area office execution of housing financial transac-
tions. Also, the regions are responsible for the reallocation of
prograit funds to the area offices and administering regional
accounting and financial narnagemcnt functions. In the area offi-
ces, financial management activities include review of project
cost estimes and the .iscal aspects of project bugents and
financial plans. In addition, oerformance goals, resource alloca-
tions, and budget formulations are analyzed and tracked. The
offices within the regions and the divisions within the area
offices performing these activities include:

Regional Financial Management

-- Office of Regional Housinq,

-- Office c" Regional Community Planning and Development, and

-- Office of Regional Administration.

Area Office Financial Man:gemernt

-- Houring Division,
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-- Community Planning and Development Division,

-- Administrative Management Division, and

-- Economic and Market Division.
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THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
E8, L*WASHINGTON, D.C. 2410

August 29, 1983

Honorable Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowshf r:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on she CAO Draft
Report entitled "Increasing HUD's Effectiveness Through Improved Management,"which was provided to me by Mr. J. Dexter Peach, Director, Resources,Immunity, and Economic Development Division, of the GAO. We appreciate thetime and work Lhat went into this study, a'd many HUD reviewers noted theparticular improvements of this version over the original draft.

We also recognize the Report as a new kind of effort by GAO, and aregrateful for the personal briefings you and your staff provided for me and
my managers.

I have one general comment which I discussed at length during arecent meeting with your staff. The draft report is not accurate in itsdescription of how housing policies are developed. I understand that thereport will be revised accordingly. The comments that follow address thefindings and recommendations in the sequence of the Report.

Finding No. 1: Achieving An Organizational Structure Compatible With The
Evolving Federal Role in Housing and Community Development

Under this heading, the Report quite accurately characterizes the changesin program direction the Department is experiencing, and notes that the presentorganizational structure may not be entirely appropriate to the new direction.
GAO's principal recommendation is that the Secretary delay the proposed fieldreorganization, pending reevaluation of program and policy directions, andclarification of lines of authority and responsibility.

Whlile we would appreciate the luxury of more time for review, webelieve that would only further delay the process of making needed staffingadjustments. The issues in the field reorganization have been studied atlength, and with spcctLic reference to program changes. We have testifiedbefore Congress on the subject, reached a decision, and have issued notices
to the field. We believe that the reorganization will, in fact, addressother issues raised in the Report.

For example, we agree with the Report tin Chapter 2) that, given thedirection of HUD programs, it may not be cost-effective to maintain offices
in all of our present locations. Moreover, one of the effects of thereorganization will be .to strengthen the role of the Regional Administratorand help with the problem of tiers of management by clarifying responsibilities.
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Finding No. 2: Enhancing Managerial Leadership, Accountability For Cross-
Cutting Management Functions, And Continuity Within HUD's
Top Management Team

In this seccion, the Report reviews several HUD managerial and
administrative functions and recommends several improvements. On budgeting,
the Report recommends closer links to other management processes. We agree
and have taken steps to create the links. On planning, the Report recommends
systematic coordination of agency plan.ing systems and characterizes the
budget process as an ineffective "substitute" (Vol.1, p.v) for needed
planning systems. We would point out that the budget process was never
intended as a substitute for other planning. We believe that there is a
fundamental confusion in the Report about the nature of planning, and
would like to expand on this point.

In our view, there ate two distinguishable kinds of planning with wnich
the Report is concerned. The Report faults the Department for not having in
place what might be called the "grand scale" plan of long-term agreed-upon
and carefully articulated goals Lad objectives.

We do not agree that the Department lacks long-term goals and objectives.
HUD's objectives, as reported to the President, are:

-- to provide cost-effective housing for the truly needy;
- to encourage homeownership;
-- to ensure equal housing opportunities for all and to prevent

discrimination in housing;
- to assist community development;
-- to promote the economic growth of cities and States, primarily

by stimulating private investment;
-- to delegate to State and local government, greater responsibility

for the planning and operation of community and economic
development activities; and

-- to implement more cost-effective ways of operating the Department.

We are attempting to refine these broad Departmental goals within the
context of existing and proposed legislation.

The second kind of planning at issue is operatioral planning, including
budgeting and management planning for allc-ating resources. The Report
rightly notes that these processes need to le brought together (which we
were starting to do when the first draft was written), and further,
that the Department is in the process of changing from the former "OperatiAng
Plan"--a highly detailed but unhappily rigid and complicated system,
which measured things irrelevant to current program directions--to a more
results-oriented, simpler system in Lhe new Management Plan and resource
allocation process. Both will be brought more closely in line with budget
formulation and execution.

[GAO NOTE: Some page references have been changed to correspond
with the final report.]
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More generally, the Report points out that th- Department could
improve its program evaluation and monitoring, and recommends that we
improve our systems to protect against fraud, waste and abuse. I am
pleased to report that the Department has undertaken an extensive and
detailed internal control effort, in response to OMB Circular No. A-123,
which addresses these very issues. (This effort is discussed in detail
under Finding No. 10.)

In another section of this Finding, the Report offers three options for
improving "managerial style, accountability and continuity," ultimately
recommending that Congress consider creating a new non-partisan position
of Under Secretary for Management. Although we concur in the effort to
strengthen this aspect of financial management responsibilities, we recommend
a variation to the previously discussed options.

We propose that the role of the Assistant Secretary for Administration
be strengthened relating to crosscutting management functions and the
involvement of the Under Secretary be increased in day-to-day management
activities when they relate to the overall management of the Department. In
addition, the designation of a chief financial officer who would report to
the Assistant Secretary for Administration would provide the critically
needed ciatinuity in the Department's senior financial management ranks.

HUD needs a single top-level executive responsible for management
resources and for ensuring that program officials are aware of management
concerns. It makes sense to me that this be the Assistant Secretary for
Administration, since this person is responsible for operating the financial
and management support systems necessary to perform this function.

linding No. 3: Improving Accounting And Financial Management

Noting tha, "the accounting and financial management information systems
that support policy-making and program implementation have not kept pace
with the needs ot the Congress or HUD management," the Report makes a
number of short- and long-term recommendations. We generally agree with
the problem analysis and the recommendations, but would like to emphasize
that iTe have already taken a number of steps to improve accounting
along the lines suggested, and have completed a joint Internal Control
Project between our Offices of Administration and the Inspector Gereral to
make specific improvements.

In 1982, we also completed a Financial Management Study (a copy of
which is enclosed for your review), which addresses many financial management
problem areas in Headquarters, especially in Housing. Actions are now
being taken on the specific recommendations in the Study. One effort
under way is to separate public housing, a particularly troubled area,
from other housing programs, and to set it up under the leadership of
an accomplished financial manager.
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We would also like to emphasize that automated data processing in HUD
is more than simply accounting and financial management support. Program
operations and planning depend on fast and accurate processing of program
data, and this is also a priority of our strategic planning for information
management. The Report's exclusive emphasis on AD? for financial management
neglects an important part of a larger cffort to improve Departmental
information and information systems.

Our comment in the previous Finding about how to organize for financial
management also applies to the recommendation in this Finding for creating
a new position for financial management. We believe that strengthening the
Assistant Secretary for Administration with the designation of a SES
financial officer will enable the Assistant Secretary to effectively manage
this effort.

Finding No. 4; Developing A Department-Wide Planning Process

In this section, the Report cites examples of planning problems in HUD
and recommends that the Department build on existing effo:ts to improve
planning. We believe that the Report is in error in three of the cited
examples of "planning problems," and would like to correct these
misimpressions.

Citing as an example of "ad hoc and uncoordinated planning," the
Report notes that the transfer of the small cities block grant program to
the States affected HUOD staffing and monitoring needs, "yet no existing
plan considered these issues." The implication that the transfer was
inadequately considered is simply untrue.

While no formal long-term planning existed for the transfer because we
could not anticipate the exact legislative changes, implementation of
the legislation was carried out in an orderly fashion. As legislative
changes are enacted, the Department adjusts staffing, monitoring, and
administrative activity to accommodate change. "Formal" advance planning
would probably not have helped, since Congressional enactment of
legislative changes and program operational requirements could not have
been anticipated much in advance of the event.

As a second example of "the absence of systematic approach to policy
development," Volume I of the Report sta-es on page 21 that "critical analysis
of program impact was absent in HUD's voucher proposal." Not only is this
untrue, it is inconsistent with page 49 of Volume II of the Report,which says
". . . the voucher concept and fiscal year 1983 program design was the product
of extensive HUD discussions, research, study, and comparison with other
approaches." The concept of providing direct financial assistance to those
seeking rental housing w*as tested for years under an experimental vrogram
conducted by our Office of Policy Development and Researzh. Tile research
results were a fundamental part of the analysis that underlies the voucher
proposal.
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As a third example of planning deficiencies, the Report cites the
contingent liability to the Department of mortgages assigned under
Section 221. It is especially distressing to me that this particular
example apparently came up for the first time in this draft, since we
would have preferred to correct the misimpression earlier.

In any case, the implied "discovery" here is news to neither the Congress
nor the Department, nor is it appropriate to use this case as an example of
planning failure. The liability has been recognized for years, and
concrete steps have been taken over time to address this issue. The
Department has continuously made efforts to bring this matter to
Congressional attention, and, this year, succeeded in the Senate, at least,
in getting proposed legislation to provide for direct sales through GNMA
of assigned mortgages as they come due.

The essential roint here is that planning has not been absent nor
inadequate in these cases, nor has the Department been remiss in notifying
Congress of impending problems. The political process has a larger impact
here than the Report acknowledges. On balance, we recommend that this
Finding be dropped from the final report, and appropriate changes made in
references to planning in other parts of the Report.

Finding No. 5: Budgeting And Legislative Processes Impact On
IUD s Management

The recommendations in this Finding are addressed to the Congress, and
concern timing in the Congressional budget process. Except to note that
HUD is certainly not alone in feeling constraints on operational planning
because of budge: deadlines, we will defer comment on this section.

Finding No. 6: Improving The Analytical Data Base Used To Support Budget
Dev-lopennt And Execution Monitoring

This section concerns the need for improvement in accounting and financial
management systems, and recommends that HUD continue current efforts to
improve systems, integrate budgeting and accounting, and develop information
necessary to allocate staffing. All these efforts are, as noted, well
under way.

The Report is in technical error in its discussion of the "shortcomings"
of accounting for salaries and expenses. Noting that "the budget process is
not supported by a cost accounting system covering salaries and expenses,"
it states that "accounting systems do not accumulate costs by appropriation
account" (emphasis added). Salaries and expenses funds for the Department are
appropriated in a single account (including ? transfer from the FHA fund),
and the Department s budget justifications discuss staffing by orgallizatiou
in very considerable detail--over one-third ot the total justifications.
The accounting and payroll systems fully support the budget justifications
and provide the information we also need for internal management.
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Finding No. 7: Expanding And Strengthening Budget Justification To
Enhance Congressional Control

Under this Finding, the Report recommends that Congress require the
Department to include in its budget justifications more material than
at present on the long-term costs and contingent liabilities of HUD
programs. We do not believe that adding material would help. Budget
Justification materials currently provided to Congress are already about four
inches thick, weigh five pounds, number 531 pages, and are dense with detail
and analysis. To the best of our understanding, we are already providing as
much analytic material as has been required, and as much as can reasonably
be digested. We also supply additional material on request.

No doubt, additional paper could be produced, but at the cost of
additional delay to produce it, with the result that much of the material
would not be of use by the time it is received.

In this section, the Report notes again the "undisclosed" impact of
contingent liabilities of the Section 221 program. We would point out
that we have made information available to Congress on the dimensions
of the problem and have recosmended remedial legislation (see comments
under Finding No. 4).

On a technical matter, the Report notes that "the Budget Act of 1974
sought to increase Congressional control byi curbing permanent contract
authority of [the Section 81 type." In fact, the 1974 Budget Act specifically
excluded pre-A974 contract authority of this type. Notwithstanding this
situation, as a matter of practice, the Department accounts for, and
justifies before Congress, all pre-1974 authority, and Congress releases
the authority in appropriation acts.

The Department is not in disagreement with the underlying recommendation
that "deobligation" or, more precisely, "dereiervation" of conmitmen.s which
may never proceed to obligation should take place. In fact, a number of
initiatives in this regard have been included in HUD's Assisted Housing
Budget since the beginning of this Administration.

For example, the basis for recording obligations in the Section 8 and
Public Housing programs has been changed. Prior to 1982, obligations in the
legal and accounting sense were recorded on the basite of a notification
and reservation letter in both the Section 8 and Public Housing programs.
These obligations were included in the computation of year-end obligated
balances every year up to and including 1981. In a legal opinion dated
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February 16, 1982, the Comptroller General held that recording obligations
on the basis of reservation and notification letters was improper and did
not meet the criteria of 31 U.S.C. 200 which requires documentary evidence
of a binding agreement in writing. Pursuant to this decision, HUD now records
obligations on the basis of executed contracts.

The Report also overlooks the restraints on the deobligation process
imposed by Congress. For example, the Urgent Supplement Appropriations Act
of 1982 (P.L. 97-216) stipulates that the Department must wait at least 24
months before terminating a reservation of contract authority for any project
under Section 8 on account of the inability of the developer or owner to obtain
firm financing. This type of action limits the Department's ability to carry
out certain deobligation actions.

Finding No. 8: Providing Effective And Timely Guidance To Field
Offices And Program Participants

We do not disagree with the Report's Findings that there have been--and
still are--problems with providing clear and timely guidance to our field
offices and program participants. At my direction, the Department is
making a concerted effort to eliminate obsolete or redundant guidance,
simplify and clarify necessary handbooks, and speed the clearance process.

For example, in Housing, 180 people who write and review handbooks
have recently been trained in writing clearly and coherently for particular
audiences. A major handbook on property disposition has been extensively
revised and improved and many other Housirg handbooks are being reviewed
and rewritten. All Housing handbooks are now subject to editorial review
for clarity.

We have also eliminated or reduced a number of Departmental regulations
and issuances. During the last year, 41 handbooks have been cancelled in a
major program area, Housing. In another area, Community Planning and
Development iCPD), 1,500 pages of handbooks were eliminated during 15d2 and
an additional 300 pages as the result of a January 1983 review. Concurrently,
75 obsolete or unnecessary CPD publications were cancelled.

Finding No. 9: Measuring And Monitoring Program Performance And Results

This section points out deficiencies in HUD monitoring, which we are
attempting to address and correct. We agree with the recommendations on
this subject of our Committee on Fraud, Waste and Mismanagement, and are
also working to improve internal controls, as noted in our comments under
Finding No. 10.
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Finding No. 10: Assuring That Program Problems Uncovered From All Sources
Are Effectively Corrected

This part of the Report finds that HUD does not "systematically analyze
or set priorities for resolving and overseeing actions taken in response to
problems uncovered by the many reviews, audits, and evaluations of HUD
programs and procedures." It recommends that we develop a system to set
priorities for response, and establish a focal point for reporting progress.

We believe that the Department's response to the requirements of OMB
Circular No. A-123 and to the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act will
specifically address these points. We are proud of our accomplishments in
these areas so far, and realize that the effort must be continuous.

The system we have devised was recently reviewed by OMB's Internal
Control Team, who noted in their exit Draft Report that, "HUD has made an
excellent, professional effort in meeting the requirements and spirit of
the Federal Managers' Finaecial Integrity Act and the OMB Internal Control
Guidelines. The agency continues to be a major innovator and leader in the
development of overall instructions, staff guidance, and ttaining for vulner-
ability assessments, preliminary review for subsequent actions, and internal
control reviews. Significant support has been provided co the process by the
Office of the Inspector General in developing and planning the evaluation,
improvement and reporting process. The Department's overall internal control
process is one of the best we have observed to date .... "

We intend to see that the new system works. Since it incorporates all
known reviews, audits, and evaluations in determining vulnerable areas, we
believe that it will provide the kind of control system outlined in the
Report recommendation.

Finding No. 11: Developing Staff Skills To Improve Program Delivery

This section notes that HUD "continues to have problems in developing the
right skills and expertise for many of its program areas" in a time of changing
program direction and staffing imbalances. She Report recommends linking a
staff development program to overall organizational planning, and further
integration of staffing needs assessnments with program implementation plans.

Actions are already under way to address these issues. The Department
is currently planning a pilot staffing analysis in the Housing area (1) to
determine the types oi skills which will be needed and the organizational and
staffing patterns which will be appropriate in HUD field offices in the future;
(2) to inventory the skills of current Housing field staff, in order to assess
how well they meet these present ar2 future needb; and (3) to make recommendations
as ;o how best and most economically satisfy those skill needs which cannot be
be met by existing Housing field staff.
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Since Housing constitutes about half of the total of HUD staff, we
believe that the pilot project, if successful, will allow us to extend the
,rogram to other areas of the Department. In time, we believe that the
problem of staffing imbalances can be corrected by this sort of assessment,
for both the field and for Headquarters.

Efforts are also under way in our Office of Training to determine the
kinas of skills that will be necessary to meet new program directions.

As a final observation, I would like to point out that we disagree
with the comments on page145 of the Report concerning the issue of possible
compromise of independence of the Office of the Inspector General. The
Report comments raise the issue in connection with the role of the
Inspector General as chairman of the Department's Committee on Fraud,
Waste, and Mismanagement.

The question of independence has been fully considered. To ensure
that it is maintained, a separate office, the Office of Fraud Control and
Management Operation, has been established within the Office of the
Inspector General to handle these functions. This office is totally
separate from the audit and investigative functions. We feel strongly
on this point and recommend that this issue be eliminated.

I hope that these comments are helpful as you revise your Draift Report.
My staff remains available, of course, to assist you in this matter.

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel R. Plece, Jr

Enclosure

(380585)
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